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Introduction

Philip Sidney and the Poetics of Spanish Chivalric Romance

Philip Sidney read, admired, and imitated Spanish chivalric-romance fiction—primarily in French translation—in a manner more intimate and significant than has been recognized. His *Defence of Poesie* refers to the genre as follows:

> That imitation whereof poetry is, hath the most conveniency to nature of all other, insomuch that, as Aristotle saith, those things which in themselves are horrible, as cruel battles, unnatural monsters, are made in poetical imitation delightful. Truly, I have known men that even with reading *Amadis de Gaule* (which God knoweth wanteth much of a perfect poesy) have found their hearts moved to the exercise of courtesy, liberality, and especially courage. Who readeth Aeneas carrying old Anchises on his back, that wisheth not it were his fortune to perform so excellent an act? (*DP*, 92)

1

The allusion to “*Amadis de Gaule*” confirms Sidney’s interest in the Spanish genre. This passage also encapsulates Sidney’s own theoretical emphasis on three central issues addressed in this present study. Moving backward from the last sentence in this passage to the first, those three issues may be identified as follows: the affective power of fiction upon readers; the poetic use of fictional plotting and characterization within a narrative to sway readers toward a particular mode of thought or action; and the nature of such fictional poetics as *mimesis* or “imitation” of human nature and contemporary reality. This study investigates Sidney’s critical approach to Spanish chivalric-romance fiction by noting first how his own theoretical argument in defense of such fictional poetics resembles the theoretical foundation for that sixteenth-century Spanish genre. That observation serves as a useful point of entry for analyzing precisely how Sidney exploited

---

1 *DP* citation refers to J. A. Van Dorsten’s edition in P. Sidney, *Miscellaneous Prose*, pp. 73-121.
one specific work from that genre in French translation as the dominant creative paradigm he followed for inventing his own fictional narrative, *The Countess of Pembroke’s Arcadia*. Critical methodology for studying Renaissance English literature in recent decades has focused heavily on theorizing literary sources and literary contexts intertextually as ideological discourse. This study, in contrast, focuses on rhetorical poetics by analyzing the nuts and bolts of Renaissance literary invention through imitation and variation of source models.

Before discussing the theoretical basis and practical methodology of Sidney’s imitation, it is important to recognize that the passage from *Defence of Poesie* quoted above also captures the slippery issue of nomenclature for works within the Spanish chivalric-romance genre in French translation. In the late sixteenth century, the French title “Amadis de Gaule” used here by Sidney frequently referred either to one specific work, *Amadís de Gaula*, or to an entire cycle of stories about that work’s protagonist and his descendants, consisting of various works by various Spanish authors, known as the *Amadís* cycle. Other cycles of separate stories lauding the heroic exploits of different fictional dynasties, such as the *Palmerín* cycle, arose within that Spanish tradition, imitating and varying character types and motifs from *Amadís de Gaula*, which remained a dominant paradigm for the genre throughout the sixteenth century. Specific works relating stories of heroes from the Amadís dynasty were commonly known as so-called “Books” of that *Amadís* cycle, published as such but often divided structurally into internal Books or Parts. Sixteenth-century French translations of those Spanish works altered that nomenclature. Certain portions of specific works from the Spanish cycle came to be known as distinct “Books” within the collection of translations known as the
French *Amadis* cycle, and some works from that Spanish cycle were not translated at all. Imprecise reference both to specific works and to that whole cycle as “*Amadis de Gaule*” has created some confusion within Sidney scholarship regarding the degree of Sidney’s indebtedness to works from that genre for the invention of his *Arcadia*. Sidney’s general reference to “*Amadis de Gaule*” here in the *Defence of Poesie* does not alleviate that confusion.

Re-evaluating Sidney’s practical and theoretical investment in works from that chivalric-romance tradition requires recognition that most works in the Spanish *Amadís* cycle were written by the same two authors—Garci Rodríguez de Montalvo and Feliciano de Silva—between the final two decades of the fifteenth century and the middle of the sixteenth century. Montalvo instituted that cycle by revising and expanding *Amadís de Gaula*, a work born and revised multiple times within the fluid manuscript tradition of Castilian courts in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. He self-consciously established his version of *Amadís de Gaula* and his own *Sergas de Esplandián*—respectively “Books” One through Four and “Book” Five of the cycle—together as a single model that should be imitated by future authors. Montalvo’s prologue for Book One of *Amadís de Gaula*, written in the 1490s and probably first printed along with that work in 1496, provides a theoretical foundation for such imitation, defending these two works of heroic fiction in prose as “feigned histories” (“*hystorias fengidas*”) capable of conveying the virtues of recent military conquests and of persuading readers to emulate such *virtus* more effectively than realistic chronicle historiography of the late fifteenth century had done.² Montalvo’s promotion of “feigned history” versus drab chronicle historiography

---

² G. R. Montalvo 1508, fol. II.r (sig. a.ii.r). *See idem., AG*, ed. J. M. Cacho Blecua, vol. 1, pp. 219-225 (p. 223). On the issue of dating Montalvo’s prologue to Book One of his version of *AG*, as well as his *SE*,
bears remarkable similarity to Sidney’s argument in his *Defence of Poesie* for the affective power of fiction versus overly realistic historiography. Feliciano de Silva’s works in the *Amadís* cycle imitate Montalvo’s narrative and theoretical paradigm for the genre, gradually enhancing the complexity of its form through innovation with certain motifs, establishing within his later works a distinct mode of epic-pastoral chivalric “chronicle” fiction.

For the invention of *Arcadia*, Sidney draws primarily upon the first half of Feliciano de Silva’s feigned *Chronicle of Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* as translated by Jacques Gohory as “Book” Eleven in the French *Amadis* cycle. This study emphasizes continuity between Sidney’s poetic theory and that underlying Silva’s work and the Spanish chivalric-romance genre in general. That critical emphasis—combined with detailed analysis of structural, thematic, and philosophical purpose for the Spanish invention and French translation of certain motifs within that specific literary work which Sidney imitates for his *Arcadia*—sheds new light on Sidney’s practice of promoting fictional poetics for English literature.

Sidney invents his original *Arcadia’s* narrative structure and thematic focus through imitating and varying a specific trio of motifs invented by Feliciano de Silva. That device retains its narrative logic when exported from the context of Silva’s work. The three motifs Silva had woven together as logically interdependent are, as an interlaced trio, unique to his work before Sidney’s imitation. A beautiful princess is

---

sequestered because of a prophecy. A young knight then falls in love with that princess through viewing an artistic image of her. This love-by-image motif lends itself to neo-Platonic significance, because the protagonist’s experience of falling in love owes more to the Idea of her beauty than to sexual eros. The combination of those two motifs creates logical motive for the young knight to disguise himself as an Amazonian female warrior in order to meet the beloved princess, join her secret court, win her affection while disguised, then reveal his true identity and marry her in secret. Such transformation through the disguise motif, in turn, lends itself to a sustained narrative poetics of metamorphosis.

In Sidney’s *Arcadia* and in its primary chivalric source material, the reader maintains a privileged perspective of affective complicity with disguised protagonist knights amidst personal and political conflicts arising from their disguised identity and from the means by which their beloved princesses are sequestered. While plot complications unfold within the story, its narrative text provides the reader with privileged knowledge that validates the protagonist lovers’ actions. That knowledge makes the reader want protagonists to succeed in their endeavors. This aesthetic effect often flies in the face of rational arguments and premises presented within the narrative.

This study analyzes closely the narrative logic, philosophical implications, and poetic effect of that narrative progression in Silva’s work, in Gohory’s translation, and in Sidney’s imitation. In Gohory’s mediation and in Sidney’s variation of that French paradigm, the narrative logic and poetics of reader engagement remain consistent with Silva’s invention. Philosophical underpinnings and hints of metaphysical significance vary mainly in degree of verisimilitude, imitated and varied in Sidney’s narrative

---

3 On this aspect of the disguise motif in Silva’s late works, especially FN3, see J. Jiménez Ruiz 2002.
primarily for the purposes of character development and reader complicity with the
protagonist lovers. With regard to the original version of Arcadia (commonly known as
Old Arcadia), this study’s analysis demonstrates, in contrast with dominant critical trends
for interpreting Sidney’s fictional narrative, that such reader complicity occurs without a
negative impression of the protagonists’ disguise, for the heroes retain their ethical
integrity. In fact, the experience of falling in love and transforming themselves leads to
counter development, ennobling them in the reader’s mind rather than imposing for the
reader a negative impression that they have been effeminized or have lapsed morally.
Old Arcadia sustains this positive impression of the protagonist lovers throughout
political crisis and legal indictment in Books Four and Five.

In developing that critical perspective, this study’s analysis of Sidney’s fiction as
close imitation of its dominant chivalric source material reveals several new angles for
interpreting Old Arcadia. First, neither the theoretical foundations nor the thematic and
structural unity of this chivalric source material have been recognized in Sidney
scholarship. Also, prior studies of those Spanish stories in French translation as sources
for Sidney’s Arcadia have not addressed the issue of Jacques Gohory’s agency in
translating Chapters 1-84 of Silva’s Florisel de Niquea, Part Three; thus, such studies
have not recognized that he amplifies philosophical registers within that work to
complement his own interests as an occult philosopher. Third, and perhaps most
important, modern Sidney scholarship has overlooked the fact that Sidney’s narrative
defines the protagonist lovers’ betrothal and secret union in Old Arcadia as “marriage,”
both in the case of Pyrocles and Philoclea and in the case of Musidorus and Pamela.
Consequently, previous critical studies have not identified the central issue at stake
amidst political tension and legal debate in that work’s final two Books. Political crisis and legal verdict both hinge upon the nature of those two couples’ “marriage” as clandestine marriage, due to legal restrictions upon such union in terms of dynastic succession. In the absence of this critical perspective on Books Four and Five, one important context for Sidney’s invention of *Old Arcadia* between 1578 and 1581 has remained overlooked. In 1578, Sidney’s uncle Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, secretly married Lettice Knollys Devereux. Queen Elizabeth’s resentment upon learning of that union jeopardized the Dudley-Sidney family’s position at court, as well as their economic and political prospects for the future, in the winter of 1579 and spring of 1580. The critical stakes are high for each of these new observations about *Old Arcadia*, demanding revision of dominant modern assumptions about that work.

Sidney invents his fiction through synthesizing imitation of his main chivalric paradigm (i.e., Silva’s *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* in French translation) with imitation of specific motifs and narrative devices from multiple other fictional narratives. Analyzing precisely how he does so provides new perspective for re-evaluating continuity between all five Books of *Old Arcadia*’s primary narrative plane and its Eclogues, as well as for re-assessing continuity between Sidney’s *Defence of Poesie* and his fiction, theory and practice. Also, recognizing new correlation between political contexts for *Old Arcadia*’s production and Sidney’s choice and use of literary sources between 1578 and 1581—especially with regard to Leicester’s secret marriage and the Dudley-Sidney family’s circumstances—sheds new light on cultural competition between English aristocrats, between the English and French courts, and (less directly) between Sidney’s fiction and a sixteenth-century Spanish form of fictional poetics rooted in the
early fourteenth century with political focus for rhetorical poetics traceable to the Iberian Arabic tradition.

This study analyzes such multi-layered cultural competition in terms of transmission, alteration, and interpretation of texts. It focuses on the use of specific motifs and other literary devices that lend themselves to certain narrative logic and thematic emphasis when employed as foundations for a work’s structure. In doing so, this study emphasizes specific historical contexts of production and reception, with regard to rhetorical motives for employing those motifs. Its analysis tacitly challenges arguments ascribing a nationalist dimension to Sidney’s work. This study also resists the critical impulse to theorize Sidney’s fictional text and its relationship to other presumed reading material as a matter of rhetorical equivocation emanating from conflicted psychological relationships with contemporary power structures. Subtle application of such methodology to Sidney’s work—in studies by Richard McCoy and Jeffrey Dolven, for instance—has incorporated useful perspectives on sixteenth-century English pedagogy, as well as on chivalric dimensions of English aristocratic culture.

This present study re-directs Dolven’s recent observation about thematic structure in Old Arcadia toward Arthur Kinney’s emphasis on rhetorical imitatio as foundational for the narrative poetics of sixteenth-century prose fiction.

---

4 Contrast H. Cooper 2004, a survey of English “romance” motifs (e.g., pp. 258-260 on Sidney’s Arcadia).
Sidney employs compound *imitatio* with multiple literary sources for the purpose of rhetorical mimesis, in the sense of fiction representing contemporary reality with the aim of swaying a specific intended audience toward a certain mode of thought or action. This notion of “rhetorical mimesis” applies to other periods besides the sixteenth century, blending Kinney’s perspective on “humanist poetics” with a traditional idea of literary “mimesis” such as that posited by Erich Auerbach’s classic study *Mimesis: The Representation of Reality in Western Literature* (1946; translated in 1953). This emphasis on “rhetorical mimesis” in Sidney’s *Old Arcadia* departs from previous critical approaches to rhetoric in that work, which have remained more formal in their analysis, even when recognizing a mode of competitive *imitatio* which “aims to transform what is admired in various exemplary writers into a unique individual style that learns from them.” This study also departs from Thomas Greene’s perspective on such critical and transformative *imitatio*: by highlighting the practical utility of imitation rather than any psychological anxiety or ideological tension built into it, as well as by emphasizing compound imitation of multiple literary sources (“eclectic or exploitative” *imitatio* in

---

8 This present study does not theorize the sixteenth-century cultural competition built into Sidney’s fiction in twentieth-century psychological terms as “cultural mimesis,” nor does it theorize the generic flexibility of “romance” fiction as a “mixed mode,” nor as a realm of ideologically-charged literary “strategies.” For such approaches to sixteenth-century fiction, see, respectively, B. Fuchs 2001, S. J. Greenblatt 1973, and B. Fuchs 2004. This study’s focus differs, too, from critical emphasis on sixteenth-century literature and its “sources” in terms of epistemology, pursuing instead the premise that one such study states as a point of departure for its own focus: “the humanist conception of the text as a rhetorical performance argued that it indeed had a context, a mesh of contingent human occasions” for both its production and its reception (D. Quint 1983, p. xi; cf. p. 223 n. 13).

Greene’s terminology) as crucial for Sidney’s critical invention and rhetorical purpose.\textsuperscript{10} Sidney utilizes literary sources as platforms for thematic and intellectual emphasis in his own fiction. His creative method of invention through compound imitation facilitates both mimesis and rhetorical effect. It is precisely through compound imitation, along with divergence in terms of verisimilitude, that Sidney’s fictional narrative achieves a degree of competitive edge over its primary chivalric source paradigm.

In ascribing “topical” thematic focus rather than topical allegory to Sidney’s \textit{Arcadia}, this study highlights specific historical contexts and rhetorical motives for the production and reception of fictional narrative structures—in sources and imitation alike. Those narrative structures serve as the author’s “fore-conceit of the work” and the reader’s “imaginative ground-plot for profitable invention,” as Sidney puts it in the \textit{Defence of Poesie} (\textit{DP}, 79, 103). That is, the narrative itself, as “an imaginative ground-plot,” both delights the reader and provokes mental “images” or impressions that may be retained and “use[d]” for future “profit.” “Thereby,” explains S. K. Heninger, “the \textit{res} of the poet is revealed in the images of the story produced by the \textit{verba}, and the rhetorical transfer from poet to audience is effected. The poet’s narration serves as a ground-plot of his invention, which though fictive carries the authority of probability.”\textsuperscript{11} Studies by

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{10} T. M. Greene 1982, p. 39. H. James 1997 also revises Greene’s separation of “eclectic” imitation from critical or “dialectical” \textit{imitatio}, though with a distinct emphasis on “literary contamination” (p. 222 n. 2). \textsuperscript{11} S. K. Heninger 1989, p. 251. Heninger adds, “What is one of several possibilities in Aristotle—that ποιητιχή is a verbal activity—becomes exclusive in Sidney. He confines making to a verbal system, so that mimesis becomes the use of language to produce imaginative fictions with an immediate impact upon the reader. As an art of discourse, poetry [i.e., fictional poetics] shares in the suaviness of rhetoric. [...] So imitation, as Sidney refines it, involves both induction and deduction. By induction the poet arrives at a universal, abstracting from actuality what is probable and necessary, conceptualizing to the extent of producing a generality. And this generality serves as object of imitation for the fiction. But this generality, which is true for all cases, is then by deduction exemplified in a particular representative instance. The resultant poem [i.e., narrative poetics] is thereby validated by both inductive and deductive logic. Its object of imitation is grounded in the phenomenal world; but that universal is applied deductively to produce a fictive though representative example whose verisimilitude can be confirmed by reference to our own experience” (\textit{ibid.}, pp. 254-255). Cf. J. C. Ulreich 1982; P. Ramsey 1996, pp. 93-94.
Kathy Eden and Arthur Kinney further illuminate philosophical and rhetorical foundations for Sidney’s poetic theory and practice, which blend a firmly neo-Aristotelian foundation with aspects of neo-Platonic and neo-Ciceronian thought, including this emphasis on verisimilitude for rhetorical effect.\footnote{See K. Eden 1986 (esp. pp. 3-6, 156-175) and A. F. Kinney 1986a (pp. 230-291). Cf. A. F. Kinney 1986a, pp. xi-38, 119-132; and idem. 1989, pp. 3-45.} Emphasis by Kathy Eden and Wesley Trimpi on continuity between Sidney’s poetic theory and medieval intellectual tradition proves an especially useful launching point for comparison between Sidney’s fiction and the Spanish chivalric-romance tradition:

Not only is Sidney’s Aristotelian ethical doctrine here [in *Defence of Poesie*] thoroughly Thomistic, but his account of the moral function of the ‘image’ comes right out of medieval faculty psychology. [...] This ‘moralization’ of the image becomes most effective in the combined *intentiones* revealed in the manifold motivations and actions of fictional characters in epic and drama. In fact, it is through our recognition of such *intentiones* that the events themselves become *exemplares*.\footnote{W. Trimpi 1999, pp. 197-198. For this perspective, Trimpi’s study builds upon idem. 1983 and K. Eden 1986, as well as F. A. Yates 1966 (cf. J. A. Van Dorsten 1967) and M. J. Carruthers 1990.}

Such is the theoretical foundation upon which the Spanish form of chivalric-romance fiction was invented in early fourteenth-century Castile, as a genre distinct from even the Post-Vulgate phase of Anglo-French Arthurian tradition. The rhetorical thrust of this genre’s fictional poetics owes much to the neo-Aristotelian commentaries of Averröes (Ibn Rushd of Córdoba), produced amidst specific patronage contexts in reaction to distinct philosophical currents within the Iberian Arabic world, then embraced by King Alfonso the Learned of Castile, then revised by Thomas Aquinas at Paris and by Castilian clergy at Toledo who probably produced the earliest version of *Amadís de Gaula*. Castile’s long-lasting investment in *Amadís de Gaula*’s secret-marriage theme was established almost certainly because of dynastic politics in the early fourteenth and
late fifteenth centuries (see Chapter Two). In choosing to imitate Feliciano de Silva’s work in French translation between 1578 and 1581, Sidney taps into a rich Castilian tradition of chivalric prose fiction. Sidney’s *Arcadia* departs from its primary chivalric source narrative in style of rhetorical mimesis, especially in terms of verisimilitude, but it differs little in form of narrative poetics.

First and foremost, this study sheds new light on structural and thematic unity in Sidney’s *Old Arcadia*. Chapter One maps out the narrative trajectory of love, disguise, political conflict, and legal trial, as a matter of thematic and structural unity in *Old Arcadia*. In doing so, it revises various critical assumptions about *Old Arcadia* and re-evaluates Sidney’s reasons for composing it as he did between 1578 and 1581. That chapter emphasizes Leicester’s secret marriage to Lettice Knollys Devereux in 1578 as Sidney’s primary impetus and links the matter to contemporary dynastic and cultural politics. From that new angle of analysis, Queen Elizabeth’s prospective marriage to the French Duc d’Anjou appears far less of an issue for Sidney’s fiction than has been assumed in modern arguments that *Old Arcadia* conveys political ideology. Two secondary motives for Sidney’s poetic invention, both tied to the primary impetus of Leicester’s marriage, were the Dudley-Sidney family’s concern for aristocratic dynasty and Leicester’s patronage campaign in competition with other English aristocrats and with the French court.

Chapter Two revises and re-directs the critical methodology of existing source studies aligning Sidney’s fiction with the *Amadis* cycle. Prior analysis and evaluation of that matter has perpetuated certain misleading premises. There has been little or no attention to crucial issues of authorship, narrative structure, and thematic focus for
specific works in that cycle upon which Sidney draws via French translation. Chapter Two emphasizes the neo-Aristotelian commentaries of Averröes as a foundation for continuity between Sidney’s poetic theory and that underlying Spanish chivalric fiction. That emphasis helps explain both the generic complexity and the exemplary poetics of Sidney’s work and of its Spanish sources. The chapter then analyzes the motifs Sidney imitates as they were invented and varied within Feliciano de Silva’s oeuvre, as a means for establishing narrative logic which generates a pair of clandestine marriages and the poetic effect of *admiratio* for the protagonist lovers. Subsequent chapters observe precisely how *Old Arcadia*’s central plot conflicts and thematic focus, from start to finish, revolve around the secret marriage of its four protagonist lovers.

Chapter Three analyzes how, in the first three Books of *Old Arcadia*, Sidney imitates and varies the interlacement of those three motifs in Gohory’s translation of Silva’s *Chronicle of Florisel de Niquea, Part Three*, as a means for generating two secret marriages between the four protagonist lovers. Sidney’s invention through imitation and variation of that source establishes the protagonist princes’ experience of falling in love and transforming themselves in disguise as a positive one, facilitating character development and philosophical enlightenment. *Old Arcadia*’s version of the sequestered-princess motif as impetus for that experience establishes for the work as a whole its theme of slippery interplay between reason and passion, as a variation of similar thematic focus for that motif in Silva’s narrative and Gohory’s translation. Readers’ ethical impressions of the protagonists’ love and of legal judgment in the Arcadian realm hinge upon the matter of the protagonists’ secret union in “marriage,” as Sidney’s narrative defines it. The actions of Pyrocles and Musidorus in courtship and secret betrothal to the
sequestered Arcadian princesses while disguised in Books One through Three of *Old Arcadia* do not convey moral descent from reason toward unbridled passion, nor do they legally implicate the princes as guilty of charges levied against them in Book Five: that is, rape and abduction.\(^{14}\)

From that main chivalric source Sidney’s *Arcadia* also draws its exemplary poetics of character contrast. That is, Sidney’s narrative establishes reader complicity with the protagonist lovers while imposing comic or tragic distance from other main characters such as Basilius, Gynecia, Philanax, and Euarchus. The primary narrative plane of Sidney’s fiction provides exemplary poetics without allegorical narrative and thus represents something fundamentally different from Edmund Spenser’s allegorical chivalric fiction in *The Faerie Queene*.


\(^{14}\) Such moralized reading of the protagonist princes’ actions in *OA* was posited by M. Rose 1964, F. Marencio 1968 (cf. *idem*, 1966 and 1969), and A. D. Weiner 1978. Although subsequent studies have revised the argument for Calvinist ideology in *OA* presented in Marencio’s and Weiner’s work, the notion that the protagonist princes’ actions in Books One through Three constitute either moral lapse or legal guilt has persisted, even in studies such as R. S. White 1996 on *OA* and Natural Law (pp. 137-148). J. Dolven 2007, amidst useful perspective on thematic structure in *OA*, resists defining the protagonist lovers’ union as marriage (pp. 99-133). See Chapters One and Three below. This study’s approach to the disguise motif as narrative poetics achieved through imitation and variation of literary sources diverges from other approaches rooted in twentieth-century psychology, gender theory, anthropology, cultural materialism, or speech-act theory: e.g., W. Schleiner 1988; M. M. Sullivan 1991; L. Celovsky 1994; M. E. Lamb 1997 (cf. *idem*, 1990, pp. 72-114); H. Hackett 2000, pp. 111-115; K. Schwarz 2000, pp. 175-201; S. R. Mentz 2004b; C. Bates 2008, pp. 89-135; J. C. Vaught 2008, pp. 117-135. It complements P. E. Rockwell [1980] in emphasizing the affective dimension of Amazonian disguise in the “high-comic main plot” of *OA*. 14
study emphasizes continuity in narrative poetics of exemplary character contrast between those first three Books and the final two Books. Nowhere in *Old Arcadia* does the narrator or any character dispute that the protagonist lovers are indeed married. Political controversy in Books Four and Five stems from variant impressions of how the protagonists’ clandestine marriages should be interpreted in terms of dynastic succession according to Arcadian law. Analysis of that fact complements and enriches existing critical emphasis on the Dudley-Sidney family’s interest in contemporary legal theory. In order to figure forth variant interpretations of Arcadian law regarding clandestine marriage, Sidney’s narrative exploits specific motifs from ancient prose fiction, especially from Apuleius’s *The Golden Ass (Metamorphoses)* and from Heliodorus’s *Aethiopica*. Sidney combines and varies those motifs as a poetic means to sway readers toward the viewpoint of its protagonists and their supporters within the story, thus swaying readers toward thinking accordingly with regard to contemporary law in cases such as Leicester’s clandestine marriage. This manner of narrative poetics supports neither direct topical allegory nor moralistic allegory of the sort employed in the sixteenth century for reading the *Metamorphoses* of Ovid and Apuleius.

Chapter Five emphasizes that *Old Arcadia*’s Eclogues supplement the work’s main narrative rather than moralize it or illuminate it philosophically. In doing so, that chapter re-directs persistent critical debate about Sidney’s use of quasi-autobiographical pastoral persona in the Eclogues. The situation of Philisides, a melancholy aristocrat-turned-shepherd in Arcadia, reflects to a significant degree that of the author himself amidst his family’s predicament revolving around Leicester’s secret marriage. Sidney imitates Montemayor’s *Diana* for that device of pastoral persona, employing it as a poetic
complement to the main narrative in Books One through Five, rather than using pastoral persona as an allegorical key for the whole *Arcadia*. Juxtaposing that imitation of the *Diana* with variation of a pastoral epithalamion in Gil Polo’s *Diana Enamorada, Old Arcadia* exploits the quasi-religious narrative poetics of Montemayor’s fiction to figure forth generally Protestant impressions of marriage and affective individual piety.

The Conclusion for this study notes briefly that Sidney’s revision of the *Arcadia*’s plot structure toward the mid-1580s, like his original invention of the work, imports and refines the narrative poetics of its primary chivalric source material. Both versions of Sidney’s fiction rely on poetics of reader engagement and exemplary character contrast, and both versions maintain thematic emphasis on secret marriage, though with distinct narrative focus for that theme and with distinct effect as a matter of rhetorical mimesis.

Sidney scholarship frequently emphasizes the gist of what we call here mimesis: fictional representation of contemporary reality. Recognizing the relationship between poetics of rhetorical mimesis in Sidney’s *Arcadia* and that of its primary chivalric source material, however, proves difficult to theorize. Through detailed and broadly ranging philological and historical study, one may perceive the uniqueness and complexity of Spain’s chivalric-romance genre in prose advanced by Montalvo and Silva, appropriated by translators such as Gohory, then imitated by Sidney. Continuity and change typify Castilian chivalric fiction, including Feliciano de Silva’s own invention and re-invention of interlaced motifs that Gohory amplifies philosophically and Sidney exploits aesthetically. Only by synthesizing and supplementing a wide array of research can one begin to comprehend and appreciate the impact of Montalvo’s and Silva’s work upon European letters in the sixteenth century—not least, as we shall see, in Sidney’s invention.
of his *Arcadia*, which, along with his *Defence of Poesie* and lyric poems, helped shape the renascence of English literature in the 1590s and early seventeenth century.
I.

*Old Arcadia’s Topical and Rhetorical Poetics, Reconsidered*

Philip Sidney’s entire literary oeuvre, produced between 1577 and his death in 1586, was emphatically topical and rhetorical in focus. His *Discourse on Irish Affairs* defends land taxes imposed in the Irish Pale by his father Henry Sidney. His pastoral drama *The Lady of May* was an entertainment produced for an occasion in which Queen Elizabeth visited the estate of Sidney’s uncle Robert Dudley at Wanstead, focused on the matter of her sustained decision to remain unmarried. In 1579, Sidney composed a letter of advice to Queen Elizabeth addressing the issue of whether or not she would marry Hercule-François, the French Duke of Anjou and former Duke of Alençon. In 1581, Sidney contributed to the design of a chivalric entertainment in which he participated, known as *The Four Foster Children of Desire*, also addressing that matter of the queen’s potential marriage and performed for her in the company of French ambassadors. His *Defence of Poesie*, composed some time between 1579 and 1582, promotes the ethical and rhetorical virtues of fictional poetics. Sidney’s *Arcadia*—which he originally wrote between 1578 and 1581, then revised substantially in plot structure between c.1582 and c.1584—puts that poetic theory into practice as prose fiction interspersed with pastoral verse. His sequence of sonnets and lyric songs, *Astrophil and Stella*, expresses personal and conflicted sentiment in the mode of sixteenth-century neo-Petrarchan tradition, presumably autobiographical in focus (at least loosely so in inspiration), unlike some other examples of that literary mode. And Sidney’s *Defence of the Earl of Leicester* rebuts slander against his uncle Robert Dudley that circulated widely in the early 1580s.
This study re-evaluates the issues of rhetoric and topicality in Sidney’s original *Arcadia (Old Arcadia)* by analyzing precisely *how* he invents his fiction through imitation and variation of literary sources, inferring from that analysis *why* he would have chosen to imitate and combine those particular works when he did and in the manner that he did. This opening chapter emphasizes the latter issue—motives for inventing *Arcadia*—with regard to the global structure of *Old Arcadia*’s primary narrative plane.

Sidney’s literary activity, even at a glance such as the summary provided above, reflects investment in political and legal matters pertaining to his family. On multiple occasions his works address the topic of marriage with regard to Queen Elizabeth and the English succession. Critical attention to that political context with regard to his invention of *Old Arcadia* poses unanswered questions. Evidence in the form of extant manuscripts and allusions suggests quite clearly that he began writing the story around 1578 and composed the majority of it while away from court at the family estate of Wilton in 1580, primarily for his sister Mary Sidney Herbert, Countess of Pembroke, though allowing manuscript copies of his work to be made while he composed it.15 Both this matter of manuscript circulation and the heavily rhetorical thrust of Sidney’s poetic theory, as well as the topical focus of his other literary works, demand attention to the issues of audience and rhetorical purpose for his invention of *Arcadia*. Various veins of discourse within

---

15 On circumstantial evidence for dating Sidney’s composition of *Old Arcadia*, see J. Robertson, ed. P. Sidney, *OA*, pp. xv-xix. Detailed study of extant manuscripts reveals that, “When he had completed the *Old Arcadia*, while apparently asserting that it was exclusively for his sister—’done only for you, only to you’ [OA, 3]—he saw the possibility of its reaching a wider audience through letting others transcribe his working copy. [...] The textual evidence shows that he allowed at least eight copies of the *Old Arcadia* to be made in the space of as little as two years” (H. R. Woudhuysen 1996, pp. 385, 8; see pp. 8-9, 89, 203, 299-355). Here Woudhuysen quotes Sidney’s prefatory epistle for *OA*, “To My Dear Lady and Sister the Countess of Pembroke.” K. O. Myrick 1935 characterizes Sidney’s reference to *OA* in this epistle as “idle work..., being but a trifle, and that triflingly handled”—like his reference to *DP* as “this ink-wasting toy of mine” (*DP*, 120-121)—as *sprezzatura* (pp. 40-43; cf. pp. 27, 298-315). Cf. R. E. Stillman 1986, pp. 39, 43-44. *OA* citation refers to Robertson’s edition.
Old Arcadia have been aligned with various aspects of political and intellectual contexts in which Sidney composed it; yet, existing studies have not identified the logical trajectory by which the story itself links love and disguise, as well as political and legal conflicts, with marriage.

Central plot conflicts and narrative focus in Old Arcadia, from start to finish, revolve around the secret marriages of its four protagonist lovers, which occur in Book Three. Book One focuses on Pyrocles and Musidorus falling in love with the sequestered princesses Philoclea and Pamela, and vice-versa, within a pastoral courtly locus amoenus to which the princes have gained and maintained access only through disguise as, respectively, an Amazonian female warrior and a shepherd. Book Two focuses on the lovers’ covert courtship amidst restrictions within that Arcadian setting. In Book Three, the protagonist princes reveal their true identities to their beloved princesses, and the two couples are betrothed in a manner that constitutes “marriage,” as defined by Sidney’s narrative, although such union remains a secret throughout Book Three due to restrictions imposed by the princesses’ parents. In Book Four, their father the Arcadian regent Duke Basilius drinks a potion that seems to cause his death—from the reader’s perspective as well as from that of all characters in the story—and a temporary succession crisis occurs in Arcadia due to debate about the clandestine nature of Pamela’s marriage to Musidorus as dubious validation of her legal right to succeed her father as his eldest daughter and heir-apparent. To avoid political faction and civil war, Arcadian officials recruit the just King Euarchus of Macedonia, who happens to be Pyrocles’s father and Musidorus’s uncle, to determine the protagonist lovers’ fate as judge for the legal trial held in Book Five of Sidney’s narrative. Euarchus, upon hearing trumped-up allegations of rape and
abduction against the young princes, even after learning their true identities as his son
and nephew, rules in favor of arguments that they should be held to the letter of Arcadian
law and thus sentences them to death. A last-minute twist of plot—the sudden revelation
that Duke Basilius was not in fact dead but instead had fallen into a comatose sleep—
allows for the restoration of political stability through Basilius’s clemency toward
Pyrocles and Musidorus and his public validation of their clandestine marriages to his
two daughters.

Because this focus on clandestine marriage in *Old Arcadia* has not been
recognized in modern Sidney scholarship, there has been no critical attention to one
revealing historical context for Sidney’s invention of that fiction between 1578 and 1581:
his uncle the Earl of Leicester’s secret marriage and its ramifications for the Sidney
family. This chapter examines that context as an impetus for why Sidney chose to imitate
Feliciano de Silva’s chivalric fiction in French translation between 1578 and 1581.
Although it has been recognized for over a century that the central plot elements of love
and disguise in Sidney’s story imitate motifs from “Book” Eleven of the French *Amadis*
cycle, no prior study has examined why Sidney would have chosen that source material as
the dominant foundation for his own fiction, beyond brief and general emphasis on the
pleasure such tropes might provide for readers.\(^{16}\) It is this matter of readers, in terms of
Sidney’s primary intended audience for *Old Arcadia* within the immediate context of its
production, that requires more precise attention, especially in regard to the secret-
mariage theme characteristic of Spanish chivalric romance.

Reader knowledge of the material Sidney imitates for inventing his fiction
enhances the rhetorical effectiveness of *Old Arcadia*’s narrative poetics. In this regard, it
is essential that we begin by re-assessing the matter of Sidney’s primary intended audience for *Old Arcadia* in tandem with the issue of rhetorical mimesis: that is, poetic imitation of contemporary reality designed to sway a specific audience toward a particular mode of thought or action. Traditionally, it has been assumed that Sidney wrote *Old Arcadia* primarily for his sister, based on the dedicatory epistle, “To My Dear Lady and Sister the Countess of Pembroke” (*OA*, 3). Yet, critical interpretation of the work emphasizing political and intellectual contexts for its production almost invariably has gravitated away from any precise focus on her and her court as immediate intended audience, despite the narrator’s overt references to his readers as “fair ladies” throughout Book One and in Book Three. Rather than analyze those narrative cues through the lens of twentieth-century gender theory, the matter may be addressed more fruitfully through re-considering political and biographical contexts for Sidney’s fiction with regard to the Dudley-Sidney family and Leicester’s secret marriage. Such re-consideration helps explain both the impetus and the stakes for Sidney’s choice to imitate “Book” Eleven of the French *Amadis* cycle.

Both Sidney and his sister held significant personal stakes in their uncle’s secret marriage. Queen Elizabeth’s resentment toward Leicester for that marriage jeopardized the Dudley-Sidney family’s fortunes during the winter of 1579 and the spring months of 1580. The marriage itself also potentially threatened Sidney’s own right of inheritance to Dudley titles and estates. Analysis of these matters suggests that Sidney would have maintained an informed and conflicted personal perspective on sixteenth-century legal reform pertaining to clandestine marriage. Further, Sidney chose to focus his fictional narrative on clandestine marriage because of his own personal and family situation.

---

between 1578 and 1581. Cultural competition with the French court levied by Leicester within that context helps explain the stakes for Sidney’s investment in French versions of Spanish chivalric romance.

These new viewpoints also shed new light on probable motive for why Sidney’s fiction exploits its different literary sources neatly within a five-Act structure, as a means to figure forth legal debate about clandestine marriage in Arcadia. Sidney’s blending of Spanish chivalric-romance motifs with motifs from ancient prose fiction achieves an effect of dramatic tragicomedy enclosed within the codex, generally conforming with humanist approaches to classical comedy while imposing enhanced emphasis on admiratio for the protagonist lovers.\(^\text{18}\) The narrative itself generates reader complicity and rhetorical effect through its poetics of exemplary character contrast and its thematic focus on dynastic union via secret marriage.

* * *

Sidney produced *Old Arcadia* primarily while away from court at Wilton, a family estate where he could spend quality time with his sister, amidst their uncle’s patronage campaign between the years 1578 and 1581. Leicester mustered that campaign in tandem with Anjou’s courtship for Queen Elizabeth’s hand in marriage, as a means to cultivate an impression of himself as an important European lord, in competition with

\(^{18}\) Cf. V. Kahn & L. Hutson 2001: “Sixteenth-century dramatists brought up on humanist editions of classical comedy and on Erasmus’ adaptation of classical discussions of ‘artificial proof’ would have been familiar with the notion of a relationship between the dilatory plea of equity as a corrective to the letter of the law, and the dilatory temporal space occupied by the hypotheses and ‘errors’ generated by the dramatic text” (p. 5; see pp. 4-5, 23 n. 21). Also see K. Eden 1986, pp. 7-157; B. J. Shapiro 2001; R. F. Hardin 2007. For previous critical approaches to *OA*’s five-act dramatic structure, see R. H. Perkinson 1946; W. A. Ringler, ed. P. Sidney, *Poems*, pp. xxxvii-xxxviii; R. W. Parker 1972; C. L. Chalifour 1976; P. E. Rockwell [1980]; D. V. Stump 1982; S. K. Heninger 1989, pp. 415-418, 425-429—although see note 68 below on Parker’s argument regarding the *Arcadia*’s chivalric-romance sources. Compare this chapter’s perspective with Sidney’s comments on poetic form and theater in *DP* (94-99, 112-116), K. Eden 1986 on Sidney’s *DP* (pp. 3-6, 156-175), and Chapter Two below. In methodology and in critical focus, this perspective on Sidney’s poetic invention departs from E. B. Bearden’s recent theory about how Sidney’s *NA* represents a “narrative version of tragicomedy” ([forthcoming], p. 3).
French court culture, especially Anjou’s patronage of the arts. In studying that cultural context, Henry Woudhuysen uses extant records to analyze closely Sidney’s movements upon returning from his 1577 diplomatic embassy in eastern Europe, emphasizing that Sidney produced and circulated nearly all of his literary works in this period of Leicester’s patronage campaign during the Anjou courtship, associating the “occasional writing and forensic rhetoric” of Sidney’s works with family interests, including contemporary legal theory pertaining both to England and to continental Europe.\textsuperscript{19}

Sidney and his sister, as author and primary intended audience for \textit{Old Arcadia}, also would have been aware of differences between England and Europe in terms of mid-sixteenth-century legal reform pertaining to clandestine marriage.

That matter of sixteenth-century legal reform with regard to earlier Christian policy on clandestine marriage proves crucial for this present study. From Justinian’s reformation of ancient Roman law in the sixth century through the fifteenth century, Christian perspectives on marriage developed in Europe as an ongoing negotiation of social demands, canon law, and religious practice. Persistent social concerns included abduction (\textit{raptus}), parental consent, property rights, kinship, and royal and aristocratic “blood law.” Such issues provoked emphasis on the religious practice of having an ecclesiastical witness preside over Christian union in marriage, and canon law developed for defining more precisely the Church’s sacramental perspective on marriage. In those debates, the ultimate criterion for valid Christian marriage remained consistent. The

\textsuperscript{19} H. R. Woudhuysen [1980], p. 233 (see pp. 70-74, 232-304). Here Woudhuysen emphasizes that Sidney “was not shy about displaying himself and his ideas at court. Leicester encouraged him to do this, and Sidney intends the reader to recognize his world in what he wrote” (p. 304). Woudhuysen’s study revises E. Rosenberg 1955 with broader perspective including Leicester’s competition with French patronage during that period of 1578-1581. On two portraits of Anjou owned by Leicester and moved from London to his Wanstead estate between 1580 and 1582, see E. Goldring 2004. On Philip Sidney’s image in portraiture between 1575 and 1579 as emulation of Leicester’s, see E. I. Berry 1998, pp. 49-62.
formation of Christian marriage required mutual vows and consent between a man and a woman, consummated either by sexual union or by continued mutual intention to marry following betrothal. Thus, clandestine marriage remained theologically valid amidst social controversy and legal debate over the matter from the thirteenth century through the fifteenth century. Protestant reformations of the early sixteenth century in continental Europe, as well as a decree from the Council of Trent in 1563, imposed various degrees of legal reform invalidating secret unions conducted without ecclesiastical sanction or official approval by the couple’s parents or community. Tridentine reform required that a priest be present, as well as multiple witnesses; otherwise, union by mutual consent alone remained invalid theologically and socially. In France, a royal decree in 1556-1557, designed as a strategic maneuver tied to the espousal of King Henri II’s daughter Diane, prohibited any legal right to goods and titles in cases of betrothal without physical consummation (a form of union which could still constitute clandestine marriage according to Roman canon law at that point). England, on the other hand, remained a unique case in the sixteenth century, maintaining pre-Tridentine Roman canon law—thus recognizing the theological validity of clandestine marriage—and yet, under the Elizabethan Protestant settlement, denying marriage its


former sacramental status and allowing for legal prosecution (and even excommunication) of ordained ministers and laymen bearing witness to secret marriage.\textsuperscript{23}

These latter observations regarding England and France deserve attention in relief with Leicester’s marriage and its significance for Sidney and his sister. The detail regarding liability of ministers and witnesses under English law applies directly, for extant evidence confirms that both were present at Leicester’s secret wedding on 21 September 1578.\textsuperscript{24} Sidney probably would have known that dimension of English law well, combined with the fact that England maintained theological validity for clandestine marriage, in contrast with France under Tridentine reform. Indeed, recognizing differences between English and European law was an active concern pursued by both Leicester and Sidney.

Leicester’s aim to provide military support for the Protestant cause in Flanders served as a motive for both Leicester and Sidney to support the endeavors of contemporary legal theorists interested in both civil law and Roman imperial law: not only Englishmen such as John Hammond and Gabriel Harvey but also, significantly, continental scholars such as Jean Hotman and Alberico Gentili, a pioneer in early modern


\textsuperscript{24} Based on the witnesses’ comments in a gathering two and a half years later, some scholars have conjectured that there was also a prior secret marriage between Leicester and this same new wife, at Kenilworth in the spring of 1578, motivated by a pregnancy that must have failed. The “evidence” consists of an unreliable claim in a slanderous tract against Leicester circulated in England around 1584-1585, known as \textit{Leicester’s Commonwealth}, combined with the presiding clergyman’s recollection in March 1580/81 that on 21 September 1578 the bride was “at tired as he now remembereth in a loose gown” (PRO ms. SP 12, vol. 148, fol. 83r). S. A. Adams 2004b cites these references and, in response to one theory on that matter (D. A. Wilson 1981, pp. 223-231), emphasizes that “the latest occasion Leicester and the countess could have been at Kenilworth together was in summer 1577, and the actual date of Denbigh’s birth was unknown until it was discovered in 1992 in a document at Longleat House, Wiltshire. A failed pregnancy in 1578 cannot be ruled out entirely, but no reference to one survives” (p. 88a). M. G. Brennan & N. J. Kinnamon 2003 errs in claiming that on 21 September 1578 Leicester’s new wife “was probably already pregnant with their only son Lord Denbigh” (p. 69). See notes 44-45 below.
international law. Arthur Kinney and David Norbrook have followed Woudhuysen’s lead in recognizing the Dudley-Sidney family’s investment in legal theory as a crucial context for legal debate in Book Five of Sidney’s *Old Arcadia*. Adding the issue of Leicester’s clandestine marriage to their perspectives takes the premise a step further: this consideration complements Woudhuysen’s emphasis on domestic law versus international law in *Old Arcadia*, Kinney’s emphasis on the contrast between common law’s focus on legal precedent and chancery’s focus on legal equity, as well as Norbrook’s emphasis on the issue of a monarch’s prerogative to protect the aristocracy from legal verdict such as that imposed upon the protagonist princes in *Old Arcadia*. Sidney would have been aware of those legal issues along with the fact that French legal reform denied succession of wealth and titles in cases of clandestine marriage.

*Old Arcadia’s* conclusion figures forth a combination of those four issues. This present study re-assesses how Sidney uses literary source material to establish the overall rhetorical effect of *Old Arcadia’s* conclusion with regard to those legal issues. Before analyzing the matters of literary sources and narrative poetics, though, current critical perspectives on political contexts for *Old Arcadia’s* production, especially regarding Queen Elizabeth and the English aristocracy, must be revised in order to recognize the

---

25 H. R. Woudhuysen [1980], pp. 70-74 (cf. pp. 285-293 on *OA*). Woudhuysen emphasizes, “From the point of view of the chief legal interest of Leicester’s circle, international relations, a knowledge of civil law was essential—it would be pointless discussing the problems raised by the Netherlands on the basis of the common English law. It is not surprising then to witness the Earl, encouraging and patronising continental civilians, such as Alberico Gentili and Jean Hotman, or to see men like Pierre Pithon and Julius Caesar successfully gaining a B. C. L. and a D. C. L. respectively during his Chancellorship” (p. 72). S. P. Kerr 1955 observes that by the age of thirteen Sidney enrolled not only at Christ Church College, Oxford, but also at Gray’s Inn, London; he was admitted 2 February 1567/68; his father had joined that society in 1563, and his younger brother Robert would do so in 1617 (p. 48). Cf. R. S. White 1996, p. 95. Also see D. Norbrook 2002 on Sidney and Harvey (p. 315).

stakes of this thematic focus for *Arcadia’s* conclusion: love, law, and clandestine marriage.

Sidney began writing *Old Arcadia* around the time of Leicester’s secret marriage in 1578. Queen Elizabeth’s anger toward Leicester for his marriage jeopardized the Dudley-Sidney family’s economic and political future. The gravest immediate consequences of the queen’s resentment toward Leicester over that matter occurred in between two distinct phases of the Anjou marriage negotiations, and by 1580, when Sidney wrote most of the *Old Arcadia*, Leicester’s political concern over his queen’s prospective marriage had been largely assuaged.27 In that context, *Old Arcadia’s* narrative focus on dynastic union through clandestine marriage pertains more directly to the context of Leicester’s secret marriage than to Queen Elizabeth’s prospective marriage.

Recognizing the political significance of Leicester’s secret marriage within that context of international dynastic policy challenges Blair Worden’s view that *Old Arcadia* constitutes a political treatise veiled in topical allegory. Worden’s study emphasizes how the prospects that Queen Elizabeth wanted to marry the Duc d’Anjou and that she might indeed do so stirred up much emotion and created division among the queen’s councilors at particular moments during those years, in terms of political policy. Some time in the winter of 1579, Sidney wrote a letter to the queen adamantly warning of political and religious dangers involved with such dynastic union, and the letter circulated widely in manuscript, thus becoming a tool of propaganda for his uncle the Earl of Leicester’s

---

27 S. A. Adams 2004a, pp. 105a-107a.
policy at that specific point in time.\textsuperscript{28} Worden’s study of \textit{Old Arcadia} in tandem with those contexts highlights its general themes of reason and counsel, virtue and vice, to argue that Sidney’s fiction espouses a singular political ideology that England must “stand alone” rather than join itself in dynastic union with “Catholic” France (that is, the French monarchy and Guise contingent).\textsuperscript{29} Worden’s approach, however, focuses mostly on official talk of the Anjou marriage in 1579 and therefore builds literary interpretation upon the premise that Sidney’s \textit{Old Arcadia}, from start to finish, espouses and seeks to promote the same perspective on foreign policy voiced in his “Letter to Queen Elizabeth” written toward the end of 1579.

It should be recognized, though, that the stakes of that policy changed for Leicester (and thus for Sidney, too) in 1580 and 1581, while Sidney wrote much of his fiction. Leicester’s clandestine marriage, on the other hand, remained a matter of paramount importance from 1578 through 1581, personally and politically, both for Sidney and for his primary intended audience while he composed \textit{Old Arcadia}. Existing

\textsuperscript{28} See “A Letter Written by Sir Philip Sidney to Queen Elizabeth, Touching Her Marriage with Monsieur,” ed. K. Duncan-Jones, in P. Sidney, \textit{Miscellaneous Prose}, pp. 33-57; and, on thirty-nine identifiable manuscript versions, all scribal copies with significant textual variation, see P. Beal 1998 (pp. 109-146, 274-280) and \textit{idem}. 2002. S. P. Kerr 1955 suggests that Sidney might have written the letter in Francis Walsingham’s chambers at Gray’s Inn (p. 50). Sidney, in contrast with one John Stubbs, seems to have received no official censure for writing this letter. In September 1579, an inflammatory tract written by Stubbs blazed forth in print, disseminating into the public sphere arguments against the prospective royal marriage, and Elizabeth reacted firmly by sentencing that the bookseller William Page and the ironically named author Stubbs have their right hands chopped off in public, 4 November 1579. See J. Stubbs 1579 (cf. \textit{idem.}, \textit{Gaping Gulf}, ed. L. E. Berry); C. S. Clegg 1997, pp. 123-137; and, on the matter of “public sphere” in this context, see P. Lake & M. C. Questier 2000 and N. Mears 2001a.

\textsuperscript{29} B. Worden 1996. \textit{Cf. idem}. 2007; and Chapter Five below, note 285. C. Martin 1988, which Worden’s studies do not cite, provides a distinct reading of actions by Arcadia’s rulers (Basiliius and Gynecia) and their ramifications in \textit{OA}, based on the same critical approach of associating Sidney’s fiction directly with his “Letter to Queen Elizabeth,” combined with the premise that these characters’ “anxiety” regarding their “royal estate” revolves about the question of Basiliius’s “virility” (p. 370; see pp. 369-385 on \textit{OA}). For comparison of Philanax’s advice to Basiliius in Book One with that of Sidney’s “Letter to Queen Elizabeth,” see J. Robertson, ed. P. Sidney, \textit{OA}, p. 419; and D. Connell 1977, pp. 105-110. Also compare W. G. Zeeveld 1933; H. R. Woudhuysen [1980], pp. 285-293; and J. E. Keenan [1994]. \textit{Cf. S. Doran 1996, pp. 154-184, 210; A. L. Harkness [2005], pp. 9-13. Woudhuysen’s study provides useful emphasis that in composing \textit{OA} Sidney was “thinking as most Protestants would as much of the Low Countries as of Alençon [Anjou] and England” (p. 286).
arguments against Worden’s perspective on topical allegory, like this present study, privilege narrative poetics of reader engagement over allegorical interpretation. Yet, Worden’s research provides a useful platform for stepping further toward attention to the Dudley-Sidney family’s concern for building their own aristocratic dynasty, rather than just to their policy regarding the queen’s potential marriage to Anjou.

Critical attention to the Dudley-Sidney family’s expanded aristocratic dynasty between 1578 and 1581 helps bring Mary Sidney Herbert into the picture more clearly. Her marriage in 1577 to Henry Herbert, Earl of Pembroke, had forged dynastic alliance between the Dudley, Sidney, and Herbert families. All three aristocratic families had risen to prominence only in the sixteenth century, and the figureheads for this new alliance, Leicester and Pembroke, like their respective nephew and brother-in-law Philip Sidney, both supported the Protestant cause in Europe. The young Countess of Pembroke, during these years in which her brother wrote the *Arcadia* for her, remained aware of her family’s political situation: both their investment in supporting that international cause and the political ramifications of Queen Elizabeth’s anger toward her uncle for his secret marriage to Lettice Knollys Devereux. It was Leicester’s close personal relationship with the queen which both motivated him to keep his second marriage to a member of her court secret and also

---

30 In revising Worden’s premise and argument for topical allegory in OA, this study takes an approach distinct from that of Robert Stillman (see bibliography in Chapter Five below, note 285). G. Alexander 2006a embraces Stillman’s perspective on Sidney’s *DP* (R. E. Stillman 2002a; cf. *idem*. 2008), usefully claiming about OA, “Basilius is very barely a study in pacific government and isolationism, and far more a great comic creation whose retreat allows a superbly plotted pastoral drama to unfold” (p. xxx). Also see L. Tennenhouse 1990, pp. 207-208, 210-211.

31 See M. P. Hannay 1990, pp. 35-58 (esp. pp. 35-51). Hannay emphasizes that “[Leicester’s] efforts to continue his favor with the queen—which meant, essentially, his flirtation—were undermined by his bride” (p. 45). K. T. Rowe 1947 mentions Leicester’s marriage to distinguish between such cases with the queen’s personal favorites versus similar situations with other courtiers (pp. 50-52). J. Drinkwater notes it as one probable reason for Sidney’s retirement from court in 1579 (ed. P. Sidney, *Poems*, p. 34).
caused its discovery to become a political liability for the Dudley-Sidney family. The Countess of Pembroke’s new husband had served as an official witness for that clandestine marriage; thus, according to English law, those witnesses could potentially be subjected to legal prosecution and punishment. The Sidneys probably would have been aware of that fact. Also, because Leicester had remained Queen Elizabeth’s personal favorite courtier throughout her reign, his new wife never escaped the queen’s resentment after this second marriage, which remained “half concealed” even after the queen learned of it in 1579.\textsuperscript{32} Indeed, the matter became politicized when Jean de Simier, the Duc d’Anjou’s diplomatic agent visiting London, exposed Leicester’s marriage to Queen Elizabeth, some time in the late months of 1579, not long after the French duke himself first arrived in England on 17 August 1579 to woo the queen in person. Simier informed the queen of Leicester’s marriage probably just before leaving England, and Elizabeth’s resulting anger toward Leicester put him, and hence Sidney’s whole family, in dire political and economic straits between November 1579 and March 1580.\textsuperscript{33}

Momentous changes in continental politics in early 1580, though, caused Anjou’s nominally Catholic religion to become a less inflammatory political issue for Leicester and also affected Leicester’s fortunes favorably while renewing Anjou’s interest in pursuing the prospect of marriage to Elizabeth, which Leicester and Sidney had opposed at the end of the previous year. In January 1580 (1579/80 by the Elizabethan English calendar), the King of Portugal died without an indisputable heir, having named Felipe II

\textsuperscript{32} S. A. Adams 2004a, pp. 106b-107a; also see idem. 2004b, pp. 88a-89b. At least partially due to the queen’s resentment, Leicester’s debts to the crown later fell largely upon his new wife (S. A. Adams 1996, pp. 5-6).

\textsuperscript{33} S. A. Adams 2004a, pp. 105a-107a. Cf. idem. 2004b: “What can be said with assurance is that Leicester's marriage did not become an issue until December 1579, and that the immediate crisis—so far as he was concerned—was over in spring 1580” (p. 88a). On later financial ramifications for others, including the Countess of Leicester and Philip Sidney’s younger brother Robert, see S. A. Adams 1996, pp. 2-6.
of Spain as his successor, at which point Felipe II levied a quick and adamant campaign to annex Portugal and its overseas empire for Spain. In response to that unimaginable threat, William of Orange newly renounced Dutch allegiance to Felipe II, nominally granting it instead to Anjou, as an attempt to spark new activist energy for the Protestant cause in the Low Countries. Anjou responded in April 1580 by blaming Simier and other counselors for conspiring against Leicester, with the aim of “mend[ing] relations,” for “good relations with England and with Leicester in particular—given the respect in which he was held in the Netherlands—were now essential.” As a result, in the final wave of negotiations over whether or not Anjou would indeed marry Queen Elizabeth, Leicester participated fully in Privy Council debate, and Sidney resumed active life at court in 1581. Thus, after that turn of international affairs in 1580 ensuing from the Portuguese succession question, the matter of Queen Elizabeth’s potential marriage to Anjou became somewhat less of an urgent concern for Leicester and Sidney in 1580-1581. The issue of remaining in their queen’s good graces following Leicester’s clandestine marriage, on the other hand, became even more important than in 1579 when Sidney had written the letter of advice to her, for now the prospect that Leicester might receive a charge to lead military forces for the Protestant cause in Flanders (as he did, eventually, in 1585) suddenly had increased exponentially, Anjou marriage or no Anjou marriage. In this context, Philip Sidney and his sister the Countess of Pembroke both would have born in mind the fact that legal equity or monarchal pardon could release Leicester and Pembroke

---

34 On Felipe II’s campaign for acquisition of Portugal c.1580, see A. Danvila 1956; and, on mixed impressions of the same within Spain, A. I. Watson 1990.
35 S. A. Adams 2004a, p. 106a. Hubert Languet warns Sidney about England, Anjou, and European politics in a letter dated 30 January 1579/80 (Correspondence, p. 188). On military contexts and Queen Elizabeth’s involvement, see M. P. Holt 1986, pp. 146-158. S. A. Adams 2004c explains why Queen Elizabeth had declined a formal offer of sovereignty over the rebel provinces of Holland and Zeeland in 1576, based on her own “moral dilemma: how to reconcile her acceptance of the legitimacy of the Dutch cause with her conscientious objection to territorial expansion” (p. 309).
from any potential legal restrictions upon his clandestine marriage, based on mitigating circumstances, and thus greatly enhance the family’s future prospects, politically and economically.

This revised approach to political contexts for *Old Arcadia* sheds new light on Sidney’s choice and use of dominant literary source material, especially when put in relief with Woudhuysen’s perspective on Leicester’s literary patronage as a matter of competition with French court culture. Leicester’s campaign culminated, in fact, with innovative chivalric pageantry designed mostly by Sidney in 1581, known as *Four Foster Children of Desire*: a tournament performed at court for the queen and French diplomats, which “attempts astonishingly to create an entertainment in the French style of Henri III’s court.”

36 That mode of cultural competition seems to complement Sidney’s invention of *Old Arcadia* as English pastoral-chivalric fiction along the lines of the Spanish *Amadís*.

---

36 H. R. Woudhuysen [1980], p. 11. On the tournament pageantry, see *ibid.*, pp. 305-350. H. R. Woudhuysen 2004 provides a very brief summary (p. 562a). For published accounts of the *Four Foster Children of Desire* pageantry, which Woudhuysen labels “the most magnificent and ambitious show put on during the Queen’s reign” ([1980], p. 11), see H. Goldwell 1581 (cf. ed. K. Duncan-Jones, in P. Sidney, *Sidney*, pp. 299-311, 402-405); N. Council 1976; A. R. Young 1987, pp. 147b-149b (cf. pp. 33b-34a, 93b-95a, 213 n. 58, 202b-203a); R. C. McCoy 1989, pp. 58-62; K. Duncan-Jones 1991, pp. 204-212 (cf. pp. 8-9, 16); A. C. Hamilton 1996; and N. Mears 2001b, p. 453. K. Duncan-Jones 1991, drawing upon Woudhuysen’s research, also discusses the “Callophius” challenge (pp. 201-204) and other tournaments in which Sidney participated. Cf. A. H. Nelson 2003, pp. 261-265. On the pageantry Henri III designed to celebrate the Duc de Joyeuse’s marriage to the French queen’s half-sister Marie de Lorraine in 1581, see F. A. Yates 1975, pp. 149-172. For an illustrated account of elaborate French pageantry for the triumphal entries of Charles IX and his new queen Elizabeth of Austria into Paris in 1571, celebrating “the union of two great royal lines, both claiming descent from Charlemagne, in the marriage of a *Rex Christianissimus* of France with a daughter and granddaughter of emperors” (F. A. Yates 1975, p. 127), see S. Bouquet 1572 and F. A. Yates’s introduction to the 1973 facsimile edition (pp. 6-41) (cf. F. A. Yates 1975, pp. 127-148). Also see F. A. Yates 1975 on “The Idea of the French Monarchy” (pp. 121-126). Philip Sidney almost certainly witnessed similar French festivities in Paris celebrating the marriage of Henri de Navarre (figurehead for French Protestants) to Marguerite de Valois, sister of King Charles IX and daughter of Catherine d’Medici, which took place on 18 August 1572. Preparation for those festivities began the week after King Charles IX personally granted young Philip Sidney the baronial title “gentilhomme ordinaire de notre chambre” on 9 August 1572. Certain entertainments for the occasion allegorically presented triumph of the Catholic Valois and Guise party over the Protestant party of Henri de Navarre. Political hopes for peace through that dynastic union were dashed by a failed attempt to assassinate the Protestant Admiral Coligny and ensuing political tension which resulted in the murder of Coligny and the St. Bartholomew’s Day massacre of Protestants in Paris. See J. M. Osborn 1972, pp. 54-73. On the question of Philip Sidney’s exact whereabouts at the time the massacre began on 24-25 August 1572, M. Hunt 1992 (p. 25), in contrast with Osborn’s study, speculates that Sidney already had left Paris.
tradition, which pervaded late-sixteenth-century French court culture. Sidney, and almost certainly his sister as well, knew that Spanish literary tradition primarily through French translation: probably from the series of new editions produced in the early 1570s, although quite possibly also in earlier folio editions. These data help lay a firm foundation for close analysis of precisely how Sidney uses a French version of Silva’s fiction (in Chapter Three below). One may safely assume that, to some degree, Sidney imitates continental chivalric fiction with a competitive edge.

With the Arcadia—in contrast with court spectacle such as Four Foster Children of Desire—Sidney resists allegorical narrative, imitating instead the dynamic exemplary poetics of European chivalric romance in prose. In Arcadia, Sidney channels two general family concerns into his fiction, thematically and intellectually: the legal issue of dynastic succession through clandestine marriage, on the one hand, and on the other, a notion that virtue validates aristocratic pedigree rather than pedigree lending itself to virtue. Both issues had remained matters of thematic focus throughout Spain’s chivalric-romance tradition. Arguments for virtue taking precedence over pedigree had emerged recently as a matter of French discourse in the 1570s. Old Arcadia’s author almost

---

37 J. J. O’Connor 1970 (pp. 183-201) assumes that Sidney encountered the Amadís cycle exclusively in French translation. Chapter Three here below confirms that Sidney drew upon Fr. Am. XI (i.e., Silva’s FN3, Ch. 1-84, trans. Gohory) as his primary source for inventing OA. Ringler (ed. P. Sidney, Poems, p. xxiv) and Hannay (1990, pp. 47-48) also emphasize shared interest in such source material between Sidney and his sister (cf. M. P. Hannay 2002, p. 26). An extant manuscript cataloguing contents of the Sidney family’s library at Penshurst c.1655-1665 includes the following entries: “Amadis de Gaule fol.” (7r12), “Amadis de Gaule Germanicè 8º 3º volumen” (7r13), and “Amadis de Gaule 8º” (7r14) (Library, ed. G. Warkentin et al). I am indebted to Professor Joseph Black for sharing that information with me. A note from Robert Sidney’s secretary Rowland White in 1599 claims, “My Lord, I Haue wrytten this Morning to my Lord Harbert [William Herbert, third Earl of Pembroke], for that Spanish Amadis de Gaul, you speake of, and very earnestly desire hym to haue yt sought out” (LMS-Sidney, vol. 2, p. 150). G. Warkentin 1990 (pp. 84-86) does not list any of these items as definitely owned during Philip Sidney’s lifetime. Of course, availability of texts does not depend upon ownership. For bibliographic reference on Spanish, French, German, and Italian editions of works from the Amadís cycle, see Chapter Two below, note 92 (cf. note 67 there).

38 See E. Schalk 1986, pp. 65-77.
certainly knew about recent legal reform regarding clandestine marriage and, through
direct exposure to French court culture, would have had at least some familiarity with
such arguments about virtue versus pedigree. Indeed, the latter issue was a matter of
immediate personal concern for Sidney, who in August 1579 quarreled with Edward de
Vere, seventeenth Earl of Oxford, and challenged him to a duel to defend his own honor.
Queen Elizabeth forbade the duel, ruling in Oxford’s favor based on his superior
aristocratic rank. Self-conscious and defensive of his own virtue against Oxford’s
pedigree, while also concerned about future prospects for himself and his family due to
Leicester’s marriage, Sidney contributed his significant literary talent toward his uncle’s
cultural campaign aiming to present Leicester as a significant European patron of letters.
Sidney’s imitation of Spanish chivalric romance in French translation within that cultural
context facilitates both mimesis and rhetorical effect.

Isolating Sidney’s primary rhetorical motive for exploiting Feliciano de Silva’s
work in French translation requires pointed attention to his own personal investment in

39 On the altercation between Oxford and Sidney, provoked by Oxford’s snub in calling Sidney a “puppy,”
pp. 195-203. The matter of Oxford’s conversion to Catholicism and collusion with the French ambassador
in London between 1577 and 1580 (see J. A. Bossy 1960) should be balanced with Woudhuysen’s
emphasis: “The clash at Greenwich in front of the French commissioners was not simply between
supporters and opponents of the marriage, or Roman Catholics and Protestants, but between the ancient and
ennobled and the comparatively new and undistinguished—the nobility against the gentry. Queen
Elizabeth’s resolution of the quarrel makes this clear” ([1980], p. 260). For assessing the importance of
this incident, it should be remembered that in 1571 it was Oxford, rather than Sidney, whom William Cecil
chose as husband for his daughter Anne, precisely for this same reason of ancient aristocratic lineage and
title (and corresponding wealth). The queen’s ruling against Sidney in this August 1579 incident would
have added salt to that wound, which had been exacerbated in the late 1570s, we must assume, by Oxford’s
arrogant attitude of social privilege and his disrespectfully blasé attitude toward his wife, Sidney’s former
Alford 2008: “In the early years of the marriage, it must have seemed to Burghley a wonderful dynastic
match between the Cecils and the de Veres. The painful fact by the early summer of 1576 was that Anne’s
marriage to Oxford had almost completely unravelled and that it was fast becoming a court scandal” (p.
219). The young couple remained estranged while Oxford found himself arrested in the Tower in 1580 and
then again in 1581, when Burghley (Cecil) wrote letters supposedly from his daughter Anne on her
husband’s behalf (S. Alford 2008, pp. 238-239). On those incidents, see J. A. Bossy 1960 and A. H.
Nelson 2003 (pp. 164-236, 249-275).
Leicester’s marriage. As Philip Sidney’s maternal uncle, Leicester remained “the barometer by which the Sidney fortunes were ever measured,” primarily because “Philip was heir presumptive to the vast wealth of Leicester (not to speak of the estates of his maternal uncle the Earl of Warwick and of his father), except for the period between 1581 and 1584 when Leicester’s only legitimate child, Robert Lord Denbigh, lived.”40 When Sidney began Old Arcadia and while he wrote most of it between 1578 and 1581, he remained Leicester’s heir. It was not until the latter months of 1580, at which point Sidney already had written much of his fiction, that Leicester’s new wife became pregnant. If the child were male (as was indeed the case) and if the clandestine marriage were validated, the Leicester inheritance would go to him rather than to Sidney. On the other hand, if Leicester were to lose favor with Queen Elizabeth, and especially if she had decided to hold him immediately accountable for his substantial debts, the Dudley-Sidney family would face political and financial ruin. Thus, it makes sense that Sidney would have chosen Spanish chivalric romance as a narrative paradigm for poetic validation of clandestine marriage.

*Old Arcadia*’s overall poetic effect relies upon reader engagement: that is, the narrative itself establishing for its reader a delightful experience of complicity with the protagonist princes amidst their amorous adventure in Arcadia. Reader familiarity with Sidney’s chivalric source material enhances the aesthetic effects of complicity and tacit validation of the protagonist lovers’ secret union in Books One through Three. Mary

---

40 D. E. Baughan 1938, p. 507 and n. 4 (emphasis added). Here I have altered Baughan’s sentence to read “1581” instead of “1579,” because the exact date of young Denbigh’s birth, 6 June 1581, recently has been uncovered (S. A. Adams 1996, p. 3 and n. 11). Cf. note 45 below. S. A. Adams 2004a adds further emphasis: “Overall, [Leicester’s] estate policy appears to have been one of consolidation and the creation of an estate of inheritance. In the absence of an heir of his own, his nephew Philip Sidney (1554-1586), to whom he was more than the usual benevolent uncle, was the potential beneficiary” (p. 102b).
Sidney Herbert and ladies in waiting at her aristocratic court—the primary intended audience of *Old Arcadia* whom Sidney’s narrative directly addresses collectively as “fair ladies” throughout Books One through Three—probably were familiar with works from the French *Amadis* cycle which this first half of Sidney’s narrative exploits as its dominant source paradigm for invention.  

Recognizing both Sidney’s and his sister’s personal interest in their uncle’s clandestine marriage helps explain Sidney’s investment in Spanish chivalric romance from the outset in writing the five prose “Books or Acts” of *Old Arcadia*. Specific correlation between phases of composition and phases of family affairs, of course, must remain speculative, but such guesswork helps approximate Sidney’s creative imagination. Circumstantial evidence suggests that Sidney’s uncle had begun courting his new Countess of Leicester in years prior to their secret marriage. While conceiving *Arcadia*, Sidney almost certainly knew of this matter, at least through his sister and brother-in-law Pembroke, if not firsthand. The fact that this amorous relationship ended in secret marriage rather than just an illegitimate child, as did Leicester’s affair with Lady Howard Sheffield in the early 1570s, perhaps helped stir Sidney’s literary imagination toward imitation of Spanish chivalric-romance motifs. The narrative logic of employing a sequestered-princess motif such as those invented by Feliciano de Silva (analyzed in Chapter Two below) might have seemed appropriate for the *Arcadia*’s secret-marriage theme, which Sidney would have developed in nascent form amidst Leicester’s courtship.

---

41 Cf. note 37 above. This perspective challenges skepticism about the Countess of Pembroke as Sidney’s primary intended audience, such as that voiced by S. K. Heninger 1989 (p. 438), J. R. Brink 1999 (p. 25), and B. Worden 1996 (p. 20; cf. *idem.* 2007, pp. 85-86).
42 S. A. Adams 2004b, pp. 86b-87b. It was later rumored that he had done so before the death of her first husband, Walter Devereux, Earl of Essex.
43 S. A. Adams 2004a, pp. 101b-102a. Also see J. Rickmann 2008, pp. 49-53, 60, 63-64.
during the mandatory two-year mourning period following the death of her first husband Walter Devereux, first Earl of Essex.

Among the Sidney family’s most immediate dynastic concerns in 1581, the year in which Philip Sidney completed *Old Arcadia*, was his sudden loss of prospective Dudley inheritance. As noted above, Leicester’s new wife Lettice Knollys Devereux, whom he had married covertly in 1578, gave birth to a son, the young Baron of Denbigh, who became heir to Leicester’s fortune and titles. She already had two sons and two daughters by her previous marriage to Walter Devereux, Earl of Essex, but they held no right to the Leicester inheritance. Leicester had married her on 21 September 1578, in precise accordance with the mandatory two-year mourning period following her former husband’s death (22 September 1576). The exact date of their new child’s birth, 6 June 1581, remained obscure in historiographical records until recently. In the early months of 1581, Leicester gathered those officially involved with the clandestine union—the presiding clergymen Humphrey Tyndall and the witnesses, who were Sidney’s other maternal uncle Ambrose Dudley (Earl of Warwick), Sidney’s brother-in-law Henry Herbert (second Earl of Pembroke), Roger North (second Baron North), the bride’s father Francis Knollys, and her brother Richard Knollys—to validate documents designed to secure the legitimacy of Leicester’s new son. The birth of this young Baron Denbigh

---

44 S. A. Adams 1996, p. 3 and n. 11. Cf. notes 24 and 40 above; also note 45 below.
45 S. A. Adams 2004a: “In March 1581 Tyndall and the witnesses all made notarized depositions confirming the marriage [PRO ms. SP 12, vol. 148, fol. 75-85]. The purpose of the depositions was to assure the legitimacy of the child the countess of Leicester was then carrying, their son Robert Dudley, Baron Denbigh (1581-1584), who was born at Wanstead on 6 June 1581. The witnesses gave slightly different accounts of the background to the marriage, but it is clear that with North and Warwick at least Leicester had previously discussed his desire to marry the countess and raise a family. He had also mentioned his worries about Elizabeth’s reaction, and North on his own admission had encouraged him to persevere. The most obvious significance in the timing is that it fulfilled the customary two years’ mourning for Essex almost to the day. If this was the case then it was devoid of any wider political import” (p. 105b). S. A. Adams 1996 explains the terms of “a settlement agreed on 20 June 1579, a year after his
has been emphasized with regard to Philip Sidney’s motto “SPERAVIT” (suggesting “dashed hopes”) in a tournament at court (perhaps the Accession Day tilts, 17 November 1581) and with regard to the marriage of Penelope Devereux to Robert Rich rather than to Philip Sidney, who was her prospective spouse as desired by Robert’s father the second Lord Rich before he died and before Penelope became Sidney’s step-cousin through Leicester’s secret marriage to Lettice Knollys Devereux. The matter would have proven significant for Old Arcadia’s conclusion, too, since Sidney completed that work while Leicester’s new wife was pregnant and perhaps even shortly after Denbigh’s birth.

Sidney’s personal stakes in Leicester’s marriage and reputation prior to Denbigh’s birth probably motivated his investment in motifs from Feliciano de Silva’s chivalric fiction as a means to generate clandestine marriage as Old Arcadia’s central theme; and even afterward, the issue of legal equity regarding Leicester’s clandestine marriage, especially in terms of monarchal clemency, remained essential for the Dudley-Sidney family’s economic and political future. Realistically, Leicester was in no immediate danger of legal prosecution, but if he did not remain in Queen Elizabeth’s good graces, he and Sidney would have little chance for future military action in the Low Countries, and Sidney’s prospects for elevation in aristocratic status would remain slim.

________________________

marriage to the countess (28 September 1578), but two years before the birth of their son, Robert, Baron of Denbigh (6 June 1581): “This left his estate to any sons lawfully begotten, failing them to his brother Ambrose, Earl of Warwick, and his heirs, and then to his elder sister Mary, Lady Sidney [Philip Sidney’s mother], for life, with the remainder to her sons, the apparent purpose being to assure to his immediate family a share of his estate. Denbigh’s birth being anticipated by the terms of this settlement, the January 1582 will assumed the descent of the estate to him; its main concern appears to have been to settle on the Countess a life interest in a number of manors as a jointure” (p. 3). H. R. Woudhuysen 2004 emphasizes that Philip Sidney, therefore, “was largely written out of the new will” (p. 562a). Cf. notes 24 and 40 above.

46 K. Duncan-Jones 1991, pp. 194-196. Cf. D. E. Baughan 1938, pp. 511-514; H. R. Woudhuysen [1980], pp. 258-259. Baughan (p. 517) and Woudhuysen (p. 259) also associate Philip Sidney’s altered social status after Leicester’s marriage and child with the arrangement of his marriage to Frances Walsingham. All three studies work from knowledge of a likely date range for young Denbigh’s birth.
The whole family knew that Leicester had gained his estates and titles through Queen Elizabeth’s favor and that he could lose them just as easily through her disfavor. Ultimately, only her personal clemency could ensure that she not insist more firmly than she already had upon collecting his substantial debts and thus ensure financial ruin for the Dudley-Sidney family. Both Philip Sidney and his sister would have longed for such mercy from the monarch—equity such as that shown by Basilius in Book Five, in contrast with Euarchus’s unyielding resolution to uphold the letter of the law. Reprieve and return to favor would bring a happy ending to the family’s dire straights in winter 1579 and spring 1579/80, even if it meant that the Arcadia’s author may lose his prospective Leicester inheritance to a new heir. While Sidney wrote most of Old Arcadia for his sister at Wilton in 1580, she was pregnant and gave birth to a son and Pembroke heir William, for whom the whole family held great political hope, and she bore her husband a daughter eighteen months later in October 1581. Possibly, these two children inspired Philip Sidney to emphasize a new generation of fictional heroes (also a boy and a girl) in the final paragraph of Old Arcadia (OA, 417).

Re-approaching one lively and pivotal example of affective reader engagement in Old Arcadia from this perspective helps clarify the poetic purpose with which Sidney’s narrative relates sexual union between Pyrocles and Philoclea, bearing in mind his sister and her court as intended audience for Books One through Three. When Pyrocles has duped Philoclea’s parents with a diversion and approaches her bedchamber, readers already have witnessed this couple’s betrothal, which Sidney’s narrator defines as “promise of marriage” (OA, 122). Now Pyrocles anxiously awaits physical consummation of that secret union, and the narration relies on its reader’s memory that

47 M. P. Hannay 1990, pp. 48-51.
the couple’s betrothal occurred through mutual vows of consent. That context allows for purely innocent aesthetic titillation in his first glimpse of her lying “upon the top of her bed, having her beauties eclipsed with nothing but with a fair smock,” in a position such that the “delightful proportion” of her left thigh remains “to the full view” in soft lamplight (OA, 231).

Given this poetics of reader engagement, the narrator’s comment on Pyrocles’s reaction to this initial sight of Philoclea (before she has noticed his arrival) proves both humorous and philosophically suggestive: “Pyrocles, I say, was stopped with the violence of so many darts cast by Cupid altogether upon him that, quite forgetting himself, and thinking therein already he was in the best degree of felicity, I think he would have lost much of his time, and with too much love omitted great fruit of his love, had not Philoclea’s pitiful accusing of him forced him to bring his spirits again to a new bias” (OA, 231). That is, hearing her private song (“The love which is imprinted in my soul”) returns him to his senses. Here readers witness a powerful moment of ecstatic “felicity” in which the hero momentarily “forget[s] himself”—his bodily self, that is—in rapture, it seems, with the Idea of true female beauty evoked by this candid glimpse at his beloved Philoclea’s physical beauty. That experience of ecstasy almost prevents him from experiencing physically “the great fruit of his love” for his wife! Sidney’s narrative employs philosophically-loaded language primarily to keep its reader on the young lovers’ side, in this case making us want them to enjoy that “great fruit” of their mutual love.

This aesthetic effect of genuine delight would have been enhanced further for Old Arcadia’s primary audience, Sidney’s sister the Countess of Pembroke. At the moment

48 For this sonnet (OA, 231-232), also see P. Sidney, Poems, ed. W. A. Ringler, p. 85.
of sexual union, after Pyrocles has picked up his beloved Philoclea and laid her on the bed with him, the narrative suddenly provides a long poem that supposedly comes to the protagonist’s mind, its length and content suggesting the skill and endurance with which he attends to each part of her body in making love (OA, 238-242). Immediately after reciting this poem, the narrator addresses his audience of “fair ladies” directly to explain its aesthetic function with regard to the actions of these two loyal lovers, in case readers have not perceived it already.\(^{49}\) The poem—which begins “What tongue can her perfections tell / In whose each part all pens may dwell?”—exists in thirteen extant manuscript and printed forms with significant textual variation suggesting wide circulation and multiple phases of revision, as well as early composition, given the narrator’s frame for it here in the original Arcadia.\(^{50}\) Mary Sidney Herbert almost certainly knew the poem already by the time she first read this episode in Old Arcadia. Philip Sidney’s narrative overtly provokes his sister to reinterpret the song as Pyrocles does in this moment, thus drawing its primary intended audience further into a complicit sense of delight in these two lovers’ union.

\(^{49}\) “But do not think, fair ladies, his thoughts had such leisure as to run over so long a ditty; the only general fancy of it came into his mind, fixed upon the sense of that sweet subject. Where, using the benefit of the time, and fortifying himself with the confessing her late fault (to make her now the sooner yield to penance), turning the passed griefs and unkindness to the excess of all kind joys (as passion is apt to slide into his contrary), beginning now to envy Argus’s thousand eyes, and Briareus’s hundred hands, fighting against a weak resistance, which did strive to be overcome, he gives me occasion to leave him in so happy a plight, lest my pen might seem to grudge at the due bliss of these poor lovers whose loyalty had but small respite of their fiery agonies” (OA, 242-243).

\(^{50}\) P. Sidney, Poems, ed. W. A. Ringler, pp. 85-90, 409-411 (cf. pp. 212-215, 484-485). Cf. J. Robertson, ed. P. Sidney, OA, pp. 238-242 (textual glosses), 458-461 (commentary); and K. Duncan-Jones, ed. P. Sidney, OA, p. 378 n. 207. For description of manuscripts containing Sidney’s OA and early poetry, see W. A. Ringler, ed. P. Sidney, Poems, pp. 525-529, 552-561; P. Beal 1980, Part II, pp. 466, 470b-484a; and H. R. Woudhuysen 1996, pp. 393-406. As a preamble to reciting this poem here in OA, the narrator reminds readers of the hero’s candid view of his lover’s body and attributes the poem to Philip Sidney’s own fictional alter-ego Philisides (on whose other presence in OA see Chapter Five below): “he laid her on her bed again, having so free scope of his serviceable sight that there came into his mind a song the shepherd Philisides had in his hearing sung of the beauties of his unkind mistress, which in Pyrocles’s judgement was fully accomplished in Philoclea” (OA, 238). On Sidney’s Philisides-Mira poems, see K. Duncan-Jones 1991, pp. 144-145; S. W. May 1991, pp. 76-80; also Chapter Five below, note 302.
While writing *Old Arcadia*, though, Sidney’s audience for the work seems to have expanded. Books Four and Five no longer address readers directly as “fair ladies.” Presumably, this narrative shift self-consciously corresponds with Sidney’s circulation of *Old Arcadia* to a broader audience as he began to allow manuscript copies of the work-in-progress to be made. Modern analysis of extant texts suggests such circulation (see note 15 above). In these final Books, Sidney’s narrative expands and enriches its critical perspective on clandestine marriage, complicating the matter by imagining severe legal and political ramifications, yet doing so without compromising the virtue of its protagonist lovers.

*Old Arcadia* maintains a tacit perspective on Natural Law similar to that of its primary chivalric source material, in the sense that Natural Law validates clandestine marriage inspired by genuine love and desire for sexual union.51 Yet, Books Four and Five create disjunction between that natural validation of the protagonists’ secret union and posited human law within the Arcadian realm. Sidney’s narrative, in contrast with its chivalric source material, imposes a *legal* distinction between secret “act of marriage” and public “solemnity of marriage” (*OA*, 290): that is, between theologically legitimate clandestine marriage and socially legitimate ceremony of marriage conducted with public parental or ecclesiastical approval. *Old Arcadia* figures forth the logic underlying European legal reform contemporary to its own context of production, combined with tacit acceptance of theological validity for clandestine marriage voiced within the text, as demonstrated by Chapter Four below. In framing that fiction here with critical emphasis on its nature as rhetorical mimesis, methodologically, it is more fruitful to maintain

---

51 Cf. G. H. Joyce 1933 (esp. pp. 1-10) on Natural Law as the foundation for Christian theology of marriage.
critical focus on the text’s poetic affect and aesthetic effect than to theorize those distinct registers within the text as competing ideological discourse reflecting psychological anxiety about contemporary laws and power structures.

Sidney’s fictional world figures forth ethical and political controversy akin to that of the author’s real world through its own internal logic. That internal logic includes ethical impressions of characters—that is, their intentions as well as their words and actions and the consequences of those actions—impressions which Sidney’s narrative firmly establishes in the protagonist lovers’ favor. Analyzing this issue requires critical distinction between aesthetic impressions of these primary characters and circumstances of plot in Books Four and Five. Existing studies of Old Arcadia have not made such distinction. Sidney’s shift in literary sources there constitutes not a change in poetics but rather a new practical means of amplifying and complicating the secret-matrimony theme generated in Books One through Three through imitation of Spanish chivalric romance in French translation. That is, Sidney’s narrative in Books One through Three establishes a dynamic effect of reader complicity with the protagonist lovers in their pursuit and consummation of secret marriage with the Arcadian princesses. Books Four and Five maintain that same degree of reader complicity, keeping us on the four protagonist lovers’ side amidst unjust allegations and legal verdict against Pyrocles and Musidorus.

Keenly aware of contemporary English and European law between 1578 and 1581, Sidney exploits his primary chivalric source material mainly in Books One through Three of Old Arcadia as a means to establish thematic focus, generating a pair of secret marriages and firmly placing the reader on the protagonist lovers’ side amidst personal and political conflict within Arcadia. Then Sidney’s narrative shifts creative paradigms
in Books Four and Five, exploiting specific motifs from ancient prose romance as a means to develop more fully the thematic focuses on metamorphosis through disguise and clandestine marriage drawn from the chivalric-romance source. In doing so, Old Arcadia keeps its reader on the protagonist princes’ side despite the legal verdict of their trial in Book Five. Secret marriage leads to dynastic succession and political stability in the end, but strict adherence to Arcadian laws pertaining to clandestine marriage temporarily inhibits succession and condemns the protagonist princes to death, a tragic sentence averted only through a last-minute twist of plot allowing for ducal pardon equivalent in essence to legal equity or monarchal clemency. Sidney’s narrative firmly imparts upon its reader the poetic impression that such pardon constitutes justice in this particular instance, as it would, too, the reader is left to presume, in Leicester’s case. Sidney’s creative method of invention through compound imitation here in Books Four and Five facilitates both mimesis and rhetorical effect.

Because no prior critical study of Old Arcadia has taken seriously the fact that Sidney’s narrative defines its protagonist lovers’ union as “marriage,” the work’s structural and thematic unity has remained opaque, despite useful recent intervention on the matter. In Books Four and Five, the protagonist knights are captured, put on trial, and condemned to death for their love, based on trumped-up charges of rape and abduction. This tragic situation occurs amidst a political crisis precipitated by the potentially destructive effect of Basilius’s and Gynecia’s eros: that is, the duke’s presumed death through poison, occurring by accident amidst Pyrocles’s ruse to trick his wife’s parents and thereby win the time alone in which the young couple consummates its union physically. Various critical studies address a shift in narrative perspective in these two
final Books, frequently accepting as moral justice the legal sentence of guilt imposed upon the protagonist lovers.\(^{52}\) Jeffrey Dolven’s recent study, arguing for an overall effect of rhetorical impasse in Book Five, locates *Old Arcadia*’s structural “pivot” in Book Three, when “each prince reaches the point of his desire”: “From this moment of satisfaction or near-satisfaction, the storytelling begins all over again, now in the mode of justification, rationalization, and finally legal argument.”\(^{53}\) And yet, this critical viewpoint, like others which it revises, characterizes the consummation of these princes’ “desire” purely in terms of sexual *eros*, as “Pyrocles in Philoclea’s bedchamber and Musidorus with his near-kiss, or near-rape, or whatever it is, of Pamela in the forest” (*ibid.*).\(^{54}\)

*Old Arcadia*’s narrative logic for why Pyrocles and Musidorus must disguise themselves and why they marry the Arcadian princesses covertly, established for the

\(^{52}\) R. Helgerson 1976, for instance, characterizes Book Four as a narrative “trap” for the reader: “the narrator manipulates his readers into sharing the guilt and the awareness of guilt that characterizes Pyrocles, Musidorus, and Sidney himself” (p. 136; see pp. 133-141). A. C. Hamilton 1972 claims that Sidney’s narrative “shows the steady descent of his heroes until there comes a final, violent reversal” (p. 42). A. C. Hamilton 1977, in contrasting the princes in *OA* with the shepherds in Sidney’s *Lady of May*, claims, “Unlike the shepherds, it is not possible for them to be good: subject to love’s law, which drives them to satisfy desire, they commit to actions for which they are justly condemned to death” (p. 34). R. C. McCoy 1979 argues for further ambiguity, ascribing “fundamental inconsistency” to *OA*’s conclusion, which exhibits “blatant favoritism...with all the rewards going to the disobedient sons” (pp. 136-137; see pp. 132-137). R. S. White 1996 reads a shift from destructive passion to genuine “repentance” by the princes in Book Four, concluding that *OA* emphasizes, “on the one hand, that sexuality is beyond legal control, and on the other that it is validly subject to positive law” (pp. 136, 141-143). S. K. Heninger 1989 also assigns the princes “redemptive virtue as well as guilt,” emphasizing Christian underpinnings for the poetics of reader engagement in Books Four and Five but denying that *OA* figures forth “a harsh Calvinistic universe” (p. 461). Cf. M. E. Dana 1977; A. W. Astell 1984; Å. Bergvall 1989, pp. 72, 79-80; K. Sauge 1993, pp. 22-25. Such an approach tempers the religious readings of Marenco, Weiner, and Sinfield (see Chapter Three below, note 154). Cf. Chapter Four below, note 244, on E. Dipple 1970 and other studies. \(^{51}\) J. Dolven 2007, p. 128, which provides a simple bow-tie-shaped diagram to represent this narrative structure (cf. alternate diagram, p. 130, incorporating poetics of reader engagement and response). Cf. R. C. McCoy 1979, p. 124.

\(^{54}\) Dolven does recognize that Pyrocles and Philoclea have made “honorable promises of marriage” and defines “the lovers’ consummation” as “the moral crux of the book”; but his assumption that consummation after legitimate betrothal undoubtedly constitutes a moral “lapse” conditions his reading of *OA* and *NA* alike (pp. 121, 196; see pp. 195-197). Cf. R. C. McCoy 1979 on the betrothal of Pyrocles and Philoclea as a fleeting moment of joy (p. 114); also compare *ibid.* (pp. 36-68) with J. Haber 1994 (pp. 53-97) on rhetorical impasse in *OA*. Even subtle analysis of rhetoric and honorable emotion in *OA* (D. K. Shuger 1998; W. Olmsted 2008, pp. 20-53) must be revised with analysis of the work’s secret-marriage theme.
reader in Books One through Three, determines both the tragic conflict and the comic resolution of Books Four and Five. Underlying this overarching logic resides a consistent narrative poetics of exemplary character contrast. *Old Arcadia* presents both the protagonist lovers’ desire for each other and those two couples’ distinct ways of consummating that desire as a form of *eros* more noble and transcendent than the sexual desire felt by Basilius and Gynecia, for the aesthetic purpose of establishing reader complicity with the protagonists while creating distance from the duke and duchess. Books Four and Five provide similar character contrast, though more complex, between the protagonist lovers and their supporters, on the one hand, and, on the other, Philanax (in Books Four and Five) and Euarchus (during the trial in Book Five).

The political crisis of succession to the Arcadian throne in *Old Arcadia*’s final two Books results from the fact that different characters define the four protagonist lovers’ secret betrothals as “marriage” in different ways. Neither the narrator nor any character in the story questions that the lovers’ unions qualify as “marriage.” The trial scene in Book Five, in true humanist fashion, provides argument on both sides of the issue: that is, the matter of what exactly the protagonists’ secret marriages *mean* morally, legally, and hence politically in terms of the Arcadian succession crisis. Sidney’s narrative by no means forces its readers to overturn their favorable aesthetic impression of the young heroes. Rather, its structure amplifies the theme of secret marriage drawn from its primary chivalric source material in Books One through Three. That source, Jacques Gohory’s partial French translation of Feliciano de Silva’s feigned *Chronicle of Florisel de Niquea, Part Three*, ends with the ecstatic consummation of Arlanges’s and Cleofila’s love for each other, eliminating the dilation of that matter amidst other action
found in Silva’s Spanish narrative—just as Sidney’s imitation of that paradigm ends with Pyrocles’s and Philoclea’s consummation in Book Three. Understanding Sidney’s poetics of imitation and variation in those early Books of *Old Arcadia* proves essential for interpreting the political tension and legal debate figured forth in Books Four and Five.

Re-assessing the similarities and divergences between Sidney’s narrative and its sources sheds light on social contexts pertinent to courtship, betrothal, and law in *Old Arcadia*. Catherine Bates’s perspective on complications involved with the protagonist lovers’ secret betrothal, despite important emphasis on marriage as tied to courtship in *Old Arcadia* and *New Arcadia*, attributes poetic effect in Book Five to Sidney “departing from Heliodorus in making sex the central issue of the trial scene,” concluding that *Old Arcadia* exploits “ambiguities and ambivalences of the courtship-situation” in order to “confirm the impossibility of successfully interpreting and judging what can only ever be external signs of inner intention.” Thus, according to Bates, *Old Arcadia* leaves its central “questions of legitimacy or illegitimacy, sex or sin, innocence or guilt” hanging in limbo as “impossibly confused and tangled.” Assuming rhetorical equivocation in this manner diverts critical attention from the primary issue at stake in Books Four and Five of *Old Arcadia*: different characters’ varying stances on the legal ramifications of clandestine marriage in this particular case of profound political consequence. David

---

C. Bates 1992, pp. 120, 124 (see pp. 115-121). Compare Bates’s interpretation here regarding “the ultimate uncertainty of our ‘mortal judgements’ [*OA*, 416]” (p. 120) with E. Dipple 1970 (see Chapter Four below, note 244). Bates recognizes the protagonist lovers’ union as a matter of dynastic politics and observes in passing, “Private betrothal of this kind, followed by sexual consummation, was still considered legally binding in Sidney’s day, and was certainly a convention of chivalric literature” (p. 118); but her study highlights only “ambivalence” in the scene with Musidorus’s attempted consummation with Pamela (p. 117) and claims that Pyrocles and Philoclea “(especially the latter) seem surprisingly uncertain about the legitimate or illegitimate status of their sexual intercourse” (p. 119). Cf. R. C. McCoy 1979, p. 40; P. Lindenbaum 1986, p. 52; R. E. Stillman 1986, pp. 134-136; J. Catty 1999, pp. 43, 49.
Norbrook’s emphasis on Sidney as an aristocrat writing primarily for an aristocratic audience diverts attention from that matter in a different way. Highlighting “the keen interest of Sidney and his circle in legal issues,” Norbrook grants that, if we judge Pyrocles and Musidorus by “standards” of conduct in love upheld by heroes in the Spanish chivalric-romance tradition, “their behavior has not been particularly heinous,” while, in the same breath, he accepts outright the common premise that Pyrocles and Musidorus in this original version of Sidney’s *Arcadia* “are undoubtedly guilty” as charged in Book Five.\(^{56}\) Norbrook’s split perspective here seems a product of the fact that useful studies such as Debora Shuger’s rhetorical analysis and R. S. White’s perspective on *Old Arcadia* and Natural Law, both of which Norbrook cites, ascribe moral culpability to the protagonist princes’ actions in Book Three, for which they are wrongly accused and convicted in Book Five (see notes 52 and 54 above). Both their noble form of *eros* and its consummation, however, are in fact validated by Natural Law. All four protagonist lovers in *Old Arcadia* remain aware of their own virtue and legitimacy in secret marriage amidst political and legal crisis, and readers share that impression.

\(^{56}\) D. Norbrook 2002: “Though Sidney later revised the *Old Arcadia* to mitigate their guilt in abducting the princesses, in the original version they are undoubtedly guilty of this offence and the sentence of death is, though harsh, definitely legal. By the standards of the conduct of the heroes in many sixteenth-century romances, however, their behaviour has not been particularly heinous. The aristocratic ‘double standard’ tolerated strong sexuality in young noblemen if not young women” (p. 90). For the second sentence quoted here, Norbrook cites J. J. O’Connor 1970, pp. 204-205, which comments generally that “aside from the *Arcadia*, which is something more than a chivalric romance, few writers in England show an enduring devotion to the genre [of Spanish chivalric romance in French translation]. [...] Most English writers purged their romances of magic, curtailed the sexual license of knights and ladies, and abbreviated the descriptions of chivalric tournaments and spectacles. They often provided a strong dose of moral teaching by stressing Protestant virtue and the importance of trusting in God, and they tried to decorate the narrative with the somewhat tattered remnants of euphuism [i.e., rhetorical flourish characteristic of John Lyly’s *Euphues*].” O’Connor’s exception of Sidney’s *Arcadia* here proves significant, as does Norbrook’s qualification with regard to the particular “sixteenth-century romances” that O’Connor’s study and this present study emphasize as Sidney’s dominant source material.
The model of secret marriage as an integral theme in the Spanish chivalric-romance tradition would have served as a familiar schema for a savvy reader such as Mary Sidney Herbert, Countess of Pembroke, throughout Books One through Three. Sidney selected the motifs he imitated based on his overall rhetorical purpose for *Old Arcadia*. His method of invention remains consistent amidst shift in direct use of source material. Having used Feliciano de Silva’s chivalric-romance narratives in French translation to engage readers’ delight in and sympathy for the disguised princes’ courtship and secret marriages to Duke Basilius’s daughters in Books One through Three, Sidney’s narrative switches to the use of ancient prose fiction in Books Four and Five in a manner which perpetuates that same overall poetics of reader engagement and exemplary character contrast.

Internal narrative logic and character development remain the primary criteria for Sidney’s choice and use of literary motifs. His attention gravitated to a story in Book Ten of Apuleius’s *The Golden Ass* (*Metamorphoses*), it seems, because it links the tragicomic motif of a sleeping potion thought to be poison with accusation of an innocent person who is legally condemned to death, the unjust sentence averted by the supposedly poisoned person awaking at the trial.\(^{57}\) For the trial scene itself in Book Five of *Old Arcadia*, Sidney imitates more closely the tragicomic paradigm of Theagenes and Chariclea being tried by Chariclea’s father Hydaspes in Book Ten of Heliodorus’s *Historia Aethiopica* (“An Ethiopian Story”).\(^{58}\) *Old Arcadia*, like Heliodorus’s work, concludes with the trial scene. As with Theagenes and Chariclea, the legal trial of

---


\(^{58}\) A. C. Hamilton 1972 emphasizes this plot parallel (pp. 42-47). Also see S. L. Wolff 1912, p. 309. Cf. *ibid.* (p. 317) on an additional register for that paradigm perhaps drawn from *Clitophon and Leucippe* by Achilles Tatius.
protagonist couples in Arcadia hinges upon the precise nature of their union in love. In the case of Pyrocles and Philoclea, the union consists of fully consummated clandestine marriage, lacking only the social and political solemnities of public ceremony, as with the union of Montalvo’s and Silva’s protagonist lovers, including Agesilao and Diana in the feigned *Chronicle of Floriselt de Niquea, Part Three*. In the case of Musidorus and Pamela, wherein lie the highest political stakes for the Arcadian succession, the union consists of mutual marriage vows and deferral of physical consummation, as in the case of Theagenes and Chariclea.

Sidney’s compound imitation exploits this similarity in thematic emphasis between the narratives of Silva and Heliodorus, in order to stage debate over the issue of clandestine marriage in a manner that pits *logos* against combined *ethos* and *pathos*: that is, rational judgment regarding the potential dangers of clandestine marriage in society and politics, on the one hand, versus ethical and emotional investment in the pursuit of noble virtue and true love. The *logos* of Philanax and Euarchus in Book Five “wins” the trial in terms of legal sentence; but, aesthetically, it contributes an impression of tragic bias and inflexibility, whereas the *ethos* and *pathos* Sidney’s narrative establishes for the protagonist lovers win our hearts as readers. Hence occurs a temporary dramatic impasse resolved only (and only just in time) by revelation of the fact that Basilius is not in fact dead. A happy ending ensues from the duke’s mercy toward the protagonist princes, overturning their death sentences and publicly validating their marriages to his two daughters.

This combined effect of poetic impasse on the legal matter and sudden resolution through Basilius’s mercy tacitly would suggest (to a savvy reader such as the Countess of
that the Dudley-Sidney family’s financial and political predicament in the immediate wake of Queen Elizabeth’s resentment over Leicester’s secret marriage could end well, too, if he were granted mercy rather than be held to the letter of late-sixteenth-century law. In England, that law could mean prosecution and punishment of Pembroke as a witness to Leicester’s marriage. In France, that law restricted succession of wealth and titles in cases of clandestine marriage. *Old Arcadia* figures forth both the logic and the limitations of such laws pertaining to clandestine marriage, amplifying the severity of such legislation within Arcadia and conveying to its reader the need for equity which takes into account mitigating circumstances and the personal virtue of individuals involved.

*     *     *

This chapter has provided a roadmap for the structural framework within which *Old Arcadia* organizes its use of literary sources. Various points of emphasis here will be developed in detail by subsequent chapters which analyze closely Sidney’s precise pattern of literary invention through imitation and variation and synthesis of sources. Fully appreciating the significant degree of mimesis built into Sidney’s imitation of Spanish chivalric romance in French translation, as well as the degree of cultural competition also built into Sidney’s choice of that Frenched chivalric source, requires detailed analysis of how Sidney uses that material and synthesizes it with aspects of similar motifs within other works by Feliciano de Silva. Literary invention and rhetorical focus alike emerge from continuity in poetic theory underlying the exemplary poetics of Sidney’s *Arcadia* and its chivalric source material.
II.

Foundations for the Narrative Poetics of
Feliciano de Silva and Philip Sidney

Sidney’s fiction embraces the generic flexibility of Feliciano de Silva’s work, as well as its central thematic focus and its dynamic poetics of reader engagement and exemplary character contrast. Those characteristics arise from Sidney’s imitation and variation of specific motifs within Silva’s work, as preserved in French translation. Silva’s use of those motifs builds upon a creative foundation laid for the Spanish chivalric-romance genre in the late fifteenth century, rooted in literary production of the early fourteenth century. Recognizing this trajectory for the Spanish tradition helps identify continuity between Sidney’s fiction and its chivalric sources.

This chapter emphasizes the general poetic theory and the specific narrative logic underlying the particular motifs from Silva’s fiction that Sidney imitates via French translation. This critical approach requires balanced attention to invention and transmission, to continuity and change with regard to use of literary motifs for philosophical implication and for poetic effect. Sidney builds Old Arcadia’s narrative structure and thematic focus upon three logically-interrelated motifs unique (as an interlaced trio) to Silva’s work prior to Sidney’s imitation. The specific manner by which a beautiful princess is sequestered from society by a parent provokes a virtuous knight to fall in love with her by means of an artistic image and then disguise himself as an Amazonian female warrior as a means to woo her covertly and win her hand in secret marriage amidst her seclusion.
Silva employs this trio of motifs differently for distinct poetic effect in two separate works: *Amadís de Gaula* (1530) and the feigned *Chronicle of Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* (1535). The latter work re-invents that trio of motifs as a basis for its overall structural and thematic focus. Jacques Gohory’s translation of Chapters 1-84 from *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three*, as “Book” Eleven of the French *Amadis* cycle (1554), isolates the development of those motifs in the first half of that work by Silva and provides embellishments which amplify philosophical implication and metaphysical symbolism tied to the love stories of its two protagonist couples: Agesilao and Diana and Arlanges and Cleofila.

Analysis of the narrative logic built into the interlaced motifs which Sidney imitates for *Arcadia*—as well as the structural and thematic unity they establish both for Silva’s *Chronicle of Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* and for Gohory’s partial translation—demands revision of existing critical approaches to Sidney’s use of literary sources, which without exception have assumed a lack of structural unity in this chivalric source material and have not identified continuity in theoretical foundation.

Existing studies which align Sidney’s *Arcadia* with its chivalric source material from the *Amadis* cycle have presumed a separation of those three interlaced motifs in works of the *Amadis* cycle from authorial invention and from that cycle’s narrative and thematic structures. The fact that Sidney borrowed those specific motifs from the Eleventh “Book” of the French *Amadis* cycle has been recognized since 1894, when William Vaughan Moody observed them as plot parallels in an unpublished study available in manuscript at Harvard. A subsequent study by Mary Patchell supports Moody’s emphasis on Spanish chivalric-romance sources but redirects his focus from
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59 W. V. Moody (1894), pp. 34-47.
interlaced motifs in that specific narrative source toward attention to the presence of similar motifs presented separately elsewhere in the genre, including versions of the love-by-image motif in *Palmerín de Olívia* (1511) and in *Primaleón* (1512), upon which Silva presumably drew for his own invention.\(^6^0\) John J. O’Connor’s attention to the entire *Amadis* cycle in French translation reaffirms Moody’s emphasis on the interlacement of motifs, identifying that same characteristic, as well as other plot elements in the main storyline of Sidney’s *Arcadia*, within both the Eleventh and the Eighth “Books” of the Spanish *Amadís* cycle as rendered in French translation.\(^6^1\)

Neither Moody’s nor O’Connor’s studies observe, however, that the Spanish originals for those narrative sources—the first half of *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* and the second half of *Amadís de Grecia*, respectively—were written by the same author, Feliciano de Silva. Neither analyzes Gohory’s hand in the translation of French “Book” Eleven with regard to *Arcadia*, nor the issues of why and how Sidney imitates those sources, nor to what poetic effect. Rather, O’Connor’s study characterizes Sidney’s synthesis of motifs from the *Amadis* cycle as innovative while characterizing the whole cycle as merely rambling and episodic in structure.\(^6^2\) In doing so, it compromises its own

\(^{60}\) M. Patchell 1947, p. 120 (see pp. 115-127; cf. p. 99). Patchell’s approach and conclusion seem to have been motivated by a comment in W. W. Greg 1906 (p. 150). Her study, like Moody’s, recognizes neither Silva’s authorship of *FN3* nor Gohory’s agency in translating it as Fr. *Am. XI*. E. J. Sales Dasí 2003 complements my observation here about Silva and the *Palmerín* cycle, noting the disguise motif with Don Duardos in *Primaleón* as a precursor to Silva’s innovations with that motif in *Am.Gr.*, *FN3*, and *FN4* (p. 94).


\(^{62}\) J. J. O’Connor 1970 emphasizes, “In basing his central narrative upon *Amadis* [i.e., the *Amadis* cycle], Sidney did not so much follow as blend and transform. [...] Sidney’s was an art of combining” (p. 186).
seminal contribution to Sidney studies by positing a separation of motif from narrative poetics.

Such a premise also has pervaded studies of how Sidney’s fiction uses other literary source material. It constitutes the backbone of Samuel Wolff’s argument for ancient Greek romance as Sidney’s dominant source material, designed as revision of Moody’s observation, although Wolff knew neither Moody’s work nor the Spanish chivalric-romance material firsthand. Wolff’s argument affected Richard Lanham’s rhetorical analysis of Old Arcadia and his emphasis on studying “genres” and “source areas,” this latter point conditioning, in turn, A. C. Hamilton’s influential and generally useful survey of narrative sources for Sidney’s Arcadia in terms of “imitative patterns.”

Robert Parker’s important revision of Wolff’s premise, emphasizing structural difference with oracular prophecy between Old Arcadia and Heliodorus’s Aethiopica, also dismisses any structural impact of “Book” Eleven from the French Amadis cycle upon Old

But failure to distinguish consistently the separate “Books” of the French cycle as specific works by specific authors in the Spanish cycle leads to a generalized impression of the cycle’s nature in French translation, and hence overstated contrast with Sidney’s Arcadia: “Whereas the structure of Amadis is so loose that it often makes the characters appear inconsequential, in the more purposeful framework of the Arcadia the characters become more purposeful, for whatever they do affects the artificial world the structure encompasses” (p. 192). Cf. M. Patchell 1947, pp. 73 n. 1, 124, 127.

63 S. L. Wolff 1912, p. 328. Wolff argues that “Sidney has conceived his story in the frame of Greek Romance—the Romance of Heliodorus; and that, whencesoever he derives his material, he keeps it within that frame by including it in the oracle,—the announcement of the intentions of Providence regarding his personages” (p. 320). The argument notes certain parallels with FN3, claiming that the Arcadia’s “material—motif, situation, incident—comes chiefly from the ‘Amadis’ [i.e. FN3; Fr. Am. XI] and the Greek Romances; the material it gets from the former being fitted into the frame of the latter” (p. 328; cf. pp. 318-319). Wolff admits, however, that he has read neither FN3 nor W. V. Moody [1894], relying instead on K. Brunhuber 1903, pp. 16-18 (S. L. Wolff 1912, p. 318 n. 7); and his access to the text of Sidney’s OA was limited (ibid., p. 345). Hence, perhaps, the overstatement: “The Old Arcadia consisted of material largely derived from Heliodorus and wholly kept within a Heliodorean frame” (ibid., p. 353). A. J. Tieje 1914 critiques Wolff’s critical methodology and suggests that Spanish sources demand further attention (pp. 485-486). Cf. T. L. Steinberg 1998, pp. 30-31, 35.

64 R. A. Lanham 1965, p. 385; A. C. Hamilton 1972, p. 29 n. 2. Lanham’s study draws upon S. L. Wolff 1912 for exaggerated embellishment: “On the smallest scale and on the largest, from sententiae to the trial scene, Sidney has moralized Heliodorus” (p. 386).
Those collective perspectives have conditioned misleading argument for distinct poetic re-invention regarding Sidney’s protagonists between *Old Arcadia* and *New Arcadia*, and Wolff’s argument for ancient Greek fiction as Sidney’s primary source material has been revived in one recent study of Sidney’s impact on English prose fiction. Source studies prove important for modern interpretation of Sidney’s *Arcadia*, but critical methodology for approaching sources and source studies alike needs revision.

O’Connor’s thorough attention to French versions of the sequence of Spanish stories known as the *Amadis* cycle, remarkable in its scope since forty years later those sixteenth-century works have only just begun to be reproduced in modern editions, remains limited by nomenclature of the whole cycle as “*Amadis de Gaule*.” That blanket title produces misleading generalizations about the genre as a whole and tacit dismissal of specific works by specific authors, especially Feliciano de Silva, who wrote five of the twelve so-called “Books” in the Spanish *Amadis* cycle—entitled *Lisuarte de Grecia* (“Book” Seven), *Amadís de Grecia* (“Book” Nine), *Florisel de Niquea, Parts One and Two* (“Book” Ten), *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* (“Book” Eleven, “Part” One), and *Florisel de Niquea, Part Four* (“Book” Eleven, “Part” Two)—rendered distinctly in French translation of the *Amadis* cycle as, respectively, “Book” Six, “Books” Seven and Eight, and “Books” Eleven and Twelve, with *Florisel de Niquea, Part Four* remaining un-translated into French. By burying such distinction in an endnote separate from attribution of authorship and by mentioning Silva only briefly with regard to Sidney’s

---

65 R. W. Parker 1972, pp. 71-75. See note 68 below.
66 M. McCanles 1989 builds upon Wolff’s premise, Parker’s argument, and Hamilton’s perspective on sources for its interpretation of *OA* in light of *NA* rhetoric (see pp. 7-12, 125-134, 164, 185-187 nn. 17-18 and 26, 203-204 n. 10, 212 n. 48). S. R. Mentz 2006 leans heavily upon Wolff’s premise, combined with A. K. Forcione 1970 (pp. 11-87), for its own premise that the late sixteenth century represents a “Heliodoran vogue” for English and European prose fiction (pp. 11-15 [p. 15], 47-71). Cf. notes 95 and 98 below.
stylized language in *Arcadia*, O’Connor’s study has left Sidney scholarship a knot that needs unraveling through revised critical methodology for approaching literary sources. Its conclusion that Sidney synthesizes scattered plot material from the *Amadis* cycle for enhanced thematic and structural unity proves revealing and yet also misleading with regard to that source material.

The first section of this chapter evaluates common theoretical foundations underlying Sidney’s fiction and the Spanish chivalric-romance tradition. In doing so, it emphasizes the impact of neo-Aristotelian commentaries by Averröes. This emphasis helps explain the generic flexibility Sidney admired in Spanish chivalric romance, as well as that genre’s basic narrative poetics focused on *admiratio* for protagonist characters.

The following section of this chapter analyzes narrative interlacement of the sequestered-princess, love-by-image, and Amazonian-disguise motifs in Silva’s work. In the case of Silva’s *Amadís de Grecia*, that trio of motifs facilitates character development and serves as a literary vehicle for establishing narrative poetics of reader engagement tied to the protagonist’s secret marriage. In the feigned *Chronicle of Florisel*
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67 See J. J. O’Connor 1970, pp. 252-253 n. 24 (cf. p. 6), 198-201. Cf. H. Thomas 1912, Appendix V: “Table Showing the Correspondence of the Different Original Books and Their Translations” (pp. 292-297), collating French, Italian, and German translations and continuations of the Spanish *Amadis* cycle. With the attention to style in those latter pages, O’Connor’s study builds upon H. Thomas 1920 (p. 77) and R. W. Zandvoort 1929 (p. 188). On that matter, also see D. Hannay 1898, pp. 270-272; here below, and Chapter Three below.

68 Subsequent attention to “Amadis de Gaule” as source material for Sidney’s *Arcadia*, addressed from important critical angles, has remained limited by O’Connor’s approach (e.g., J. Robertson, ed. P. Sidney, *OA*, pp. xxi-xxiv; A. F. Kinney 1986a, pp. 245-246; D. Norbrook 2002, p. 90). R. W. Parker 1972, amidst an influential argument for *OA* as heroic fiction with “Terentian” five-Act dramatic structure, re-approaches the issue of how Sidney imitates Fr. Am. XI. In doing so, Parker arrives independently at a conclusion similar to that of O’Connor’s study, characterizing the source material as “rambling and diffuse” with “virtually total discontinuity of cause and effect” (pp. 72-73; see pp. 71-74). The nomenclature “Amadis de Gaule” creates confusion in A. C. Hamilton 1972, otherwise a useful survey of Sidney’s narrative sources. Hamilton’s study recognizes Fr. Am. XI as the source of interlaced motifs which Sidney imitated but follows that claim with analysis only of the first four “Books” of the French *Amadis* cycle, Montalvo’s *Amadís de Gaula* in Herberay’s translation rather than Silva’s *FN3* in Gohory’s translation (pp. 38-42; cf. A. C. Hamilton 1977, pp. 45-47).
de Niquea, Part Three, which Sidney imitates most closely via French translation, Silva’s narrative adds to those same effects a further degree of exemplary character contrast and generates a scenario of two clandestine marriages in which the reader remains delightfully complicit with protagonist lovers amidst external and internal conflicts inhibiting their union.

* * *

The thematic focus Sidney’s narrative draws from Silva’s work—dynastic union through secret marriage—represents a distinctive feature of Spanish chivalric romance, from the genre’s inception in the early fourteenth century through Silva’s final works in the mid-sixteenth century. In formative phases of that genre’s development, as well as in the case of Sidney’s imitation, narrative focus on dynastic union through clandestine marriage represents rhetorical mimesis: that is, poetic representation of delightful alternate-reality worlds which mirror contemporary reality enough to sway readers toward certain modes of thought or action in their own real world. Certain narrative devices characteristic of Spanish chivalric romance—especially the genre’s exploitation of unknown-parentage and secret-marriage motifs—privilege readers with perspectives that characters within the story (sometimes the protagonists themselves, as with the unknown-parentage scheme) do not share. Such narrative poetics establishes for the reader a significant degree of affective complicity with protagonist heroes while witnessing fictional events in the text. That is, while plot complications unfold within the story, we as readers want protagonists to succeed, for we hold privileged knowledge which validates their actions. Amidst misunderstandings within the story based on that knowledge gap between characters and reader, the reader feels the sense of conflict.
experienced by the protagonists and understands why they act the way they do based on what they know (often distinct from what the reader knows). The specific trio of logically-interrelated motifs invented by Feliciano de Silva and imitated by Sidney—that is, variations of a sequestered-princess motif directly interlaced with a love-by-image motif and an Amazonian-disguise motif—lends itself to such an aesthetic experience.

Intended rhetorical effect for that aesthetic experience within a given narrative, however, always relies upon common assumptions between author and reader regarding human nature and its relationship to contemporary reality. It is largely for this reason that modern and post-modern literary criticism, for the most part, has not taken fondly to sixteenth-century Spanish chivalric romance, despite a resurgence of scholarship in the past two decades. In fact, critical reception of that Spanish genre shifted in the late sixteenth century largely as a result of Tridentine legal reform invalidating secret marriage conducted without ecclesiastical and secular witnesses. In the case of Sidney’s *Arcadia*, the operative premises underlying source material and imitation alike pertain to Natural Law and positive law with regard to clandestine marriage.

This emphasis on logical premises built into fictional narratives serves as the present study’s governing premise. Most of this study focuses on sixteenth-century texts, but important theoretical foundations for those texts’ mode of narrative poetics derive from intellectual developments in the thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries, tied to European reception of Arabic commentaries on the works of Aristotle. Already by the
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69 The explosion of work on this genre within the Spanish academy has remained unrecognized by scholars of English literature and also by many hispanists within the English and American academies. For the state of that scholarship on the genre through 2004, see D. Eisenberg & M. C. Marín Pina 2000; J. M. Lucía Megías 2004-2005; and C. Alvar 2007.

mid-twelfth century, certain Latin commentaries attribute to “poesis” (the ideas or meaning underlying poetic fiction) an ethical function and categorize “poëtica” (analytical methods for interpreting poetic fiction) as a logical “science” (“scientia”) alongside rhetoric, thus incorporating two basic premises of Arabic-Aristotelian philosophy and synthesizing them with existing Ciceronian and Horatian doctrines, including the grammatical distinction between “fabulam” (“fable”), “historiam” (“history” or “story”), and “argumentum” (“argument”). Recognizing these premises about logic, rhetoric, and fictional poetics proves essential for evaluating thirteenth-century reception of Aristotle’s works via commentaries written by Averröes (Ibn Rushd of Córdoba) in the twelfth century for the Iberian Arabic world, which were steadily translated into Latin in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries under the aegis of Castilian bishops at Toledo.

Around the turn of the fourteenth century, clerics of the cathedral school at Toledo produced Castile’s earliest native chivalric romance, *The Book of the Knight Zifar, or the Knight of God*, and in early decades of that century, it was almost certainly that same group of intellectuals who translated thirteenth-century Arthurian literature and produced the earliest version of *Amadís de Gaula*. *Amadís de Gaula*, in a revised and expanded form developed by Garci Rodríguez de Montalvo in the late fifteenth century, became the definitive paradigm for invention of Spain’s sixteenth-century chivalric-romance genre, and it was Feliciano de Silva who extended Montalvo’s work into a full cycle of feigned chivalric historiography chronicling exploits in love and in battle by

---


descendants of Montalvo’s protagonist heroes. Recognizing continuity between Sidney’s poetic theory and that underlying Spanish chivalric romance requires pointed attention to crucial developments which occurred in Averröes’s twelfth-century commentaries on Aristotle’s works.

Both the ethical and the rhetorical dimensions of resulting fictional poetics arose from specific transformations Aristotle’s Poetics underwent in Averröes’s commentaries. The rhetorical component comes into focus through the general perspective that rhetoric, especially at that time, “does not have as its subject an art confined by fixed form, content, or terminology. Rhetoric is an art that lacks a unique subject matter but can only be understood in the context of specific uses and ends.”

Bearing that general tenet in mind, it is important to recognize that even revised Christian neo-Aristotelian thought in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries—such as that developed by Thomas Aquinas at Paris in reaction to certain pro-Averroists, as well as that upheld by Castilian clergy at Toledo in reaction to Iberian neo-Averroism—remained conditioned by that Arabic philosopher’s use of Aristotle’s work to revise prior approaches to logic, rhetoric, and law within his own Islamic Iberian culture.

Averröes’s commentaries on Aristotle’s Poetics supplement his commentaries on Aristotle’s Topics and Rhetoric—all of which complement the purpose of his commentaries on Aristotle’s other works (excluding the Politics), his neo-Aristotelian commentary on Plato’s Republic, and his treatise on philosophy and law. His oeuvre aims to unite rational philosophy (including the practical

---

“sciences” of rhetoric and poetics) with exegetical practices applied to divine law, as a revision of the reigning dialectical Islamic theology of his day.\textsuperscript{75} Averröes defines fictional poetics as a branch of logic, emphasizing the syllogism, or “example,” as the primary aim of poetic art. His medium-length or “middle” commentary on Aristotle’s \textit{Poetics} attributes a rhetorical thrust to that logical principle, through repeated emphasis that fictional poetics should serve the moral purpose of figuring forth virtue and vice in order to encourage the former and discourage the latter among readers.

This theory of fictional poetics promoted by Averröes in Iberia, then widely disseminated in Europe via the 1256 Toledo translation by Hermannus Alemannus, informs the underlying logic of exemplary poetics put into practice by fourteenth-century authors.\textsuperscript{76} Aquinas’s neo-Aristotelian philosophy and other scholastic thought, drawing largely upon Latinized Arabic commentaries on both Aristotle’s \textit{Poetics} and his treatise \textit{On the Soul}, upholds the psychological premise that human cognition occurs through mental images, with amplified emphasis on the ethical function of exemplary fictional images. Exemplary narrative poetics hinges upon exemplary character contrast. The author exercises both inductive and deductive reasoning to capture general ideals or principles of virtue and vice within certain characters: not only in characters’ actions and


consequences of those actions but also in their intentions. These fictional images and impressions captivate the reader’s imagination through delight, and that experience provokes the reader to apply inductive reasoning to contemplate how those exemplary figures represent universal moral virtues and vices, as well as deductive reasoning to recognize how those principles apply to contemporary circumstances in the real world, including legal justice. Thus fictional characters become exemplares. If the reader and the author hold in common foundational premises upon which the fictional narrative’s internal logic was built, the reader’s experiences of delight and logical reasoning can lend themselves to rhetorical effects intended by the author. Sidney’s *Defence of Poesie*, written in the late sixteenth century, reflects this theory of fictional poetics, combined with humanistic logical emphasis on probable argument.⁷⁷

For analyzing continuity in literary theory and practice between Sidney’s *Arcadia* and the Spanish chivalric-romance tradition, certain aspects of this neo-Aristotelian literary tradition prove especially revealing. Both Sidney’s poetic theory and the basic theology of Christian marriage hinge upon the philosophy of Natural Law (that is, universal moral principles fundamental to human nature) as distinct from positive human law.⁷⁸ It is crucial to recognize that when Montalvo and Silva composed their chivalric romances, and when Herberay and Gohory translated them into French, clandestine marriage remained valid theologically and fully licit legally. As noted in Chapter One above, when Sidney imitated Silva’s work for inventing his *Arcadia*, such was the case in

---

⁷⁷ See K. Eden 1986 (esp. pp. 3-6, 156-175) and W. Trimpi 1999 (esp. pp. 197-198). Compare this present study’s Introduction (notes 11-13); note 117 here below; Chapter Three below (note 230); and L. Jardine 1988.

⁷⁸ On Sidney’s *DP* in this regard, see R. S. White 1996, pp. 92-101 (esp. p. 95). Also see Chapter Three below on *OA* (esp. notes 166-167, 185, 187). G. H. Joyce 1933 emphasizes Natural Law, primarily as articulated by Aquinas, as the foundation for Christian theology of marriage (pp. 1-10). Cf. T. Aquinas, *Treatise on Law*.  
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England theologically, and legally in a qualified manner, and he certainly knew about legal reform on the continent. The poetics of clandestine marriage in Spanish chivalric-romance tradition and in Sidney’s *Arcadia* hinges upon a fictional narrative generating a positive aesthetic impression of protagonist lovers’ covert amorous union: an impression which tacitly validates clandestine marriage in accordance with Natural Law and Christian theology.

The theoretical foundation for inventing such poetic effect with protagonist lovers can be traced back to Averröes’s interpretation of “tragedy” in his middle commentary on Aristotle’s *Poetics*. Averröes was not familiar with ancient Greek poetry or drama, and his commentary on the *Poetics* aims to enhance the manner by which Arabic poetry served as a means of moral instruction. Aristotle’s claim in *Poetics* Chapter Four that Greek poetry originated with encomiastic and satirical verse becomes a premise for Averröes to define fictional poetics in rhetorical terms as an art of praise and blame rooted in the syllogistic principle of comparison and contrast—its “epic” and “tragic” veins constituting praise for noble protagonists, its “comic” or satirical veins achieved through lively dramatic foils. Aristotle’s *Poetics* roots its notion of mimesis in the actions (*praxis*) of fictional characters who serve as representative agents (*prattontas*) to whom spectators may compare or contrast their own actions and social station. Averröes’s commentary, in contrast, roots poetic representation more firmly in character rather than in characters’ actions, interpreting the Aristotelian concepts of probability and necessity in moral terms and emphasizing virtue and vice as character traits to be identified and either emulated or avoided by readers.
Hermannus Alemannus’s Latin translation of Averröes’s middle commentary on the Poetics employs the terminology “sermo imaginativus,” “assimilatio,” and “representatio” (instead of “imitatio”) for its neo-Aristotelian notion of fictional mimesis, and it defines “admiratio” as an effect of “tragedy” in the sense of “positive emotion aroused by the moral excellence of those being praised.”79 Thus, general impressions of virtue and vice approximate universal truth through fictional representation, and those ethical poetic images etch themselves into a reader’s imagination through affective delight. Such poetic images remain available to the mind’s eye through memory and may inspire virtuous action in the future. Sidney’s Defence of Poesie embraces this theory of fictional poetics, and his Arcadia, like its dominant source material drawn from the Spanish chivalric-romance tradition (via French translation), employs it for rhetorical effect pertaining to the matter of dynastic union through clandestine marriage.

Emphasizing how Averröes conceives of “epic” and “tragedy” in terms of exemplary narrative poetics, rather than in terms of verse form or even in terms of thematic emphasis, brings into focus a significant degree of continuity between Sidney’s fiction and the generic flexibility of Spanish chivalric romance. Neo-Aristotelian literary theory from the early fourteenth century through the early sixteenth century frequently remained rooted in that Averroean perspective, which makes no formal distinction

---

between prose narrative and drama. Largely as a result, generic form remained highly flexible in the Spanish tradition of prose fiction. Famous examples of hybrid prose form include *The Book of the Knight Zifar* (early fourteenth century), Fernando de Rojas’s *Celestina, or The Tragicomedy of Calisto and Melibea* (late fifteenth century), and Miguel de Cervantes’s *Don Quixote* (early seventeenth century). Less well known by modern scholars but equally innovative and influential for Spanish literary tradition, Feliciano de Silva’s chivalric romances served as a creative bridge between those three works.

Silva invented a continuation of Rojas’s *Celestina* as well as continuations of the *Amadís* cycle begun by Montalvo, and he introduced pastoral elements into both genres. He began to do so during his most intense period of literary production between 1530 and 1535, which included his *Segunda Celestina* (1534). For the pastoral characters and settings Silva added to the courtly and urbane modes of the chivalric-romance tradition and the *Celestina*, he drew upon the courtly trope of pastoral disguise emerging in Spanish theater (especially in works by Juan del Encina) and upon both Spain’s *cancionero* tradition of lyric poetry and the classical tradition of pastoral poetry beginning to see a renascence in Spain. His chivalric romances preserve that genre’s characteristic poetics of exemplary character contrast with enlivened emphasis on character development and comical elements, frequently incorporating touches of chivalric parody, which is also evident in his *Segunda Celestina*. Silva’s innovative generic blending and narrative poetics of exemplary character contrast proved foundational for the narrative structure and the types of characters developed in Jorge de
Montemayor’s *Diana* (c.1558-1559), in Philip Sidney’s *Arcadia* (1578-1581, revised c.1582-c.1584), and in Cervantes’s *Don Quixote* (1605, 1615).

Recognizing that neo-Aristotelian poetic theory in the Averroean tradition justifies such generic blending also helps explain sixteenth-century perspectives on Spanish chivalric romance as “epic” romance in prose. The most conspicuous definitions of that genre as “epic” literature occur in commendatory poems prefacing editions of works from the *Amadís* and *Palmerín* cycles in French translation. This fact proves significant for the present study, given that Sidney encountered the genre primarily in such French editions (cf. Chapter One above, note 37). The first edition of Book One from Montalvo’s *Amadís de Gaula* in Nicolas de Herberay’s French translation (Paris, 1540) initiated a nationalistic cultural project of translation and appropriation, presumably sponsored by King François I, who apparently encountered the *Amadís* while a prisoner of war in Madrid (1525-1526). French renditions of Spanish chivalric-romance cycles and of classical epic poetry by Homer and Virgil appeared afterward in folio editions with numerous and elaborate woodcut illustrations commissioned specifically for these works and resembling each other, thus capturing an aesthetic impression of continuity in genre.\(^{82}\) Prefatory verses laud the French language as

---

developed in these works, frequently characterizing Herberay or some other translator as a French “Homer” or “Virgil,” and some also compare protagonists of those works to the likes of Achilles and Aeneas. Joachim Du Bellay composed poetic tributes to Herberay and to Gohory as translators. The “Ode” to Herberay dubs him a “French Homer” (“Homere François”) and the protagonist knight Amadís of Gaul a “Gallic Achilles” (“l’Achille Gaulloys”); the ode emphasizes Amadis de Gaule’s “feigned argument” (“argument feint”) as a matter of exemplary poetics figuring forth virtue and vice (in peace and in war), then compares it to “the marvelous discourse of the immortal Aeneid” (“le discours merveilleux / De l’immortelle Eneïde”). That poem and the commendatory verse accompanying French editions of the Spanish Amadís cycle promote “epic patriotism” along the same lines as sixteenth-century French historiography, especially Les Illustrations de Gaule et Singularitez de Troye (1509-1513) by Jean Lemaire de Belges.

Such commendation of the French Amadis cycle as “epic” literature builds upon the Spanish genre’s narrative poetics as “feigned history,” defined and defended by Montalvo (as noted in the Introduction to this study), in terms strikingly similar to Sidney’s argument in the Defence of Poesie that fictional poetics and poetically inspired
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83 H. Vaganay 1906 edits the French commendatory verse (but not the Latin poems) accompanying printed editions of “Books” One through Twelve in the French Amadis cycle. On sixteenth-century emphasis regarding the “epic” nature of this Spanish genre, within those poems and elsewhere, see M. Rothstein 1996 and idem. 1999 (pp. 17-31).


85 M. Rothstein 1999, p. 42 (see pp. 42-45; also idem. 1990b). Cf. idem. 1986 and 1990a; also C. J. Brown 1985 on Jean Lemaire de Belges within the context of Rhétoriqueur poetry during the period of French expansion into Italy, 1494-1515.
historiography can surpass antiquarian or literal-minded historiography. Rather than remain bound to “the particular truth of things,...to what is,” fictional poetics can figure forth more effectively for readers “the general reason of things” and “what should be” (DP, 85). Sidney’s argument builds upon a strand of humanist thought emphasizing wisdom in moral terms as a matter of prudential and active virtue, compatible with chivalric ethos and with the neo-Averroean theoretical foundation for exemplary fictional poetics.86 Indeed, ideas of poetry and “epic” in Sidney’s Defence and in the Italian Renaissance (from Francesco Petrarca in the fourteenth century through the early sixteenth century) remained rooted in epideictic rhetorical theory of praising virtue and condemning vice.87 Sidney’s Defence tacitly confirms an “epic” status for Spanish chivalric romances from the Amadís cycle—as “heroical poem[s]...in prose,” like Heliodorus’s Aethiopica and Xenophon’s Cyropaedia—through comparison with the Aeneid in a passage quoted at the outset of this study (DP, 81, 92).

Sidney’s perspective on epic romance, or rather “heroical” narrative, stems from his theoretical emphasis on exemplary poetics of reader engagement. Highlighting this dimension of his poetic theory helps explain his use of literary sources and thus fills a conspicuous gap in critical narratives aligning sixteenth-century English chivalric fiction with continental tradition. Colin Burrow’s admirable study entitled Epic Romance provides a convenient critical frame in which to paint this picture. It emphasizes the

86 Cf. E. F. Rice 1958, pp. 1-29, 149-177; F. J. Levy 1964; and notes 76-77 above. G. Richardson 2002 emphasizes such humanist philosophy as an important aspect of Renaissance ideals for monarchy in the early sixteenth century.
generic complexity of Homeric and Virgilian epic poetry in order to highlight the philological premise that “[t]he form of romance, the wild, enfolding, unstoppable flow of stories, substantially derives from a revision of the Aeneid’s central motive.”

Burrow’s critical narrative, like other recent studies situating sixteenth-century English heroic romance within larger European traditions, defines “epic” literature as heroic narratives in verse that self-consciously engage the Virgilian notion of “pietas” (that is, piety, conceived mainly in terms of duty and patriotism) with regard to the Aeneid’s Roman imperial theme. This line of thought leads Burrow to the premise that it is not until “the later stages” of Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso (apparent in the 1532 edition) that “writers begin to try to work their way back into the mental structures of Virgilian pietas,” by reigning narrative digressions created by a hero’s love motive (comparable to Aeneas’s stay in Carthage with Dido) or by his pity (which Aeneas must suppress in his duel with Turnus, in order to secure his dynastic seat in Latium via marriage to Lavinia): “epic romance,” that is, begins focusing such plotlines on “whatever imperial or dynastic goals [the heroes] are set.”

This English phrase “epic romance,” used by Burrow to describe sixteenth-century chivalric romances in verse, also captures the nature of Spain’s chivalric romances in prose, given their development and prominence as a distinct genre from the
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89 C. Burrow 1993, p. 4. Burrow suggests that Ariosto’s revision of Orlando Furioso, Tasso’s Gerusalemme Liberata, and Spenser’s The Faerie Queene each convey “a perplexed sense that their language will not quite permit the coalescences of pity and piety, sympathy and combat, which shape classical epic” (p. 5). Cf. D. Quint 1993, which advocates awareness of Lucan’s De Bello Civili (Pharsalia) within sixteenth-century perspectives on the Virgilian imperial theme, addressing relationships between politics and epic form in Italian, Portuguese, and English poetry. Quint emphasizes a more strained tension between eros and imperial duty/destiny in the heroic verse of Ariosto and Tasso (cf. idem. 1985, p. 179). B. Fuchs 2004 revises Quint’s perspective only slightly with emphasis on “romance” as a realm of ideologically-charged narrative “strategies,” still positing a sweeping generalization of “romance” as “skeptical” of “compatibility between erotic and military pursuits” (p. 40).
late fifteenth century through the early seventeenth century. Burrow’s philological lens must be widened and re-focused. Subsequent study of the Latin commentary tradition and reception of Virgil’s *Aeneid* in the twelfth through the fourteenth centuries reveals retention of its imperial theme and significant development with Lavinia’s character in the twelfth-century French *Roman d’Eneas*. The presence of a quasi-Virgilian imperial theme in Dante’s *Divine Comedy* and in Italian thought of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries also should be taken into account in critical narratives assessing epic-romance traditions. Extension to sixteenth-century chivalric romance must include the Spanish tradition—which remained the most prolific and widely circulated mode of heroic fiction throughout Europe in the sixteenth century—and that emphasis allows for Sidney’s *Arcadia* to enter the picture as well.

Sixteenth-century Italian debate regarding verisimilitude and epic romance has remained a stumbling block for establishing such critical perspective with regard to the Spanish chivalric-romance tradition. The neo-Ciceronian bent of Italian humanism and rediscovery of Aristotle’s *Poetics* in Greek led to ongoing critical debate in the late sixteenth century regarding the merits and demerits of fantastical elements in “epic” or “historical” poetry, including that of Dante Alighieri, Ludovico Ariosto, and Torquato

---

91 On that Italian vein of thought, see C. Kallendorf 1988.
Tasso.\textsuperscript{93} Tasso drew poetic inspiration from his father Bernardo Tasso, whose inspiration for epic poetry came from Montalvo’s \textit{Amadís}.\textsuperscript{94} Miguel de Cervantes self-consciously inscribes debate about verisimilitude within his \textit{Don Quixote}, Part One, Chapter 47.

Studies comparing ancient and medieval romance traditions and their influence in the sixteenth century have assessed those two matters of Italian debate and Cervantine self-consciousness in various ways which tacitly dismiss the literary merits of Castile’s chivalric-romance genre modeled upon \textit{Amadís de Gaula}. Some claim a shift in European literary taste toward the verisimilitude and narrative structure of ancient prose fiction, especially Heliodorus’s \textit{Aethiopica}.\textsuperscript{95} Others look to the \textit{Zifar} or to the Catalan chivalric romance \textit{Tirant lo Blanc} (1490), which did not meet success in Europe as did the \textit{Amadís} and its kin, as precursors for the verisimilitude and humor with which \textit{Don Quixote} parodies its own Castilian genre.\textsuperscript{96} Recent theory on “romance” fiction with regard to verisimilitude and mimesis also glosses over Castile’s \textit{Amadís} stock prior to \textit{Don Quixote}.\textsuperscript{97} The artistry of Cervantes’s work and its critical perspective on its own genre, however, may be identified with greater accuracy by looking forward through Spain’s sixteenth-century chivalric-romance genre rather than backward past it.

The dialectic about verisimilitude and the \textit{Amadís} genre within \textit{Don Quixote} I.47, for instance, reaffirms, through purported critique, the theoretical foundation for that genre’s narrative poetics of rhetorical mimesis. The local priest Pero Pérez from Don Quixote’s home town (“\textit{el cura}”), who in Chapter Six burned many of the protagonist’s

\textsuperscript{93} See B. Weinberg 1961 (esp. vol. 2).
\textsuperscript{94} On the impetus and process by which Bernardo Tasso adapted Montalvo’s \textit{Amadís de Gaula} into Italian verse and carefully prepared it for publication as \textit{L’Amadigi} (1560), see E. Williamson 1951, pp. 99-136.
\textsuperscript{97} B. Fuchs 2004, pp. 13-97. Cf. note 89 above; also B. Fuchs 2001, which nominally addresses the Spanish chivalric-romance genre in theoretical terms but then analyzes only Italian fiction (pp. 13-34).
books in a mock *auto de fé*, has the last word on the literary matter of *verisimilitud* in Chapter 47. In emphasizing that chivalric romances should be more realistic, after cataloguing political and moral virtues which may be figured forth in such fiction, he concludes with the theoretical credo upon which the genre was built, claiming that such feigned history can indeed “achieve the highest goal any writing can aim for, namely, to teach and delight at the same time, as I’ve already said. For the loose literary style [escritura desatada] of these books allows the author to work in epic modes, as well as lyric, tragic, and comic, with all the accompanying possibilities of poetry and rhetoric’s sweetness and persuasiveness, for one can just as well write epics in prose as in verse.”

Philip Sidney approaches Feliciano de Silva’s work from a similar perspective.

Both the enhanced *verisimilitud* of Sidney’s chivalric fiction and Sidney’s critique in the *Defence of Poesie* that Spanish chivalric romance “wanteth much of a perfect poesy” (*DP*, 92) arise from degrees of removal from Averroean commentary on fictional poetics, rather than from fundamental difference in literary theory. Analyzing the roots of that sixteenth-century Spanish genre which Sidney imitates for *Arcadia* helps clarify that the theoretical foundation for its rhetorical mimesis need not be associated with neo-Ciceronian humanist educational reform. Sidney, as a product of such reform in

---

England, eliminates magical and fantastical elements from his chivalric-romance source material in order to follow the Ciceronian tenet that verisimilitude facilitates rhetorical effect. Yet, the narrative poetics by which his Arcadia establishes exemplary character contrast and admiratio for its protagonist lovers follows closely the model provided by Gohory’s French translation of Silva’s Chronicle of Florisel de Niquea, Part Three. Although the specific interlacement of motifs Sidney imports from that work in order to achieve that poetic effect was invented by Silva in the early sixteenth century, both the work’s underlying poetics of exemplary character contrast and its secret-marriage theme follow the model of Amadís de Gaula and Sergas de Esplandián designed by Montalvo in the late fifteenth century, and those poetic aspects of Montalvo’s work were established in the early fourteenth century by Castilian clerics at Toledo who first composed the Zifar and (probably) the Amadís. The narrative poetics of both Sidney’s fiction and its primary source material emanate ultimately from direct contact with Averrōes’s commentaries on Aristotle’s work.

By the turn of the fourteenth century, the cathedral library at Toledo had amassed Averrōes’s works in Latin translation as well as various neo-Averroean scholastic texts, and that cathedral school worked under the patronage of Castile’s queen-regent María de Molina, who aimed to secure dynastic succession for the lineage of her late husband King Sancho IV through papal validation of their marriage. Recent scholarship has emphasized that the rise of Castilian prose fiction occurred through a combination of that political motive and the Castilian high clergy’s aim to revise unorthodox strands of neo-
Arabic and neo-Aristotelian thought built into the works of Sancho IV’s father King Alfonso X the Learned.  

The political thrust of rhetorical mimesis in Castile’s earliest chivalric romances finds its theoretical foundation in a combination of general Ciceronian tenet with Averroean emphasis on the political efficacy of fictional poetics employed for the rhetorical purpose of figuring forth virtue and vice.  

Alemannus’s prefatory comments for his 1256 Latin translation of Averröes’s middle commentary on Aristotle’s Poetics, produced in Toledo, help confirm that confluence of literary and rhetorical theory. The preface emphasizes that this work supplements translations of Averröes’s commentaries on Aristotle’s Ethics and Rhetoric, citing Ciceronian emphasis on rhetoric as a matter of “civic philosophy” and explicitly distinguishing Averröes’s perspective on poetry from Horace’s association of poetry with grammar (i.e., meter), while tacitly preserving the general Horatian tenet that poetry should both teach and delight.  

Because this early neo-Aristotelian poetic theory bears only general relation to early neo-Ciceronian thought, in contrast with late-sixteenth-century humanism, it places less premium on verisimilitude as a rhetorical tenet. In fact, fantastical poetic images suit this literary theory well, for they captivate readers’ imaginations with delight and thus facilitate retention in memory, a crucial aspect of the logical and rhetorical poetics achieved.

---


through exemplary character contrast. The Zifar’s prefatory material, preserved in extant manuscripts, highlights this issue of “memoria” alongside that of “seso natural” (“natural wisdom”) with regard to the work’s poetics. Such emphasis on mneumonic retention motivates the episodic structure characteristic of Spanish chivalric-romance narration.

Analyzing Sidney’s poetic theory in tandem with that underlying Spain’s entire tradition of Amadís stories helps clarify how and why Sidney imitates and varies Feliciano de Silva’s work (via French translation) in the way that he does for inventing the original version of Arcadia between 1578 and 1581 as a mode of rhetorical mimesis. Upon initial glance at the chivalric source material, one’s attention may easily gravitate to Sidney’s parenthetical reference in his Defence of Poesie that chivalric-romance fiction from the Amadis cycle “wanteth much of a perfect poesy” (DP, 92), especially given the fact that magical and fantastical elements pervade Silva’s stories within the Amadís cycle. Indeed, Silva’s works amplify the use of magical and fantastical tropes within their genre, quelling the brief resistance offered to that aspect of Montalvo’s work in Paez de Ribera’s sixth “Book” of the cycle. That brief aside in Sidney’s treatise must be balanced, though, with its context in Sidney’s argument about fictional poetics.

---

103 El Libro del Cavallero Zifar (El Libro del Cavallero de Dios), ed. C. P. Wagner, pp. 6-8. Cf. trans. C. L. Nelson, The Book of the Knight Zifar, pp. 5-6. On the Zifar’s prefatory material, the cathedral school at Toledo, and distinct phases of the work’s production almost certainly tied directly to dynastic politics in Castile, see F. Gómez Redondo 1981 and 1999 (pp. 1371-1459). Gómez Redondo, like J. M. Cacho Blecua 1993 and G. Orduna 1996 (pp. 58, 60), associates the Zifar’s production with the whole cathedral school rather than with one specific member, Ferrán Martínez. F. J. Hernández 1978 (which provides important archival documentation) and P. Linehan 1993 (pp. 533-548) assume authorship by Ferrán Martínez. On the 1512 printed version of Zifar as a text transformed to resemble more closely the Amadís paradigm, see J. M. Cacho Blecua 1999 (cf. J. M. Lucía Megías 2005).
Sidney’s *Defence of Poesie* argues above all that fictional poetics—that is, narrative embellishment aiming to engage and delight readers, whether built into a purely fictional narrative, into historiography, or into a philosophical treatise (as per Plato’s dialogues)—can prove a compelling impetus that moves readers not only toward contemplation of virtue but also toward virtuous action in the world around them. His language in making this argument leans on semantics of “figuring forth” and “feigning”: most conspicuously in defining “Poesie” in Aristotelian terms as “mimesis” or “imitation” of human nature and contemporary reality, and in characterizing the poet’s task as “that feigning notable images of virtues, vices, or what else, with that delightful teaching, which must be the right describing note to know a poet by” (*DP*, 81-82). The “right poet,” according to Sidney, should allow his own “wit” free range, “only reined with learned discretion, into the divine consideration of what may be and should be” (*DP*, 80-81). Poetic invention should not transgress the limits of human nature, Sidney emphasizes, and his perspective also upholds the Ciceronian credo that verisimilitude lends itself to cogent rhetorical effect.

Neo-Ciceronian humanism paying such attention to Aristotle’s *Poetics* tended to uphold Virgil’s *Aeneid* as an apex of poetic artistry, “the sole, timeless model for imitation”; yet, Sidney, in contrast with Giulio Cesare Scaligero, whose *Poetices* he cites multiple times in the *Defence of Poesie*, does not argue along those lines. Instead,
Sidney encourages emulation of fictional poetics more generally. He emphasizes that compelling fictional models for heroic virtue in love and in war—whether they be characterization of historical figures as in the historiography of Plutarch and Xenophon, or rather imagined characters such as Virgil’s Aeneas or the chaste and devoted protagonist lovers in Heliodorus’s *Aethiopica*—grip a reader’s imagination and remain in one’s memory as images or “speaking pictures” accessible to the mind’s eye for later contemplation and emulation. Those poetic images lend themselves to wisdom and virtuous action better than abstract logic or painstakingly accurate historiography, because such poetic invention does not limit itself to rigid precepts or to historical facts and is thus free to figure forth with words human nature in action, rather than use words to represent only human thoughts or past human behavior. For the rhetorical purposes of “readily direct[ing] a prince” and of representing “a virtuous man in all fortunes,” for instance, Sidney recommends “the feigned Cyrus in Xenophon” and “the feigned Aeneas in Virgil” in contrast with “the true Cyrus in Justin” and “the right Aeneas in Dares Phrygius” (*DP*, 86, 88).

When Sidney mentions “*Amadis de Gaule*,” its juxtaposition with Virgil’s *Aeneid* conveys the esteem in which Sidney holds that Spanish genre as a sixteenth-century model for narrative fiction. The allusion tacitly suggests that he would define that form of prose narrative, like Heliodorus’s *Aethiopica* and Xenophon’s *Cyropaedia*, as
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“Ciceronianism” at Oxford University (pp. 54-55); also B. Weinberg 1942 and K. L. Haugen 2007 on Scaliger and Aristotle.  
constituting “an absolute heroical poem...in prose” (DP, 81). Sidney has witnessed among contemporaries that reading feigned histories which chronicle exploits in love and in war by Amadís and his descendants can inspire “the exercise of courtesy, liberality, and especially courage” (DP, 92). These references convey that Sidney defines genre loosely, based on exemplary poetics rather than on technical form.

In penning this allusion in the Defence of Poesie, Sidney might have born in mind Feliciano de Silva’s work from the Amadís cycle (in French translation), or perhaps Montalvo’s Amadís de Gaula in Herberay’s translation. Either way, with the parenthetical aside that such fiction “wanteth much of a perfect poesy,” Sidney probably conveys an opinion that magical and fantastical elements in that chivalric-romance tradition detract from its rhetorical effect upon readers. Despite that bit of critique, though, such works from the Amadís cycle clearly fit his main criterion for good “poesy.” Sidney’s main purpose for including this allusion is to emphasize that such exemplary fiction does inspire virtuous action, despite what he deems poetic flaws in its mode of rhetorical mimesis. Montalvo’s and Silva’s works in the Amadís cycle figure forth poetic impressions of contemporary reality with far more emphasis on enchantments and magical creatures than does Virgil’s Aeneid. The Aeneid allusion provided in tandem with this “Amadis” reference—“Who readeth Aeneas carrying old Anchises on his back, that wisheth not it were his fortune to perform so excellent an act?” (DP, 92)—emphasizes the affective power of admiratio achieved in Virgil’s epic narrative.

Using this terminology in making this observation about Sidney’s poetic theory proves useful for analyzing Sidney’s invention of Old Arcadia in subsequent chapters. What Sidney draws from his primary creative paradigm—Silva’s Chronicle of Florisel de
Niquea, Part Three, in Gohory’s French translation—replicates that source narrative’s effects of admiratio, exemplary character contrast, and thematic focus on dynastic union through clandestine marriage, while revising perhaps the most conspicuous aspect of that genre’s distinct style of rhetorical mimesis: magical and fantastical poetic imagery.

Comparing Montalvo’s and Silva’s chivalric romances with Virgil’s Aeneid helps elucidate the narrative poetics of clandestine marriage characteristic of this Spanish genre. In Montalvo’s Amadís de Gaula and Sergas de Esplandián, which together became the genre’s foundational paradigm for imitation and variation, as well as in sequels by Feliciano de Silva, especially the feigned Chronicle of Florisel de Niquea, Part Three, which Sidney’s Arcadia imitates most closely via French translation—as in Virgil’s epic narrative, protagonist warrior heroes build European empire through dynastic union with princesses for whose hand they must contend with opposing suitors and various other adversities. In contrast with Virgil’s Aeneas, though, these protagonist knights establish imperial dynasty through clandestine marriage to princesses whom they have wedded in secret amidst political obstacles for the sake of true love. Political conflict and happy resolution within these narratives both arise from that love story, to which the reader remains privy in a manner that tacitly validates the union as natural and morally legitimate, thus fostering affective complicity with the protagonist lovers amidst their struggles. In that regard, this Spanish tradition effectively conflates the role of Dido with that of Lavinia in Virgil’s Aeneid, while adhering to medieval codes of honor and courtly love. Eros inspires honorable conduct and facilitates glorious empire rather than hinder those ideals, as it does in Virgil’s narrative paradigm. The genuine love interest becomes the publicly validated bride and queen in the end, and sexual union in secret
prior to that political achievement of dynastic union constitutes valid consummation of clandestine marriage, rather than a secret affair defined by one lover as "marriage" but not recognized as such by the other lover or by the reader, as in the case of Dido and Aeneas. Sidney’s Arcadia resembles its chivalric source material in this regard.

This distinction regarding the poetics of clandestine marriage in chivalric fiction by Montalvo and Silva also marks an important difference between that Spanish genre and Anglo-French Arthurian tradition. Arthurian fiction by Chrétien de Troyes highlights romantic love and marriage, emphasizing adultery, though not in a flattering manner, and also reflecting various perspectives on kinship and marriage in the late twelfth century, a context of political and ecclesiastical negotiation regarding religious rites of marriage and aristocratic rights of dynastic succession in the Angevin empire.108 Those stories produced by Chrétien, along with distinct stories about Tristan and Isolde, gradually were revised and moralized and arranged into narrative cycles, through distinct phases of production known as the Boronian, the Vulgate, and the Post-Vulgate (or Pseudo-Boronian) phases. The latter phase provides interlaced prose narratives less moralistic than the Boronian version of the stories and more focused on characters as exemplares for certain virtues; and it was this Post-Vulgate version of Arthurian tradition which was translated in the Iberian peninsula around the turn of the fourteenth century.109 All textual states of that Anglo-French literary tradition, to varying degrees, retain ideological tension within the stories between ideal romantic love and marriage.

108 See P. S. Noble 1982 and J. J. Duggan 2001 (pp. 47-92). Cf. G. Duby 1983 on that historical context (also Chapter One above, note 20); D. Kelly 1985 on the interplay of text and mixed audience in that context; and idem. 2005 on narrative poetics of reader engagement in Chrétien’s work.

109 P. Gracia 1996 provides a concise and useful account of these phases in Arthurian literary tradition, with balanced attention to distinct critical interpretations. Also, on the creative process of translatio studii at work in French permutations of Arthurian legend, see D. Kelly 1978 (esp. pp. 293-306). Cf. E. Vinaver 1971 (pp. 68-98) and R. Copeland 1991.
Admirable courtly love tends to gravitate away from consummation in marriage, although Castilian versions of the material diminish that tendency. *Amadís de Gaula*, on the other hand, first produced in the early fourteenth century as one of the earliest native Castilian chivalric romances, channels courtly love toward consummation in secret marriage. In that distinctly Spanish paradigm, the chivalric ideals of honor gained through martial *virtus* and perfect devotion in romantic love need not be at odds with each other, nor with perfect fealty to political oaths of vassalage; and, in Montalvo’s redaction and continuation of that story in the late fifteenth century, clandestine marriage leads to dynastic union and political unification of a fictional pre-Arthurian Europe.

Recent scholarship has confirmed the essential role that Spanish translation and adaptation of Post-Vulgate Arthurian material played for the invention and revision of *Amadís de Gaula* within a fluid manuscript tradition, as well as for Montalvo’s expansion of that work into what became the foundational paradigm upon which Silva’s later installments of the *Amadís* cycle, like most of Spain’s sixteenth-century chivalric-romance genre, were built. Amadís de Gaula’s secret-marriage theme distinguishes it from even that late phase of Arthurian literature in Spanish translation. Many imitations of Montalvo’s version of the *Amadís* story preserve that characteristic focus: often as an organizing theme for the work as a whole, as in Silva’s feigned *Chronicle of Florisel de Niquea, Part Three*. This distinct aspect of Spanish chivalric romance has been delineated in a pioneering study from the mid-twentieth century, and subsequent studies

---

have supplemented its critical emphasis.\textsuperscript{111} The matter should be highlighted even more conspicuously than it has been in tandem with Fernando Gómez Redondo’s recent emphasis on dynastic politics as a crucial impetus for Castilian literary production throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.\textsuperscript{112}

Gómez Redondo’s work provides the most thorough and convincing philological argument regarding the original \textit{Amadís} story’s development, given the limited evidence which has survived in the form of extant allusions from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries and a badly damaged fifteenth-century manuscript fragment. He associates phases of the work’s production and revision in Castile’s manuscript tradition with motives for revision tied to dynastic politics in the early fourteenth century under María de Molina, in the fifteenth century under Castile’s Trastámara dynasty, and then in the late fifteenth century with Montalvo in the recently unified Spain under Fernando II of Aragon and Isabel of Castile.\textsuperscript{113} That critical approach lends further credence to the

\textsuperscript{111} J. Ruiz de Conde 1948 remains the foundational study for approaching this issue (see pp. 173-227 on \textit{AG}). Also see P. Le Gentil 1966; S. Roubaud 1985; M. Rothstein 1994 (cf. \textit{idem}. 1999, pp. 125-138); M. P. Harney 2001, pp. 105-227; and J. Martín Lalanda, ed. F. Silva, \textit{FN3}, pp. xxxi-xxxii. E. J. Sales Dasi 2004 notes the matter briefly and emphasizes that the secret-marriage motif lends itself to a wide array of plot complications in Spanish chivalric-romance narratives (pp. 52-54). Cf. M. Patchell 1947: “the courtesy inherent in an aristocratic society survives in the Spanish romances. In them adultery is not glorified; it is deprecated. Marriage is consistently conceived as a romantic ideal, and the compatibility between love and marriage is insisted upon” (p. 70).


premise that Books One and Two of Montalvo’s *Amadís de Gaula* largely preserve the original version of that story from the early fourteenth century.

This premise proves crucial for recognizing thematic continuity between the *Amadís* story’s original production and its expansion by Montalvo—and hence continuity with Silva’s and Sidney’s work in that regard. Those opening Books of the story establish the foundations for dynastic union through secret marriage which Montalvo’s version develops for more epic ends: that is, the hero Amadís of Gaul’s birth as a result of his parents consummating legitimate clandestine marriage (Bk. I, Ch. 1), his love affair with Oriana, which they consummate physically in the form of clandestine marriage (Bk. I, Ch. 4, Ch. 35), and the birth of Esplandián as a result of that consummation (Bk. II, Ch. 64). As emphasized above, the early-fourteenth-century *Amadís*, like the Castilian translations of Post-Vulgate Arthurian legends, almost certainly was composed by Castilian clerics at Toledo who wrote *The Book of the Knight Zifar, or the Knight of God*, while working under the patronage of Castilian queen-regent María de Molina, who aimed to secure dynastic succession for her son and grandson during their minority as kings, through papal validation of her marriage to the late King Sancho IV. That marriage was disputed based on the issue of aristocratic blood law and allowable degrees of kinship relation between spouses. Clerics at Toledo working under her patronage were keenly aware of Roman canon law on the formation of valid Christian marriage. Clandestine marriage was theologically valid at that point and could be defined with precision according to canon law, but it remained a serious issue of social controversy and was discouraged by the Church in most areas of Europe between the thirteenth and

---

and E. J. Sales Dasí 1993. For distinct approaches to the *Amadís* question emphasizing general schemes in European folklore, see J. B. Avalle-Arce 1990 (pp. 101-132; cf. pp. 64-100) and P. Gracia 1991.
fifteenth centuries.\textsuperscript{114} It makes sense that clerics at Toledo working under the patronage of María de Molina would channel the exemplary poetics of their own Zifar and of Castilianized Post-Vulgate Arthurian legend toward fictional emphasis on the potential virtue of clandestine marriage, inventing a narrative which figures forth a grand scenario of virtuous lovers who unite in such a manner due to political circumstances. It also makes sense that such a story caught Montalvo’s attention in the late fifteenth century, because he was a staunch supporter of the Catholic Monarchs Fernando and Isabel and, to some degree, played a partisan role in their successful campaign to unite Castile and Aragon through their secret marriage in October 1469.\textsuperscript{115}

Such emphasis on dynastic politics pertains more directly to Montalvo’s work than to Silva’s, in terms of defining the fiction as rhetorical mimesis. Amidst critical attention to Montalvo’s praise for the Catholic Monarchs’ personal virtues and for the virtue of Fernando’s crusade campaigns, it is surprising that no study has analyzed the secret-marriage theme of his Amadís as a matter of rhetorical mimesis pertinent to the momentous union of those monarchs. Numerous studies have emphasized that Montalvo—through definition of his own “feigned history” in prologues for his version of Amadís de Gaula and for his own sequel Sergas de Esplandián, as well as through metanarrative commentary in Chapter 99 of the latter work—self-consciously promotes the crusading spirit of his own epic historical moment. Indeed, his exemplary fiction in these first five Books of the Amadís cycle pushes mimesis to the point of political


\textsuperscript{115} On that marriage as the foundation for “imperial Spain,” see J. H. Elliott 1963, pp. 15-44. A. Blanco Sánchez 1998 identifies Montalvo as a scribe in the service of Queen Isabel—personally appointed as such by Gutierre de Cárdenas, who helped broker her marriage to Fernando of Aragon—before Montalvo attained his position as alderman (regidor) in Medina del Campo, which he held from at least 1476 onward; and that study also situates Montalvo and his brother Diego at her court in Ocaña until April 1469 (pp. 79-92; cf. pp. 15-29).
propaganda, overtly endorsing in no uncertain moral terms his king Fernando of Aragon’s effort in the 1490s to channel their nation’s bellicose energy from recent conquest in the Iberian peninsula toward a campaign for military conquest in northern Africa.\textsuperscript{116} Early works in this Spanish genre imitating Montalvo’s literary model also engage its emphases on crusade and conversion of virtuous “infidels” to Christianity.\textsuperscript{117} Silva’s experimentation with the motifs which Sidney imitates, on the other hand, constitutes a distinct artistry within the Amadís cycle that begins to depart from (or at least dilute) the earnestly rhetorical and mimetic brand of chivalric romance with which Montalvo begins that cycle. Silva’s primary innovations within the genre, although presumably less rhetorically driven in terms of contemporary politics, emerge within the Amadís cycle’s characteristic focus on clandestine marriage.

The secret-marriage theme thus comes into focus as a definitive characteristic of the Spanish Amadís cycle, a matter of continuity from the earliest version of Amadís de Gaula (no longer extant) through Montalvo’s version of that story and onward into Feliciano de Silva’s works. Analyzing more precisely how Silva invents and develops the logical interlacement of sequestered-princess, love-by-image, and Amazonian-disguise motifs reveals significant ingenuity in narrative perspective and philosophical


potential for his invention. Those aspects of Silva’s narrative innovations motivated Gohory and Sidney to join the Amadís legacy through translation and imitation.

*     *     *

Among Silva’s works, the feigned Chronicle of Florisel de Niquea, Part Three, which Sidney imitates most closely for his Arcadia via French translation, adopts the theme of dynastic union through clandestine marriage most conspicuously as a conceit for thematic and structural unity. This eleventh “Book” of the Spanish Amadís cycle, first printed in 1535, establishes its structural and thematic focus quickly and efficiently for the reader, through its own unique combination of three motifs interlaced together as logically interdependent: a sequestered princess, a knight falling in love with her by means of an artistic image, and that knight undertaking Amazonian disguise as a necessary means to woo and marry that princess in secret. It is this manner of interlacing those motifs—as a foundational structure for the work’s thematic focus on ironic interplay between reason and passion which results in felicitous dynastic union through clandestine marriage—that Sidney imitates closely in Books One through Three of his Arcadia.

That application of those three motifs’ logical trajectory emerges from patterns of imitation and variation within the Amadís cycle, and its significance for Sidney’s imitation comes into focus through analyzing Florisel de Niquea, Part Three in tandem with how Feliciano de Silva first invents this trio of interlaced plot motifs in the second half of his Amadís de Grecia. This new combination of motifs in Book Two of Amadís de Grecia marks a bridge between Silva’s early work and his later works: between Silva’s imitation of Montalvo’s model for the Spanish chivalric-romance genre (prevalent
in *Lisuarte de Grecia* and in Book One of *Amadís de Grecia*) and Silva’s subsequent imitation and variation of his own invention (in the feigned *Chronicles of Florisel de Niquea*). Recognizing this transition in Silva’s own imitative patterns proves significant for analyzing Sidney’s imitation of those motifs as a creative foundation for the original *Arcadia*. Both Silva’s innovation in composing *Amadís de Grecia* and his re-invention of that innovation in *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* employ magical elements built into the interlaced motifs as a means to achieve the poetic effects of character development, philosophical implication, and reader complicity. These are precisely the effects which Sidney’s imitation of Silva’s motifs (via Gohory’s translation) retains, while eliminating the magical components Silva had used to achieve them.

In Book Two of *Amadís de Grecia*, the motif of a hero falling in love with a secluded princess by means of an image serves to complicate the hero’s love interest as established in Book One, which up to this point generally has followed along the lines of Montalvo’s paradigm for Amadís of Gaul and his beloved Oriana. This current hero’s background, too, resembles that of his great-grandfather and namesake. Of royal birth by secret marriage and thus entrusted as an infant to the care of a maidservant, Amadís of Greece was raised in a foreign court, showing great promise from a young age and, until his born identity is revealed later, bearing a nickname based on his unique birthmark of a flaming sword on this chest (*Am.Gr.*, Ch. 1-4; cf. *Fr. Am.* VII, Ch. 1-3). In the first Book of *Amadís de Grecia*, a love story has developed between the young protagonist and Luscela, Princess of Cicily. It arises amidst the vicissitudes of political conflict between the usurping French monarch and Italian territories allied to the British-Greek empire led by Amadís of Gaul, King of Britain, and his son Esplandián, emperor of Constantinople.
The young lovers meet when he rescues her and her mother Miraminia (heiress to the French throne) from the Cyclops Fradalón; they became enamored with each other at first sight, and shortly afterward they are able to share a kiss (Am.Gr., Bk. I, Ch. 24-26). This first love interest remains an issue for Amadís of Greece. He finds ample opportunity to impress Luscela with further feats of arms; she spends much time at court in London and Constantinople with important members of the Amadís-Oriana dynasty; and he aids her family in slaying the usurping claimant to the French throne. Indeed, he never forgets Luscela throughout the entire Flórisel de Niquea cycle written by Silva after Amadís de Grecia. Yet, from the moment this Amadís character first hears Niquea’s beauty and virtue described by her servant dwarf Busendo in Amadís de Grecia, Book Two, Chapter 24, his affection for Luscela becomes conflicted, and ultimately he subordinates it to his feelings for Niquea, whom he later pursues and marries. Although he had exchanged vows of love with Luscela, his union with Niquea trumps that with fully consummated clandestine marriage (Am.Gr., Bk. II, Ch. 95-96; Fr. Am. VIII, Ch. 72). Silva employs the motif of love by means of an image to establish and justify this internal character conflict, which he maintains throughout his subsequent works with many female characters accosting Amadís of Greece for his beauty, with him sleeping with other women while enchanted against his will, and with impressions of this hero’s guilty conscience even after marriage.118 This trajectory engages the reader affectively with the hero’s internal struggle.

118 M. C. Daniels 1992: “The comic effect of these episodes does not adequately explain their relative frequency and length within the cycle. As a consequence of these amorous struggles, Amadís de Grecia emerges as the most fully developed character in all of Silva’s romances. Unlike the other knights of the Amadís clan, he is neither a perfect lover nor a libertine. Instead, Amadís is a man torn by his divided loyalty, endeavoring to do right but fated to err against both his loves. He suffers the indignity of unsolicited declarations of love from eager donzellas both as a punishment for his disloyalty to Lucela and
Silva’s interlacement of the love-by-image motif with the sequestered-princess motif in Book Two of *Amadís de Grecia* invents new enchantments within the story to create a unique synthesis of love-by-sight and love-by-fame with subtly neo-Platonic implication. The narrator tells readers that the sultan of Niquea has quarantined his twelve-year-old daughter named Niquea after receiving a prophetic letter from his sister the enchantress Zirfea, Queen of Árgenes, who advises him to keep Niquea secluded until she is married, “because her beauty would be such that she [Zirfea] thought that no man could view it without dying or going insane,” and Zirfea believes that none but Jupiter himself descended from heaven could deserve her (*Am.Gr.*, Bk. II, Ch. 23 [trans. p. 295a]; cf. Fr. *Am.* VIII, Ch. 18).119 Yet, Zirfea’s magic “arts” (“artes”), combined with Busendo’s loyal devotion to Niquea, serve as the means by which Niquea in her seclusion learns about Amadís of Greece and sends him a letter about herself, then later an image of herself, both of which serve as catalysts for him to fall in love with her and eventually disguise himself as an Amazonian woman to be near her. The letter tells of her seclusion from male society and emphasizes to Amadís that “the fame of your great beauty, prowess, and high deeds has so conquered my heart that I would grant you my own prohibited love, by the charge of matrimony allowed honest maidens” (*Am.Gr.*, Bk. II, Ch. 22 [trans. p. 294a-b]; cf. Fr. *Am.* VIII, Ch. 18). It follows this confession with recognition of Amadís’s love for Luscela, emphasis that Luscela is unworthy of his love and that Niquea’s own prohibited beauty will serve well only for him, and petition that Amadís come see Niquea to judge for himself. Silva’s reader, not yet informed of the

---

story behind this letter, experiences a degree of wonder akin to that of Amadís, who feels “marveled” (“maravillado”), not knowing what to say or do (Am.Gr., Bk. II, Ch. 22 [p. 294b]). The narrator then explains for the reader Niquea’s story in Chapter 23, interlacing it with the love story of Amadís and Luscela in Book One. Just after Amadís and Luscela fell in love, on their way to France with her parents they were diverted by a storm to the island of Árgenes, where Amadís of Greece confronted the Castle of the Seven Towers, each tower guarded by a knight appointed for the position by Niquea’s aunt Zirfea, who held three prominent monarchs there under her enchantments\(^{120}\) (Am.Gr., Bk. I, Ch. 25-30; cf. Fr. Am. VII, Ch. 20-25). After Amadís defeated those guards in combat (establishing thereafter a friendship with the sixth one, named Gradamarte) and freed the enchanted kings, Zirfea created a magical parchment to capture the events vividly and showed it to her brother the sultan of Niquea. When he as doting father showed it to his daughter Niquea, who already had caught word of this young Amadís’s handsomeness and famed exploits, she fell in love with Amadís, blushing and unable to shake his image from her memory, struck jealous by the image of Luscela with Amadís on the parchment (Am.Gr., Bk. II, Ch. 23 [pp. 296b-297b]; cf. Fr. Am. VIII, Ch. 18). Upon asking her companion princesses to compare her with Luscela, Niquea regained confidence in her own superior beauty, and, keenly concerned with her own honor (“honra”) in loving Amadís, she gave Busendo the mission of delivering her letter. Niquea’s reaction to Zirfea’s image of Amadís was facilitated by prior rumor of his fame, and the narrative’s emphasis on her own honesty qualifies her jealousy. The magic parchment allows her to witness other characters’ deeds and beauty, as if firsthand.

\(^{120}\) I.e., the Emperor of Trapisonda, young Amadís’s father Lisuarte of Greece, and his great-great-grandfather Perión of Gaul (these family ties still unbeknownst to the characters).
Silva’s narrative thus qualifies personal emotion with a quasi-objective comparison of personal qualities, an assessment of truth in terms of degrees of removal from an ideal of perfect beauty. This aspect of the narrative provokes an educated sixteenth-century reader to think in terms of Truth and Ideals, thus subtly granting the love story neo-Platonic undertones.

Such philosophical implication built into these interlaced motifs supplements their purpose of reader engagement through character development and ironic logic in the story’s plot. The synthesis of love-by-fame and love-by-sight which occurs with Niquea complements that same effect in Amadís’s ensuing affection for Niquea, also tied to Zirfea’s magical artistic imagery. When Busendo, who loves Niquea, passionately vouches for her beauty, her virtue, and her love for Amadís, the narrator emphasizes that the young protagonist “did not lack a feeling of anguish in his heart; [...] his heart was altered” (“no dexó de sentir congoxa en su coraçón; [...] su coraçón estaba alterado”) (Am.Gr., Bk. II, Ch. 24 [p. 300b]; cf. Fr. Am. VIII, Ch. 19). Amadís allows Busendo to remain with him while he deliberates the matter further, and that night he experiences the first of multiple dream visions that convey to the reader his internal love conflict. Niquea and Luscela both appear to him and speak to him: Luscela emphasizes her “service” (“servicio”) to him in love and asks what could cause him to throw aside his “faith” (“fe”) in her; Niquea emphasizes the “advantage of [her] beauty over that of this maiden [Luscela],” a superior beauty which will win him over eventually, so he might as well come willingly. Upon waking, Amadís expresses via dramatic monologue how he feels torn, unable to shake the memory of those dream images and the distinct impression that Niquea’s beauty excels that of Luscela, yet longing for a “rule” or “law” (“ley”) by which
he may serve both women without offense and wondering how he may judge the veracity of Niquea’s claims (Am.Gr., Bk. II, Ch. 24 [pp. 300b-301b]). Amadís calls for Busendo, who reminds him of Niquea’s strict seclusion from male company, and sends a letter with the dwarf back to Niquea, in which he laments the damage her sequestered beauty has wrought upon his heart, and he asks how he would believe her claims, “since I have seen Luscela, and until I may see Niquea, it would be impossible for me to hold another as more beautiful” (“porque yo he visto a Luscela y hasta que viese a Niquea imposible me sería aver otra más hermosa”) (Am.Gr., p. 301b). Niquea, upon receiving Amadís’s letter (at which point we read its text), hears Busendo vouch for Amadís’s handsomeness and noble character, and, following the dwarf’s advice, she sends him to her aunt Zirfea to commission a new magic parchment (the Parchment of the Images) which vividly depicts Niquea’s beauty alongside that of Luscela, Onoria (princess of Apolonia), and Axiana (princess of Árgenes) (Am.Gr., Bk. II, Ch. 28; cf. Fr. Am. VIII, Ch. 22). This Parchment of the Images eventually confirms for the hero the objective superiority of Niquea’s beauty; but before that happens, it is stolen from Busendo as he aims to deliver it to Amadís of Greece (Am.Gr., Bk. II, Ch. 37; cf. Fr. Am. VIII, Ch. 29), and Niquea is enchanted to remain spellbound in front of a mirror in which she sees young Amadís’s image (this enchantment known as the Glory of Niquea) (Am.Gr., Bk. II, Ch. 28-30; cf. Fr. Am. VIII, Ch. 22-24)—both incidents providing narrative dilation of the matter during which Amadís returns his affection to Luscela. But the protagonist does not forget about Niquea entirely. Incidents such as hearing her name mentioned by an Alexandrian queen who wants to marry him (while our hero bears the pseudonym “Caballero Sin Descanso,” “The Restless Knight”) (Am.Gr., Bk. II, Ch. 40; cf. Fr. Am. VIII, Ch. 31) and catching a
chance glimpse at the Parchment of the Images (Am.Gr., Bk. II, Ch. 46; cf. Fr. Am. VIII, Ch. 37) keep his feelings for her alive. For Amadís, as for Niquea, love arises and resides in living memory, through a combination of seeing the beloved’s beauty and hearing of his/her worldly renown for beauty and virtue.\(^{121}\) As the love stories unfold in a suspenseful manner, the reader alone witnesses how Zirfea’s magical “arts” ironically provide both the impetus for Niquea’s confinement and the means by which the sequestered princess and the protagonist knight fall in love and desire marriage.

Feliciano de Silva re-invents such ironic logical interrelation between a sequestered-princess motif and a love-by-image motif as the foundational premise for his *Chronicle of Florisel de Niquea, Part Three*, upon which Sidney draws more heavily for these particular matters via French translation. Whereas Silva does not introduce these motifs in *Amadís de Grecia* until the twenty-second chapter of its second half, ninety-four chapters into the work as a whole—in *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three*, the narrative addresses the princess Diana’s birth and seclusion (a variation of that paradigm with Niquea) in Chapter Two, immediately after an opening chapter on the hero Agesilao’s birth and early upbringing. Chapter Three addresses the birth and condition of a parallel protagonist, Rogel of Greece, a noble warrior prince whose character in this work serves as a direct foil for that of Agesilao in terms of love. The first two chapters provide prophecies pertaining to Agesilao and Diana respectively. These prophetic texts address Diana and the Amadís-Oriana dynasty (“*la casa de Grecia*” or “house of Greece”) to which both she and Agesilao pertain (*FN3*, pp. 9a, 10b-11a): she as granddaughter to Amadís of Greece and Niquea by means of their son Florisel’s union with Queen Sidonia.

---

\(^{121}\) E. J. Sales Dasí 2003 also briefly notes Silva’s “invention” of this “curious and fantastic synthesis of love *de visu* and love *de lonh*” here in Am.Gr., Bk. II ([trans.] pp. 91-92).
of Guindaya, and he as both maternal grandson and paternal great-grandson to Amadís of Greece, by means of that hero’s union with the Amazonian queen Zahara (while they both were enchanted in the Valley of Love), which produced Agesilao’s mother Alastraxerea, and by means of Florisel’s affair with Arlanda of Tracia, which produced Agesilao’s father Falanges.¹²² These prophecies, as with the Delphic oracle in Sidney’s Old Arcadia, serve as cues for the reader to bear in mind throughout the story, anticipating some unexpected fulfillment at the end. Readers are given no prophecy pertaining to Rogel of Greece, Diana’s cousin also descended from Amadís of Greece and Niquea. The love story of prince Agesilao and the sequestered princess Diana, with whom he falls in love by means of a portrait, frames the entire work.¹²³ Sidney’s Old Arcadia imitates that basic structural focus for Florisel de Niquea, Part Three and, like both Amadís de Grecia and Florisel de Niquea, Part Three, employs the combination of sequestered-princess and love-by-image motifs as a logical premise for its metamorphosis-by-disguise motif and its secret-marriage theme.

The interlaced narrative structure of Feliciano de Silva’s oeuvre—both within specific works and between his different “Books” of the Amadís cycle—produces varied motivations and effects for repeated motifs. In Amadís de Grecia, Niquea’s extreme beauty motivates the enchantress Zirfea’s recommendation that she be removed from

¹²² Parenthetical page citation for FN3 refers to F. Silva, Florisel de Niquea (Tercera Parte), ed. J. Martín Lalanda. These pages provide the prophetic texts. For the genealogy of Agesilao and Diana with regard to Amadís of Greece, see the chart in J. J. O’Connor 1970, p. 232 (cf. P. Gayangos, ed. Libros de Caballerías, p. xxxviii). The incident with Amadís of Greece and Zahara occurs in Am.Gr., Bk. II, Ch. 116 (cf. Fr. Am. VIII, Ch. 85) (see E. J. Sales Dasí 2007, pp. 409-410). Arlanda tricks Florisel into his liaison with her (FN1, Ch. 13; cf. Fr. Am. IX, Ch. 16), disguised as the pastoral princess Silvia, whom Florisel loves and desires before learning that she is his long-lost aunt.

¹²³ Thus, the alternate title for FN3, “Rogel de Grecia, Part One”—used by Don Quixote and his companions, for instance—proves misleading. It seems to have arisen due to the facts that Rogel becomes the protagonist of FN4 and that FN3 and FN4 were marketed as “Parts” One and Two of the eleventh “Book” in the Spanish Amadís cycle.
society; her seclusion is at home, maintained by human vigilance without any enchantments. In _Florisel de Niquea, Part Three_, Diana is likewise sequestered due to her beauty, but Silva invents magical enchantments to amplify the means of her seclusion, while attributing its motivation entirely to human emotion emanating from events in _Florisel de Niquea, Parts One and Two_. In that immediate precursor, Silva had employed the sequestered-princess motif for Helena, who becomes the primary love interest for Florisel of Niquea, and their elopement serves as a catalyst for warfare as per Helena’s classical precursor. The act of her seclusion, as with Niquea in _Amadís de Grecia_, is motivated by a prophecy: one which, like those of classical tradition and Sidney’s _Arcadia_, is fulfilled in spite of and largely because of efforts to avoid it.\(^{124}\) By the time Silva composed _Florisel de Niquea, Part Three_ (1535)—first published only three years after _Parts One and Two_ (1532) and only five years after _Amadís de Grecia_ (1530)—his faithful readers were familiar with his motifs of female seclusion and disguise, anticipating effects ranging from the internal conflict felt by Amadís of Greece as lover, to the external conflict of warfare incited by Florisel’s elopement with Helena, to the vengeance against Florisel persistently sought by Diana’s mother Queen Sidonia, whom he has impregnated then abandoned.\(^{125}\) The immediate political ramifications of

---

\(^{124}\) In _FN1_, Ch. 27, the narrator informs readers that Helena is raised in a convent because “al rey aguelo de la linda Helena dixeran grandes sabios al tiempo de su nacimiento que por esta infanta se derramaría más sangre que se derramó por aquella de que Troya perdió, y pensando el rey que esto ha de ser por su hermosura, la tiene apartada de la corte, porque de menos vista sea, y está con ella la otra infanta Timbria, porque se aman mucho ambas” (“great sages at the time of her birth told the king, grandfather of the lovely Helena, that because of this princess more blood would be spilled than was spilled over that Helen for whom Troy was lost; and the king, thinking that this [prognostication] must pertain to her beauty, has taken her away from court, so that she will be seldom seen, and with her [he took] the other princess Timbria, because these two loved each other very much”) (F. Silva 1532, fol. XLV.r). Cf. J. Martín Lalanda 2002 (esp. pp. 154, 158); E. J. Sales Dasí 2004-2005, pp. 279-280, 282, 285-286; and M. C. Daniels 1992, p. 153.

\(^{125}\) Florisel’s union with Sidonia, which produces Diana, proves a matter of expediency rather than love. In _FN2_, Ch. 38-43, he and Falanges of Astra (Florisel’s lost son by Arlanda of Tracia, who later becomes Falanges of Colchos and Agesilao’s father) venture forth to find Amadís of Greece, who has been
Florisel’s elopement with Helena are resolved in Parts One and Two, when Helena’s vengeful former-fiancée Lucidor (brother to Amadís of Greece’s former love Luscela) marries a member of the Amadís-Oriana dynasty. The matter of Sidonia’s vengeful grudge, however, is left hanging for Silva to develop as an overarching premise for external and internal character conflict in Part Three. Both Queen Sidonia’s mixed feelings about her own lost love and a perceived danger in her daughter’s unsurpassed beauty (likened to that of the goddess Diana, from whom the child’s name derives) motivate her decision to sequester Diana (FN3, Ch. 2 [p. 9a-b], Ch. 13 [p. 38b]). The prophecy about Diana occurs later in Chapter Two, as a result of the parent’s decision to sequester a daughter rather than vice-versa.

In presenting this new motivation for the sequestered-princess motif in Florisel de Niquea, Part Three, Silva establishes a distinct thematic focus and conceptual density for this work. Chapter Two begins with emphasis on Sidonia’s new sense of consolation in bearing a daughter, as well as on the mixture of love and anger she feels toward Florisel (laced with jealousy of Helena). Puns in her dramatic monologue create a sense of paradox which helps establish tone and theme for the work as a whole. Amidst rhetorical questions posed to Florisel and Helena, she laments,

¡O, amor, y para qué me queixo yo de tus sinrazones, pues más fuerça en ti la sinrazón tiene que la razón! Por do no es justo que me queaxe de ti el que conoce, en ti, que no saliendo de tu natural usas de tu oficio. [...] ¡O, que quiero dar fin a mis razones por la sinrazón que hago de quearme de aquel que no la guarda en sus leyes! (FN3, p. 10a)

enchanted, and they are diverted to the Isle of Guindaya. Queen Sidonia wants to marry Falanges and condemns him to death upon his refusal. Florisel disguises himself as an oriental prince, adopting the name Moraizel of Trapobana, and woos Sidonia, feigning marriage vows and consummating the feigned union. Under this guise, he manages to save Falanges and flee Guindaya, leaving Sidonia jilted and pregnant in the process.
Oh, love! Why do I complain about your injustices [also means “irrationalities”], for injustice [“irrationality”] holds more sway in you than justice [“reason”]? For surely it is not just that those of us who know you complain about you, in you [i.e., in your presence], that without escaping your nature you exercise your office. [...] Oh, how I wish to end my arguments for injustice [“reasons for irrationality”], which I make in complaining about that which does not uphold the laws of justice [“reason”].

Feliciano de Silva revels in such rhetorical and conceptual acrobatics, particularly fond of such amplified conceptual puns with the words “razón” and “sinrazón,” a penchant for which he incurred the famous criticism of Cervantes’s literary persona seventy years later. Here in Florisel de Niquea, Part Three, Silva employs these pyrotechnics of style to help establish a sense of Sidonia’s internal conflict and also to convey this particular work’s new conceptual density. Sidonia wants to avenge the “injustice” done to her by Florisel while still loving him and cherishing the child she has gained by him. She wants to nurture Diana and protect her from unfaithful suitors like Florisel but also use the enchantments designed to protect her daughter’s beauty and chastity as a means to exact revenge upon Diana’s father Florisel. The conceptual puns with “razón” and “sinrazón” as “justice/reason” and “injustice/irrationality” prove apt. Immediately after Sidonia’s dramatic monologue cited above, readers are told that she raises Diana secretly

---

126 The pronoun “la” in this final line refers back to “la razón” (“reason” or “justice”) in the preceding sentence, omitted here, in which Sidonia asks what “reason” or “justice” could have allowed Helena to enjoy Florisel’s love other than the fact that love involves little “reason” or “justice.”

127 In Don Quijote, Part One (1605), Chapter One, the narrator laments Don Quixote’s fondness for such virtuoso rhetoric in Feliciano de Silva’s works, quoting the following sentence as indicative of Silva’s style: “La razón de la sinrazón que a mi razón se hace, de tal manera mi razón enflaquece, que con razón me quejo de la vuestra fermosura” (“The ability to reason the un-reason which has afflicted my reason saps my ability to reason, so that I complain with good reason of your infinite loveliness”) (M. Cervantes Saavedra, Don Quijote de la Mancha, ed. M. Riquer, p. 34; trans. B. Raffel, p. 13). That passage has been compared with Silva’s Segunda Celestina (1534), published the year before FN3 (F. Márquez Villanueva 1973, pp. 27 n. 17, 56 n. 56) and with the shepherd Darinel’s language in Silva’s chivalric romances (S. P. Cravens 1978a, esp. pp. 31-32). J. Martín Lalanda 1999b notes similarities in language and allusion between Segunda Celestina and FN3, suggesting that Silva wrote them both virtually at the same time (p. 10). Surprisingly, this important passage from FN3 quoted above has not been cited with regard to the Segunda Celestina or the Quixote.
for six years, then obtains the advice and aid of a mage named Cinistides to create two magical towers dubbed the Tower of Phoebus (“Febo”) and the Tower of Diana: the latter tower designed to provide Diana a pleasant court setting while keeping her secluded from any male company, the former tower designed to ensure that the only means by which she may be met and married is for a knight to decapitate Diana’s father and bring his head here to Queen Sidonia on the Isle of Guindaya (FN3, Ch. 2; cf. Fr. Am. XI, Ch. 1-2).

Florisel de Niquea, Part Three interlaces this new premise for the sequestered-princess motif swiftly and seamlessly with the love-by-image and Amazonian-disguise motifs. To promote her vengeful challenge, Sidonia sends messengers throughout the world carrying parchments describing it, each one signed by the queen with her official seal, with the text accompanied by a vivid portrait of Diana to motivate potential champions. In witnessing this extreme scenario, readers cannot dismiss Sidonia’s actions as purely “unjust” or “irrational” because we are privy to her fully human motives (especially if, like most of Silva’s eager intended audience, we have read Florisel de Niquea, Parts One and Two). Moreover, it is in creating the Tower of Diana that Cinistides provides a prophecy about young Diana that complements a prophecy provided by the enchanter Alquife simultaneously with two other prophecies by the enchantresses Urganda and Zirfea at the end of that preceding work by Silva (FN2, Ch. 64).128 As noted above, this new prophecy about princess Diana complements the one readers have just seen regarding prince Agesilao in the opening chapter of Part Three, both in reference to “the house of Greece.” Silva’s interlaced prophecies cue his readers

128 On these interlaced prophecies and their relationship to events in FN3, see J. Martín Lalanda 1999a, pp. 219-224.
to anticipate that in this new “Book” of his feigned “chronicles,” division within the Amadís-Oriana dynasty will be mended through the marriage of Agesilao and Diana. Yet, at the same time, Sidonia’s challenge with the Towers of Phoebus and Diana suggests that the only means by which that end may be accomplished involve slaying a prominent member of that same dynasty. Thus, from the beginning, *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three*, like Sidney’s *Arcadia*, “becomes on one level a vast acknowledgment of the slippery, endless permutations of the conflict between passion and reason.”

Based on the manner in which Silva’s narrative establishes this new combination of the sequestered-princess and love-by-image motifs, savvy readers of his feigned histories would eagerly anticipate that Agesilao will fall in love with Diana by way of a circulated portrait of her, probably also awaiting the motif of disguise to be employed thereafter, as in *Amadís de Grecia*. The interlacement of these motifs occurs more rapidly and more obviously for the reader than in *Amadís de Grecia*: only a dozen episodes later, Agesilao sees a portrait of Diana, instantly falls in love with her, and dons Amazonian disguise along with his cousin Arlanges, as a necessary means for gaining access to Diana’s secret court in her tower at Guindaya (*FN3*, Ch. 14; cf. Fr. *Am.* XI, Ch. 15).

The distinct narrative interlacement of these three motifs in *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* establishes both continuity and divergence from the manner in which they were implemented earlier in the *Amadís* cycle. Analyzing this variation within Silva’s oeuvre proves crucial for revising O’Connor’s observation that Sidney’s *Arcadia* employs dimensions of those motifs resembling both “Book” Eleven in the French *Amadis* cycle (*Florisel de Niquea, Part Three*, Ch. 1-84, trans. Gohory) and “Book”

---

129 K. Cartwright 1999: “a humanist romance, such as Sidney’s *Arcadia*, becomes on one level a vast acknowledgment of the slippery, endless permutations of the conflict between passion and reason” (p. 16).
Eight (Amadís de Grecia, Book Two, trans. Herberay). Here in Florisel de Niquea, Part Three, the love-by-image motif introduces character development and philosophical implication in a manner distinct from that of Amadís de Grecia. As a result, the Amazonian-disguise motif not only establishes reader complicity with the protagonist lovers, as with the disguised hero and his beloved Niquea in Amadís de Grecia; the protagonist knight’s metamorphosis also complements an enhanced degree of admiratio established for the reader with regard to his personal virtue. Fantastical elements built into the sequestered-princess motif in this later work provide its central love story with philosophical and metaphysical implication less subtle than that underlying the use of Zirfea’s magical artistry with Amadís and Niquea in Amadís de Grecia.

It is precisely that variation in Florisel de Niquea, Part Three that Gohory exploits with embellishments in translation which amplify those philosophical and metaphysical registers. Sidney’s imitation of Gohory’s work for inventing Arcadia retains certain embellishments in that French rendition of the love story, amplifying the degree of character development and philosophical implication built into Silva’s love-by-image motif while also eliminating magical and fantastical elements in the story for the sake of verisimilitude. Sidney’s innovation cultivates the poetic effects of admiratio and reader complicity for which Silva designed the logical interrelation of sequestered-princess, love-by-image, and Amazonian-disguise motifs in Florisel de Niquea, Part Three. Recognizing these aspects of Sidney’s invention in Old Arcadia, analyzed in Chapter Three below, requires detailed analysis of those variations in Silva’s poetic invention between Amadís de Grecia and Florisel de Niquea, Part Three.
The poetics of metamorphosis achieved by this interlacement of motifs invented by Silva hinges primarily upon the disguise motif. Silva first employs the Amazonian disguise motif in *Amadís de Grecia*, Book Two, Chapter 87, when Amadís of Greece and his companion Gradamarte (whom the protagonist defeated in the Castle of Seven Towers and befriended thereafter) arrive in the kingdom of Niquea to find that the Glory of Niquea enchantment already has been ended by Amadís of Gaul. The young protagonist feels insecure that it was not he who freed Princess Niquea from her enchantment and distraught that her father the sultan of Niquea once again has secluded his daughter from society. Gradamarte encourages and counsels Amadís of Greece with a plan of disguise: Amadís, whose face is not yet bearded, should disguise himself as an Amazonian slave woman, and Gradamarte will disguise himself as a slave merchant, aiming to sell his disguised companion to the sultan. They dress young Amadís in Amazonian garb like that of the maidens in Queen Zahara’s train, at which point both Gradamarte and Amadís himself stand amazed at his beauty in disguise:

*quedó tan hermoso qu’el rey Gradamarte quedó espantado de lo ver diziendo:*

—Por cierto, no ay nadie que no sepa que lo sois, que no muera de ver vuestra hermosura.

Él, tomando un espejo para se mirar, de la cual vista no fue poco no le acontecer lo que a Narciso, porque la su hermosura era tanta que, si aquella no por quien se hazía, no viera otra que en aquel hábito le pudiera igualar. (Am.Gr., pp. 444b-445a)

he [Amadís] appeared so beautiful that the king Gradamarte was astonished upon seeing him, saying, “Certainly there is no one who, not knowing who you are, would not die upon seeing your beauty.”

He [Amadís] taking up a mirror to look at himself, upon that sight it was no small feat that the same did not occur for him as for Narcissus, because his beauty was such that, if it weren’t for that of she [i.e., Niquea] for whom he created it [i.e., his own beauty in disguise], he would never see another in such manner [of dress] who could equal it.
Silva’s allusion to the classical myth of Narcissus here, while noting this powerful impression of young Amadís’s beauty upon both characters, establishes the hero’s gender transformation in the reader’s mind as a quasi-Ovidian metamorphosis. To solidify that impression of transformation, Silva’s narrative introduces a grammatical shift in gender usage at precisely this point. The passage quoted above refers to Amadís with usual masculine fare—the pronoun “Él” and the masculine adjective “hermoso”—but immediately following this moment in which the hero sees himself in a mirror, the narrator’s transition between that contemplation and the enactment of their plan refers to the disguised hero with a feminine adjective: “Y, ansí adornada,...” (“And, thus adorned,...”). From this point onward, the narrative employs such feminine usage with adjectives and pronouns alike, and the text (including chapter titles) refers to the hero by his new female name while disguised. Amadís of Greece becomes Nereida. Disguise becomes new identity.

The sultan is smitten with Nereida’s beauty, purchases “her,” and brings “her” into his household, thus providing the disguised hero access to his beloved Niquea. As the sultan woos Nereida, and as romantic feelings grow between Niquea and Nereida before the princess learns that Nereida is not biologically a woman, Silva’s narrative exploits the disguise motif for lively poetic effect to supplement effects generated by the traditional motif of a hero’s unknown parentage. Having privileged the reader with an understanding of the hero’s true identity exceeding that of other characters (and often that of the protagonist himself), the narrative creates humorous and dramatic effects contingent upon the reader’s memory of who the character really is.¹³⁰

¹³⁰ Cf. E. J. Sales Dasí 2003, p. 95; also M. Rothstein 1999 on such poetics with the unknown-parentage motif in Montalvo’s Amadís de Gaula as translated into French by Herberay (pp. 78-85).
Silva’s new structural and thematic focus in *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* provides distinct emphasis and poetic effect for the disguise motif as interlaced with the sequestered-princess and love-by-image motifs. Agesilao’s unique experience in love and disguise complements the overarching theme of intertwined “reason”/“irrationality” and “justice”/“injustice” (“razón”/“sinrazón”). The work as a whole revolves around his love story with Diana while in disguise, resulting in an amplified poetics of metamorphosis that was later imitated by Silva himself in *Florisel de Niquea, Part Four*, by Cervantes in *Persiles y Sigismunda*, and by Sidney in the *Arcadia*.\(^\text{131}\)

The distinct poetics of reader engagement in *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* emerges partially from the fact that it, unlike *Amadís de Grecia* and Montalvo’s fiction, does not employ an unknown-parentage trope with its protagonist. Agesilao’s personal background at the point of falling in love, as characterized in the opening chapter, defines him as an ideal Renaissance prince fully aware of his parentage, and that condition facilitates both *admiratio* and logical interrelation of motifs in this work. Agesilao is the son of Falanges of Astra (a Greek prince, later king of Colchos, born from Florisel’s affair with Arlanda of Tracia) and Alastraaxerea (Amazonian princess born from the union of Amadís of Greece with Zahara); he is named after an ancient king of Sparta, and the moment of his birth is prodigious: a lightning bolt strikes an ancient tower in Colchos built by Medea, etching upon that tower the prophecy about Agesilao provided in Chapter One. He is baptized Christian, and by his mother’s request so are all the inhabitants of Colchos (where his parents have moved to raise him, as the narrator reminds us with

\(^{131}\) On the “poetics of metamorphosis” in Silva’s works, especially *FN3*, see J. Jiménez Ruiz 2002. Also on Silva’s uses of the disguise motif, see E. J. Sales Dasí 2003 and M. C. Daniels 1992 (pp. 199-235; esp. pp. 202-207 on *Am.Gr.*, 211-226 on *FN3*). These studies prove useful for comparison with Sidney’s poetics in the *Arcadia*. On such metamorphosis through disguise in Cervantes’s *Persiles*, see J. Jiménez Ruiz 2002, pp. 122-127.
explicit reference to Part Two,\textsuperscript{132} except for the feigned pagan “chronicler” Galersis, who supposedly recorded Agesilao’s story, “translated” here as Part Three in the Chronicles of Florisel de Niquea.\textsuperscript{133} In Silva’s opening description of Agesilao’s character, the narrator compares his “love” and “expressions” with those of his great-great-great-grandfather Amadís of Gaul, thus providing readers with an explicit key for interpreting his love story with Diana, especially in contrast with Rogel’s promiscuity in Part Three, which serves as a lively foil for Agesilao’s devotion. This new young hero, though, represents an ideal courtly lover of a newer generation. He grows up with his cousin Arlanges of Spain,\textsuperscript{134} both studying at Athens, both ten years old at the beginning of the story and twelve years old at the time of their metamorphosis into Amazonian women. Both princes have been trained formally in arms\textsuperscript{135} and in the arts of oratory, philosophy, and music. Agesilao, like his beloved Diana, who by the age of eight has been dubbed “Alma de Orfeo” (“Soul of Orpheus”), excels in singing and playing courtly instruments. In fact, he excels in all areas of study, with an adult-like predisposition for such arts during childhood that his parents and teachers have noted and nurtured as rare talent (FN3, Ch. 1 [p. 8b]; cf. Fr. Am. XI, Ch. 4). This description of Silva’s hero might even have struck a personal chord for Philip Sidney, whom personal friends and family associates describe similarly with regard to his childhood.\textsuperscript{136} The opening chapter of Part

\textsuperscript{132} In FN2, Ch. 54-55, important pagan allies of the Amadís-Oriana dynasty—Zahara, Anaxartes, Alastraixerea, and Falanges—are baptized in Constantinople during the feast of Corpus Christi, and Falanges is betrothed to Alastraixerea. See A. Tauer 1991 (cf. J. A. Whitenack 1988).

\textsuperscript{133} On this trope of feigned philological origins and translation in the Spanish chivalric-romance genre, see D. Eisenberg 1974-1975; M. C. Marín Pina 1994; and E. J. Sales Dasí 2004, pp. 147-155.

\textsuperscript{134} Arlanges’ parents are Agesilao’s maternal uncle Anaxartes (son of Amadis of Greece and Zahara) and the Greek princess Oriana, a niece of Lisuarte of Greece named after the famous Oriana of Great Britain.

\textsuperscript{135} P. M. Cátedra 2002 emphasizes this aspect of Agesilao’s education in FN3 (pp. 77-78).

Three further claims that Agesilao, a lover of philosophy, values eloquence and the study of languages even more highly than the noble qualities of lordship and dominion (FN3, pp. 7b-8a; cf. Fr. Am. XI, Ch. 4). Silva’s new hero embodies the Renaissance ideal of a virtuous prince equipped with a humanist education which he values highly. Agesilao’s education in philosophy and music, combined with knowledge of his own illustrious lineage, allows him new degrees of confidence and self-awareness in embracing the transformative power of his experience in falling in love with Diana through her portrait. His experience in love does not include internal conflict such as that readers witness with Amadís of Greece, and, also unlike that other hero, he gains access to his beloved through skill in music.

This narrative presentation of Agesilao as protagonist for Florisel de Niquea, Part Three prepares the reader for his rapid metamorphosis in love and desire for marital union with Diana. Certain details in the opening chapter foreshadow the disguise motif, which occurs immediately after the love-by-image motif and gains new prominence for the poetics of this particular work. His physical features, which (according to the feigned historian Galersis) derive primarily from his mother, lend themselves to successful metamorphosis into a female by disguise: white skin, large green eyes, a slightly-but-attractively-hunched nose, a nice mouth with beautiful teeth, curly blonde hair, a raised chest (“pechos” or “breasts”), a slender waist, and long proportional legs (FN3, Ch. 1 [p. 7a-b]; cf. Fr. Am. XI, Ch. 4). Moreover, this opening chapter of Florisel de Niquea, Part Three invokes the name of Hercules in association with Agesilao, just before calling upon Demosthenes’s eloquence and Homer’s excellence in “verse” (“verso”) to convey properly Agesilao’s unparalleled virtues. Such emphasis on Hercules immediately
preceding the description of Agesilao’s appearance and virtues may also trigger within a savvy reader’s mind some anticipation that this young hero may transform himself into a female guise as did both Hercules (at the court of Queen Omphale)\(^{137}\) and Amadís of Greece, his grandfather by that half-Amazonian maternal lineage from which Agesilao inherits his features.

The narrative frame for Agesilao’s experience in love emphasizes his innocent virtue as well as that of Diana. He, unlike Amadís of Greece, knows his true parentage from the time of his youth, and when he encounters the portrait of Diana he has not yet sallied forth into the world as a knight, nor experienced love before. At the beginning of Chapter 14, the narrator informs readers that Agesilao and Arlanges have spent the past six years studying in Athens, and Agesilao views the portrait of Diana accompanying Sidonia’s challenge when one of the messengers takes a copy to Athens so that the “orators” (“oradores”) there may compete for a prize granted to he who could compose the best verses in praise of her beauty. The visual image of Diana stimulates Agesilao’s love, not the prospect of facing Sidonia’s challenge and thus winning the beautiful princess in marriage as a prize for martial prowess. The preceding chapter has equipped readers with a description of Diana’s beauty as rendered vividly in the portrait, and the narrator frames this lengthy catalogue of her physical features with emphasis that this artistic image also captures the greatness of her “lineage” (“linage”), which he defines in terms of “glorious and divine bloodlines” (“gloriosa e divina sangre”) because they descend from the illustrious Amadís-Oriana line on her father’s side and from the line of Jupiter on her mother’s side. The narrator claims that this image of Diana harmonizes her

\(^{137}\) Jacques Gohory notes this parallel in a prefatory epistle to the readers of his translation (F. Silva 1559 [Fr. Am. XI], sig. ã.iij.v).
features with more force and with no less wisdom than that exhibited by the words of
Demosthenes, and that it conveys her “honesty” (“honestidad”) through the “reverence”
and “gravity” of her beauty (“un acatamiento y gravedad en su hermosura”) so as to
capture her own fear of its power to incapacitate male admirers potentially to the point of
death (FN3, Ch. 13 [p. 38a-b]; cf. Fr. Am. XI, Ch. 14). This description of Diana’s
physical beauty as a reflection of her virtue and lineage parallels that of Agesilao in
Chapter One.

Such narrative emphasis on verbal description and explanation of physical beauty
attains more precise meaning when read in tandem with a complementary passage toward
the end of Feliciano de Silva’s dedicatory epistle to Don Francisco de Zúñiga de
Sotomayor, Duke of Béjar. The epistle concludes with praise for this Spanish duke as an
exemplary model of military virtue, piety, and munificence. In between that praise and
the epistle’s final emphasis that Florisel de Niquea, Part Three reflects certain features of
Zúñiga’s virtues alongside the dramatic foil of delightful jests, Silva refers to his own
protagonist (“the excellent king Agesilao”), claiming that this fictional hero refused to
commission a painted image of himself, allowing instead this written history of his
virtues by Galersis, because “glory resides more in beauty of the soul than in that of the
body” (“la gloria más consiste en la hermosura del alma que en la del cuerpo”) (FN3, p.
6). Although a painted image of Diana serves as catalyst for Agesilao’s love, the
narrative descriptions of him and Diana in Chapter One and Chapter 13, both of which
the narrator attributes to the feigned historian Galersis, suggest that the two young lovers
are kindred souls.
The love-by-image motif in *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three*, Chapter 14, establishes a connection between the lovers wherein Diana’s beauty becomes the sole “spirit” guiding Agesilao’s body and mind. To describe the hero’s initial impression, the narrator claims,

\[
\text{como Agesilao viesse la su tan estremada hermosura, assí su imagen fue esculpida en su coraçón que ni la terneza de su edad y la sabiduría natural ni la de sus estudios fueron parte para no darle del todo el señorío de sí mismo, pareciéndole desde el punto que la vio que otra ánima no governava su cuerpo ni que su cuerpo no conocía otra ánima (FN3, p. 39a)}
\]

as Agesilao happened to view such extreme beauty, thus its image was engraved in his heart such that neither the tenderness of his age nor natural wisdom nor that gained from his studies were sufficient to gain him full lordship of himself, it seeming to him from the moment he viewed it [i.e., “such extreme beauty”] that no other spirit governed his body nor that his body even knew another spirit.

Upon this initial reaction, Agesilao resorts to private reflection on this new experience of love. The young protagonist exclaims that his heart and entrails feel enflamed with love, then analyzes and laments his own situation in love using paradoxical language. His monologue, like that of Sidonia in Chapter Two, addresses the theme of “razón” and “sinrazón” in love (*FN3*, p. 39a). It also establishes the metaphor of princess Diana as the moon, the goddess Diana, whose power over the sea resembles that of Diana’s spirit over Agesilao’s thoughts, while her distance from the earth resembles that of the secluded princess from her new lover (*FN3*, 39a-b).

Agesilao’s monologue concludes with a sense of frustrated yet faithful devotion, coupled with awareness of his own family history:

\[
\text{Mas ya que en vuestra presencia no puedo mostraros lo que siento con veros, a vuestra imagen lo quiero notificar con el sacrificio de mi coraçón, como el príncipe don Falanges, mi señor, los de los brutos a la mi soberana madre ofrecía (FN3, p. 39b)}
\]
Moreover, I cannot show you [Diana] what I feel in your presence, while seeing you before me; I want to demonstrate it [i.e., “what I feel”] to your image with the sacrifice of my heart, as the prince Falanges, my lord and father, offered bestial sacrifices to my sovereign mother.\textsuperscript{138}

This quasi-religious expression of devotion in love exceeds anything his grandfather Amadís of Greece ever claims regarding Niquea or any other love interest. Although later on in this same chapter of \textit{Florisel de Niquea, Part Three} Agesilao does recall and emulate his maternal grandfather’s exploits in love with Niquea, his own words here firmly establish him as a different type of lover. As the narrator has emphasized in Chapter One, this young hero, in his nature as a lover, is more like his great-great-great grandfather Amadís of Gaul. Agesilao’s action immediately following this passage further distinguishes him as a Renaissance lover: he composes a poem, purportedly in Greek and translated into Castilian by the narrator, not to compete among Athenians for the prize but rather for his own contemplation as lover. These verses in three stanzas extend the conceit of his beloved Diana as the moon, whose beauty becomes apparent through reflection of the sun-god’s rays ("rayos de Apolo") but remains her own; the lover asks her to illuminate the “nighttime” ("noche") he experiences in her “absence” ("ausencia") so that such “presence” ("presencia") may guide him toward the glory of seeing her in person ("verte presente") (FN3, p. 39b).

The hero’s experience of falling in love thus lends itself to neo-Platonic interpretation, and this conceit of Agesilao’s monologue and poem complements

\textsuperscript{138} Here Silva alludes to \textit{FN1}, Ch. 55, when Falanges takes Alastraxerea for a goddess and offers her pagan sacrifices, before either of them has yet converted to Christianity (cf. note 132 above). A. Taufer [1988] reads that incident as “a satiric comment upon the courtly tradition” (p. 252). M. C. Daniels 1992 adds, “If Taufer is correct, something of the same sort of satire may be present in the worship of Alastraxerea’s infatuated subjects [in \textit{FN1}], but Silva does not exploit this comic situation as he does in \textit{Amadí de Grecia}, or in \textit{Florisel III}. [...] Feliciano de Silva’s son, Diego de Silva, was a soldier in Perú. The Inca Garcilaso mentions Diego de Silva in his commentaries, and it is probable that Diego would have reported to his father accounts of the barbarian rites of pre-Incan and Incan communities” (p. 233 n. 19; cf. p. 208).
metaphysical symbolism built into the manner of princess Diana’s seclusion within the Tower of Diana, where she will remain until Sidonia’s challenge in the enchanted Tower of Phoebus (Apollo) is fulfilled. In Chapters One and Two, where readers learn of this crux for the plot of Part Three in the Chronicles of Florisel de Niquea, the prophecies etched into the ancient tower of Medea in Colchos and the Towers of Diana and Phoebus in Guindaya foreshadow the love story of Agesilao and Diana, around which the work revolves, using imagery of sun and moon to suggest obliquely that the two young protagonists will be united in marriage. For readers familiar with Aristophanes’s account of the androgyne in Plato’s Symposium and with neo-Platonic Christian ideas of the spiritual androgyne combined with exegesis of the Book of Genesis, these early chapters of Florisel de Niquea, Part Three might have suggested that Agesilao and Diana represent two halves of a single soul seeking their original unity.  

Given the symbolic structure of magical towers that demand the beheading of a king in order to serve as the only vessel in which solar and lunar elements may be mixed and transformed in union, one may wonder also whether Silva might have meant to play upon the Hermetic notion of metaphysical sublimation through chemical wedding.  

It has been noted once in passing that careful study of “double language” in Feliciano de Silva’s later works would reveal that “the romances of chivalry become an esoteric vehicle for the secrets of

---

139 For a concise and useful account of these sources, see M. Rothstein 2003, pp. 409-412.

140 See L. Abraham 1998: “Hermes Trismegistus” (pp. 100-101), “chemical wedding” (pp. 35-39), “distillation and sublimation” (pp. 55-56), “tower” (pp. 203-204), “peace and strife” (p. 141), “beheading” (pp. 20-22), “Apollo” (p. 8), and “Diana” (pp. 54-55). Given Agesilao’s and Diana’s kinship through distinct branches of the Amadís-Oriana dynasty, one might also consider an alchemical notion of “incest”: “The fact that the two participants in the wedding are personified as coming from the same family emphasizes the essential similarity of the substances being joined even though they appear to be opposites of unlike nature” (ibid., p. 106). The disguise motif so central to FN3 might be read in terms of a “perfect integration of male and female energies” with the protagonist lovers’ marriage as “complete, undivided unity” (“hermaphrodite,” p. 98). Also see “elements” (pp. 68-69) and, given the lovers’ geographic origins, “east and west” (p. 65).
alchemy.\textsuperscript{141} The study positing this claim, however, asserts it without any supporting evidence from Silva’s works.

For the purpose of gauging Philip Sidney’s imitative patterns in the original 
\textit{Arcadia}, this question of potential metaphysical symbolism in \textit{Florisel de Niquea, Part Three} deserves attention, although we will not belabor the issue with detailed speculation.

Whatever might or might not have been the case with Silva’s work, its French translator Jacques Gohory amplified those symbols with astrological significance, establishing within Silva’s narrative a more intricate network of occult symbolism and neo-Platonic meaning embedded in the interlacement of motifs which Sidney imitated. Thus, this question flows into the issue of mediation.

Jacques Gohory (1520-1576)—translator of “Books” Ten, Eleven, and Thirteen of the French \textit{Amadis} cycle\textsuperscript{142}—was first and foremost an occult philosopher. He proved an influential French disciple of Marsilio Ficino’s neo-Platonic principles, of the medical and alchemical theories of Paracelsus, and of other contemporary theories regarding chemical healing and music. Recent scholarship has begun to bring these philosophical and musical interests to bear on Gohory’s project of translating select portions of Silva’s \textit{Amadis} cycle, particularly his translation of roughly the first half of \textit{Florisel de Niquea, Part Thee} (Chapters 1-84) as “Book” Eleven of the French \textit{Amadis} cycle.\textsuperscript{143} This translation covers Silva’s foundational interlacement of motifs for the work’s trajectory, without bothering to proceed beyond the two disguised princes’ courtship of the secluded

\textsuperscript{142} The French “Book” Ten translates Silva’s \textit{FN2}; French “Book” Eleven translates Chapters 1-84 of Silva’s \textit{FN3}; French “Book” Thirteen translates the first half of Pedro de Luján’s \textit{Silves de la Selva}.
princess Diana and the visiting Queen Cleofila. Gohory’s most conspicuous amplification of the material he translated involves far more detailed attention to architectural locales, especially the enchanted towers of Diana and Phoebus in Guindaya, newly imbued with intricate astrological and alchemical symbolism as an imitation and variation of Queen Eleutherilide’s palace described in Francesco Colonna’s *Hypnerotomachia Poliphili*. It was Silva’s premise of the two towers and interlacement of motifs regarding the young lovers’ courtship that interested Gohory as a means for fictional projection of his philosophical interests.

Gohory seems to have become involved with Spanish chivalric romances through knowing Nicolas de Herberay des Essarts, the prominent soldier of François I who translated Montalvo’s work (*Amadís de Gaula* and *Sergas de Esplandián*) and Silva’s early works (*Lisuarte de Grecia* and *Amadis de Grecia*). Gohory provided a prefatory poem in Latin for Herberay’s translation of Montalvo’s *Amadís*, Book Four, then began his own translation of Silva’s work nearly ten years later. His French version of *Florísel de Niquea, Part Two* was first printed in 1552 and dedicated to Marguerite de France (1523-1574), Duchess of Berry and daughter of King François I. His translation of the first half of *Part Three* first appeared in 1554, dedicated to Diane de Poitiers.

---

144 On this matter, see R. Gorris 2000 and J. Brooks 2007 (pp. 1229-1235). Brooks emphasizes, “Alchemy, music, and the therapeutic use of plants—elements that would later occupy Gohory’s Lycium Philosophal [i.e., his botanical garden in Paris, established for the purpose of biological research]—are united under the sign of Apollo. Gohory aligns himself with the solar emphasis of Ficino’s astrological thinking as well as with Apollo’s association with music and medicine in ancient myth” (p. 1231). A new woodcut illustration was created for Gohory’s translation of Chapter Two on the two towers (image reproduced in H. Vaganay 1906, p. 128; and, without caption, as J. J. O’Connor 1970, p. 143). An elaborate full-page folio-sized woodcut illustration first produced for Herberay’s translation of Silva’s *Lisuarte de Grecia* (as “Book” Six of the French *Amadis* cycle) was re-used for editions of this eleventh “Book” of the French cycle, to complement Gohory’s amplified emphasis on these towers’ architectural layout and grounds (e.g., F. Silva 1559 [Fr. *Am. XI*], fol. V.v [mis-numbered as fol. II in Folger copy PQ 6275 F21 V.4] (sig. A.v.v) (image reproduced in H. Vaganay 1906, p. 55; also, without caption, as J. J. O’Connor 1970, p. 84).


(1499-1566), Duchess of Valeninois and notorious favorite of King Henri II from the
time of his childhood. Then a decade and a half later he translated the first half of Pedro
de Luján’s *Silves de la Selva* by request of Catherine de Clermont (c.1543/5-1603),
Countess of Retz, to whom it is dedicated. These endeavors in translation mark pointed
efforts to gain court preferment in a manner that would make his philosophical interests
amenable to these powerful women of letters. He aptly chose Silva’s *Florisel de
Niquea, Part Three* for Diane de Poitiers, amplifying its symbolism and philosophical
undercurrents regarding the sequestered princess “Diane” and her disguised suitor
“Agesilan.”

As a foundation for analyzing Sidney’s creative investment in that love story via
Gohory’s translation, it is essential to recognize that Gohory’s version isolates those
operative motifs in Silva’s work and retains their narrative logic, which fuels an
overarching poetics of exemplary character contrast distinguishing the virtuous
protagonist lovers’ desire for marital union from other characters’ sexual desire. Silva’s
narrative develops its dominant theme of the paradoxical relationship between reason and
passion in love through a quick transition from Agesilao’s personal contemplation upon
falling in love to his metamorphosis in disguise. Immediately after Agesilao’s
monologue and poem in Chapter 14, his companion Arlanges arrives, asking him what is

---

147 J. Brooks 2007, upon noting the dates and dedicatees of these translations, explains, “Gohory’s involvement with the romance thus corresponds to two moments in his life when he was moving in court circles and trying to garner patronage from powerful courtiers. He no doubt hoped for the kind of potentially lucrative appointments sometimes enjoyed by alchemists and occult philosophers: he must certainly have been aware that Agrippa, a writer he particularly admired, had held such a post at the French court in the 1520s. Although by his own account Gohory was never successful—laments over his failure to receive recognition at court regularly punctuate his later writing—he believed that using a popular novel to diffuse his ideas would increase his work’s appeal for his target audience, particularly for its female members. [...] These women were all celebrated by contemporaries for their own intelligence and learning as well as for their active support of men of letters, so that the dedicatees figure as feminized icons of knowledge as well as consumers of fashionable recreation and likely sponsors at court” (pp. 1212-1213). On Gohory’s return to translation c.1571 as a matter of commission, see J. Brooks 2005, pp. 68-69. Cf. S. Kettering 1989 on the “patronage power” of female French aristocrats.
wrong. He answers with paradoxical language characterizing his condition in love, then explains that he has seen Diana’s image (FN3, pp. 39b-40a). Arlanges characterizes Agesilao’s condition as “love’s folly” (“sandez de sentimiento de amor”), his language here thus recalling a theme introduced quite differently in Chapter Five of this same work. In that previous chapter, the knight Florarlán, another illegitimate son of Florisel (also by Arlanda, princess of Tracia) who has dedicated himself in love to Queen Cleofila of Lemos after viewing her portrait, is accused of “folly” (“sandez”) for remaining faithful in that single affection. He grants a boon to the maiden Galarça, who asks him to sleep with her, and when they ask an elderly woman named Palarça to arbitrate the matter, Palarça also determines to sleep with him, and the two women attack each other, at which point Florarlán leaves, put-off by their violence and scorn for his chastity. That episode has been read in tandem with an episode in Florisel de Niquea, Part Four, Book Two, Chapter 84, to emphasize the dominant exemplary contrast Silva establishes in these later works of his Amadís cycle: the model of chaste love embodied by Amadís of Gaul and Oriana, as well as by Agesilao and Diana, versus the model of promiscuous love embodied by Galaor and Rogel of Greece, as well as by various female characters.\footnote{M. C. Daniels 1992, pp. 160-164. Daniels explains that “for Amadís [i.e. Amadís of Gaul] sandez de amor means sexual promiscuity; ironically, for his [great-great-]great-grandson, Rogel de Grecia, sandez means just the opposite: his family’s absurd tradition of sexual fidelity. [...] One of the clearest articulations of the definition of sandez as loyalty in love appears in Florisel de Niquea III. [...] Chapter 5 [FN3] introduces a new and aggressively amorous heroine in romance. Not content to languish for love, these women actively pursue, seduce or trick their lovers to bed, often with comic consequences. Honestidad, or at least the outward projection of chastity, constitutes the principal virtue of the Christian princesas de Grecia, who only give up their maidenhood in private. Such modesty is remarkably absent in the many pagan heroines and plebeian maidens who chase the later generations of the Amadís dynasty. While there are certainly reckless or overly compliant maidens in other romances of chivalry, Silva’s outspoken donzellas openly defend their un-maidenlike conduct with the same philosophy of sandez de amor espoused by don Rogel” (pp. 161, 163).}
urbane world of the *Celestina*, which he commenced shortly before composing *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three*. By Chapter 14, Silva already has posited the notion of “sandez” or “folly” in love memorably enough that, when readers hear Arlanges and Agesilao addressing the matter, their discussion serves as a more noble contrast. Agesilao, amidst the torment of his new love for the sequestered princess Diana, maintains enough “reason” (“razón”) both to recognize the glorious nature of suffering in love for such a woman (“la gloria de recibir la” [i.e. “la pena”] por quien la siento”) and to ask Arlanges for advice (“consejo” or “counsel”) about how he may either end his life, thus ending the “death” (“muerte”) he feels in her absence, or sustain his life by achieving the glory of access to her presence (*FN3*, p. 40a). Arlanges advises that they go to see her, proposing the plan to disguise themselves as Amazonian maidens. Agesilao replies enthusiastically, recognizing his own need for good counsel (“consejo”) in his current lovelorn state (*FN3*, p. 40b). The young hero proves modest and devoted in love. Thus, the experience of falling in love, aided by timely advice, leads him directly to personal transformation through disguise. Sidney’s imitation and variation of Gohory’s embellishment in translating this sequence, as we will see below, proves essential for character development in *Old Arcadia*.

This general manner in which the princes aim to infiltrate the confines of Diana’s seclusion in *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* recalls that of Amadís of Greece in gaining access to Niquea, and Silva inscribes within this latter work a new aesthetic for the disguise motif through self-referential allusion to the poetics of imitation and variation developing within his own oeuvre. In response to Arlanges’ idea of disguise, Agesilao,

---

as in private monologue just beforehand, shows keen awareness of his own family
history. He alludes to his grandfather’s use of disguise to gain access to Niquea:

"Muy bien me parece—dixo Agesilao—, y no se dilate, que ya me semeja
que me veo hecha otra Nereida en presencia de mi señora, aunque al
presente me falte la grandeza del emperador mi señor. (FN3, p. 40b)

“That seems good to me,” said Agesilao, “and expound no more, for
already I see myself made into another Nereida in the presence of my lady,
although at present I lack the greatness of my lord the emperor.”

Later—in Chapter 18, when he and Arlanges, known by their female identities as
(respectively) Daraida and Garaya, arrive at the Tower of Diana—the two princes
exchange their original Grecian female clothing for Sarmatan female garb, and Daraida
(Agesilao), standing before the walls of that enchanted tower, prays silently to God and to
his grandfather:

¡Ay, soberano Dios, a vós plega que en servizio vuestro y honra mía en el
disfrace d’estas armas que agora traigo pueda con ellas ganar la gloria
de aquella aventura aparejada para mi desventura, si la victoria d’ella no
se me otorga con la gloria de mi señora Diana!  ¡Ó, mi soberano señor
Amadís de Grecia, estremo de los estremados de mi linage, tú da al tu
disfraçado hijo la ventura con que te fue otorgado la hermosura sin igual
de mi señora e deessa Niquea con las gloriosas armas en el disfrace de la
disfraçada Nereida! (FN3, pp. 50b-51a)

Ah, sovereign God, yield that, in your service and in my own honor, I,
now bearing this disguise in arms, may win the glory of that adventure
designed for my ill venture, if victory therein may grant me the glory of
my lady Diana. Oh, my sovereign lord Amadís of Greece, most illustrious
among those of my illustrious lineage, grant your disguised offspring the
fortune with which you gained the unparalleled beauty of that divine lady
Niquea through the guise of your glorious disguise in arms as Nereida.

Agesilao conveys awareness and emulation of his grandfather while understanding that
the unique challenge he faces in winning Diana entails the “ill venture” of slaying that
same grandfather’s legitimate son Florisel of Niquea, who is also Diana’s father and
Agesilao’s own paternal grandfather (since his father Falanges was conceived through
Florisel’s liaison with Arlanda of Tracia). Thematic conceit of “razón”/“sinrazón” and character development rely on the reader’s memory of fictional characters’ lineage.

*Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* effects *admiratio* for its protagonist hero through multi-layered poetics of memory. Here Silva’s narrative provokes its readers to remember not only Agesilao’s complex lineage but also the fact that Sidonia’s challenge with the enchanted towers would have accompanied the portrait of Diana that Agesilao saw in Athens, as well as the fact that in Chapter 15, when the disguised princes first arrived here on the Isle of Guindaya, an old woman told them about “the court of our queen and its follies” (“la corte de nuestra reina y sus sandezes”), thus providing the reader a narrative reminder of Sidonia’s vengeful challenge. Agesilao, aware of that “folly” (“sandez”) built into the challenge of the towers, aims to face it nonetheless for the sake of his true love, praying for the grace to do so while still upholding “[God’s] service” and his own “honor.” This moment of silent prayer before the Tower of Diana serves a multivalent aesthetic function. Like the earlier allusion to his grandfather’s disguise as Nereida, it conveys to the reader that a significant portion of Agesilao’s identity as protagonist resides in awareness and emulation of his own heroic lineage. In fact, aesthetically, this narrative moment may even create an effect similar to that of Virgil’s Aeneas famously ruminating upon the Carthaginian murals which depict battles at Troy (*Aeneid I*.441-493). Literary allusion to a preceding work enhances readers’ impression of the hero’s character through his memory of predecessors stimulating his own resolution to persist in the new task he faces. Whereas Virgil’s narrative alludes to that of Homer, Silva’s alludes to his own prior work. Thus, Silva’s narrative flaunts for the savvy reader a heightened self-consciousness regarding his own poetics of imitation.
and variation with the disguise motif, which in this work has become a dominant matter of structural and thematic focus. Even the detail of Sarmatan female clothing subtly parallels Silva’s prior story of the Greek Amadís transforming himself into Nereida. Presumably such subtleties delighted Silva’s attentive literary aficionados.

Silva thus invents an aesthetic pattern of self-referential imitation and variation involving the disguise motif. One particular matter of variation in Florisel de Niquea, Part Three regarding the two princes’ musical talent proves significant for Silva’s enhanced poetics of metamorphosis established through the disguise motif, here in Part Three and likewise for Rogel in Part Four. These Renaissance heroes’ skill in music and lyric poetry provides the specific means by which they gain access to the restricted courtly locus amoenus, as well as the means by which they win the affection of the women they woo there. This variation proves highly significant for Gohory’s French translation and for Sidney’s imitation.

In Florisel de Niquea, Part Three, Arlanges’s plan for his and Agesilao’s Amazonian disguise hinges upon their skill as musicians. When Agesilao asks who they should be in disguise and how they should execute the plan, Arlanges emphasizes that they should claim to be sisters, using their kinship and musical talents to gain access to Diana as female servants in her secret court (FN3, Ch. 14 [p. 40b]; cf. Fr. Am. XI, Ch. 15). This proves precisely the means by which they gain access to that restricted court and by which they win the affection of their respective beloveds there while in female disguise, as with Pyrocles and Musidorus in the Arcadian courtly locus amoenus.

---

150 E. J. Sales Dasí 2003 notes this specific parallel (p. 95), as well as the latter of the two allusions to Am.Gr. quoted above, emphasizing, “Agesilao’s words are a clear symptom of the self-assurance with which Silva approaches the literature and vindicates his own fictions. [...] Silva continues respecting Montalvo’s old heroes, but, above all, he distinguishes the singularity of his own creations” ([trans.] pp. 95-96). Cf. D. Eisenberg 1982, pp. 80-83.
Sidney’s variation of this paradigm—imitating Gohory’s enhanced philosophical emphasis on the princes’ music but also granting Pyrocles the idea of Amazonian disguise—serves an amplified function of character development, analyzed below in Chapter Three. Detailed analysis of this pivotal narrative function for the protagonist lovers’ musical talent in Silva’s work helps elucidate its importance for the overarching poetics of reader complicity and exemplary character contrast in Gohory’s translation and Sidney’s imitation.

Daraida (Agesilao) and Garaya (Arlanges) gain access to Diana’s secret court through the impression Daraida’s music and physical appearance make upon Queen Sidonia when they meet her alone by the seaside in Guindaya, and the ironic manner of their entry by this means encapsulates the sophisticated interdependence of motif and theme built into Silva’s narrative poetics of character contrast and reader engagement. Agesilao’s inheritance of his Greek ancestors’ physical beauty plays into his favor with Queen Sidonia, for she is struck by Daraida’s (Agesilao’s) beauty and by the “air” (“aire”) of resemblance her/his face shares with that of Moraizel: that is, Florisel, legitimate son of Amadís and Niquea, as well as Agesilao’s paternal grandfather, but also Diana’s father who jilted Sidonia while in disguise (FN3, Ch. 18 [p. 52a]; cf. Fr. Am. XI, Ch. 19) (see note 125 above). Sidonia reveals clearly that she favors them because this beauty similar to the beauty of Moraizel (Florisel) dulls the sharp edge of her desire to see him again (FN3, p. 52b). Through this interlacement with that prior storyline, Silva’s narrative challenges readers to remember that Agesilao’s mother Alastraxerea and his paternal grandfather Florisel are half-siblings and look almost identical.151 Also, this emphasis on the queen’s own “memory” (“memoria”) of love for the disguised knight

---

151 On resulting episodes of identity confusion in FN1, see M. C. Daniels 1992, pp. 208-209.
who jilted her pervades her conversation the next day with the disguised prince and her daughter in the Tower of Diana (*FN3*, Ch. 19; cf. *Fr. Am.* XI, Ch. 20), after she has taken her new Amazonian musicians there through the entrance connected to her own royal palace, a small doorway enchanted such that it can be opened only through her personal consent (*FN3*, pp. 11a, 53a). Chapter 19, where the disguised princes meet princess Diana in person, establishes a playful sense of court culture in which everyone there takes Daraida (Agesilao) and Garaya (Arlanges) for the females they appear to be. Sidonia, for instance, dubs Daraida (Agesilao) “Diana’s Conquest,” likening her/him to a knight-errant in love (“we may now call you Conquest of Diana, like the knights who sally forth in petition”) (“*te podemos ya llamar la Vencida de Diana, como a los cavalleros que en la demanda andan*”) and provoking a playfully honest exchange of affection between Daraida and Diana (*FN3*, p. 56a). The situational irony of these comments and reactions enhances both the aesthetic effect of disguise in this episode and the work’s overall thematic emphasis on ironic interplay between reason and passion.

Readers, who know Daraida’s true identity as Agesilao, perceive her/his words as a disguised male knight’s profession of love and devotion to the female princess for whom he has transformed himself; thus, we perceive the situational irony of these female characters’ jokes about how closely Daraida’s behavior resembles that of a knight professing loyalty to his lady. Moreover, we readers have witnessed Agesilao’s experience of falling in love with Diana upon seeing her portrait. Silva’s narrative

---

152 M. C. Daniels 1992 emphasizes the humorous aesthetic effect of such interaction in *FN3*: “despite the lightness with which Diana receives Darayda’s adoration, the lesbian overtones of these episodes are unmistakable and quite deliberate” (p. 217; see pp. 216-217). Queen Sidonia, staring intently at Daraida (Agesilao) when she/he voices her/his devotion to the princess Diana, admits newly discovered empathy for such affection between females, based on her own experience with Daraida’s beauty the night before (*FN3*, Ch. 19 [p. 55b]; cf. *Fr. Am.* XI, Ch. 20).
already has confirmed for us that Agesilao’s (Daraida’s) love for Diana and devotion to her are genuine, and a ballad sung by Daraida here in Chapter 19 both reiterates that fact and stimulates further commentary by Queen Sidonia and Diana. That dialogue conveys to the savvy reader an intimate and ironic connection between the disguise motif and character development in *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three*, with regard to the matter of Sidonia’s vengeance, as well as to the anticipated relationship between Agesilao and Diana. In Chapter 19 of *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three*, Silva’s narrative employs a threefold poetics of memory. Analysis of this narrative moment in Silva’s work helps convey the multiple layers of thematic emphasis and reader engagement evoked by the disguise motif—here as in Gohory’s translation and in Sidney’s imitation of that paradigm.

Daraida (Agesilao) sings in *romance* verse (a ballad form with lines of eight syllables) about Amadís of Gaul and his beloved Oriana in Book Two of Montalvo’s *Amadís de Gaula*, wherein the hero’s devotion is proven for the reader through his success at the Arch of Loyal Lovers but then is questioned by Oriana in a letter based on false hearsay, and that letter causes the hero to retire from society in penance at the Peña Pobre. Daraida (Agesilao) recalls the story of her/his great-great-great grandfather as an analogue for her/his own honest devotion to Diana. The disguised hero sings about Amadís and Oriana with her/his eyes fixed upon Diana, concluding the ballad with emphasis that Amadís of Gaul was “pardoned / of that ill which he never committed / nor ever could have been found in him” (“perdonado / de aquel mal que nunca hizo / ni en él pudo ser hallado”) (*FN3*, p. 56b). That ballad and its singer provoke a distinct vein of “memory” (“memoria”) from Queen Sidonia, who responds with lamentation that her
devotion in love, too, was wrongly abused by Moraizel (Florisel), and she emphasizes that the “power” of her disaffected love (“desamor”) may still bring her the “satisfaction” of seeing his severed head. The narrator informs readers that this comment by Sidonia “weighed heavily” upon Diana, “because in the secret recesses of her heart she loved her father very much” (“A la princesa le pesó mucho de oír estas palabras a su madre, porque en lo secreto de su corazón a su padre mucho amava”) (FN3, p. 57a). The princess calls her mother’s sentiment “razón en la sinrazón” (“justice in injustice” or “reason in irrationality”). The queen defends the “sinrazón” of her own suffering in love, while emphasizing that the beauty of this new “maiden” in the secret court resembles that of Diana’s father more than any other, and the princess interprets that comment as all the more “reason” for her to love Daraida (“se acreciente la razón que de amar tengo a Daraida”) (ibid.).

For the reader, this narrative episode of reciting the ballad and emphasizing characters’ responses stimulates memory of Montalvo’s Amadís de Gaula and Silva’s Florisel de Niquea, Part Two, while reinforcing the structural and conceptual ironies of the central plot conflict established here in Part Three through Diana’s seclusion and Sidonia’s challenge in the two towers at Guindaya. The queen had those enchanted towers built in order to keep Diana away from male company, to protect her but also to provide for the death of her father Florisel; yet, intrigued by Agesilao’s skill in music and his physical features in female disguise, which in her mind resemble those of his grandfather Florisel in male disguise, she grants a male suitor access to Diana’s secret court and leaves him there with the princess. All the while, her comments about Daraida (Agesilao) ironically associate her/him with what the queen fears most for her own
daughter, and those statements by Sidonia embolden Diana to embrace openly her affection for this new “maiden” Daraida. Diana’s response to her mother’s final comments about Moraizel (Florisel) reveals to Agesilao, as well as to the reader, that Diana would not want a heroic suitor to win her hand by beheading her father. Silva’s narrative exploits the matter of its protagonist lovers’ royal bloodlines and their talents in courtly entertainment to establish a tight interlacement between the disguise motif, the anticipated secret-marriage theme, and the theme of slippery interplay between reason and passion in love.

*   *   *

This detailed analysis of Silva’s invention and re-invention of logical interrelation between sequestered-princess, love-by-image, and Amazonian-disguise motifs provides an essential foundation for re-evaluating Sidney’s creative variation of Florisel de Niquea, Part Three, based upon Gohory’s translation. In Sidney’s fiction, those same interlaced motifs generate similar thematic emphases, similar character development with amplified philosophical underpinnings, and, most importantly, similar aesthetic effects of admiratio and of reader engagement and complicity with protagonist lovers who join in secret marriage.
III.

Feliciano de Silva’s Fiction in French Translation
and the Exemplary Poetics of Sidney’s Old Arcadia, Books One to Three

Philip Sidney establishes narrative structure and thematic focus for Old Arcadia through imitating closely the interlacement of sequestered-princess, love-by-image, and Amazonian-disguise motifs invented by Feliciano de Silva, as preserved in Jacques Gohory’s translation of the first half of Silva’s feigned Chronicle of Florisel de Niquea, Part Three (Chapters 1-84). This chapter analyzes Sidney’s imitation and variation of that French source. Subsequent chapters extend this chapter’s critical emphasis, observing how Sidney uses other literary source models in Books Four and Five and in Old Arcadia’s Eclogues to complement the foundation laid here.

Sidney’s creative imitation in Books One through Three consists of synthesizing three paradigms found in Silva’s Florisel de Niquea, Part Three: that of the three interlaced motifs tied to a pair of protagonist couples who marry in secret, that of the lustful married couple King Galinides and Queen Salderna, and that of a protagonist knight rhetorically averting the danger of popular rebellion. Sidney blends those three models together with the paradigm of a sequestered princess’s father humorously pursuing her disguised paramour in lust, found in Silva’s Amadís de Grecia. The facts that Gohory’s partial translation of Florisel de Niquea, Part Three covers nearly all of this material (plus additional chapters on Arlanges and Cleofila to which Sidney seemingly attends), and that the scene of popular uprising which his French “Book” Eleven does not cover occurs just after Galinides and Salderna reappear briefly in Silva’s
narrative, might have facilitated Sidney’s thoughts for this distinct pattern of compound imitation and variation. Sidney’s fiction interlaces those other paradigms, especially that of the lustful married couple, more tightly with the matter of young protagonist lovers’ secret marriage.

Sidney draws *Old Arcadia’s* overarching poetics of *admiratio* for protagonist lovers and exemplary character contrast quite clearly from Gohory’s partial rendition of *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* as “Book” Eleven in the French *Amadis* cycle. Gohory’s version exploits Silva’s foundational interlacement of motifs and themes in order to amplify the notion that the protagonist lovers’ desire for each other—in contrast with the purely sexual desire of a lustful husband and wife who both pursue the disguised protagonist knight—represents a noble and sublime neo-Platonic love. Sidney’s narrative, in following this paradigm for its protagonist lovers and for Basilius and Gynecia both pursuing Pyrocles in disguise, closely imitates the exemplary poetics of character contrast provided by that chivalric source material, modifying the neo-Platonic bent of Gohory’s rendition. Sidney’s invention exploits Gohory’s philosophically loaded language and amplifies philosophical discourse within the protagonist princes’ dialogue in Book One. Yet, in doing so, Sidney filters out metaphysical symbolism built into the sequestered-princess scenario with magical towers in that chivalric source. *Old Arcadia*  

---

153 In *FN3*, Ch. 122—when a storm has diverted Florisel and Daraida (Agesilaos) to the Isle of Artadefa and they have heard about the usurping giant Gadalote’s “tyranny” (“tirannía”), as well as of the Pleasantview Castle (“Castillo de Belvista”) which contains the lovers Danistea and Garianter (i.e., respectively, Florisel’s cousin and the infanta of Artadefa, daughter to the rightful king) magically entrapped within a crystal urn and exploited by the usurping giant as a lucrative spectacle for lovesick pilgrims—as the heroes proceed toward these new adventures on the island, they run into the king and queen of Galdapa (Galinides and Salderna). Galinides recognizes Daraida and calls her/him as “diosa Venus” and “la gloriosa Daraida” (“goddess Venus” and “the glorious Daraida”), but the disguised hero passes by without reply, explaining who they are to Florisel just afterward (ed. J. Martín Lalanda, pp. 373b, 374b). Aubert de Poitiers translates closely in Fr. *Am. XII*, Ch. 38, and, because the French rendition of *FN3* was published in two separate parts, he adds an explicit reminder to the reader about Galinides and Salderna: “comme il vous a esté deduit sur la fin du precedent volume de ceste grand histoire” (“as is to be deduced by you from the end of the preceding volume of this lengthy history”) (F. Silva 1556 [Fr. *Am. XII*], fol. Cl.v [sig. R.v.v]).
employs philosophical language and dialectic primarily for the poetic effects of character development, reader complicity with the protagonists, and exemplary character contrast. Neither Gohory nor Sidney attends to the further narrative dilation and resolution of Silva’s story. Rather, they both focus their narratives on the love interests and political conflicts tied to Silva’s patented trio of motifs that produces within the narrative a pair of clandestine marriages.

Analyzing this creative pattern of literary invention confirms Sidney’s foundational source for *Old Arcadia* and demands revision of various critical assumptions about this work. Most obviously, Sidney scholarship has not addressed the fact that Sidney’s narrative defines the lovers’ secret union in Book Three as “marriage,” both in the case of Pyrocles and Philoclea and in the case of Musidorus and Pamela. *Old Arcadia* must be re-evaluated with regard to its source material’s narrative logic of love, disguise, and secret marriage. Revising distinct approaches to discourse of “constancy” within *Old Arcadia*, for instance, facilitates awareness of just how pervasively Sidney determines the scope of his fiction through imitation of Spanish chivalric romance in French translation.

Modern critical assumptions about moralizing discourse of “constancy” within the primary narrative plane of *Old Arcadia* stem from a legacy of reading Sidney’s interlaced love-by-image and Amazonian-disguise motifs alongside sixteenth-century educational literature and emblem traditions, without recognition that Sidney draws those motifs directly from Silva’s work in French translation. An influential study by Mark Rose has promoted for decades the premise that Sidney’s narrative moralizes its protagonist princes’ experience of falling in love and disguising themselves, as a descent from reason.
and active virtue toward passion and pastoral retreat. That assumption has lead, in part, to neglect of Sidney’s primary source material for the motif. In the four decades since O’Connor’s attention to Sidney’s use of Spanish chivalric romance in French translation, only Winfried Schleiner has examined the Arcadia in tandem with those sources, accepting and revising the aforementioned critical premise to propose a hypothesis that sixteenth-century romances use the transvestite disguise motif “as a vehicle of talking about the unsayable,” employing artificial “differences” to suggest a “convergence of genders” which complements twentieth-century psychological perspectives on gender and sexuality. In other words, Schleiner briefly addresses this

---

154 M. Rose 1964 (cf. idem. 1968, pp. 37-38, 49-56). Among studies that have accepted Rose’s premise, see especially A. C. Hamilton 1977 (pp. 36-37), A. D. Weiner 1978 (pp. 70, 205 n. 48), and M. McCannel 1989 (pp. 111-125, 199 n. 2, 202 n. 8). E. Dipple 1971 claims that OA moralizes the disguise motif in a slightly more positive way, reading the princes’ “idealized choice of metamorphosis as a way to respond to the forces of love in them” but interpreting their actions in disguise as merely comic and conducive to “temporary lapse” and ultimate “failure” representing “the incapacity of man’s aspiring will, and the uttermost work of changeable fortune” (p. 55; cf. p. 54 on Gynecia and the disguise motif) (rpt. in A. F. Kinney 1986b, p. 335; cf. p. 334). Compare E. Dipple 1968 (p. 318) and J. A. Roberts 1978 (pp. 44-48); contrast M. E. Dana 1973, p. 316. Also compare R. A. Lanham 1965, p. 207; F. G. Robinson 1972, pp. 167-173; J. S. Lawry 1972, pp. 40-59; L. Woodbridge 1984, pp. 158-159; J. Rees 1991, pp. 119-120; K. J. Roberts 1993, pp. 29-48; H. Hackett 2000, p. 112; and B. Worden 2007, pp. 83-84. Diverse readings of OA either positing, modifying, or rejecting the idea of religious poetics have maintained to various degrees the premise that its protagonist princes’ actions in Books One through Three constitute moral lapse or legal culpability, or both (cf. Introduction above, note 14; Chapter One above, note 52). F. Marencio 1968 (cf. idem. 1966 and 1969) and A. D. Weiner 1978 argue for OA as Calvinist poetics. Cf. A. Sinfield 1983, pp. 20-48 (also idem. 1979 and 1984); and, for comparison of OA narration to Francis Walsingham’s political rhetoric, B. Worden 2007, pp. 73-74 (cf. idem. 1996, pp. 72-73). E. Z. Cohen 1968 provides the same premise about Pyrocles and Musidorus found in Rose’s, Marencio’s, and Weiner’s studies but deems OA’s perspective on moral law more moderate. Å. Bergvall 1989 (pp. 60-61, 65-80; cf. pp. 96-100) and 1992 revise the notion of Protestant poetics proposed by Marencio, Weiner, and Sinfield, to similar effect regarding the protagonist princes in OA. S. K. Heninger 1989, presenting a distinct perspective on the OA narrator without committing to such argument about religious ideology, assumes “Calvinist” underpinnings and provides a similar reading of the protagonist lovers (pp. 445-447; cf. pp. 447-455, 459-462, on Basilius and Euarchus in OA). R. Kuin 1997 and R. E. Stillman 2008 provide broader perspective on Sidney’s Protestant intellectual milieu: see Chapter Five below, note 285. M. M. Sullivan 1991, in contrast with critical emphasis on moral interpretation, draws upon J. J. O’Connor 1970 to claim that, “as in Amadis [i.e., the French Amadis cycle], the use of [Amazonian] disguise in the Old Arcadia is primarily comic, involving the hero in various sexual contretemps with his beloved, her mother, and her father” (p. 70)—though without further attention to the narrative logic of that source material, nor to clandestine marriage as a matter of structural and thematic emphasis in OA (cf. Chapter Four below, note 243).

155 W. Schleiner 1988, pp. 614, 615 (cf. p. 607). Schleiner concludes, “Although my evidence is slim, I suggest a surmise, that in periods when definitions of gender roles become questionable, forms of popular art and culture will exploit the border realm between maleness and femaleness and be able to make it
motif in Sidney’s *Arcadia* alongside its sources but not in relation to them as a matter of poetics, as a paradigm for imitation and variation. This latter relationship is our concern in the present chapter. Sidney’s imitation, like its primary source, hinges upon a poetics of love and disguise as quasi-Ovidian metamorphosis, without moral degradation of the protagonist lovers.

One valuable recent study theorizes this notion of “metamorphosis” as a matter of competing discourse with that of “constancy” in *Old Arcadia*. Jeffrey Dolven associates the work with quasi-Stoic discourse of moral constancy within sixteenth-century English pedagogical literature, providing a subtle argument that Sidney’s main narrative in *Old Arcadia* opposes “constancy” with “metamorphosis,” suspending those two matters rhetorically in a way Dolven interprets as a challenge to the assumption that didactic intention should be built into dialectical method.\(^{156}\)

Dolven’s theory about thematic structure in *Old Arcadia*, rooted primarily in analysis of the dialogue between Pyrocles and Musidorus in Book One, becomes more concrete when put in relief with the fact that Sidney invents that dialogue through imitation and variation of Gohory’s embellishment in translating Silva’s feigned

---

\(^{156}\) J. Dolven 2007, pp. 99-133. Dolven’s chapter on Sidney’s *OA* complements his book’s overall thesis on sixteenth-century English pedagogy with regard to certain English authors’ representation of educational moments within their fiction: “I take the very possibility of literary didacticism in these poems to be emptied out: their writers lose faith in the idea that literature can teach, because they cannot free their books—their teaching books—from a culture of teaching that they take to be compromised, even bankrupt. Such an argument flies in the face of hundreds of years of reading *Arcadia* and *The Faerie Queene* as though they were written to instruct us” (pp. 10-11).
Chronicle of Florisel de Niquea, Part Three. In fact, aspects or “impulses” throughout Old Arcadia which Dolven theorizes as “metamorphosis”—that is, “the energy of its disguises, its playful experiments with sexual identity, and the dazzling ingenuity of its plot”—all come from its chivalric source material. The specific interlacement of motifs through which Old Arcadia delights its reader with love and disguise and mistaken identity and secret marriage, as in the original chivalric source by Silva and in Gohory’s French rendition imitated by Sidney, posits a narrative logic which facilitates both admiratio for the protagonist lovers and aesthetic distance from antagonists. Sidney’s imitation imposes verisimilitude to enhance these poetic effects. In Books One through Three, Old Arcadia’s narrative exploits its French source to establish reader complicity with the two young couples, tragic distance from the princesses’ mother Gynecia, and comic distance from their father Basilius. Through these aesthetic effects, Old Arcadia, like its chivalric-romance source, assumes that Natural Law validates its protagonists’ secret marriage.

* * *

In delineating the structural and thematic narrative patterns that Sidney draws from Feliciano de Silva’s fiction via French translation, one must begin with Old Arcadia’s foundational premise of oracular prophecy. With Duke Basilius’s action of excluding his daughters because of a prophecy, Sidney’s narrative follows the basic pattern of Silva’s sequestered-princess motif. For the sake of verisimilitude, Sidney alters the paradigm of two magical towers in Silva’s Florisel de Niquea, Part Three and in Gohory’s translation. The duke “retire[s]” himself and his family to “a solitary place” within his Arcadian realm, where he has “two lodges built of purpose” to guard his two

---

daughters (OA, 6). Their “younger jewel, Philoclea,” of whose future “uncouth love” the Delphic oracle has warned, lodges with Basilius and his wife Gynecia (OA, 6, 5; cf. 9). In the other lodge, Basilius entrusts the care of their elder daughter Pamela, whom the oracle predicts will be “stolen and yet not lost,” to his “principal herdman” (i.e., shepherd) Dametas, Dametas’s wife Miso, and their daughter Mopsa (OA, 5, 6).

The narrator deems this rustic family “unfit company for so excellent a creature [as Pamela]” (OA, 9). Other shepherds, some foreign and some native to Arcadia, gain access to this royal locus amoenus for the purpose of musical entertainment. Dametas and his family, amidst the privileged social position of upward mobility they enjoy in this courtly setting, serve a rather clownish function within the narrative. Their juxtaposition with the other shepherds, as well as their interaction with the noble protagonists, accentuates this comic role. In establishing this setting and structural frame for Old Arcadia, Sidney’s version of the sequestered-princess motif helps his narrative synthesize various aspects of Feliciano de Silva’s fiction in concentrated form. Most importantly, the sequestered-princess motif establishes for Old Arcadia both its courtly locus amoenus (with amplified pastoral focus) and a theme of unwise reasoning similar to that built into the sequestered-princess motif in Florisel de Niquea, Part Three. Also, Basilius’s ironic choice of Dametas as guardian for Pamela allows for social comedy of manners such as that apparent within Silva’s chivalric romances.

Old Arcadia’s social contrast of humorous pastoral rusticity versus courtly eloquence in some ways reflects the shepherd Darinel’s function in Silva’s Florisel de

---

158 The oracle tells Basilius with regard to Philoclea, “Thy younger shall with nature’s bliss embrace / An uncoth love, which nature hateth most” (OA, 5). See note 167 here below.
159 The oracle tells Basilius with regard to Pamela, “Thy elder care shall from thy careful face / By princely mean be stolen and yet not lost” (OA, 5).
Silva first introduces the pastoral mode into his chivalric fiction with Darinel’s appearance in the final four chapters of *Amadís de Grecia* (Bk. II, Ch. 131-134). Darinel, a true shepherd, has devoted himself to an honest yet realistically impossible love for Silvia, who has grown up as a shepherdess, not knowing her true identity as daughter to Lisuarte of Greece and “Peerless” Onoloria of Trapisonda. Young Florisel, upon meeting Darinel and hearing of Silvia, disguises himself as a shepherd for the purpose of meeting her, and thereafter Darinel becomes a recurrent pastoral character in *Florisel de Niquea, Parts One and Two* and in *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three*. In this matter of Florisel and Darinel, Feliciano de Silva’s works serve as a bridge between Juan del Encina’s theatrical use of the pastoral disguise motif and Jorge de Montemayor’s use of protagonist shepherds in the *Diana*. Although Darinel’s contemplative devotion in love often seems admirable, as a shepherd in the courtly and military world of chivalric romance he represents a fish out of water, and that impression often serves the purpose of humor. This comic function for Darinel has been compared to that of Dametas in Sidney’s *Arcadia*, with regard to *Florisel de Niquea, Parts One and Two* (in French translation). The parallel also applies to Sidney’s primary source, *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* (in French translation).

---

160 J. J. O’Connor 1970 claims, “It is very likely that Sidney got the idea for Musidorus’ disguise as a shepherd from Book IX of *Amadis* [i.e., *FN1* trans. Fr. *Am.* IX]” (p. 263 n. 10).


163 J. J. O’Connor 1970 emphasizes Darinel’s comic function in *FN1-2* as rendered in French translation (pp. 101, 168, 235) and claims, “The character of Dametas probably owes something to the remarkable coward Darinel. Like Dametas, Darinel has illusions of grandeur, even though he is the butt of much chivalric humor. When danger threatens, Darinel looks for a place to hide, and like Dametas, he is very fond of playing on the pipes” (p. 190). Cf. S. Chaudhuri 1989, pp. 282, 288. Also see C. Bates 1992 on Dametas in *OA* (p. 111) and P. E. Rockwell [1980] on Dametas and “low-comic sub-plot” in *OA*.

164 J. Martín Lalanda claims that in *FN3* Darinel—who appears in Chapters 7, 30, 47, 48, 67, 68, 87, 95, 112, and 114—plays the role of a social “clown” or “buffoon” (“bufón”) more than that of a literary
Sidney’s synthesis of that comic function with the sequestered-princess motif provides enhanced humor amidst the two disguised princes’ courtship of Pamela and Philoclea, and it also helps establish for Old Arcadia an overarching thematic focus akin to that of Silva’s Florisel de Niquea, Part Three, preserved with regard to the sequestered-princess motif in Gohory’s partial translation. Basilius chooses Dametas as guardian for Pamela in her seclusion at the same time that he ignores wise warnings provided by his loyal counselor Philanax about the political dangers of his pastoral retreat (OA, 5-9). The narrator emphasizes to readers that Basilius rejects Philanax’s counsel “having used thus much his dukely sophistry to deceive himself, and making his will wisdom,” such that “resolutely he stood upon his own determination,” appointing Philanax to provide active “government of the state” in his stead, with the mandate “especially to keep narrow watch of the frontiers,” because of the oracle’s prediction that “in thy throne a foreign state shall sit” (OA, 9, 5). This narrative emphasis on Basilius’s self-deceptive “sophistry” in dialogue with his trusted political counselor provides the sequestered-princess motif a humanist flavor while retaining the narrative logic it bears in Sidney’s source.

The duke’s reasoning in secluding himself and his family, as a means supposedly to thwart the oracular warnings about his daughters, seems from the beginning (and later proves) unwise politically, as well as unwise and inappropriate on the procedural level of sequestering his daughters with Dametas as Pamela’s guardian. That choice facilitates Musidorus’s courtship of Pamela in disguise, and in the end, Musidorus ironically does become heir-apparent to the Arcadian “throne,” through secret marriage to Pamela. Old

“shepherd” (“pastor”) (ed. F. Silva, FN3, p. xxi). All but the last two of these episodes occur in Fr. Am. XI, those others in Fr. Am. XII.
Arcadia, like Silva’s Florisel de Niquea, Part Three (and French Amadis “Book” Eleven) lays the foundation both for its plot conflicts and for their resolution with an emphasis on irrational reasoning. Basilius seeks out the Delphic oracle, “not so much stirred with the care for his country and children as with the vanity which possesseth many who, making a perpetual mansion of this poor baiting place of man’s life, are desirous to know the certainty of things to come, wherein there is nothing so certain as our continual uncertainty” (OA, 5). His unwise pursuit of such knowledge and his unwise reaction to it ironically set the stage for its predictions to come true. Old Arcadia’s version of the sequestered-princess motif, as in its source paradigm, introduces a privileged position for the reader, providing the oracle’s text and thus tempting us to interpret correctly how it will unfold throughout the story.

Sidney’s narrative provokes its reader to engage its text in critical discernment about character and political consequence with regard to Basilius. Most conspicuously, immediately after Cleophila (Pyrocles in disguise) averts the political danger of armed rebellion by the Arcadian commoners, the narrator explains to the reader how Basilius privately bears in mind the Delphic oracle, interpreting the preceding course of events as fulfillment of its prophecies. At this point, Basilius has fallen in love with the disguised protagonist. Before moving onward with the story, the narrator specifies, “Thus the fawning humour of false hope made him take everything to his own best; and such is the selfness of affection that, because his mind ran wholly upon Cleophila, he thought the gods in their oracles did mind nothing but her” (OA, 133-134). Sidney’s narrative thus uses the incident to help stimulate readers’ memory of the oracle quoted at the beginning of Book One, and this comment by the narrator cues the reader to keep in mind the
oracle’s specific text and wonder what it will really mean. Clearly, a seeming crisis in the Arcadian state will be linked to the duke’s self-deception and to the disguised princes’ courtship of his daughters. The narrative moment further engages our attention to the question of consequences for Basilius’s actions, while distancing us further from his judgment on the matter. Here, as often occurs in the poetics of Silva’s Florisel de Niquea, Part Three and elsewhere in the Arcadia, Sidney’s narrative relies on its reader’s acumen to perpetuate the work’s overarching theme of Basilius’s irrational reason.

Understanding Sidney’s method in these early Books of Old Arcadia proves essential for interpreting the political tension and legal debate figured forth in Books Four and Five. Analysis in this chapter and in Chapter Four below builds upon the premise that Sidney’s Old Arcadia “exploit[s] and relishe[s] the problems, internal contradictions, and even absurdities that ensue when positive law seeks to judge or suppress ‘natural’ sexuality,” such that “the actual terms and subtleties of Natural Law are less significant than acknowledgment of its existence as something which licences the possibility that positive laws may be challenged.”

---

165 Cf. M. McCanles 1983: “If for Basilius what is at issue is how to conduct his own life, for the reader it is how to conduct his reading of Sidney’s text. And Sidney’s remarkable ingenuity becomes apparent when we realize that the solutions of both conundrums are radically interdependent. For Basilius is as much a reader and interpreter as is Sidney’s intended audience, and the focus of the main plot is specifically on Basilius’ failure as an interpreter of texts” (p. 238; rpt. in A. F. Kinney 1986b, pp. 382-383). To complement this impression, in dialogue with Cleophila (Pyrocles) in Book Three, as the disguised prince tricks the duke with the idea of their supposed rendezvous and suggests that he keep his marital bed chaste in the meantime, Basilius provides the reader an ironic hint of foreshadowing, a cue for us to recall the oracle: “‘What,’ said he, ‘shall my wife become my mistress?’” (OA, 220).

166 R. S. White 1996, pp. 135, 136 (see pp. 134-148 on OA; cf. pp. 92-102 on Sidney’s DP and English arguments about poetic fiction c.1579). Cf. Chapter Two above; also notes 185 and 187 here below. B. C. Lockey 2006, in contrast, conjectures that Sidney was familiar with Spanish Natural-Law debate provoked by Bartolomé de las Casas with regard to transatlantic conquest and legal rights of indigenous subjects, thus arguing, with regard to Euarchus’s involvement as judge in OA Book Five, that “Sidney’s narrative depends on applying the ethical regime of natural law to acts of foreign intervention” (p. 64). Lockey’s discussion associates the Spanish chivalric-romance genre with notions of “transnational justice” in a tenuous manner (though with good intuition) but neither mentions Feliciano de Silva nor addresses the matter of OA’s literary sources (see pp. 47-79). R. E. Stillman 2008 defines Natural-Law arguments in Sidney’s DP as a legacy of Melanchthon’s tracts of the 1530s written in response to the Wars of the
entire work through ironic wording of the Delphic oracle’s prophecy in Book One:
Philoclea “shall with nature’s [i.e., Nature’s] bliss embrace / An uncouth love, which
nature [i.e., Basilius’s parental instinct and societal custom] hateth most” (OA, 5).167
Analyzing Sidney’s methodology of imitating and varying Silva’s work in Gohory’s
translation reveals the narrative logic built into Books One through Three of Old Arcadia
and therefore helps explain more precisely the overarching narrative logic by which this
prophecy comes true in Sidney’s fiction.168 Given critical engagement with this oracular
text and with the language of Sidney’s narration, the reader alone may perceive further
irony which proceeds in Book Five when both young princes are condemned to death for
“ravishment” of the two Arcadian princesses: that is, in response to allegations that
Pyrocles has raped Philoclea and that Musidorus has intended to abduct Pamela (OA,
406). Readers alone, especially if we know Sidney’s sources, can appreciate that irony,
given our impression of how they have indeed “ravished” their lovers, though in a
virtuous sense of neo-Platonic enrapture.169

Language suggestive of philosophical enrapture applied to the protagonist lovers
in Books One through Three of Old Arcadia resembles Gohory’s embellishments in
translating Silva’s work. Analysis of such language, however, must come in stride with
its context in the narrative trajectory of Sidney’s imitation, because Sidney’s fiction does

Schmalkaldan League, filtered through later works by John Ponet, George Buchanan, and Sidney’s friend
Philippe Duplessis-Mornay (pp. xii-xiii, 169-216).
167 W. A. Ringler edits this ironic diction in the oracle as “Nature” and “Nature” (ed. P. Sidney, Poems, p.
11). Variant capitalization in extant sixteenth-century manuscripts would result from each individual
scribe’s prerogative, determined either by following a prior scribe’s choice or by his own interpretation of
the prophecy. Surprisingly, R. S. White 1996 does not address this language in the Arcadia’s oracular
prediction.
168 Cf. M. McCanles 1983 on narrative logic of this prophetic “fore-conceit” for Arcadia (DP, 79), but see
note 154 above.
169 Contrast J. Catty 1999 (pp. 42-49) and C. S. Ross 2003 (pp. 56-62) on “ravishment” as ambiguous in
OA.
not invest the philosophical meaning of words in metaphysical symbolism, as Gohory does through his embellishment with the magical towers. Sidney’s more verisimilar fiction creates meaning through words as used in a particular narrative moment within a specific context. Words impress themselves upon a reader and are to be remembered as used with regard to a character’s personal ethos and intentions. In other words, specific words presented within specific contexts build character within Sidney’s fiction. When Old Arcadia applies philosophical language, it does so for an immediate purpose of character development.

This emphasis helps explain how the Delphic oracle in Old Arcadia occurs as a matter inseparable from other plot motifs drawn from Feliciano de Silva’s fiction via Gohory’s translation. What Sidney’s imitation retains is the precise logic underlying his paradigm’s narrative trajectory, a logic that affords variation in detail and verisimilitude. Indeed, with regard to Basilius, it is in order to enhance the aesthetic effects of character development and contrast that Sidney eliminates magical or fantastical elements from this primary source material. According to Sidney’s poetic theory, it is not the exact descriptions and words which captivate the mind’s eye and lend themselves to memory; it is the affective delight of narrative moments that stimulates memory. For that reason, precise word choice in provocative fictional scenarios matters tremendously.

So does a reader’s schema of memorable poetic images from delightful reading in the past. Bearing in mind the poetics of imitation and variation at play in Florisel de Niquea, Part Three and in Silva’s other works within the Amadís cycle, analyzed in Chapter Two above, one may speculate that Sidney’s primary original audience for Old Arcadia—his sister, the Countess of Pembroke—probably was familiar with Feliciano de
Silva’s stories (probably in French translation). Thus we may speculate that young Mary Sidney Herbert, upon reading how Duke Basilius removes his family from society due to the Delphic oracle, a pastoral retreat which constitutes Sidney’s version of a sequestered-princess motif as in Silva’s work from the *Amadís* cycle, might even have anticipated that a love-by-image motif and a disguise motif would follow.

In *Old Arcadia*, as in Silva’s *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* (and hence in “Book” Eleven of the French *Amadis* cycle), the interlacement of these three motifs occurs rapidly and thus more obviously for the reader than in Silva’s *Amadís de Grecia*. Moreover, in these two works—in contrast with Silva’s *Amadís de Grecia* and Sidney’s revised “New” *Arcadia*—the young prince who falls in love with a secluded princess by means of an artistic image has no prior experience in love: neither a mutual love (as with Amadís and Luscela in *Amadís de Grecia*, Bk. I) nor tender memory of one who has loved him and died (as with Pyrocles and Zelmane in *New Arcadia*). Pyrocles, like Agesilao with Diana in *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* (and thus Agesilan with Diane in Gohory’s translation), becomes stricken with Philoclea’s image while young and instantly resolves to transform himself through Amazonian disguise in order to woo her. In *Old Arcadia*, as in *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* and in Gohory’s partial translation, the work as a whole revolves around this personal metamorphosis and its relevance to internal and external character conflicts. In translating only the first half of that work by Silva as “Book” Eleven of the French *Amadis* cycle, Gohory’s rendition of the love story achieves amplified structural focus on this particular trio of interlaced motifs. The structural unity of Books One through Three in *Old Arcadia* mirrors that of Gohory’s translation.
Certain aspects of Sidney’s narrative, such as Musidorus’s disguise as a shepherd rather than as an Amazonian female like Pyrocles, correspond with aspects of similar motifs employed elsewhere in Silva’s oeuvre (mostly preserved in French translations), but the central source model for *Old Arcadia* remains Gohory’s “Book” Eleven for the French *Amadis* cycle. Pyrocles’s specific experience of falling in love with Philoclea and transforming himself into an Amazonian woman closely resembles that of Agesilao falling in love with Diana and embracing the same metamorphosis in order to woo the secluded princess. In that episode and in the dialogue between Pyrocles and Musidorus immediately following it, Sidney’s narrative capitalizes upon certain embellishments added to Silva’s narrative by Gohory. Sidney invents variation in the source model involving two disguised princes for the purposes of verisimilitude, plot conflict, character development, and reader complicity with both protagonist princes.

A distinct matter of international politics mentioned in Book One of *Old Arcadia*, for instance, fuels its imitation of Silva’s interlaced motifs with regard to the protagonist princes’ background. Sidney’s heroes, Pyrocles and Musidorus, like Silva’s Agesilao and Arlanges, grow up together as well educated cousins. *Old Arcadia* associates these young princes’ upbringing together and their arrival in Arcadia indirectly with a period of political aggression by monarchs surrounding the realm of Macedonia (“Macedon”).

---

170 J. J. O’Connor 1970 (pp. 188, 263 n. 10) associates Musidorus’s shepherd disguise with Florisel of Niquea’s pastoral guise employed for gaining access to the lovely Silvia in Silva’s *FN1* [Fr. *Am. IX*]: a subplot developed as an extension from the concluding chapters of Silva’s *Am.Gr.*. Sidney might also have imitated Silva’s new focus for his Rogel character as protagonist in *FN4*, which was not translated into French. There Silva employs his sequestered-princess and disguise motifs together in a new way to emphasize a hero’s social transformation into a shepherd to win the heart of his beloved through prowess and poetic talent exercised within her unique pastoral court, the Lumberque Valley. E. J. Sales Dasí 2003 emphasizes this combination of motifs within *FN4*, and J. Jiménez Ruiz 2002 provides lengthy footnotes on its “poetics of metamorphosis” in comparison with that of *FN3*. On Rogel’s new central love interest in *FN4* with regard to his carefree love affairs in *FN3*, see M. C. Daniels 1992, pp. 174-187. On the enhanced pastoral setting and proliferation of bucolic poetry in *FN4*, see S. P. Cravens 1976, pp. 75-90 (cf. pp. 34, 91-108, 123-127); and A. Río Nogueras 2002.
ruled by Pyrocles’s father Euarchus, an exemplary king renowned for his justice.

Euarchus’s reputation incites the envy and fear of neighboring rulers in Thrace (to the northeast), Pannonia (to the northwest), and Epirus (to the southwest), who speculate that “his virtues, joined now to the fame and force of the Macedonians, might in time both conquer the bodies and win the minds of their subjects” (OA, 10). Their allied invasions begin a ten-year period of warfare with Macedonia and prompt Euarchus to send his six-year-old son Pyrocles to grow up with his seven-year-old nephew Musidorus, “cousin german” to Pyrocles and “duke of Thessalia,” where Euarchus’s sister, who serves as “dowager and regent of Thessalia” during Musidorus’s minority, educates the young princes together (OA, 10).

As in Old Arcadia’s chivalric source material, these protagonists’ companionship helps them thrive in learning and virtue. The narrator emphasizes, with regard to Euarchus’s choice for his son’s education,

though it proceeded of necessity, yet was not the counsel in itself unwise, the sweet emulation that grew being an excellent nurse of the good parts in these two princes, two princes indeed born to the exercise of virtue. For they, accompanying the increase of their years with the increase of all good inward and outward qualities, and taking very timely into their minds that the divine part of man was not enclosed in this body for nothing, gave themselves wholly over to those knowledges which might in the course of their life be ministers to well doing. (OA, 10)

Thus, as in Silva’s feigned *Chronicle of Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* (and French *Amadis* “Book” Eleven), we meet a pair of young princes remarkable for their friendship and education. As noted above, in this original *Arcadia*, Pyrocles, like Agesilao, has no prior experience in love. Yet, Sidney’s imitation varies that paradigm somewhat in terms of these young heroes’ experience as knights errant preceding that of love. By the time Pyrocles and Musidorus have reached the ages of seventeen and eighteen, Euarchus has conquered Thrace and has made the other two invading realms his “tributaries”; now residing in “the principal city of Thrace called at that time Byzantium,” he invites his son and nephew to join him there and “enjoy the fruits of his victories” (*OA*, 10). When they embark for Byzantium, though, a “terrible tempest” diverts their course, leading to a sequence of adventures in foreign lands, where they spend a year winning fame through prowess in arms before returning to Greece, passing through Arcadia on their way northward (*OA*, 11). Here, as in varying the sequestered-princess motif, Sidney’s invention aims for enhanced verisimilitude, addressing historical regions that sixteenth-century readers could locate on Mercator’s maps. While in Arcadia, Pyrocles views a portrait of Philoclea, and hence occur in rapid succession the love-by-image and disguise motifs.

Sidney’s imitation establishes for *Old Arcadia* an overall structure focused more tightly upon this interlacement of motifs than that of either *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* or Gohory’s partial translation as French *Amadis* “Book” Eleven. Sidney’s narrative clearly defines its protagonist princes as chivalric heroes but self-consciously

---

restricts its realm of action to the courtly Arcadian *locus amoenus*. Their chivalric adventures abroad occur only as anecdotes related by the narrator or characters within the story. In Book One, that matter serves as a quick transition between the narrator’s brief account of their background and his introduction of the love-by-image motif. That narrative transition confirms for the reader that these young princes fit the mold of protagonists in the source material from which their basic story is drawn. They both come from illustrious royal stock, from a dynasty that, through virtuous action, has acquired a position of just rule at Byzantium (Constantinople). Within Spain’s chivalric-romance tradition (including French translations), Constantinople represents a symbolic hub of Christian empire, established and maintained as such by the Amadís-Oriana dynasty within Montalvo’s and Silva’s fiction. Pyrocles and Musidorus, son and nephew of a monarch ruling that city, have sallied forth in arms to foreign lands defending damsels in distress and battling injustice, and in doing so they have won fame in Greece. Sidney’s narrative attributes the impetus for their adventures to a storm at sea, that most common *topos* for a providential change of course in Spanish chivalric-romance fiction: “so pleased it God, who reserved them to greater traverses, both of good and evil fortune, that the sea, to which they committed themselves, stirred with terrible tempest, forced them to fall far from their course” (*OA*, 10-11). Yet, in this cursory initial summary of their accomplishments abroad, the narrator employs a combination of rhetorical *topoi*—that of *praeteritio* and that of authorial humility—to suggest that relating those feats would require a “higher” style than his own: the providential “tempest” at sea forced them to fall far from their course upon the coast of Lydia where, what befell unto them, what valiant acts they did, passing in one year’s space through the lesser Asia, Syria, and Egypt, how many ladies they defended from wrongs, and disinherited persons restored to their rights, it
is a work for a higher style than mine. This only shall suffice: that their fame returned so fast before them into Greece that the king of Macedon received that as the comfort of their absence, although accompanied with so much more longing as he found the manifestation of their worthiness greater. But they, desirous more and more to exercise their virtues and increase their experience, took their journey from Egypt towards Greece. (OA, 11)

This passage simultaneously captures a general impression of chivalric daring for the story’s protagonists and emphasizes that this particular narrative will not focus on such action. It places the heroes back in Greece, and two sentences later they have arrived in the realm of Arcadia and have heard word of Duke Basilius’s “strange solitariness” there (OA, 11). The next sentence takes these heroes to the house of Kerxenus in Mantinea, near the locus amoenus where Basilius keeps his family, and it is there in Kerxenus’s art gallery that Pyrocles sees a portrait of Philoclea and falls in love. Like Agesilao (rather than Amadís of Greece), he feels no reservations in this new love, and, given his proximity to the sequestered princess, he need not even travel to reach her secluded court as does Agesilao (FN3, Ch. 15-17). Unlike Agesilao, Pyrocles already has proven his prowess in arms and has acquired a name for himself as knight errant. Thus, in contrast with the love story of Agesilao and Diana in Florisel de Niquea, Part Three (and in Gohory’s partial translation), that of Pyrocles and Philoclea in Old Arcadia occurs entirely within the courtly pastoral setting of her seclusion. Also, rather than present an expansive array of parallel stories and dramatic foils for exemplary contrast, the five narrative Books of Sidney’s Old Arcadia focus entirely on plotlines established through the interlaced motifs drawn from Silva’s work in Gohory’s translation, regarding the two princes and Basilius’s two daughters within the fixed locus amoenus.
Sidney’s imitation of the love-by-image motif—which, interlaced tightly with the Amazonian disguise motif, provides a logical narrative bridge taking the young heroes quickly to that courtly pastoral setting—facilitates structural and thematic emphasis important for *Old Arcadia* as a whole. In the gallery of Kerxenus’s house, Pyrocles sees a portrait of Basilius, Gynecia, and their younger daughter Philoclea, recently painted “by an excellent artificer” (*OA*, 11). He falls in love through an expert human representation of Philoclea’s beauty, as with Agesilao in *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* (and Agesilan in Gohory’s translation), rather than through an enchanted image as with Amadís and Niquea in *Amadís de Grecia*.173 Whereas the portrait of Diana in Sidney’s source circulates widely with Sidonia’s challenge attached, informing Agesilao of his new beloved’s seclusion and family situation,174 Sidney’s hero views a portrait of the sequestered princess alongside her parents that prompts him to ask Kerxenus about her current situation and learn immediately about “her strange captivity” and that “there was a general opinion grown the duke would grant his daughters in marriage to nobody” (*OA*, 11). Structurally and thematically, this narrative moment serves a function in *Old Arcadia* similar to that of Agesilao receiving Sidonia’s challenge in *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three*. Sidonia aims to exact her desired revenge against Florisel, as well as protect Diana’s virtue, by imposing restrictions upon her daughter’s availability for marriage and publicizing them throughout the world; yet, in doing so, the queen’s devotion to her own

173 The portrait itself captures an impression of Philoclea’s virtues to complement Pyrocles’s reaction to it: “therein, besides the show of her beauties, a man might judge even the nature of her countenance, full of bashfulness, love, and reverence—and all by the cast of her eye,—mixed with a sweet grief to find her virtue suspected” (*OA*, 11). This emphasis closely follows that of Silva’s narrator (noted in Chapter Two above) in describing how the portrait of Diana conveys her “honesty” through the “reverence” and “gravity” of her beauty (*FN3*, Ch. 13; cf. Fr. *Am.* XI, Ch. 14).

174 Gohory’s translation of *FN3*, Ch. 14 (Fr. *Am.* XI, Ch. 15) amplifies this emphasis with an overt reminder to the reader about Sidonia’s challenge and some embellishment regarding the Athenian context in which Agesilao views it (F. Silva 1559 [Fr. *Am.* XI], fol. XXVII.r-v [sig. E.iii.r-v]).
impassioned reasoning provides a catalyst that leads to Diana’s secret marriage within the confines of her seclusion. Basilius, on the other hand, sequesters his daughters in fearful reaction to oracular prediction that Pamela will “be stolen and yet not lost” and that Philoclea will “embrace / An uncouth love”; he wants to protect them from noble suitors, the “princely means” by which the prophecy may come true (OA, 5). According to extant manuscripts of Sidney’s Old Arcadia, the Delphic oracle in this original version of the narrative does not overtly mention marriage.175 Yet, the duke’s action generates a popular impression within his realm that he aims to deny his daughters the right to marriage. That impression moves Pyrocles’s heart further toward Philoclea in “pity” because “the most noble heart is most subject unto it” (OA, 11). Thus, Basilius’s reasoning defeats itself. His own actions lead to the princes’ secret courtship of his daughters in Books One and Two and hence to the young lovers’ secret marriages in Book Three.

Sidney’s combination of the love-by-image and Amazonian disguise motifs imposes a variation significant for character development and thematic emphasis. Young Pyrocles, like young Agesilao, possesses a “noble heart” conducive to the feelings of “pity” and “love” provoked by his experience with the portrait of Diana:

when with pity once his heart was made tender, according to the aptness of the humour [i.e., that of pity to pierce a “noble heart”], it received straight a cruel impression of that wonderful passion which to be defined is impossible, by reason no words reach near to the strange nature of it. They only know it which inwardly feel it. It is called love. (OA, 11-12)

This emphasis on “love” possessing a “strange nature” beyond “reason,” understandable only through experience, proves crucial for interpreting the structural and thematic focus

175 Sidney’s revised version of the oracle’s text, first printed in 1590, adds a line emphasizing marriage: “Both they themselves unto such two shall wed” (J. Robertson, ed. P. Sidney, OA, p. 5 [textual gloss]).
of Sidney’s original *Arcadia* with regard to character development. Pyrocles falls in love and seeks the counsel of his cousin Musidorus, as Agesilao does with his cousin Arlanges. Yet, in contrast with that source material (in Silva’s work and in Gohory’s translation), Sidney’s young hero does not receive a plan of action from his companion but rather concocts the scheme of Amazonian disguise for himself. Sidney’s narrative emphasizes that “love, the refiner of invention, put[s] in his head a way how to come to the sight of his Philoclea,” and that he prepares the disguise himself “with great speed and secrecy,” conversing with Musidorus afterward as a matter of “reverence” for his elder cousin, “both to perform the true laws of friendship and withal to have his counsel and allowance” (*OA*, 12).

Sidney’s variation here alters the function of this lovelorn prince’s dialogue with his cousin. Musidorus, like Arlanges, has not yet fallen in love. The portrait that Pyrocles has seen in his Arcadian host’s gallery includes Philoclea but not Pamela, and Musidorus will not meet Pamela until he and Pyrocles enter the sequestered princesses’ pastoral court, as Arlanges does not meet Queen Cleofila until he and Agesilao have infiltrated Diana’s secret court. Yet, Musidorus, unlike Arlanges, supports his cousin’s plan only reluctantly, after much debate in which he argues against the idea, and afterward he does not undertake the Amazonian metamorphosis with Pyrocles.

This variation of the paradigm in *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* (as well as Gohory’s translation) allows for Musidorus’s distinct social metamorphosis into a shepherd after he has covertly followed his cousin into the *locus amoenus* and seen Pamela. In addition to the aesthetic delight of variation itself within the motif, this innovation provides an enhanced sense of character development rooted in the maxim
quoted above, regarding love’s “strange nature” as a “wonderful passion” transcending “reason” and comprehensible to Musidorus only when he “inwardly feel[s]” its transforming power. Prior to the dialogue between Pyrocles and Musidorus—which, as in Sidney’s source material, serves as a direct conduit between the love-by-image motif and the Amazonian disguise motif—readers already have a clear impression of the heroes as noble characters, without yet having heard them speak. Characterization and character development in *Old Arcadia* occur through rhetoric, most conspicuously through this opening dialogue between the two princes in Book One.\(^{176}\) Sidney invents character by altering Gohory’s variation of dialogue between Agesilao and Arlanges in *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three*. Sidney’s version of the episode posits for *Old Arcadia* a recurrent notion that love fuels mental “invention,” including schemes such as disguise, as well as characters’ invention of lyric poetry.\(^{177}\)

Because no previous study has recognized Gohory’s work as the source from which Sidney invents this dialogue between Pyrocles and Musidorus, the matter demands detailed analysis here. Gohory’s translation revises the dialogue between Agesilao and

\(^{176}\) S. K. Heninger 1989 notes that their debate in Book One “may be fruitfully analyzed as two intersecting prosopopeias, what the rhetoricians called *dialogismos*. In such an exchange each speaker is defined not only positively by what he says, but also in contradistinction by the statement of his adversary. [...] Speech whenever it occurs in the *Arcadia*—from the mouth of Basilius or Dametas, from Gynecia or Miso, from Pamela or Mopsa—is always carefully crafted to expose the character who speaks. Speech, the language he or she uses, is character, the image of the action this character performs in the plot [as it exists at that narrative moment]” (pp. 412-413; cf. p. 580 nn. 23-24). Cf. G. Alexander 2007, pp. 97-98, 103-105.

\(^{177}\) Pyrocles echoes this emphasis by the narrator shortly afterward in debate with Musidorus (*OA*, 18). In Book Two, when Cleophila (Pyrocles in disguise) thinks she/he is alone and begins singing while Basilius eavesdrops, the narrator emphasizes that “as love, though it be a passion, hath in itself a very active manner of working, so had she in her brain all sorts of invention by which she might come to some satisfaction of it” (*OA*, 113). In Book Three, when Cleophila (Pyrocles) leads on Gynecia in her sexual advances according to the scheme she/he has concocted to trick Gynecia and Basilius so as to spend a night alone with Philoclea, the narrator comments on the “skill” she/he has developed in such “invention”: “Cleophila (who had now to play her prize), seeing no way things could long remain in that state, and now finding her promise had tied her trial to a small compass of time, began to throw her thoughts into each corner of her invention, how she might achieve her life’s enterprise. For well she knew deceit cannot otherwise be maintained but by deceit. And how to deceive such heedful eyes, and how to satisfy, and yet not satisfy, such hopeful desires, it was no small skill” (*OA*, 206-207).
Arlanges to take on the form of a medical consultation regarding Agesilao’s sudden onset of lovesickness in the love-by-image episode. In Sidney’s love-by-image episode, the narrator, like Silva’s in Chapter 14 of *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three*, emphasizes the young hero’s confusion and mental transformation amidst this powerful first experience in love; yet, in doing so, he uses language distinct from that of Silva’s Spanish text but resonant with that of Gohory’s translation—which emphasizes Agesilan’s “vehement imagination” in experiencing this new emotion of love, characterized as “strange passion” which causes “sudden change in him” resembling the “sickness in plain health” and “hope in fear” called “Love” by “the wise” (or rather “those who know”) (“les sages”) (Fr. *Am. XI*, Ch. 15). In the princes’ debate which follows immediately afterward, Gohory’s French Arlanges, unlike Silva’s character, suggests various “medicines” (“medecins”) and “remed[ies]” (“remede”) for Agesilao’s “malady” (“maladie”) of “melancholy” (“melancolie”) before recognizing the severity of his cousin’s condition and proposing the plan of Amazonian disguise (Fr. *Am. XI*, Ch. 15). Sidney’s narrator characterizes Pyrocles’s new “love” as a “disease” which at first he cannot properly diagnose, a “wound” that he initially underestimates, a progression of “uncertain wishes” and “unquiet longings” advancing to the point that “each thing he saw seemed to figure out some part of his passions,” and a “burden” to which he soon “yield[s],” thus “finding himself prisoner before he had leisure to arm himself” (*OA*, 12).

178 [trans.] F. Silva 1559 [Fr. *Am. XI*]: “vehemente ymagination”; “passion estrange”; “cest mutation en luy soudaine”; “la maladie en pleine santé, l’espoir en crainte, le doux tourment que les sages ont appellé Amour” (fol. XXVIII.v [sig. E.iii.v]). In Gohory’s translation, these comments follow embellishment about the portrait (see note 174 here above), an allusion to “Pigmalion,” and a poem in three stanzas replacing the one in Silva’s text. Then follows Agesilao’s exclamation to Diane. In *FN3*, Agesilao’s monologue includes a brief exclamation to “Santa María,” then to “Amor” and “Razón,” then to Diana, then his own personal prayer of quasi-religious devotion concluding with mention of his father Falanges; then comes the poem (see Chapter Two above, at note 138).

In the lovesick prince’s consultation with his elder cousin just afterward, Musidorus diagnoses these symptoms as a dangerous illness of “passion” that will cause a falling away from virtue. Pyrocles, too, amidst his feelings of love in Philoclea’s absence, characterizes himself as “sick, and sick to the death,” but he emphasizes that his “melancholy” in contemplating his own situation “hath brought forth for the preparation at least of a salve, if it be not in itself a medicine”: that is, his plan of disguise (OA, 24, 18). Sidney’s imitation follows Gohory’s “medical” version of Silva’s narrative; yet, his variation of making this idea for Amazonian disguise a matter of the lovesick prince’s own “invention” invents for Pyrocles an enhanced self-awareness and personal resolution in the debate.

Sidney’s imitation amplifies and alters the dialogue of Agesilan and Arlanges primarily to convey for the reader an impression of amplified character development through experience of love. As noted above in Chapter Two, Silva’s young hero Agesilao demonstrates significant self-awareness about his ancestry and about his own condition in love. In the love-by-image episode, his monologue and ensuing dialogue with Arlanges emphasize a sense of “folly in love” (“sandez de amor”) he feels in Diana’s absence: a poetic impression which Silva’s narrative in Florisel de Niquea, Part Three elevates above other characters’ more base, sensual notion of “folly” (“sandez”) in love. In the corresponding episode of Sidney’s Old Arcadia, the narrator attributes a sense of “folly” to the obsessive manner in which Pyrocles’s mind fixates upon the smallest mundane details with regard to his beloved, but immediately following that sentence comes the narrator’s emphasis on the young prince channeling that new sense of “invention” toward the idea of Amazonian disguise (OA, 12). In response to his elder
cousin’s initial concern about his newly evident “solitariness” potentially leading to lapse in virtuous action, Pyrocles emphasizes that he does not fully understand “all the peculiarities” of his new melancholy but denies that it necessarily diverts him from “higher thoughts,” arguing instead that “solitariness” can “nurse” his “contemplations”: “the workings of the mind, I find, much more infinite than can be led unto by the eye or imagined by any that distract their thoughts without themselves” (OA, 14-15). When he admits his feelings of love and his plan for female disguise, his language regarding “the fatal overthrow of all my liberty” as a matter of life and death resembles that of Agesilao in Silva’s text and its French translation. Yet, at the same time, he conveys not the sense of paralysis found with Agesilao (and the French Agesilan) but rather firm resolution: “I am resolved, because all direct ways are barred me of opening my suit to the duke, to take upon me the estate of an Amazon lady going about the world to practise feats of chivalry and to seek myself a worthy husband” (OA, 18).

Pyrocles’s plan encapsulates the narrative logic underlying Sidney’s interlaced motifs drawn from Silva’s work in Gohory’s translation, even more pithily than in that source material. This resolution and mental invention by Pyrocles represent what seems to him the only practical solution for his situation in love. Pyrocles is fully aware of conventional suit for the hand of an amour, which circumstances prohibit in the case of Philoclea. Amazonian disguise seems logical as an approximation of his own virtuous actions as knight errant prior to this transformation in love. He even bears in mind the

---

180 P. Sidney, *OA*, ed. J. Robertson: “since it was the fatal overthrow of all my liberty to see in the gallery of Mantinea the only Philoclea’s picture, that beauty did pierce so through mine eyes to my heart that the impression of it doth not lie but live there, in such sort as the question is not now whether I shall love or no, but whether loving, I shall live or die. [...] And hereabout will I haunt till, by the help of this disguising, I may come to the presence of her whose imprisonment darkens the world, that my own eyes may be witnesses to my heart it is great reason why he should be thus captived” (pp. 17-18). Cf. *FN3*, Ch. 14; Fr. Am. XI, Ch. 15.
pretense of potential marriage to reflect his own genuine desire to marry Philoclea. The hero’s plan for Amazonian disguise represents a new form of virtuous action within the adventure of his current circumstances in love, which he aims to face head-on, relying on his own “industry” and on his faith in “new secret helps” amidst unknown “fortune” and “occasion” to come.\(^{181}\) Musidorus does not initially comprehend his younger cousin’s resolution as such only because at this point he has never experienced love.

This critical perspective revises recent rhetorical analysis of the two princes’ debate. Jeffrey Dolven emphasizes that Musidorus’s initial reaction to his younger cousin’s confession of love represents earnestly sententious counsel which deems Pyrocles’s condition a matter of “ethical emergency” and “sickness” which must be cured.\(^{182}\) Wendy Olmsted highlights the fact that Musidorus concedes his firm stance in the debate out of loving friendship, rather than being persuaded by rational argument.\(^{183}\)

\(^{181}\) P. Sidney, *OA*, ed. J. Robertson: “then, as I shall have attained to the first degree of my happiness, so will fortune, occasion, and mine own industry put forward the rest. For the principal point is to set in a good way the thing we desire; for then will time itself daily discover new secret helps” (p. 18). R. A. Lanham 1965 notes, too, that “Pyrocles is not foregoing altogether a life of active self-assertion but rather transferring his endeavors from the field of courtly battle to that of courtly love”; but, in reading this scene as “a mockery of the typical epic ‘arming-scene,’” Lanham interprets Pyrocles’s disguise (as well as that of Musidorus) as “upsetting loss of self-control and hence of inner harmony” (pp. 204, 207).

\(^{182}\) J. Dolven 2007, p. 107. Dolven observes, “What the reader is allowed to overhear is the process of *inventio*: Musidorus is arguing by the book, gathering matter from the commonplace of his memory, whence he retrieves, of course, *sententiae*. […] The scene hammers home that idea of *sententia*-as-antidote already encountered in Lyly and Ascham. It is the trope of ethical constancy and autonomy, of the self that finds ‘nothing without it if so high a price for which it should be altered’ [*OA*, 13]. The sickness it is meant to cure is metamorphosis, what Ascham would regard as a Circean transformation. […] *Sententia* will continue to associate itself with Stoicism [in Sidney’s *OA*], as the rhetorical form of an ethical attitude, an attitude whose gospel of autonomy and *apatheia* was widely received in Renaissance humanism (and not least in classroom instruction)” (p. 107). Reading Musidorus’s speech in tandem with Erasmus’s *Adagia*, *Apopthegmata*, and *Institutio Principis Christiani*, Dolven suggests that its barrage of *sententiae* might have given contemporary readers the impression that it pushes maxim too far toward the point of axiom (pp. 108-115). Compare note 156 here above on the overarching thesis of Dolven’s book.

\(^{183}\) W. Olmsted 2005 associates the debate’s outcome with “a gentle strand in the history of emotional persuasion in which speakers accommodate themselves to the imperfections of their friends,” arguing that, “despite all the praise of masculine self-rule, it must be seen that emotion and gentle persuasion play positive roles in Renaissance/Reformation thought and in Sidney’s understandings of conversation and friendship” (p. 157). Cf. J. Richards 1995 and W. Olmsted 2008, pp. 3-53; also L. D. Green 1994, R. Strier 2004, and J. S. McCullough [2006].
Attention to how Sidney reshapes the chivalric source material helps refine and re-direct those observations.

Here readers witness contrast between, on the one hand, Musidorus’s rational *inventio* with sententious arguments, and on the other, Pyrocles’s idea of Amazonian disguise as a “remedy” for his current situation, an “invention” fueled by his experience of love (*OA*, 26, 12). Modern interpretation of contrast between the two princes’ rhetoric has remained conflicted: as to whether Sidney’s narrative provokes readers to wonder whether both princes should have followed Musidorus’s rational counsel provided here before he meets Pamela, or whether this dialogue instead conveys the impression that Musidorus’s *sententiae* represent somewhat stuffy old lore transcended by the protagonists’ experience in love.184 Attention to Sidney’s method helps identify how that difference in rhetoric represents a matter of character contrast within this immediate narrative context, wherein Pyrocles has experienced love and Musidorus has not. Musidorus agrees to condone his younger cousin’s plan only after Pyrocles refuses to accept rational argumentation as his sole guide. Pyrocles insists that his new love has become a part of himself and that pursuing it would provide the only cure for his current lovesickness in Philoclea’s absence. Musidorus then embraces Pyrocles’s new mode of “invention” leading to metamorphosis as soon as he first views Pamela in the *locus amoenus*.

Sidney twists his source model toward this manner of character development in order to enhance reader engagement with both protagonist princes. *Old Arcadia* injects

184 Contrast, for instance, readings of this debate in terms of religious poetics (A. D. Weiner 1978, p. 68; Å. Bergvall 1989, p. 72) versus rhetorical equivocation (R. C. McCoy 1979, p. 64; J. Dolven 2007, p. 108). W. Olmsted 2008 (pp. 20-53) associates this episode with honorable *ethos* in the protagonist princes’ rhetoric later in *OA*. 
irony into its presentation of Musidorus’s philosophical arguments in Book One. In terms of situational irony, Musidorus’s arguments about reason and constancy in this context of the princes’ debate prove ironic for the reader on a thematic and structural level, after Musidorus himself embraces metamorphosis in love. For an educated sixteenth-century reader, his speech also proves ironic here within its immediate context, in relief with Pyrocles’s replies. Analysis of their philosophical discourse helps reveal that significant element of irony, which has not been identified in previous studies with regard to its poetic effect for characterization.

*Old Arcadia’s* presentation of philosophical debate in Book One would leave an educated sixteenth-century reader with a favorable impression of Pyrocles’s resolution to transform himself in disguise—a poetic impression which, in turn, validates Musidorus’s subsequent metamorphosis by means of delightful irony. Musidorus waxes philosophical in voicing initial shock that such an idea of female disguise could be proposed by “the only [i.e., premier] young prince in the world, formed by nature and framed by education to the true exercise of virtue” (*OA*, 18). He deploys generally Platonic and Aristotelian arguments, about “the reasonable part of the soul” versus “sensual weakness” and about virtue and vice as matters of habit, as preambles for his assumption that Pyrocles’s new “love” constitutes a “bastard love...engendered betwixt lust and idleness” which “aspires unto a little pleasure, with much pain before, and great repentance after,” and thus “utterly subverts the course of nature in making reason give place to sense, and man to woman” (*OA*, 19-20).¹⁸⁵ Musidorus contrasts this presumption about what his younger cousin’s lovesickness must represent with a Platonic notion of “true love” which

---

¹⁸⁵ The Aristotelian kernel of this speech resides in Musidorus’s emphasis that “your behaviour can never come kindly [i.e., naturally] from you but as the mind is proportioned unto it” and that “there is no man
doth transform the very essence of the lover into the thing loved, uniting and, as it were incorporating it with a secret and inward working. And herein to these kinds of love imitate the excellent; for, as the love of heaven makes one heavenly, the love of virtue, virtuous, so doth the love of the world make one become worldly. (OA, 20)

His overture for this bout of “tedious but loving words” helps convey the irony of this final emphasis on “true love” with regard to his assumption that his cousin experiences “bastard love”: “O sweet Pyrocles, separate yourself a little, if it be possible, from yourself, and let your own mind look upon your own proceedings; so shall my words be needless, and you best instructed” (OA, 20, 19). Here Musidorus assumes that Pyrocles is exactly the same “Pyrocles” he was before viewing Philoclea’s portrait, while tacitly acknowledging for the reader amidst his own philosophizing that, if his cousin’s experience were one of “true love,” then he would not be the same “self,” for such love would mysteriously “transform the very essence of the lover into the thing loved.”

Sidney’s alteration of the source model amplifies this irony within the two princes’ debate by granting Pyrocles enhanced philosophical self-awareness. Indeed, Pyrocles’s argument about his own resolution to undertake such metamorphosis reflects a determination for pursuing virtuous action amidst a new, life-altering situation. He retains the same ethical values he possessed before falling in love, though accommodated to a new sense of “self.” His reply to Musidorus’s speech further reveals to the reader this young lover’s ethical and philosophical self-awareness. He emphasizes a need for due reverence toward women rather than “the unmanlike cruelty of mankind” which does “injury to them who (if we will argue by reason) are framed with the same parts of the

suddenly either excellently good or extremely evil, but grows either as he holds himself up in virtue or lets himself slide to viciousness” (OA, 19). Cf. note 187 below; also notes 166-167 above, on ironic resonance of this emphasis with the wording of the Delphic oracle’s prophecy about Philoclea.
mind for the exercise of virtue as we are” (OA, 21); he argues that Amazonian warriors “neither want valour of mind, nor yet doth their fairness take away their force” (OA, 21); and then he turns Musidorus’s reasoning on its head by exposing his elder cousin’s incorrect assumption that no one experiencing “true love” would embrace such a metamorphosis:

Even that heavenly love you speak of is accompanied in some hearts with hopes, griefs, longings, and despair. And in that heavenly love, since there are two parts (the one, the love itself; the other, the excellency of the thing loved), I (not able at the first leap to frame both in myself) do now, like a diligent workman, make ready the chief instrument and first part of that great work, which is love itself. Which, when I have a while practised in this sort, then you shall see me turn it to greater matters. And thus gently you may, if it please you, think of me. Neither doubt you, because I wear a woman’s apparel, I will be the more womanish; since, I assure you, for all my apparel, there is nothing I desire more than fully to prove myself a man in this enterprise. Much might be said in my defence, much more for love, and most of all for that divine creature which hath joined me and love together. But these disputations are fitter for quiet schools than my troubled brains, which are bent rather in deeds to perform, than in words to defend, the noble desire that possesseth me. (OA, 22-23)

This passage suggests to an educated and attentive sixteenth-century reader that perhaps Pyrocles and Philoclea represent divided halves of the same Platonic soul, like Agesilao and Diana in Old Arcadia’s chivalric source material, as suggested above in Chapter Two. Sidney’s narrative amplifies its opposition of “deeds” and “words” through a rapid exchange of short replies between the two princes, which further defines Pyrocles’s

---

186 This particular comment applies directly to the argument about respecting women. Internally, it employs a simile about “others’ virtuous patience” abused by “childish masters,” which could suggest for contemporary readers both the immediate reference to misogynist spousal abuse and an impression of talented children abused by cruel schoolmasters, to complement both Pyrocles’s preamble to the comment (“this point of your speech doth nearest touch me”) and the narrator’s simile about Pyrocles immediately preceding this reply to Musidorus: “Pyrocles’s mind was all this while so fixed upon another devotion that he no more attentively marked his friend’s discourse than the child that hath leave to play marks the last part of his lesson” (OA, 21, 20). Cf. J. Dolven 2007 on Musidorus’s speech: “the very schoolmasterliness of the rebuke also raises questions about how well such rules sort with the Stoicism they seem intended to shore up, insofar as Stoicism is an ethics of independence” (p. 113). Here Dolven notes this statement by the narrator and comments on the matter of “tyranny” but, surprisingly, does not note the ensuing simile about the “tyrannous ambition” of “childish masters.” See K. Duncan-Jones 1991 (p. 24) on a passage regarding the protagonist princes’ education in Sidney’s NA.
impetus as the “heart” versus Musidorus’s as the “brain” (OA, 23). This dramatic debate between the two princes in Book One suggests to the reader that Pyrocles maintains a firm grasp on his experience in love as valid by Natural Law.\textsuperscript{187} Philosophically and aesthetically, this poetic impression justifies both his amorous desire and his resolution to pursue it honorably within the constraints of courtship imposed by Duke Basilius.

Such philosophical implication—even amidst suggestive neo-Platonic language—does not establish for Old Arcadia an allegorical narrative. Rather, it reflects how Sidney invents characters and plot for Old Arcadia through imitation and variation of his primary source material, retaining and even amplifying philosophical registers within that chivalric fiction while enhancing verisimilitude for the purpose of reader engagement through character development. This dialogue reveals primarily that Musidorus does not understand his younger cousin’s perspective. Pyrocles emphasizes that he aims to disguise himself physically due to a truly “noble desire” and that, in doing so, he does indeed embrace the pursuit of virtuous action. At this point, only he and the attentive reader understand that he has been transformed in nature by love; thus, “reason” alone no longer suffices to guide him.\textsuperscript{188}

Sidney’s narrative, like its chivalric source material, establishes for its reader an aesthetic impression of metamorphosis at the moment the protagonist dons Amazonian

\textsuperscript{187} Cf. R. S. White 1996: “In orthodox Natural Law fashion, Musidorus equates reason and nature. In response, Pyrocles puts an equally ‘natural’ set of points. He first reprimands Musidorus for misogyny and then points out (and at least one Natural Law thinker, More’s Hytholodaeus, would agree in general terms) that ‘enjoying’ is the end and measure allotted to us by nature. While the head gives direction the heart gives life, and such life is as natural as reason itself. Even Aquinas concedes the naturalness of sexual attraction, and, although Musidorus sees his friend’s transformation as one of ‘poor reason’s overthrow’ and as an emblem of ‘what a deformity a passion can bring a man unto when it is not governed by reason,’ yet Pyrocles/Cleophila is satisfied that ‘conscience’ has not been violated” (pp. 139-140). Cf. note 185 above; and notes 166-167 above.

\textsuperscript{188} He emphasizes to Musidorus, “Have you all the reason in the world, and with me remain all the imperfections; yet such as I can no more lay from me than the crow can be persuaded by the swan to cast off his blackness” (OA, 24).
disguise. Detailed description of Pyrocles’s “womanish apparel” does not imitate Feliciano de Silva’s fiction directly but does reflect Silva’s general penchant for such description of female attire (OA, 26-27). Musidorus’s initial reaction to Pyrocles’s new appearance in female disguise resembles that of Gradamarte and Amadís of Greece upon that protagonist’s transformation in the disguise episode (analyzed above in Chapter Two):

Musidorus, that had helped to dress his friend, could not satisfy himself with looking upon him, so did he find his excellent beauty set out with this new change, like a diamond set in a more advantageous sort. Insomuch that he could not choose, but smiling said to him: ‘Well,’ said he, ‘sweet cousin, since you are framed of such a loving mettle, I pray you, take heed of looking yourself in a glass lest Narcissus’s fortune fall unto you. For my part, I promise you, if I were not fully resolved never to submit my heart to these fancies, I were like enough while I dressed you to become a young Pygmalion.’ (OA, 27)

Here Sidney imitates and varies that moment in Amadís de Grecia when Gradamarte comments on his friend’s new female beauty and Amadís of Greece looks in a mirror, at which point the narrator claims that Amadís only barely avoids Narcissus’s fate.

Musidorus, too, marvels at his companion’s beauty in female disguise and warns Pyrocles not to look at himself in a mirror. His warning seems to blend the use of a mirror in Amadís de Grecia with Arlanges’s jest of warning in Florisel de Niquea, Part Three (and in Gohory’s translation). That warning proves apt in subsequent chapters of Silva’s narrative (and Gohory’s translation). In that source material and in Sidney’s Arcadia,

---

189 S. K. Heninger 1989 identifies this narrative moment in OA as an example of prosopographia (pp. 409-410). On this matter in Silva’s works, see M. C. Daniels 1992, p. 199; and E. J. Sales Dasí 2004-2005, pp. 293-294.

190 Cf. FN3, Ch. 14: “como así se vieron, mirándose e riendo de verse en tal hábito, don Arlanges dixo, maravillado en ver la hermosura de Agesilao: —¡Para Sancta María!, que tenéis necesidad en encubrir el rostro si no queréis ponella en los cavalleros que os vieren para no’s la poner mayor” (“as they saw themselves thus, looking at each other and laughing at seeing themselves in such manner of dress, Don Arlanges said, amazed in seeing the beauty of Agesilao. ‘By the blessed Mary, you must cover your face if you do not want knights who may see you to give you their best’”) (ed. J. Martín Lalanda, pp. 40b-41a). For this reason they decide to cover their faces while traveling to Guindaya.
readers find delight in both the perils and the pleasures generated by the hero’s “andrognous” experience, especially if familiar with the primary narrative model Sidney imitates.\(^{191}\) To enhance the aesthetic impression of gender transformation, as in this parallel moment of *Amadís de Grecia*, the narrator uses masculine pronouns prior to conveying the princes’ impressions, then feminine pronouns for the disguised prince immediately afterward (*OA*, 27-28). Herberay’s and Gohory’s French translations of *Amadís de Grecia* and *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* also employ immediate and consistent shift in pronoun usage, referring to a prince in Amazonian disguise as “elle.”

As in Sidney’s source material, allusions to Narcissus and Pygmalion further establish for the reader an impression of quasi-Ovidian metamorphosis. Whether or not the Narcissus reference was inspired directly by that allusion at this precise moment in Silva’s *Amadís de Grecia*, its presence creates the same effect for readers. Surprisingly, Herberay’s translation of that episode omits the Narcissus allusion (Fr. *Am.* VIII, Ch. 86; cf. *Am.Gr.*, Bk. II, Ch. 87). Gohory’s Eleventh “Book” of the French *Amadis* cycle highlights the story of Pygmalion in tandem with that of Agesilan and Diane, alluding to it in the dedicatory epistle to Diane de Poitiers and in the love-by-image episode, as well as in an episode where Daraïde (Agesilan) pines for Diane while at her secret court in

\(^{191}\) In *FN3*, just after the disguise episode and before arriving at the enchanted towers, Daraïde (Agesilao) and Garaya (Arlanges) encounter a situation in which two aggressive knights try to rape them and two other dames; Daraïde (Agesilao) kills both offenders (*FN3*, Ch. 16). M. C. Daniels 1992 comments on that episode’s appeal for female readers: “Silva presents rape, and the persistent danger of violence against women that motivates so many plot incidents in the chivalric romances, for the first time from an androgynous perspective, in which feminine and male experience are merged. As Darayda, Agesilao must experience firsthand the threat of violation and dishonor that women face daily, while at the same time he can act ‘aggressively’ as a male by punishing the would-be rapist. Even more important, because his female witnesses believe he acts as a woman their pride in their sex is increased by his martial triumph” (pp. 215-216; cf. pp. 214-215). Those other dames ironically compare Daraïda’s (Agesilao’s) prowess to that of Alastraxerea (Agesilao’s mother) (*FN3*, ed. J. Martín Lalanda, p. 47a). Gohory translates that episode as Fr. *Am.* XI, Ch. 17. Daniels’s critical commentary on the hero’s “andrognous” experience is significant for this present study’s emphasis on neo-Platonic underpinnings in *FN3* (cf. Chapter Two above, note 139), as well as for its emphasis on the Countess of Pembroke as Sidney’s primary intended audience for *OA*.
Guindaye. Gohory also aptly employs allusion to “Narcissus” in the episode where Queen Salderne of Galdap pursues Daraïde (Agesilan) in lust (Fr. Am. XI, Ch. 85; cf. FN3, Ch. 82). In Sidney’s narrative, as in his source material, the disguise motif lends itself to playful Ovidian allusion, as well as to quasi-Ovidian psychological insight.

In this particular episode where Pyrocles dons Amazonian disguise, Sidney’s narrative engages its readers even further with the notion of metamorphosis as character development, embellishing imitation of its source material with further dialogue and “invention” by the protagonist in love following his transformation of apparel. Pyrocles, newly disguised as “Cleophila,” replies to Musidorus’s warning about the effect of his feminine beauty with further emphasis on the purpose of his disguise as a conduit for action. In response to Musidorus’s persistence in suggesting that his cousin’s new beauty as Cleophila may surpass that of his beloved Philoclea, Pyrocles conveys a neo-Platonic understanding of his own love for Philoclea:

“Speak not that blasphemy, dear friend,” said Cleophila, “for if I have any beauty, it is the beauty which the imagination of her strikes into my fancies, which in part shines through my face into your eyes.” “Truly,” said Musidorus, “you are grown a notable philosopher of fancies.” “Astronomer,” answered Cleophila, “for they are heavenly fancies.” (OA, 28)

Here, as before, also as a departure from the source material, philosophical discourse serves the purpose of character contrast. Musidorus still does not comprehend Pyrocles’s

---

192 F. Silva 1559 [Fr. Am. XI], fol. LIX.v (sig. K.v.v). On the dedicatory epistle (ibid., sig. ã.ii.r), see below. On Gohory’s allusion to Pygmalion in the love-by-image episode, see note 178 above.

193 F. Silva 1559 [Fr. Am. XI], fol. CXLI.III.v (sig. Aa.vi.v). Gohory peppers that whole sequence (Fr. Am. XI, Ch. 84-85) with classical allusion. The king and queen of Galdapa constantly refer to Daraida (Agesilao) as their own “terrestre Palla-Venus” (“earthly Pallas-Venus”) (as opposed to “diosa Daraida,” or “goddess Daraida,” in FN3); and, in addition to Narcissus, the narrative alludes to “Argus” and “Io” (fol. CXLIII.r [sig. Aa.v.r]), Danaé (“la belle Danaé enclose en une tour de brouze”) (ibid.), “la Romaine Lucresse” (fol. CXLIII.v [sig. Aa.v.v]), and “Hypolite” (fol. CXLIII.III.v [sig. Aa.vi.v]).

194 In doing so, he reiterates his earlier distinction between his own aim for “deeds” and Musidorus’s investment in “words”: “if my beauty be anything, then will it help me to some part of my desires; otherwise I am no more to set by it than the orator by his eloquence that persuades nobody” (OA, 27).
transformation in love as such, remaining “full of extreme grief to see so worthy a mind thus infected” (OA, 28).

Just afterward, before Cleophila (Pyrocles) enters the locus amoenus and meets Philoclea, Sidney’s narrative clinches its impression of the disguised hero’s mental transformation with presentation of its first lyric poem: Sidney’s famous sonnet, “Transformed in show, but more transformed in mind.”195 The narrator clarifies that Cleophila (Pyrocles) “with many sobs and tears, sang this song which she had made since her first determination thus to change her estate” (OA, 28). The song’s first two stanzas characterize her/his twofold transformation as “double conquest” of “outward force” and “inward treason,” claiming, “For from without came to mine eyes the blow, / Whereto mine inward thoughts did faintly yield; / Both these conspired poor reason’s overthrow; / False in myself; thus have I lost the field” (OA, 28-29). If one were to stop reading here, the song and its immediate preamble by the narrator might seem pessimistic with regard to the singer’s condition in having her/his “reason” “overthrow[n]”; but the third stanza and couplet revise that initial tone to complement the hero’s philosophical self-awareness in love conveyed above:

And thus mine eyes are placed still in one sight,

195 For this sonnet, see OA, ed. J. Robertson, pp. 28-29 (cf. p. 423); Poems, ed. W. A. Ringler, pp. 11-12 (cf. p. 384). After falling in love with Pamela, Musidorus, too, sings a complementary poem about his mental transformation in adopting pastoral disguise: “Come shepherd’s weeds, become your master’s mind” (OA, pp. 40, 426; Poems, pp. 13, 385). Cf. M. E. Dana 1973: “Unlike the protagonists in Petrarch and Sannazaro who go into the pastoral landscape already suffering the pangs of love and seeking relief,” Sidney’s protagonist princes “enter its boundaries heart-whole, only to encounter there the strange contradictions inherent in romantic love. The change which this experience brings about in them is figured in the disguises which they immediately assume, which become, from this point of view, metaphors for the real transformation which has inwardly occurred” (pp. 314-315). V. Olejniczak Lobsien 2005, emphasizing neo-Platonic thought in terms of the potential and limits for “performance of perfection” as conceived by Castiglione’s Il Cortegiano, argues that Sidney’s OA “shows, stunningly, both the dubious success and the glorious failure of courtly artistry,” emphasizing the disguise motif and this sonnet as indication of the central issue: “how to perform the perfection one possesses and wants others to know one possesses in a situation in which it cannot be shown directly” (pp. 112-113).
And thus my thoughts can think but one thing still;

Thus reason to his servants gives his right;

Thus is my power transformed to your will.

What marvel, then, I take a woman’s hue,

Since what I see, think, know, is all but you [i.e., Philoclea]? (OA, 29)

This song addresses the same basic concept as the romance Agesilao sings in recognizing his new mental condition upon falling in love with Diana through seeing her portrait (FN3, Ch. 14). As the first lyrical fruit of the protagonists’ newfound mental “invention” in Old Arcadia, the sonnet “Transformed in show, but more transformed in mind” helps engage readers aesthetically with the work’s disguise motif on philosophical and structural levels. Pyrocles has adopted the new name “Cleophila,” which Sidney draws from Arlanges’s beloved Queen Cleofila in that same chivalric source material (“Cleophile” in French), exploiting it for a playful and philosophically apt onomastic innovation with “Cleophila” as etymological inversion of “Philoclea”: the disguised hero metamorphoses into “honorable lover” upon first witnessing “love of honor.”

Aesthetically, the narrator’s self-conscious comment about naming the cross-dressed hero functions in a manner similar to that of commentary by the narrator in Florisel de Niquea, Part Three. Sidney’s narrator, however, directly addresses a specific audience of female readers (namely, Sidney’s sister the Countess of Pembroke

---

196 J. J. O’Connor 1970 defines “Philoclea, love of honor,” as an example of “the idea—not altogether unusual in chivalric romances, though more common in other literary kinds—of using descriptive names derived from Greek roots” (p. 264 n. 29).

197 Cf. FN3, Ch. 14: “Agesilao se llamó Daraida y don Arlanges Garaya e así las llamaremos de aquí adelante” (“Agesilao took the name Daraida, and Don Arlanges [took the name] Garaya, and thus we will name them from here onward”) (ed. J. Martín Lalanda, p. 41a). Gohory omits this first-person address by Silva’s narrator, emphasizing instead the princes’ secrecy in proceeding onward toward Guindaya in disguise: “Agesilan se nomma Daraïde, & dom Arlanges Garaya, & se tenans les plus couuertes que possible leur fut” (F. Silva 1559 [Fr. Am. XI], fol. XXX.r [sig. Evi.r]).
and her court) and voices personal “compassion” with regard to the protagonist’s difficult circumstances in love:

    Such was this Amazon’s attire: and thus did Pyrocles become Cleophila—which name for a time hereafter I will use, for I myself feel such compassion of his passion that I find even part of his fear lest his name should be uttered before fit time were for it; which you, fair ladies that vouchsafe to read this, I doubt not will account excusable (OA, 27).

The poetics of *Old Arcadia*, like that of Silva’s *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* (in Spanish and in Gohory’s partial French translation), hinges upon using the disguise motif to draw its reader into the protagonists’ transformation, establishing a sense of complicity, aesthetically putting us on the protagonists’ side in Books One through Three while exploiting the protagonists’ new identities for humorous effect, for philosophical implication, and for political plot conflict.

    Although *Old Arcadia* exploits philosophically loaded language in Gohory’s translation of Silva’s *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three*, it does not provide neo-Platonic allegorical narrative or heavily metaphysical symbolism such as that Gohory imposes in translating Silva’s story. Recent studies by Rosanna Gorris and Jeannice Brooks analyze Gohory’s dual investment as both translator and occult philosopher and thus help clarify this perspective.

    Gohory’s French rendition of Agesilao’s dialogue with Arlanges complements the translator’s interest in the medical ideas of Paracelsus. Drawing upon “the Paracelsian principle of healing through likeness,” Gohory’s French Arlanges “proposes their transformation into female musicians as the means of circumventing Diane’s imprisonment: that is, the remedy involves both a physical and a metaphysical
In a similar episode of friendship between Diana and Lardenia, Gohory’s translation adds a specific animal reference which provides a distinct contemporary perspective on musical healing. As the sequestered princess pines for her beloved Daraida, her companion asks to take up her lute and play her a “harmony” ("armonie") to cure her “ills” ("maladies") in the same manner as the Hebrew King David did for Saul and for a certain people who suffered tarantula bites. Thus, Gohory’s translation alludes to “tarantism,” the principle of musical healing for physical symptoms of spider bites, which supposedly included sudden onset of erotic desire. This medical technique was commonly accepted in Renaissance Italy (especially in the South), was commonly associated with King David’s psalms, and received mention in philosophical works such as Marcelino Ficino’s *De Vita* and Cornelius Agrippa’s *De Occulta Philosophia*, both of which Gohory knew and used for his own works.

Gohory’s embellishment with this reference coincides with an allusion to tarantism made by Sidney’s narrator for *Old Arcadia* amidst the young princes’ dialogue, precisely at the pivotal moment when Musidorus ironically mentions the word “lovers” and Pyrocles then responds by confessing his true condition and his plan for disguise. Immediately following Musidorus’s comment that Pyrocles’s new reasoning resembles that which poets put into the mouths of “fantastical mind-infected people that children and musicians call lovers,” the narrator remarks, “This word ‘lover’ did no less pierce poor Pyrocles than the right tune of music toucheth him that is sick of the tarantula.

---

199 See J. Brooks 2007, p. 1233 and nn. 79-81 (cf. pp. 1210-1212). In Arlanges’s dialogue with Agesilao, just before Arlanges proposes the plan of Amazonian disguise, Gohory adds a distinct animal reference, having this character compare his cousin’s lovesickness to the sting of a scorpion ("scorpion"), for which, as “one of our physicians writes” (“vn de noz docteurs escrit”), one must extract a hair from the “beast” ("beste") that stung him (F. Silva 1559 [Fr. Am. XI], fol. XXIX.v [sig. E.v.v]). Cf. J. Brooks 2007, p. 1232 and n. 78.
There was not one part of his body that did not feel a sudden motion, the heart drawing
unto itself the life of every part to help it, distressed with the sound of that word” (OA,
17). This passage has been glossed briefly as a reference to tarantism, though without
commentary on the matter as a technique of musical healing.\footnote{J. Robertson, ed. P. Sidney, OA, glossary, “tarantula n. tarantism” (p. 496b). J. J. O’Connor 1970 notes
these parallel passages in OA and Fr. Am. XI, as a brief point on semblance of verbal style without
comment on Gohory (pp. 198-199).} Occurring in a scenario
distinct from that in which Gohory employs such reference, Sidney’s allusion emphasizes
that same nature of tarantism, as well as the physical symptoms of Pyrocles’s
lovesickness.

Sidney, like Gohory, channels an intellectual interest in music into his production
of prose fiction and poetry. Both he and his sister had enjoyed religious and secular
music from their childhood onward, and evidence suggests that in 1573-1574 he had
studied “speculative music” while traveling in Venice.\footnote{G. Alexander 2006b, pp. 67-68 and n. 9. On Mary Sidney’s education, see M. P. Hannay 1990, pp. 27-
29.} Sidney’s early poetry, which
circulated in manuscript copies and was published posthumously by his sister as Certain
Sonnets appended to the 1598 edition of Arcadia, demonstrates innovative metrical
experimentation with English verse to imitate continental verse forms and to complement
existing tunes for Italian, French, and Spanish ballads.\footnote{See P. Sidney, Poems, ed. W. A. Ringler, pp. 135-162 (text), 423-434 (notes), 566-568 (catalogue of
musical settings). G. Warkentin 1980 and W. A. Ringler 1990 (pp. 133-134) provide further attention to
textual issues regarding the Certain Sonnets. On Sidney’s investment in musical poetry, see B. Pattison
Stevens 1990; and, with regard to textual transmission of the Certain Sonnets, H. R. Woudhuysen 1996, pp.
had initiated a wholesale transformation of English poetry” (p. 69; see pp. 69-102, 366-368). Sidney
reminded his friend Edward Denny on 22 June 1580 that his poetry suits Denny’s musical talent:
“remember with your good voyce, to singe my songes for they will one well become an other” (quoted
from transcription in J. M. Osborn 1972, p. 540; cf. G. Warkentin 1990, p. 77).} By the time he produced Books
One through Three of Old Arcadia for his sister Mary, she probably knew that early work
and shared his interest in music theory and musical verse. Given Sidney’s attention to the “medical” mode of the young princes’ dialogue in Gohory’s translation of Silva’s *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three*, it is important to emphasize how that source material links Gohory’s interest in Paracelsian medicine with his intellectual investment in music theory and Italian neo-Platonic philosophy.

Agesilao’s experience of falling in love with Diana in *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* lends itself to neo-Platonic interpretation, as emphasized above in Chapter Two. Gohory’s partial translation of that work by Silva limits its scope to the two disguised princes’ courtship of Diana and Cleofila, for the purpose of emphasizing such an interpretation for both couples’ love stories. In his dedicatory epistle, the translator emphasizes to Diane de Poitiers that, given her “bounty and liberality” as patroness of “arts and sciences,” this narrative suits her well, for its character Diane “figures forth an Idea of the full perfection of beauty and grace, representing your similar excellence,” and the translator attributes to that literary representation, as an “imaginary form” of “harmony” in beauty, the power of “ravishing the heart with natural admiration, thereby stirring up an ardent desire for consummation ["iouïssance"], which we call Love.”

Gohory’s association of Diane de Poitiers with the poetics of the work he translates complements his investment in Silva’s *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* to enhance its

---


204 [trans. from] F. Silva 1559 [Fr. Am. XI]: “Combien (ma dame) que vostre bonté & liberalité (nourrice des artz & sciences) attire les meilleurs esperitz à vostre seruice (par la faueur que vostre deité de Lucine preste à l’enfamentement de leur fruit spirituel) ceste histoire de Diane m’adresse spécialement à vostre grandeur, comme proprement destinée par la conformité de son nom. Laquelle figure vne Idée de toute perfection de beaute & grace, representant vostre semblable excellence: qui est vne forme imaginaire d’armonie, de proportion, de couleur, & lineature: raissant le cœur d’admiration naturelle, & y attizant vn ardent desir de iouïssance, qu’on dit Amour” (sig. ã.ii.r) (cf. ed. H. Vaganay 1906, p. 123).
metaphysical potential according to his own interests in neo-Platonic philosophy and musical theory. For the protagonists’ experience of love within the story, Gohory translates Silva’s text using language that complements this neo-Platonic “Idea” of “Love,” which “ravishes” and transforms noble human beings whose hearts are conducive to its effects.

Sidney’s imitation alters the dominant neo-Platonic undercurrent of that source material. Gohory’s work amplifies emphasis on philosophically suggestive moments in Silva’s narrative, using loaded diction such as “ravished” and “transported” to describe the protagonists’ experience of love, as well as the effect of their music upon other characters such as the king and queen of Galdapa, whose simultaneous pursuit of Daraida (Agesilao) provides the paradigm for that of Basilius and Gynecia with Cleophila (Pyrocles). Books One through Three of Old Arcadia provide a condensed imitation of Silva’s interlaced motifs as rendered by Gohory in French translation. Sidney’s narrative, however, re-directs philosophical meaning in the source material away from its foundation in metaphysical symbolism with the two enchanted towers in Guindaye. Having eliminated that aspect of his literary source to enhance verisimilitude, Sidney avoids allegory altogether in Old Arcadia’s primary narrative plane by granting its disguised protagonists an amplified degree of philosophical self-awareness in love.

On Gohory’s investment in Silva’s Diana character with regard to Diane de Poitiers, see R. Gorris 2000 (pp. 132-150) and idem. 2002. Cf. J. Brooks 2007: “The earthly beauty of the two Dianes mirrors a pure form with the explicitly musical quality of harmonious proportion: it ravishes the beholder and inspires an ardent yearning to experience the divine intelligence that conceived it. Agesilan’s ‘lengthy pursuit’ of Diane is at the same time both a pursuit of knowledge and a quest for the divine union through love that was the ultimate goal of Neoplatonic philosophy” (p. 1225).

On this matter, see J. Brooks 2007, pp. 1235-1246. In the case of Agesilao’s first sight of Diana in person, the translator provides astrological embellishment: “ravie jusques au tiers ciel (qui est la sphere de Venus)” (“ravished up to the third heaven (which is the sphere of Venus)”).

167
In the crucial episode where Pyrocles and Philoclea exchange vows of betrothal, according to the paradigm of their counterparts in Silva’s work and Gohory’s translation, Sidney’s narrative employs philosophically suggestive language to significant aesthetic effect. When Cleophila (Pyrocles) dupes Basilius into granting her/him time alone with Philoclea, at which point the disguised prince reveals his true identity to his beloved, he characterizes his own “fall of fortune and unused [i.e., unusual] metamorphosis” as “a miserable miracle of affection,” emphasizing, with regard to his transformation of self in love which has led to it, that “no words can carry with them the life of the inward feeling” (OA, 120). Readers, as witnesses to that experience of personal transformation in Book One, placed in relief with Musidorus’s “tedious but loving words” in the debate, understand, as does Philoclea, who already has fallen in love with “him” as Cleophila. Philoclea, like Diana with Agesilao when they are secretly betrothed in Florisel de Niquea, Part Three (Ch. 143; cf. Fr. Am. XII, Ch. 59), offers her heart to Pyrocles in love, while impressing upon him responsibility for her moral virtue, expressing an acute understanding that she must protect her own honor (OA, 120-122). Pyrocles offers her, “as tokens both of his love and quality,” precious jewels and correspondence from his father King Euarchus, whose handwriting Philoclea recognizes, having seen it in letters from him to her own father (OA, 122). In doing so, the hero feels “so carried up with joy that he did not envy the gods’ felicity,” and the narrator emphasizes that the ecstatic experience of “joy” in secret betrothal is mutual: “There, with many such embracings as it seemed their souls desired to meet and their hearts to kiss as their mouths did, they passed the promise of marriage” (ibid.).
Here, even before Pyrocles and Philoclea consummate their betrothal, Sidney’s narrative defines these lovers’ union as “marriage,” suggesting that their mutual ecstasy in this moment constitutes *consensus per verba de praesenti*: genuine and sustained mutual intention to marry upon betrothal. In Elizabethan England, such union still constituted theologically valid marriage by pre-Tridentine Roman canon law.\(^{207}\) Aesthetically, the narrator’s emphasis on their mutual exchange of marital vows as a transcendent experience would make it difficult for Sidney’s sixteenth-century audience to perceive the act cynically, especially given any familiarity with the chivalric source material. *Old Arcadia* exploits philosophically suggestive language here for the purpose of this poetic effect, to cut a memorable image of happily innocent “marriage” for readers to bear in mind later in the story.

In the episode where these two lovers consummate their secret union physically, which concludes Book Three, Sidney’s narrative reinforces the impression of their transcendent ecstasy in love, through use of language resembling that which Gohory adds to Silva’s narrative in translation. As Pyrocles approaches his beloved’s bedchamber—having tricked her parents into spending the night together in his chamber (where they ironically fulfill the oracle’s prophecy about “adultery” by sleeping together in the dark, each thinking they do so with Cleophila)—the narrator emphasizes that this clever young protagonist feels “rapt from himself” with anticipation and with “the delightful cheer his imagination fed upon,” explaining for readers the paradox of the “certain joyful pain” Pyrocles experiences amidst “that extremity of joy” as “a charming kind of ravishing” that occurs for “all the senses” in the process of “extending the heart beyond his wonted limits” (*OA*, 228-229). This narrative explanation of love as a “ravishing” experience

\(^{207}\) See Chapter One above, note 23; and Chapter Four below, note 239.
echoes Gohory’s use of that word (“ravie” or “ravisant”) for neo-Platonic philosophical implication. It complements and extends the earlier impression of Pyrocles’s philosophical self-awareness in transformation through true, noble love: “All the great estate of his father seemed unto him but a trifling pomp, whose good stands in other men’s conceit, in comparison of the true comfort he found in the depth of his mind” (ibid.). This episode thus reinforces for readers the overall impression that this young prince’s desire for his beloved constitutes essentially a virtuous matter of “true comfort.”

_Old Arcadia_ creates for its reader a complementary aesthetic effect with regard to the courtship of Dorus (Musidorus) and Pamela, through imitating and varying the complementary paradigm of Arlanges and Cleofila. Gohory’s partial translation of Silva’s _Florisel de Niquea, Part Three_ ends with a lengthy lyric poem designed to enhance aesthetically a moment of divine sublimation shared by these two lovers (Fr. _Am._ XI, Ch. 88-89). Jeanice Brooks recently has observed, “In Gohory’s _Amadis_ [‘Book’ XI] the integration of sex, magic, and Neoplatonic perfect love is most seamlessly achieved in the relationship between the couple Arlanges and Cleofile, whose apotheosis occurs in a pair of new chapters Gohory added to close the book. [...] Gohory add[s] these chapters and the song in a complete deviation from his Spanish model: they figure as a summation in some ways corresponding to the interpretive key offered by Gohory’s added chapter on the enchanted castle at the novel’s outset.”

O’Connor’s study of the French _Amadis_ cycle also has suggested that Gohory’s “Chanson” for Arlanges provided Sidney a template for the anomalous eighth song in _Astrophil and Stella_, which he

---

208 J. Brooks 2007, pp. 1243, 1245 (see pp. 1243-1246).
probably composed early and separate from the rest of that sequence. In *Old Arcadia*, Dorus’s (Musidorus’s) music wields a mysterious power akin to that of Gohory’s Arlanges.

One instance occurs in a significant episode of Book Two, when this disguised prince indirectly hints to his beloved that all is not what it seems with him, using language that adds to the narrative moment a degree of self-consciousness about the literary convention of pastoral persona: “this estate [as shepherd] is not always to be rejected, since under that veil there may be hidden things to be esteemed” (*OA*, 106). Just afterward, the narrator informs readers that “love” for the purported shepherd Dorus has begun to pierce Pamela’s heart, and that she perceptively interprets his “great feignings” such that she realizes he may indeed be a “prince”; then readers are told, “Dorus, that found his speeches had given alarum to her imaginations, to hold her the longer in them and bring her to a dull yielding-over her forces (as the nature of music is to do), he took up his harp and sang these few verses: [i.e., ‘My sheep are thoughts, which I both guide and serve’]” (*OA*, 106-107).210 This represents but one narrative impression of metaphysical connection between these two lovers. Such narrative moments, here and elsewhere, serve the purpose of reader engagement through impressions of character development. In Book Three, when they begin to elope together, after Dorus (Musidorus) cleverly has convinced Pamela’s gullible guardians to leave the *locus amoenus* for Mantinea, these two lovers enjoy “delightful discourses”

---

209 J. J. O’Connor 1970, in associating “the ecstatic experience of Arlanges and Cléophile” with John Donne’s “The Ecstasy” (pp. 150-151), also claims, “It is most probable that Arlanges’ chanson supplied Sidney with the pattern for the Eighth Song in *Astrophel and Stella*” (p. 151). See P. Sidney, Poems, ed. W. A. Ringler, pp. xxvi and n. 1, 217-221, 486. K. T. Rowe 1947, in contrast with this present reading of *Arcadia*, claims that Sidney “disregards the neo-Platonic metaphysics of the love of Arlanges and Cleofile in Book XII [rather, Book XI] of the *Amadis* cycle” (p. 5).

210 For these verses, also see P. Sidney, Poems, ed. W. A. Ringler, p. 39.
while, the narrator emphasizes, “maintaining their hearts in that right harmony of affection which doth interchangeably deliver each to other the secret workings of their souls” (OA, 197). In this episode they, like Pyrocles and Philoclea beforehand in their first moment of mutual ecstasy, exchange vows of betrothal.

The matter of Pamela’s secret betrothal to Musidorus bears even more weight amidst subsequent plot conflicts than does that of Philoclea’s secret “marriage” to Pyrocles, because Pamela is the elder daughter and thus Duke Basilius’s heir-apparent. In this episode, she shows self-awareness of that “estate,” claiming, as she commends herself in love to Musidorus, “contrary to all general rules of reason, I have laid in you my estate, my life, my honour” (OA, 196). In doing so, she emphasizes to Musidorus, as Philoclea already has done with Pyrocles, that in devoting herself to him she also entrusts him with her virtue; but in Pamela’s case Sidney imposes a significant variation. Pamela, in step with Diana’s initial impulse upon exchanging secret marital vows with Agesilao (FN3, Ch. 143; Fr. Am. XII, Ch. 59), and ultimately in line with Chariclea’s chaste betrothal to Theagenes in Heliodorus’s Aethiopica, requests that they abstain from physical consummation of those vows for the time being: “I have yielded to be your wife; stay then till the time that I may rightly be so” (OA, 197).211

By “rightly” here, Pamela seems to mean “publicly”; and in her case, this distinction between secret “marriage” through mutual vows and public “marriage” through solemn social pact proves immensely significant for the Arcadian succession

211 On this matter in Silva’s narrative, see J. Martín Lalanda, ed. F. Silva, FN3, p. xxxii (cf. ibid., p. xxxi; and J. Ruiz de Conde 1948, pp. 3-31). Guillaume Aubert de Poitier translates this episode from Silva’s work in Fr. Am. XII, Ch. 59. F. Marenco 1969 notes similarity between the engagement of Pamela and Musidorus in OA and that of Chariclea and Theagenes in Aethiopica (p. 256; rpt. in A. F. Kinney 1986b, p. 296), but Marenco’s perspective on Pyrocles and Musidorus in OA negates the significance of that literary parallel. See note 214 here below; also Chapter Four below.
crisis in Books Four and Five. As a foundation for analysis of that matter in Chapter Four below, it is important to recognize here Pamela’s self-awareness as her father’s heir-apparent. She even voices to her new husband a sense of contingency in her moral decision quite distinct from anything readers have heard or will hear from Philoclea to Pyrocles or from the narrator with regard to either couple: “If I have chosen well, all doubt is past, since your action only must determine whether I have done virtuously or shamefully in following you” (ibid.).

This claim by Pamela should not be taken out of its narrative context and granted too grand an exegetical significance for Old Arcadia as a whole. The narrator’s emphasis on the “right harmony of affection” between these two lovers which pervades “the deepest workings of their souls” occurs just afterward. And yet, in context of the whole episode in which these two lovers try to elope, Pamela’s comment on the political importance of Musidorus’s patience in waiting to consummate their union complements a mixed impression Sidney’s narrative establishes for its readers with regard to that matter. After the couple’s “pleasant contemplations” and “virtuous wantonness” in carving poems into trees (à la Angelica and Medoro in Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso XXIII), Pamela falls asleep in her new husband’s lap; Musidorus becomes “overmastered with the fury of delight” in this situation, and he aims to “make approaches” upon his wife while she sleeps (OA, 199, 200, 202). But as he does so, the lovers are accosted by stragglers from an earlier popular rebellion levied by anxious citizens from the Arcadian town of Phagonia. These “dozen clownish villains, armed with diverse sorts of weapons,” seem like savages in this sudden intrusion, and the narrator states that their
attack, as an “infortunate bar of his [i.e., Musidorus’s] long-pursued and almost-achieved desires,” serves as “just punishment of his broken promise [to Pamela]” (OA, 202).

For evaluating both Musidorus’s attempt to consummate his secret marriage and this structural shift in plot which occurs simultaneously, it proves useful to recognize that the paradigm for such popular uprising appears in Silva’s Florisel de Niquea, Part Three. In a narrative sequence of that work in which Florisel and Daraida (Agesilao) travel together, occurring just prior to the arrival of an important political threat to the Isle of Guindaya posed by the Russian King Bultazar and the Gazan King Bruzerbo—demanding that Sidonia and Diana marry them or they will invade the realm, and thus motivating the return of Florisel and Daraida (Agesilao) to defend Guindaya—the disguised protagonist and his paternal grandfather encounter a popular uprising on the Isle of Artadefa while fighting to free the legitimate king of that island from usurping giants (“jayanes”) (FN3, Ch. 123). The Artadefan people have gathered by the prison tower out of concern for the situation, and when the usurping giant King Gadalote calls to them from a window desiring “vengeance” (“vengança”) for the “treason” (“traición”) of these foreign knights, the populace rises up in arms (FN3, pp. 378b-379a). Yet, Florisel plays the heroic orator, appealing to “memory” (“memoria”) of the usurping king’s “tyranny” and “arrogance” (“tiranía” and “sobervio”), as well as to the people’s “honor” in “fidelity” to their true king (“de vuestra honra y de la fidelidad que devéis a vuestro señor el rey”) and to their own “liberty” (“libertad”), thus persuading them to fight for the release of their imprisoned monarch and his restoration to the throne (FN3, p. 379a). This episode probably was inspired to some degree by Feliciano de Silva’s own personal experience as an aristocrat whose family collaborated with other aristocratic families in
Ciudad Rodrigo to manage successfully the popular uprising there during the nationwide Comunero revolts, between October 1520 and April 1521, in support of the monarch.²¹²

Gohory’s partial translation does not include this episode, which was translated by Guillaume Aubert de Poitiers as Chapter 39 in his Twelfth “Book” of the French Amadis cycle (1556).²¹³ Earlier in Sidney’s original Arcadia, as in this episode of Silva’s work, the Arcadians from Phagonia muster in armed protest out of concern for instability in the realm since Duke Basilius’s pastoral retreat (OA, 123-132). There, as in Florisel de Niquea, Part Three, Chapter 123, the young hero in Amazonian disguise and his companion defend the political status quo with arms and with words, although in Sidney’s narrative it is Cleophila (Pyrocles) who plays the heroic orator. The narrator firmly praises these disguised heroes’ actions, explaining the uprising with disparaging language toward that rebellious populace.

For our present purposes, it is important to recognize that the reappearance of stragglers from that rebellion has nothing to do with residual fault on Dorus’s (Musidorus’s) part. It marks an instance of dramatic peripeteia with narrative logic distinct from that of the prior rebellion episode, instead tied structurally to the moment of Musidorus’s attempted consummation with Pamela. Despite certain comments by the narrator, Old Arcadia does not grant that moment “cosmic” significance as a direct moral

²¹² On Silva’s family in this context, see S. J. Luis Fernández 1977. Mainly because of this aristocratic intervention in Ciudad Rodrigo, popular revolts there were pardoned and forgotten by the monarchy much more quickly than elsewhere in Castile. Surprisingly, this episode in FN3 has not previously been associated with that experience.

²¹³ Aubert de Poitiers translates the episode closely, using the same diction quoted above in Spanish, with some slight amplification: “vanger”; “trahison”; “l’orgueil & tirannie de l’injuste Galfombrof [i.e., Gadalote]”; “vostre honneur, si vous voulez garder la loyauté que vous deuez au Roy vostre maistre”; “la miserable tirannie ou vous estes tourmentez par les geants”; “la liberté de vous, & de vostre Roy, auec vostre honneur immortal” (F. Silva 1556 [Fr. Am. XII], fol. CVI.r-v [sig. S.iii.r-v]). This translation also adds for the reader, when “le bon Roy” (“the good King”) is released from prison, a reminder that his captivity had lasted twelve years (“douze ans”) (ibid., fol. CVI.r [sig. S.iii.r-v]); Silva’s narrative does not reiterate that detail at this precise moment.
punishment for uncontrolled lust. Ethical impressions remain tied to characters’ intentions rather than to their actions per se. Musidorus and Pamela are betrothed at this point, and they maintain mutual intention to consummate their secret marriage whenever political circumstances lend themselves to public ceremony. Thus, according to pre-Tridentine Roman canon law still upheld in Elizabethan England, their secret union, like that of Pyrocles and Philoclea prior to sexual consummation, already constitutes theologically valid Christian marriage as consensus per verba de praesenti. Here and when this narrative thread resumes in Book Four, the narrator’s emphasis on “everlasting justice” has to do with Musidorus’s “broken vow” of temporary abstinence in secret marriage rather than with the sexual desire itself. In terms of narrative logic, the existence of these outcast rebels allows for interruption of the lovers here, and hence their apprehension by Arcadian authorities, thwarting their attempt to elope. Therefore, given that the motive for Pamela requiring Musidorus’s “promise” to delay consummation seems primarily political, the narrator’s poetic sensibility in deeming the outcast rebels’

---

214 As he resumes this storyline in Book Four, the narrator does claim that “the coming of enemies defended [Pamela] from the violence of a friend” and that Musidorus, at the moment of interruption, feels “enraged betwixt a repentant shame of his promise-breaking attempt and the tyrannical fire of lust (which, having already caught hold of so sweet and fit a fuel, was past the calling back of reason’s counsel)” (OA, 306). For such a reading of this episode in Book Three as “cosmic” poetic justice, see F. Marenco 1969, p. 258 (rpt. in A. F. Kinney 1986b, pp. 298-299). Cf. A. D. Weiner 1978: “Clearly any difference between the prince and the rebels is quantitative, not qualitative” (p. 81). R. E. Stillman 1986 provides a reading of this incident closer to that of this chapter, also emphasizing narrative poetics of reader engagement (pp. 134-135). If the catalogue of Pamela’s “beauties” in this episode (OA, 201-202) were indeed “reminiscent of the Song of Solomon [a.k.a. Song of Songs]” for sixteenth-century readers (S. K. Heninger 1989, p. 419), such Biblical resonance probably would complement this chapter’s perspective rather than the moralistic reading posited by Marenco and Weiner.

215 Cf. M. Patchell 1947: “Though the Spanish [chivalric-romance] authors have emphasized the ideal of chastity, it will be recalled that many of the lovers fulfill their desires, anticipating marriage, which, it is understood, will eventually be solemnized. So, too, in the Old Arcadia the lovers yield to desire”; “as in the Spanish romances, such intimacies are excused on the ground of chasteness of mind and intended marriage” (p. 125).

216 Cf. note 207 here above.

217 In Book Four, the narrator claims, amidst disparaging comments about the savage-like Phagonian rebels, “In this sort vagabonding in those untrodden places, they were guided by the everlasting justice to be chastisers of Musidorus’s broken vow” (OA, 307).
intervention a “just punishment” for Musidorus’s impatient desire foreshadows the political bind in which we see these two lovers in Book Five, with Pamela’s legal right to succession hanging in the balance.

In suggesting such a poetic impression of character and consequence in *Old Arcadia*, one must recognize the structural and thematic contrast that Sidney’s compressed imitation of the primary chivalric source material creates between the protagonist lovers, on the one hand, and, on the other, the sequestered princesses’ parents Basilius and Gynecia. The duke’s unwise reasoning, after all, has provoked the popular rebellion, as well as the protagonist couples’ need for disguise and secrecy in their courtship and marriage. Meeting Cleophila (Pyrocles) incites *eros* within Basilius and Gynecia alike, and it is their erotic passion which proves potentially destructive for the Arcadian regime, not the “wonderful passion” of “true love” felt by their daughters and the disguised princes.

Sidney’s narrative highlights such contrast, for instance, in Book Two, when Philoclea seeks solitude to contemplate her own “impossible desires” (before she knows Cleophila’s true identity as Pyrocles), by presenting her innocent guilt in relief with her parents’ mutual desire for Cleophila. This episode follows one in which Dorus (Musidorus) advances his suit for Pamela’s affection amidst his own feigned affection for her naïve guardian Mopsa. Then follows a short but significant scene of Basilius and Gynecia in bed that night, modeled upon a parallel episode in the chivalric source. Sidney’s narrative, in switching to this scene of Philoclea’s solitude and then to the bedroom scene involving her parents, frames the episodes as moments of internal and interpersonal character development, as well as exemplary character contrast.
In that sequence, the narrator shifts attention rather abruptly to Philoclea with a compassionate first-person address to her, apologizing that “my pen [hath] forgotten thee” (OA, 108). By characterizing her for the reader as “sweet-minded” and “amiable,” a “poor soul” who, in her “unspotted simplicity,” suddenly becomes aware of her own amorous feelings for Cleophila but unsure of what action to take in response to them—the narrator qualifies his ensuing language about her “burning desire” as a “disease” (OA, 108-109). Like Pyrocles in the love-by-image episode, she seeks solitude and, in doing so, “feed[s] the humour that did tyrannize within her” (OA, 109); but, unlike Pyrocles, she does not know the true gender of her beloved, so her ethical struggle with this new experience of melancholy in love requires more resistance. Upon retreating to a grove where she has sought solitude in the past, she sees a poem that she had composed and inscribed upon a white marble rock “a few days before Cleophila’s coming [to the locus amoenus]”—a poem espousing “virtuous Shame” and “Chastity,” the speaker claiming to the latter, “To only thee my constant course I bear”—and in response to seeing it she invents a twelve-line poetic retraction qualifying that prior perspective with her new experience in love (OA, 109-111).218 Thus, this episode, like the princes’ debate in Book One, cleverly opposes a rational notion of constancy (expressed by one who has not yet experienced love) with an understanding of personal transformation in love.

This episode with Philoclea in Book Two of Old Arcadia establishes an effect of reader complicity similar to that achieved in Book One with Pyrocles. Philoclea, now in love with a woman (as she perceives Cleophila to be), laments her present condition to the stars, entreating them as “great hidden deities” to “judge rightly of me,” then

218 For these poems—“Ye living powers enclosed in stately shrine” and “My words, in hope to blaze my steadfast mind”—also see P. Sidney, Poems, ed. W. A. Ringler, pp. 40-41.
retracting this wish, recognizing the homoerotic implications of her desire as shameful: “no, no, you cannot help me; my desire must needs be waited on with shame, and my attempt with danger” (OA, 111). She defines that fancy for some happy divine justice as a matter of “childish objections” to the real paradox of her situation: “It is the impossibility that doth torment me; for unlawful desires are punished after the effect of enjoying, but impossible desires are plagued in the desire itself” (ibid.). Then follows an ironic wish “that Cleophila [Pyrocles] might become a young transformed Caeneus,” because “if she were a man I might either obtain my desire, or have cause to hate for refusal” (ibid.). Finally, before returning home, she looks up at the moon, lamenting to that “Diana” (symbol of the “Chastity” her prior poem embraced) her own “outrageous folly” in currently loving another woman (OA, 111-112). Poetically, Philoclea’s monologue establishes a sense of character development and, through situational irony and Ovidian allusion, stimulates the reader’s anticipation that this character will indeed “obtain” her “impossible” desire for Cleophila, for we, unlike she, know that it is neither “unlawful” nor impossible. Cleophila undoubtedly will be “transformed” back into Pyrocles at some point. Indeed, when she/he does reveal his true identity to her shortly afterward, Sidney’s narrative complements that prior Ovidian allusion with another to convey how her seemingly impossible “hope” has come true—comparing her “joy” to that of Pygmalion, no less—thus establishing clever symmetry with the narrative moment in which Pyrocles first dons his Amazonian garb in Book One.

219 Thematically, in a way (sans Ovidian allusion), this monologue resembles that of Sidonia just before the disguised princes first meet her, sitting outside looking at the moon (“Diana”) and contemplating the paradox of her own “unjust justice” in pursuing vengeance as a jilted lover (FN3, Ch. 18). Philoclea’s love, of course, is not truly conflicted in any such way, for her paradox disappears when Cleophila reveals her/his real identity.

220 “The joy which wrought into Pygmalion’s mind while he found his beloved image wax little and little both softer and warmer in his folded arms, till at length it accomplished his gladness with a perfect
Immediately after drawing the reader into such enhanced sympathy for and complicity with Philoclea, the narrative puts her own honorable and secretly self-imposed sense of “outrageous folly” in relief with the shamelessly “immoderate praises” that her lust-smitten father, as a “foolish lover,” lavishes upon Cleophila back among the others at court (OA, 112). Sidney’s diction echoes language at the corresponding moment in his source material, as translated by Gohory, emphasizing Galinides’s “infinite signs of immoderate love” (“infinis signes d’amour demesure”). Here readers see distinction between noble and base versions of “folly” in love, as evident with the theme of “sandez de amor” in Silva’s works. With Basilius’s frequent fawning upon Cleophila (Pyrocles), Sidney also imitates Silva’s paradigm of the sultan’s lust for Nereida (Amadís of Greece) in Amadís de Grecia, where, as in Sidney’s Arcadia, that old man’s misdirected eros strikes both his daughter and her disguised male suitor (as well as the reader, of course) as comical. Thus, Sidney’s invention through imitation and variation creates for the woman’s shape, still beautified with the former perfections, was even such as, by each degree of Cleophila’s words, stealthily entered into Philoclea’s soul, till her pleasure was fully made up with the manifesting of his being, which was such as in hope did overcome hope” (OA, 120). J. Dolven 2007 also quotes this allusion, also recognizing its relationship to the Pygmalion reference in Book One and suggesting that, as the simile here commences, it may initially seem to the reader that it applies to Pyrocles: “the gracefully managed confusion metamorphoses each lover into the other, and the effect is a mutuality in which each is both sculptor and quickening statue” (p. 119; see pp. 118-119; cf. J. Haber 1994, p. 69). Dolven’s claim revises the structural emphasis of C. S. Lewis 1954 and N. R. Lindheim 1982, granting instead that in this narrative moment “the ideal does seem like a reverie, fleeting, fragile, surrendered to rather than achieved” (ibid., p. 120). This eloquent observation does not address, however, the important connection between this Pygmalion simile and the Ovidian allusion in Philoclea’s monologue, nor does it recognize the legal status of these lovers’ betrothal and consummation as marriage. Cf. Chapter One above, note 54.

---

221 F. Silva 1559 [Fr. Am. XI], fol. CXLIII.r (sig. Aa.v.r).

222 See W. Schleiner 1988 (pp. 610-612), which analyzes this source material in Herberay’s French translation and, in doing so, qualifies the sober premise of M. Rose 1964 regarding poetic use of the disguise motif (see notes 154-155 here above). Cf. M. C. Daniels 1992, drawing upon Schleiner’s analysis: “Not content with the verbal equivocations of Amadís de Grecia in the Spanish version, the French Book 8 endows the Sultan with a far more aggressive libido, however ineffectual. The obvious impotency of the Sultan, ‘car le corps debile ne correspond aucunement á tel desir’ [‘because his feeble body did not correspond in any way with such desire’], combined with his heavy-breathing and heavy-handed fondling of Amadís, make the mildly pornographic French version far more graphic than Silva’s description. But the French farce merely underlines the comic intent of the Spanish original. Feliciano de Silva encourages
reader simultaneous complicity with the protagonist lovers and comic distance from the sequestered princesses’ father, the duke of Arcadia.

Whereas Sidney’s narrative uses its source material to create aesthetic distance from Basilius in a comical manner, it does so in a more tragic way with the princesses’ mother Gynecia. As with King Galinides and Queen Salderna of Galdapa in Florisel de Niquea, Part Three (and in Gohory’s French translation), Duke Basilius remains fully duped by Pyrocles’s disguise as Cleophila, whereas the duchess sees through it. In this specific context of Basilius’s behavior in Book Two, in between Philoclea’s and Cleophila’s (Pyrocles’s) withdrawals from the group for personal reflection, the narrator highlights the duke’s own self-deception in lust. Basilius perceives that his wife Gynecia feeds her own “inward fury” of desire through strategic show of “womanly modesty” toward Cleophila (Pyrocles), which allows her to kiss her/him, and the narrator emphasizes that, because the duke remains convinced that Cleophila really is a woman, “all Gynecia’s actions were by Basilius interpreted as proceeding from jealousy” (OA, 112). His own desire ventures no further than the realm of sexual consummation, as opposed to their daughter’s and their beloved Cleophila’s contemplation of the essence or “Idea” of each other in love (to use Gohory’s terminology in his dedicatory epistle to Diane de Poitiers). In fact, this particular statement by Sidney’s narrator closely resembles an identical comment on perception of jealousy made by the narrator in Silva’s Spanish text does contrast “la frialdad de mi vejez” (“the feebleness of my old age”) with “la terneza de tu edad” (“the tenderness of your age”) (F. Silva, Amadís de Grecia [1530], ed. A. C. Bueno Serrano & C. Laspuertas Sarvié, p. 447a).

Cleophila (Pyrocles) withdraws from the group just afterward in the narrative, to contemplate her/his own situation while presumably alone, although Basilius eavesdrops, thus hearing Cleophila’s song (“Loved I am, and yet complain of love”) and then interrupting her/his privacy (OA, 113-114).
Gohory’s partial translation of *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three*, regarding King Galinides and Queen Salderna as they pursue Daraida (Agesilao) at their court in Galdapa (Fr. *Am. XI*, Ch. 84; cf. *FN3*, Ch. 81).224

Just afterward, Sidney’s narrative further contrasts Gynecia’s outward show with her internal “fury” by relating how she kneels up in bed that night, silently cursing her current state as a “disastered changeling” in contrast with her prior chastity (*OA*, 112-113). In the source material, Galinides kneels in bed at night, comically praying in adoration of his new “goddess Daraida” (“diosa Daraida” in Silva; “terrestre Palla-Venus” in Gohory).225 Here Sidney’s imitation provides a sharpened contrast between the effects of *eros* in husband and wife. Basilius awakens in response to Gynecia’s expression of erotic frustration regarding her “forgotten virtue,” thinking it a manifestation of “love” for him, thus lending her an embrace for “comfort” which she does not reciprocate (*OA*, 113). The narrator emphasizes that “if she would a little have maintained, perchance it might have weakened his new-conceived heats” (*ibid.*). Sidney’s variation here suggests a contingency factor in Basilius’s purely sexual affection for Cleophila, while also positing an impression of tragic internal conflict for Gynecia. The narrator emphasizes shortly afterward, “Thus did Gynecia eat of her jealousy, pine in her love, and receive kindness nowhere but from the fountain of unkindness” (*OA*, 118).


That same narrative moment of the married couple at night in Sidney’s source material seems to have inspired later emphasis on Gynecia’s jealousy, when it actually arises in Sidney’s narrative shortly after this point. Gohory’s translation amplifies a simple claim by Silva’s narrator—that Galinides and Salderna kept each other awake all night in mutual jealous vigilance of each other—with a grand rhetorical question purportedly posed by the fictional “chronicler” Galersis: “Oh miserable passion, the anxious rage of jealousy,” etcetera. Sidney imitates that embellishment, placing his rendition of the same rhetorical question at a crucial point shortly afterward in the narrative—on the next day, after Cleophila (Pyrocles) has convinced the doting Basilius (who grants Cleophila’s every request “desiring but a speedy return of comfort”) to leave her/him alone with Philoclea, thus ironically “mak[ing] her profit of his folly” (OA, 116, 115)—after Gynecia’s foreboding dream that she may lose Cleophila (OA, 117)—and after that premonition comes true (from the reader’s perspective) as the disguised hero uses his newly won opportunity to reveal his secret identity to Philoclea (OA, 119-121). Indeed, significantly, the narrator’s embellishment on jealousy occurs immediately following the moment in which Pyrocles and Philoclea secretly exchange vows as “promise of marriage” (OA, 122). These young lovers can proceed no further in their union precisely because “Gynecia’s restless affection and furious jealousy had by this time prevailed so much with her husband as to come to separate them,” at which point the

---

226 F. Silva 1559 [Fr. Am. XI]: “Surquoy exclame Galersis le croniqueur: O malheureuse passion ainçois rage de jalousie, que les ignorans crient sortir d’amour, ainsi que du feu la cendre, & le suire naturellement comme l’ombre le corps: voyez icy que le fondement estoit peu ferme & solide, qu’une veüe soudaine d’autre obiet à demolly en vn moment & fait fondre comme la nege au soleil. Vray ne peut on dire auoir esté l’amour de Galinides, que l’on void si peu durable, ains ourdir la toile de l’affectio n de la royne autre part adressée. Car, quelle amitié parfaite pouons nous fonder en defiance? qu’est ce qui donne plus d’occasion d’offence que la deffence? Ainsi plus appete le malade ce qui luy est prohibé & interdit: ainsi le cheual courageux quand on luy tient la bride trop roide souuent prend le mordz au dents & se met à la course laquelle il cesse en luy laschant vn peu le frein” (fol. CXLII.r-v [sig. Aa.iii.r-v]).
narrator waxes poetic as does Gohory’s: “O jealousy, the frenzy of wise folks,” etcetera (ibid.).

Sidney’s imitation here, following the narrative logic of Silva’s paradigm and the language of its French translation, characterizes jealousy as a “sickness” which, in full “fever,” tragically affects great people. His narrative adds further self-consciousness on Gynecia’s part by having her retrieve in memory a sonnet analyzing her condition (“With two strange fires of equal heat possessed, / The one of love, the other jealousy”). Recalling “an old song which she thought did well figure her fortune” proves different from the protagonist lovers’ invention of their own lyric poetry elsewhere, and the narrator emphasizes the destructive nature of Gynecia’s jealousy by comparing “the envenomed heat which lay within her” to the “rageful haste” with which “the Trojan women went to burn Aeneas’s ships” when incited to do so by the vengeful Juno in Aeneid V.604-681 (OA, 122-123). Sidney imitates and varies the tragicomic paradigm of Silva’s Galinides and Salderna—in which eros dominates Galinides’s mind to the point of insanity, a condition which incites invasion of his realm by a neighboring king—by investing Basilius’s pursuit of Cleophila (Pyrocles) with both comical aesthetic effect and grave political consequence, while creating for Gynecia a purely tragic internal conflict tightly interlaced with those political circumstances. Sidney’s narrative poetics of

227 “O jealousy, the frenzy of wise folks, the well wishing spite and unkind carefulness, the self-punishment for other’s fault and self-misery in other’s happiness, the sister of envy, daughter of love, and mother of hate, how couldst thou so quickly get thee a seat in the unquiet heart of Gynecia, a lady very fair in her strongest age, known wise and esteemed virtuous? It was thy breeder’s power that planted thee there; it was the inflaming agonies of affection that drew on the fever of thy sickness in such sort that nature gave place” (OA, 122).

228 M. C. Daniels 1992 observes that the “monstrous passion” which dominates Galinides and Salderna in these chapters of FN3 “confirms the mysterious power of desire to transcend gender” (p. 222). On the language, compare notes 226 and 227 above.
exemplary character contrast creates for the reader distance from Basilius and Gynecia while establishing delightful complicity with the Arcadia’s four protagonist lovers.

*     *     *

This chapter’s emphasis on Sidney’s design for affective reader engagement in Books One through Three of Old Arcadia—its narrative establishing reader complicity with the protagonist lovers while imposing exemplary contrast with other characters—helps explain the fundamental differences in form and in poetics between Sidney’s chivalric fiction in prose and that of Edmund Spenser in verse. The Aeneid allusion quoted here above, employed by Sidney in reference to Gynecia’s destructive jealousy, serves as a useful touchstone for addressing that larger issue. Recent triangulation of heroic fiction by Sidney, Spenser, and Milton attributes an “epic” dimension to Sidney’s work by arguing that certain narrative episodes and a network of classical allusions within both versions of the Arcadia represent allegorical “form” distinct from that of The Faerie Queene and Paradise Lost only in degree rather than in kind. Allusions such as the one quoted here above do provide significant “epic” registers within the Arcadia’s narrative poetics, but not “allegory” per se. Rather, Sidney’s narrative imports and refines the exemplary poetics of its primary chivalric source material, also written in prose interspersed with lyric poetry.

This chapter has demonstrated how Sidney’s imitation of Silva’s Florisel de Niquea, Part Three in Gohory’s partial French translation downplays that work’s metaphysical underpinnings while exploiting Gohory’s philosophically suggestive language and amplifying philosophical discourse between the protagonist princes. Sidney’s narrative employs those aspects for the poetic effects of character development,

reader complicity with the protagonists, and exemplary character contrast. This creative method complements the manner in which Sidney’s *Defence of Poesie* “prescribes an Aristotelian mimesis that is *not* allegorical in the neoplatonist sense,” a mode of invention which, in contrast with that of the allegorist and of the rhetorician alike, does not draw upon preexisting Ideas or *topoi* to determine verbal expression, but rather conveys “new imagining, a verbal image where language and picture are inseparable.”

Language of “marriage,” for instance, cannot be overlooked or qualified as romantic fancy: the word must be taken for what it means, forcing readers to recognize that all characters involved with the Arcadian succession crisis in Book Four and the trial scene in Book Five grant that the protagonist lovers are indeed married.

---

230 S. K. Heninger 1989 (pp. 274, 278): “For Sidney the ontological *situs* of the poem [i.e., fictional poetics] lies not in some concealed truth behind the veil of words. Rather, in the best poetry its ultimate being inheres in the verbal system itself, especially as that verbal system generates poetic images. The poem is its own reality instead of a counter for an anterior idea. [...] If poetry is to succeed in its mission of delighting, teaching, and moving, the rhetorician’s *res* must merge with and emerge from his *verba* as a dynamic, uninterrupted event [...]—indeed, the *verba* of the poem provide the sole existence for the *res* [...] Conceit is matter; in Sidney’s poetics, *verba are res*” (pp. 274-278, 297; cf. pp. 405-406). R. E. Stillman 2008 also distinguishes Sidney’s notion of exemplary poetics in *DP* from “allegory,” taking into account Reformation hermeneutics (pp. 63-122; cf. *idem.* 2002a). Cf. K. Meerhoff 1994 and K. Eden 1997 (pp. 79-89) on Melanchthon’s *Elementorum Rhetorices* (1531).
IV.

Blending Ancient Prose Fiction with Spanish Chivalric Romance:
Poetics of Legal Debate about Clandestine Marriage
in Old Arcadia, Books Four and Five

Political and legal controversy in the final two Books of Old Arcadia arises from variant interpretation of what the protagonist lovers’ distinct unions in secret wedlock should mean politically. Only in Book Four does Sidney’s narrative reveal to the reader that Arcadian law not only prohibits succession of goods and titles in cases of clandestine marriage but also condemns to death anyone partaking in such secret union within the Arcadian realm. In the former detail, Arcadian law reflects late-sixteenth-century French law at the time of Leicester’s secret marriage, combined with subtle emphasis on theological validity of clandestine marriage within Arcadia, a detail consistent with Elizabethan English canon law. As demonstrated in Chapter One above, both continental European law and this case of Leicester’s secret wedlock remained matters of political and personal concern both for Sidney and for the Countess of Pembroke while he composed Old Arcadia, primarily for her between 1578 and 1581. The other detail of legal death penalty for secret marriage represents a purely fictional embellishment invented to amplify the intellectual and political stakes for clandestine marriage within the Arcadian realm.

The fictional world figures forth ethical and political controversy akin to that of the author’s real world through its own internal logic. That internal logic includes ethical impressions of characters: that is, their intentions and personal ethos as well as their
words and actions. Sidney’s narrative in Books Four and Five develops certain characters mentioned only briefly in Book One as a means to fuel *Old Arcadia’s* overarching poetics of exemplary character contrast. Philanax, Kerxenus, and Euarchus all play central roles in the escalation of dramatic conflict resulting from Basilius’s supposed death, announced at the beginning of Book Four. That narrative development extends the poetic effect of *admiratio* established in Books One through Three, keeping the reader on the protagonist lovers’ side amidst a political succession crisis and tragic condemnation of Pyrocles and Musidorus to death by strict adherence to Arcadian law.

This aesthetic effect flies in the face of rational explanation for that death sentence: an argument which bears striking resemblance to the rationale underlying European legal reform prohibiting succession of goods and titles in cases of clandestine marriage. Sidney’s narrative challenges its reader to recognize logical inconsistency. Pyrocles and Musidorus are condemned to death by the same law for the same action for which Philoclea and Pamela are excused due to mitigating circumstances. Because the rational judgment underlying that death sentence remains unquestioned within the confines of the story, Sidney’s fiction creates for its readers a dramatic impasse of unjust justice. The reader desires legal equity for the protagonist princes like that granted their wives. Basilius’s revival at the very end of Book Five, as a sudden and unexpected twist of plot for the reader, captures an aesthetic impression of wish fulfillment.

Sidney invents this tragicomic scenario through blending specific motifs from ancient prose fiction with the narrative poetics of secret marriage established in Books One through Three via imitation and variation of Silva’s work in Gohory’s translation. From an anecdotal story in Book Ten of Apuleius’s *The Golden Ass (Metamorphoses)*,
Sidney draws the tragicomic motif of unjust legal condemnation resolved at the last minute by the fact that supposed poison turns out to have been only a potent sleeping potion. For the trial scene itself and Euarchus’s condemnation of his own son and nephew to death, Sidney varies the combined trial-scene and unknown-parentage motifs in the final Book of Heliodorus’s *Aethiopica*. These new motifs in the concluding Books complement (rather than overtum or revise) the narrative logic of *admiratio* and reader complicity with protagonist lovers established in Books One through Three.

This chapter analyzes closely the narrative trajectory of Books Four and Five and emphasizes how its rhetorical effect of temporary dramatic impasse arises from Sidney’s synthesis and variation of literary sources. That literary invention, combined with its sudden resolution through the Apuleian sleeping-potion motif, constitutes a matter of consistent narrative poetics which unifies *Old Arcadia*’s structural and thematic focus on dynastic union through clandestine marriage. Sidney’s poetics of compound imitation establishes for *Old Arcadia* an overarching theme of metamorphosis, through exploiting Silva’s interlaced motifs in *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* (via Gohory’s translation) for Books One through Three, then exploiting complementary motifs in ancient prose fiction for Books Four and Five. His narrative, like those of Apuleius (literally) and Silva (figuratively, through the disguise motif), “tells how the forms and fortunes [or “estate”] of men were converted into alien natures, and then back again by the twist of fate into their first selves.”\(^{231}\) With the protagonist princes, Sidney’s fiction plays upon the notion of altered “estate” in disguise as encompassing physical, social, and legal condition,

---

\(^{231}\) *Apuleius, “Preface” to The Golden Ass*, trans. J. Lindsay, p. 31. William Adlington’s translation renders this prefatory comment in verse: “I will declare how one by happe, his humaine figure lost, / And how in brutishe fowrmed shape, his lothed life he tost: / And how he was in course of time, from such estate vnfold. / Who eftsoones turnd to pristine shape, his lot vn lucky told” (L. Apuleius 1566 [English], sig. B.i.v). Cf. Apuleius 1571 [English], sig. B.iiij.v.
without drastic change in moral or ethical condition. In Basilius’s sudden conversion upon awaking from supposed death, readers witness a restoration of ethical and political condition for Arcadia.

*Old Arcadia* thus figures forth its author’s own legal, political, and social concerns. The Leicester-Sidney circle’s interest in law between 1578 and 1585 remained linked to their anticipated venture in the Netherlands, as noted by Henry Woudhuysen, and in those years Leicester and Sidney also would have remained keenly aware of legal equity as important for inheritance rights pertaining to Leicester’s clandestine marriage. Arthur Kinney has observed that, in designing the emphasis on “equity” in *Arcadia* Book Five, “Sidney has set up the terms of his fiction so that they coincide precisely with the debate of common law over chancery”: that is, contemporary debate regarding the tradition of English common law, which for centuries developed “unyielding reliance on precedent [which] guaranteed consistent enactment of institutional and monarchical policies,” versus legal emphasis on “equity” found in chancery, which “supported the individual application of the law and the individual determination of justice by closely examining surrounding, even mitigating, circumstances.”  

Within the fictional context of *Arcadia* Book Five, Euarchus’s role as Arcadian protector “in Elizabethan terms places him close to the Chancellor, one able to override positive laws with either mercy or a superior justice.” In contrast with Euarchus’s choice of adherence to “dead pitiless laws” in the cases of *Arcadia*’s two protagonist princes and Queen Gynecia, Sidney’s narrative suggests to its reader a need for wise application of legal equity by the

---


monarch, specifically in politically-charged cases of clandestine marriage among prominent aristocrats with dynastic succession at stake.

To supplement this emphasis on *Old Arcadia* as verisimilar rhetorical mimesis pertaining to the Dudley-Sidney family’s interests, this chapter concludes with analysis of material contexts for those two ancient prose romances in English translation. Recognizing the likelihood that Sidney might have read them in French or in Latin translations, that section identifies aspects of the English translations pertinent to Sidney’s own legal interest and personal honor. These considerations complement emphases throughout this study regarding the nature of Sidney’s artistry as non-allegorical exemplary poetics, as well as with regard to the author’s own personal sensibilities as projected within his fiction.

*     *     *

*Old Arcadia*’s overall narrative structure framing Sidney’s shift in imitated motifs, from those of Spanish chivalric romance to those of ancient prose fiction, contributes to the final two Books’ dialectical gridlock. Books Four and Five essentially recapitulate and judge the disguised princes’ courtship and secret union with Basilius’s daughters which has occurred in Books One through Three, within a new context of political crisis. New action fuels that function of re-evaluation through legal judgment.

In Book Four, while Pyrocles and Philoclea remain trapped in the lodge after consummating their secret marriage, Sidney’s narrator frames Pyrocles’s thoughts about

---

234 Cf. D. Norbrook 2002: “Sidney clearly expects his readers to feel the injustice of treating noble and magnanimous princes in the same way as anyone else: where Puritanism seems to have democratic tendencies, he fears it” (p. 91); A. F. Kinney 1988: “Equity admits flexibility and change, but it does not deny justice and stability. Equity was, after all, what the Low Countries seemed to be struggling for, what Sidney’s uncle Leicester would advocate, what his father was arguing as the best means of establishing plantations on Ireland, and what his own youthful talent at negotiation and diplomacy (as practiced during his grand tour) seemed to qualify him for best” (p. 309). On monarchical authority and equity, see I. Maclean 1992 (pp. 91-95) and M. Fortier 2005 (pp. 87-106).
his wife’s honor in a manner that complements the sense of complicit sympathy the narrative has established for its reader with regard to the four protagonist lovers in Books One through Three. The narrator presents Pyrocles not as a morally compromised lover but rather as an epic hero who has found himself in a bind without his sword while “he perceived he was a prisoner before any arrest”: he resembles Homer’s Achilles, we are told, in demonstrating how “confidence in oneself is the chief nurse of true magnanimity” (*OA*, 289). Here, as elsewhere in Sidney’s *Arcadia*, allusion to epic poetry serves the rhetorical purposes of characterization and reader engagement. In this case, it fosters *admiratio*. This narrative moment also provides the reader new information about Arcadian law. In conveying how “[Pyrocles’s] excellent wit, strengthened with virtue but guided by love, had soon described to himself a perfect vision of their present condition,” the first of this hero’s considerations outlined by the narrator consists of “remembering withal the cruelty of the Arcadian laws which, without exception, did condemn all to death who were found in act of marriage without solemnity of marriage, assuring himself, besides the law, that the duke and duchess would use so much more hate against their daughter as they had found themselves sotted by him in the pursuit of their love” (*OA*, 290). Here in the narrator’s commentary on Pyrocles’s strategic thought emerges a legal distinction between secret “act of marriage” and public “solemnity of marriage” in Arcadia.

Herein lies the twofold gist of the protagonist lovers’ predicament, which resembles that of Spanish chivalric-romance heroes in their clandestine marriages. The circumstance that Pyrocles does not yet know of Basilius’s supposed death allows for a reminder here that, as in Silva’s *Amadís de Grecia* and *Florisel de Niquea, Part Three*, it
is precisely the circumstances which force the protagonist lovers to act upon their love in secret that inhibit parental approval.\footnote{Cf. K. T. Rowe 1947 on the matter of “romantic love and parental authority,” although Rowe’s study proves problematic for our present purposes because it relies on the composite 1593 text of Arcadia (see p. 14 n. 38), which combines Sidney’s later revision and expansion of Books One through Three (incomplete) with a slightly revised version of Books Three through Five from OA.} Also, here readers learn two new facts about Sidney’s fictional Arcadia: first, that laws exist in the realm which condemn to death anyone who undertakes clandestine marriage, and second, the likelihood that those laws may be enforced against these princes, given the circumstances of their courtship. Like Montalvo’s narrative commentary on the same legal punishment for “adultery” ("\textit{adulterio}") committed by noblewomen in pre-Arthurian Britain, Sidney’s narrator characterizes this Arcadian legal custom as “cruel” (cf. "\textit{tan cruel costumbre y péssima}").\footnote{G. R. Montalvo, \textit{Amadís de Gaula}, ed. J. M. Cacho Blecua, vol. 1, pp. 242-243. This commentary by the narrator occurs early in Book One with regard to the secret marriage of Perión and Helisena through which the protagonist is conceived.} As in the Spanish chivalric-romance tradition, maintaining one’s honor in secret marriage requires full awareness of such legal custom. In Sidney’s fiction, however, the “cruel” laws apply to “marriage,” rather than just to adultery.

This variation highlights an important distinction between the world in which Sidney produced his imitation and the world in which his literary sources were produced. Montalvo and Silva fashioned the poetics of their stories involving true love in secret marriage, and those works were translated into French, too, before the Council of Trent’s ruling against the theological and social legitimacy of clandestine marriage in 1563. Sidney’s imitation occurred after the post-Tridentine shift in reception of these Spanish authors’ stories, within a context of enhanced anxiety about the theological and social nature of marriage, which the Protestant English establishment no longer deemed a
Poetic use of the secret-marriage motif could not function for Sidney’s imitation in the same way it could for Montalvo’s and Silva’s fiction in the late-fifteenth and early-sixteenth centuries. Sidney’s narrative therefore blends its use with use of motifs in ancient prose fiction, in order to figure forth early modern perspectives on the matter of clandestine marriage.

In Books Four and Five, *Old Arcadia* stages debate over the issue of clandestine marriage by extending its existing narrative poetics. Establishing reader complicity with the protagonist lovers and exemplary contrast with other main characters, as in Books One through Three, Books Four and Five convey character development for Philanax, who appears only briefly in Book One. Sidney’s narrative contrasts Philanax’s skeptical approach to the matter of clandestine marriage, based on existing laws and political expediency, with poetic impressions of the protagonist lovers’ “inner worth and true nobility” as they defend the virtue of their own actions. In Book Four, for instance, when Pyrocles is apprehended by Arcadian authorities, the narrator emphasizes his charismatic courage: in that group of Arcadian aristocrats accompanying Philanax and Sympathus (an aptly named “nobleman” entrusted to keep Pyrocles captive), “everyone” feels “desirous to have him in his charge, so much did his goodly presence (in whom true valour shined) breed a delightful admiration in all the beholders” (*OA*, 302-303).

Philoclea’s plea to Philanax that she and her husband be kept together clearly conveys a poetic impression of theological validity for their “virtuous marriage”:

> My only suit is you will be a mean for me that, while I am suffered to enjoy this life, I may not be separated from him to whom the gods have joined me; and that you determine nothing more cruelly of him than you

---

237 See Chapter One above, notes 20-23, and Chapter Five below, at note 300.
238 A. C. Hamilton 1972: “the trial which proves their guilt also proves their inner worth and true nobility” (p. 44).
do of me. But if you rightly judge of our virtuous marriage, whereto our innocencies were the solemnities, and the gods themselves the witnesses, then procure we may live together. But if my father will not so conceive of us, as the fault (if any were) was united, so let the punishment be united also. (*OA*, 303-304)

Philoclea recognizes the difference between theological legitimacy and social legitimacy, though she takes as the “solemnities” of their secret marriage their innocent exchange of mutual vows and chaste consummation of the union. In other words, she appeals to the unquestionable validity of their union in the eyes of God (or rather, within this fictive world, “the gods”). She remains fully committed to that “virtuous marriage” while, at the same time, obediently deferring to her father’s judgment on the matter. Because Books One through Three have provoked within readers a genuine delight in these “innocencies” of the union between Pyrocles and Philoclea, we are inclined toward a favorable impression of this argument, both in terms of its *pathos* and her personal *ethos*.

For readers, the fact that Philoclea does not yet know of her father’s supposed death enhances both the rhetorical effect of her argument and the aesthetic impression of her virtuous character. That same fact, however, causes Philanax to receive both her argument about marriage and the reference to her father with cynical distrust. The narrator explains this interpretation by Philanax immediately after Philoclea’s request, clarifying that he assumes Pyrocles and Philoclea have acted in cohorts with Gynecia, planning together Basilius’s death, the exile of Pamela with Musidorus, and their own “marriage” as a *coup d’état* “to overthrow the diadem of Arcadia” (*OA*, 304). Philanax’s interpretation clearly comes from genuine love and sense of duty toward his supposedly deceased sovereign, as the narrator makes clear in describing his inner emotional response to Philoclea’s open grief upon hearing of her father’s death (*OA*, 305).
accusatory initial reply to Philoclea’s plea highlights precisely how the current political situation has become skewed to preclude “mercy” toward these young lovers in their clandestine marriage: “since among yourselves you have taken him away in whom was the only power to have mercy, you must now be clothed in your own working, and look for no other than that which dead pitiless laws may allot unto you” (OA, 304). The power of merciful reprieve belongs to the duke, who is presumed dead. The matters of clandestine marriage and alleged conspiracy to be judged involve both heirs-apparent to the Arcadian throne, and the narrator has told us already that Arcadian law alone would ensure the two princesses and their husbands each a death sentence. Therefore, for the time being, there exists a vacuum of political authority in which the reigning dynasty may be wiped out by “dead pitiless laws.” Amidst ensuing political negotiation and tension, Sidney’s narrative amplifies the contrast between Philanax’s well-intentioned but potentially tragic antagonism on behalf of the state and the protagonist lovers’ charismatic courage in defending both the virtue of their actions and Pamela’s legal right to the Arcadian throne.

Book Four in *Old Arcadia* exploits the still-ambiguous issue of Musidorus’s attempt to consummate his secret marriage to Pamela in Book Three, as a device for establishing narrative emphasis on the political stakes for their clandestine union. The shift back to focus on Pamela and Musidorus highlights and further clarifies the matter of political succession, given Basilius’s apparent death. The narrator reminds readers here that Musidorus has begun to break his promise to Pamela by endangering her virginity, and, as noted above in Chapter Three, the stakes underlying that promise are primarily political. When the couple is being taken to Arcadian authorities, Pamela clarifies that in
her mind neither her “virtue” nor her husband’s “honour” has been compromised whatsoever in that attempted consummation. Contrasting their “ill hap” with his “faithful faultlessness,” she reassures her husband, “how can I want comfort that have the true and living comfort of my unblemished virtue; and how can I want honour as long as Musidorus (in whom indeed honour is) doth honour me? Nothing bred from myself can discomfort me, and fools’ opinions I will not reckon as dishonour” (OA, 311-312). This reassurance helps Musidorus, as well as the reader, distinguish between inner virtue and external circumstance, between true honor and others’ misperception of such honor as dishonor. From this point onward, he defends Pamela’s virtue and her right of succession admirably, with words rather than arms, willing (like Pyrocles) to give up his own life for his wife’s sake. His charismatic ethos nearly persuades their prison guards to release them, and his argument highlights “my lady Pamela being the undoubted inheritrix of this state” (OA, 315; see 315-316). When all four protagonist lovers are brought before Philanax, Pamela asserts her own authority as legal successor to her father and, in doing so, firmly defines her union with Musidorus as marriage:

remembering how necessary it was for her not to lose herself in such an extremity, she strengthened her well created heart, and stoutly demanded Philanax what authority then they had to lay hands of her person, who being the undoubted heir was then the lawful princess of that dukedom.

Philanax answered: “Her grace knew the ancient laws of Arcadia bare she was to have no sway of government till she came to one and twenty years of age, or were married.”

“And married I am,” replied the wise princess, “therefore I demand your due allegiance.” (OA, 319)

No one, including Philanax, doubts her legal status as successor to Basilius, but here we learn that “the ancient laws of Arcadia” identify both age and marriage as contingency
factors in her right to succession. She is only seventeen at present, so everything hinges upon her marriage.

In *Old Arcadia*, political tension stems from legal ambiguity regarding whether or not the clandestine nature of Pamela’s marriage to Musidorus validates her right of succession. The narrator characterizes Pamela as “wise” in perceiving that she and Musidorus are indeed married, through freely rendered mutual exchange of vows. Their union within Sidney’s fiction could be perceived by sixteenth-century English readers not only as *consensus per verba de futuro*, a theologically valid betrothal, but also as *consensus per verba de praesenti*, a sustained mutual will for marriage, which in Elizabethan England still functioned theologically as consummation equally legitimate as sexual union. Philanax’s reply to Pamela’s argument, however, highlights how Sidney’s fiction grapples with the social dimension of clandestine marriage (and hence, in this case, its political implications), rather than with its theological definition. Before Pamela’s assertion, the narrator describes “Philanax, showing a sullen kind of reverence unto her, as a man that honoured her as his master’s heir but much misliked her for her (in his conceit) dishonourable proceedings” (*OA*, 319). His reply to her claim of marriage further explains his perspective on her “proceedings” as “dishonourable.” He does not deny that she has married Musidorus; rather, he speaks disparagingly of “such marriages” (that is, clandestine marriage), with emphasis on current political and legal circumstances that could inhibit her right of succession:

“The gods forbid,” said Philanax, “Arcadia should be a dowry of such marriages.” Besides, he told her, all the estates of her country were ill

---

satisfied touching her father’s death, which likewise according to the statutes of Arcadia was even that day to be judged of, before the body were removed to receive his princely funerals. After that passed, she should have such obedience as by the laws was due unto her, desiring God she would show herself better in public government than she had done in private. (*ibid.*)

Here we see the crux of *Old Arcadia*’s secret-marriage theme. Basilius’s sudden “death,” established by Sidney’s narrative through the Apuleian sleeping-potion motif, has left loose ends regarding the legal validity of Pamela’s right to succession via clandestine marriage. Such matters of legal will and titular succession—as well as the question of abduction (*raptus*)—were precisely the issues debated for centuries and ultimately addressed by Genevan, French, and Tridentine legal reform with regard to clandestine marriage in the mid-sixteenth century.\(^{240}\) In this case, suspicion of conspiracy inhibits Pamela’s immediate succession and thus, for the time being, limits her power to claim the duchy of Arcadia as “dowry” for her new husband. Here and elsewhere, Philanax seems inclined to validate Pamela’s title as duchess of Arcadia, but here and throughout most of Books Four and Five, he remains loath to allow Musidorus and Pyrocles any legal concession as husbands to Basilius’s daughters.

Political circumstances in Arcadia present *Arcadia*’s readers a crisis regarding legal equity. Should all four protagonist lovers be held to the letter of Arcadian law, leaving the realm without any heir-apparent? Or, should the two princesses be granted legal concession but their husbands be held to the letter of the law, based on the judgment that their clandestine union, though theologically legitimate, may be defined as illicit according to positive law? Or, rather, should Pyrocles and Musidorus also be granted legal concession? No one in Arcadia supports the first prospect. The second and third

\(^{240}\) See Chapter One above, notes 20-23.
possibilities entail judgment of the protagonists’ legal status in Arcadia and of their moral character. In Book Five, both Philanax’s legal prosecution and Euarchus’s legal verdict condone the second perspective. The protagonist lovers and their supporters embrace the third. The dilemma itself advances the plot of Sidney’s narrative. This legal crisis regarding the Arcadian succession in Sidney’s fictional world creates political division and hence the motive for appointing a temporary political “protector” to whose legal judgment Arcadia may defer on the matter, resulting in the trial scene of Book Five.

The narrative transition delineating this action amidst political crisis focuses on character development; and here, as with the poetics of Books One through Three, *Old Arcadia* employs mimesis and philosophical discourse for the rhetorical purposes of exemplary character contrast and reader complicity with the protagonist lovers. The narrator’s comments on “confused and dangerous divisions” among Arcadian councilors suggest the need for a strong and wise monarch within a mixed polity such as this one (and, by implicit comparison, that of Elizabethan England). He defines those “divisions” as “a notable example how great dissipations monarchal governments are subject unto,” cataloguing various interest groups involved in the current political crisis, including “the great men looking to make themselves strong by factions” (*OA*, 320). The ambitious and unscrupulous Arcadian aristocrat Timautus, for instance, proposes that he marry one of the princesses, and, in response to Philanax’s quick and firm refusal, Timautus arouses dissention through rhetoric employed against Philanax, who, appealing to “the laws” and “the duty you owe to this state,” rallies some troops to stop Timautus from freeing Gynecia (*OA*, 321-325). Amidst this political tension in the *locus amoenus* (not so pleasant at present), Kerxenus comes from nearby Mantinea, visits the protagonist lovers
in prison, and then, among his own people, admirably defends both Pamela’s right to
succession and her marriage. Kerxenus’s argument hinges upon his favorable impression
of the protagonist lovers’ personal ethos (“virtue”), and the narrator explains that the
effect of Kerxenus’s speech in swaying this particular group of Arcadians into ac
tion results from his own persuasive ethos as “a man both grave in years and known honest”
(OA, 326). The narrator then explicitly contrasts Kerxenus’s actions with Philanax’s
policy motivated by overzealous commitment to legal “justice” with or without due
process: Philanax “thought best to remove the prisoners secretly, and (if need were)
rather without form of justice to kill them than against justice (as he thought) to have
them usurp the state” (ibid.). That policy fails only because the prisoners’ keeper
Sympathus, who, like Kerxenus, remains “stricken in compassion with their excellent
presence,” adheres to Philanax’s original charge of keeping them safely guarded rather
than to his new charge that they be released secretly into his own care (ibid.). Thus, the
conclusion of Book Four extends and alters the reader’s formerly admirable impression
of Philanax as a prudent and loyal counselor to Duke Basilius, adding a new and negative
dimension of misguided zeal in his loyalty to Basilius. In the process, Sidney’s narrative
provides a new impression of Kerxenus and introduces new characters for the purpose of
reinforcing the reader’s favorable impression of the protagonist lovers just before their
trial.

This poetic effect, enhanced by the protagonist lovers’ philosophical
contemplation and courage in Book Five, inclines readers to remain on the protagonists’
side and to be skeptical of Philanax’s allegations in the trial scene, because we know his
faulty assumptions about the defendants’ motives. Readers, unlike the trial’s judge and
audience, also know that Philanax withholds important evidence in his prosecution of Pyrocles and Musidorus: two tear-stained letters intended to be read by the Arcadian assembly, written by Philoclea and Pamela about their husbands. Sidney’s narrative provides us those texts, in which each princess defines her partner as “husband” (see OA, 395-398). Pamela’s letter, after sarcastic questions about the Arcadian “lords” and their “laws” currently posing as her “fellows” and “sovereigns,” condemns any transgression against herself or against her husband Musidorus as a matter of treason (OA, 397). Philoclea’s letter provides a more “humble” and tender private plea that would corroborate the notion of “justice” in “clemency” underlying Pyrocles’s argument in pleading guilty of clandestine marriage (in response to Philanax’s second accusation):

“The salve of her [Philoclea’s] honour (I mean as the world will take it, for else in truth it is most untouched) must be my marriage and not my death, since the one stops all mouths, the other becomes a doubtful fable” (OA, 394-395). These arguments enhance readers’ impressions of Philoclea’s honorable character and Pamela’s strength of character. The latter is exactly what Arcadia needs from her as rightful ruler in this time of political crisis.

The gap between the protagonists’ ethos and that of Philanax widens as readers witness his motive for suppressing legal evidence and accusing Musidorus of abduction. A messenger delivers the two letters to Philanax amidst Pyrocles’s defense, during which the young prince indignantly challenges Philanax to a duel, and the narrator explains that

---

24 Pamela’s letter emphasizes with regard to Musidorus, “the good or evil you do to the excellent prince was taken with me, and after by force from me, I will ever impute it as either way done to my own person. He is a prince and worthy to be my husband, and so is he my husband by me worthily chosen. Believe it, believe it; either you shall be traitors for murdering of me or, if you let me live, the murderers of him shall smart as traitors” (OA, 397). H. R. Woudhuysen [1980] also emphasizes this passage but does not address the matter of Pamela’s marriage (p. 291).
Philanax “utterly suppress[es]” the letters as a matter of “revenge” against Pyrocles (OA, 398). This action and its motive confer onto the reader some degree of Pyrocles’s indignation, further diminishing Philanax’s ethos in our minds and hence also the persuasiveness of his ensuing allegation that Musidorus’s primary motive for elopement with Pamela was political conspiracy. For the reader, narrative explanation of Philanax’s biased assumptions, methods, and motives in Books Four and Five compromises the logos of his policy and prosecution, while enhancing the favorable effect of the protagonist lovers’ ethos in defending their actions and rights.

A similar effect, though more complex, occurs with Euarchus’s final judgment of the protagonist princes, as elected “protector” for Arcadia. He resolutely administers death sentences to his nephew and son as a matter of adherence to Arcadian law. The narrator frames this judicial sentencing with emphasis that Euarchus, in hearing both prosecution and defense, attends only to the apparent logos of each side’s arguments, “letting pass the flowers of rhetoric and only marking whither their reasons tended” (OA, 403). Euarchus recognizes these young princes’ noble chivalric deeds—that is, “the services they had done before,” in foreign lands prior to arrival in Arcadia and in defending Arcadia from popular rebellion—as “truly honourable and worthy of great reward, but not worthy to countervail with a following wickedness,” emphasizing, “this no man can deny: they have been accidental, if not principal, causes of the duke’s death” (OA, 405). With regard to “universal civility” or “the law of nations” pertaining to “world citizens,” Euarchus claims that his own son and nephew, Pyrocles and Musidorus, as “public persons,” both have transgressed “the law of arms” by entering Arcadia as “private” persons submitting themselves to “domestical services” in disguise, “so by
making themselves private [have] deprived themselves of respect due to their public calling”; therefore, they should know that in doing so, “hav[ing] not only left to do like princes but to be like princes,” each “must take heed how he fall into their hands whom he so wrongeth, for then is courtesy the best custom he can claim”:  

For no proportion it were of justice that a man might make himself no prince when he would do evil, and might anew create himself a prince when he would not suffer evil. Thus, therefore, by all laws of nature and nations, and especially by their own putting themselves out of the sanctuary of them, these young men cannot in justice avoid the judgement, but like private men must have their doings either cleared, excused, or condemned. (OA, 404)

This argument about the disguised princes “debasing” themselves “as private citizens, without the privileges of political immunity,” has been recognized as a “contrivance of dramatic irony” in Sidney’s narrative, given that the protagonists have in fact protected Arcadia from civil rebellion. Yet, it is important to highlight and analyze anew this final emphasis that the protagonists’ actions in disguise may be “either cleared, excused, or condemned” by Euarchus as Arcadian protector. The stipulation regarding “the law of arms” serves as a legal premise for waiving automatic political immunity for the foreign princes in Arcadia, whereas the logic of Euarchus’s judgment, and hence its irony, hinges upon his perspective on clandestine marriage.

Euarchus’s justification for Musidorus’s death sentence provides sharp contrast with the argument of Pamela’s letter (conveyed to readers and to Philanax but not to Euarchus), which defines such sentence as treason. Ironically, both perspectives lean upon the same premise pertaining to local ordinance and international law. Readers know that as a responsible traveler Musidorus familiarized himself with Arcadian law

242 V. Skretkowicz 1990, p. 167. H. R. Woudhuysen (1980) emphasizes this argument by Euarchus in OA as an example of Leicester’s and Sidney’s interest in international law and “theories of limited monarchy” (pp. 291-292).
upon arrival in that country (OA, 13). When he and Pyrocles appear for trial in Book Five, just before their hearing begins, they are told that “Arcadia laws were to have their force upon any were found in Arcadia, since strangers have scope to know the customs of the country,” and that

whatever they were, Arcadia was to acknowledge them but as private men, since they were neither by magistracy nor alliance to the princely blood to claim anything in that region. Therefore, if they had offended (which now by the plaintiff and their defence was to be judged) against the laws of nations, by the laws of nations they were to be chastised; if against the peculiar ordinances of the province, those peculiar ordinances were to lay hold of them” (OA, 385).

In other words, if they have not officially been granted legal rights in Arcadia or established dynastic alliance with its rulers, they maintain no special legal privileges here in Arcadia, regardless of who they may be by birth elsewhere. It is Pamela’s contention, however, that executing Musidorus constitutes treason precisely because she has in fact allied herself to him in marriage. Therefore, her succession is valid (even though she has not yet reached twenty-one years of age), and her husband shares her authority and rights in Arcadia.

Yet, even if Euarchus had read Pamela’s letter, the logic of his decision presumably would hold firm, for he shares Philanax’s perspective that the clandestine nature of Pamela’s marriage endangers “the state” as an “unfit” precedent:

For if the governors of justice shall take such a scope as to measure the foot of the law by a show of conveniency, and [to] measure that conveniency not by the public society but by that which is fittest for them which offend, [it follows logically that] young men, strong men, and rich men shall ever find private conveniences how to palliate such committed disorders as to the public shall not only be inconvenient but pestilent. The marriage perchance might be fit for them [i.e., Pamela and Musidorus], but
very unfit were it to the state to allow a pattern of such procurations of marriage. (OA, 407)

Euarchus’s concern here about such precedent becoming a slippery slope, like Philanax’s similar perspective noted above, conveys the rationale for late-sixteenth-century anxiety and legal reform with regard to property rights and succession in cases of clandestine marriage. As noted above in Chapter One, these were precisely the issues at stake for Sidney in the wake of Queen Elizabeth’s anger toward Leicester for his clandestine marriage. Arcadia’s new protector, renowned internationally for his dedication to “justice,” upholds such reformed policy even to the point of sentencing his nephew and son to death. Here in Book Five Sidney’s Arcadia delivers its primary rhetorical punch.

In the protagonist princes’ case and in the case of Gynecia, Old Arcadia’s readers—upon hearing Philanax’s vindictive prosecution, the accused princes’ defense of their actions in Arcadia (complemented by the Arcadian people’s admiration for these heroes), and the harsh death sentences administered by Euarchus—perceive such legal “justice” as unjust, at least to a significant degree, for we know that Basilius’s death (which we still take his drug-induced sleep to be) has occurred by accident. Readers

---

243 M. M. Sullivan 1991 also quotes this passage for similar emphasis (pp. 65-66). Sullivan’s study reads the Amazonian disguise motif’s “function” alongside anthropological perspectives on gender and patriarchy to suggest “analagical relation between monarchy and patriarchy” in Sidney’s Arcadia (p. 62), limiting its analysis of OA to Book Five as a springboard for addressing NA revision. Cf. Chapter Three above, note 154.

244 Cf. E. Dipple 1970 on this matter. Dipple’s study balances the perspective of R. A. Lanham 1965 on rhetoric in OA with due emphasis on the work’s poetics of reader engagement, and it overturns the premise of W. R. Davis 1965 (pp. 136-167) that Euarchus’s presence in Book Five and his judgment symbolize universal justice (ius naturale). Davis’s reading proves problematic methodologically, drawing wholly upon the composite 1593 text combining the revised Books One through Three in NA with Books Three through Five of OA. D. M. Anderson 1957 revises the similar reading of Book Five in K. T. Rowe 1947, recognizing in it the same problem (cf. note 235 here above). Dipple’s essay, on the other hand, provides a somewhat exaggerated interpretation of the narrator’s comment—“so uncertain are mortal judgements, the same person most infamous and most famous, and neither justly” (OA, 416)—suggesting an overarching religious perspective akin to the Calvinist readings cited above (see Chapter Three, note 154). R. S. White 1996 balances Dipple’s perspective with emphasis that “in court even the accused confess themselves guilty” (p. 144; see pp. 143-148). Cf. N. R. Lindheim 1982, pp. 159-161, 214 nn. 73-74; S. K. Heninger 1989, pp. 429, 581 n. 34; M. Fortier 2005, pp. 113-116.
know about Philanax’s skewed prosecution, and we also know that Gynecia confesses
guilt in Book Four only as a matter of “despair” amidst the “torment of conscience” she
feels in misperceiving Basilius’s comatose sleep as death (OA, 279-280; see 278-283).245
We know, too, that she warned her husband not to drink the sleep potion. Given this
awareness, combined with readers’ privileged knowledge of the Delphic oracle and
Basilius’s reactions to it, Old Arcadia’s readers alone may perceive that the root causes
for each legal allegation ultimately reside in Basilius’s bad judgment. Indeed, it is
precisely because of this discrepancy in knowledge between reader and characters that,
despite the aesthetic impression of characters and events Sidney’s narrative establishes
for us as readers, Euarchus’s legal judgment remains unquestioned within the story. In
this situation, “Arcadia knows no proper grounds for questioning Euarchus’s authority”
and therefore “brings us to an appreciation of the limits of the law, perhaps the limits of
any universal law, absent clemency or equity.”246 This rhetorical impression conveys the
Dudley-Sidney family’s perspective amidst their predicament in 1578-1581 revolving
around Leicester’s marriage.

Sidney’s narrative establishes that poetic impression—a matter of rhetorical
mimesis—through imitation and variation of literary sources. The trial scene in Old
Arcadia captures, to a significant degree, both the central conflict and the aesthetic effect
of reader anticipation in the trial scene concluding Heliodorus’s Aethiopica, wherein all
present parties admire the protagonist lovers’ virtue. Even after Sisimithres publicly
reveals Chariclea’s identity as daughter and heir to Hydaspes and Persinna, Hydaspes

245 Gynecia’s perjured confession of guilt at the trial in Book Five has been compared to that of Clitophon
amidst a distinct trial scene in Clitophon and Leucippe by Achilles Tatius (S. L. Wolff 1912, p. 317), a
work available to Sidney in French translation.
assumes falsely that to appease the populace he must nonetheless adhere to Ethiopian law in sacrificing her. Hydaspes’s speech to the Ethiopian people, as translated into English by Thomas Underdowne in 1568-1569 (reprinted in 1577), appeals to the “Weale Publike” and to “custome of our Countrie” above “priuate commoditie,” which, he emphasizes, includes both the “Lawe of nature” by which he desires his daughter’s life be spared and “the succession of my Bloude.”

Similar logic motivates Euarchus’s decision as temporary Arcadian protector to uphold legal death sentence for the protagonist knights, even after their identities as his nephew and son have been revealed. But here Sidney’s imitation of literary motifs diverges from his sources in philosophical implication. Analysis of blended Aristotelian, Platonic, and Ciceroonian philosophical tenets underlying Sidney’s poetics suggests that Euarchus, like Basilius in Book One, exercises bad judgment, though in a very different manner: “That Euarchus refuses to admit conditions and circumstances that might mitigate against law in an (unrealistic) pure state suggests that his own behavior is finally immoral and unjust. This is confirmed by his notion of an absolute sentence similar in kind to the crime.”

Euarchus understands equity to mean upholding positive law impartially, without

---

247 Heliodorus 1569 [English], fol. 139r-v (sig. Mm.ij.r-v). Cf. Heliodorus 1577 [English], fol. 142r-v (sig. S.iii.r-v).
248 A. C. Hamilton 1972 claims with regard to Hydaspes and Euarchus in these contexts, “Even a close reader may fail to distinguish the two speakers in these passages where each urges his child to accept his verdict” (p. 43).
249 A. F. Kinney 1986a, p. 267 (see pp. 261-273). Cf. ibid., pp. 273-274, comparing this philosophical perspective to the “Protestant apologetics” of Sidney’s friend Philippe Duplessis de Mornay in De la Vérité de la Religion Chrétienne (Antwerp, 1581): “The classical philosophers’ state of divine or eternal virtue is for Mornay the equivalent of Providence, and although Sidney could not expect all humanists—even all Christian humanists—to know Mornay, he surely means to imply in the Arcadia that the pagan philosophy of Book 5 is in perfect accord with Christianity. As in the Defence where David’s Psalms become an ideal model for poets, so in the Arcadia poetry transforms antique thought into Christian humanism” (p. 274).
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exception. Sidney’s narrative makes its reader think otherwise about the nature of equity as justice.

This poetic effect in Book Five arises from Sidney’s structural and conceptual interlacement of the Heliodoran paradigm with his imitation of chivalric-romance sources in Book One. High praise for Euarchus’s virtuous reputation as a judge occurring early in Books One and Five, including emphasis on “his equity” (OA, 351; cf. 361), contributes toward an ironic reversal of expectation for the reader at the end of Book Five. Thematically, one might even link Euarchus’s unjust justice as Arcadia’s temporary protector in Book Five with the unwise reasoning of its rightful ruler Basilius in Book One. Sidney invents that matter of the duke’s unwise reasoning as a variation of the sequestered-princess motif in Old Arcadia’s primary chivalric source, as noted above in Chapter Three. The narrative structure established there in Book One also provides for a unique variation of the unknown-parentage motif employed in the Aethiopica and also integral to the Spanish chivalric-romance tradition. Pyrocles, like Agesilao in Sidney’s primary chivalric source, knows his parentage and heroic family history, but he has grown up away from his father during a decade of warfare in Macedonia and Thrace, and, when Euarchus comes to Arcadia seeking his son and nephew in Book Five, the Macedonian king is quickly recruited as legal protector while the princes remain in prison and Basilius remains supposedly dead. Then the princes use pseudonyms at trial. Therefore, in the trial scene, father and son, uncle and nephew initially do not recognize each other as such (OA, 375-376). Yet, when identities are revealed, Euarchus feels compelled to remain impartial in his legal judgment. For this version of the unknown-parentage motif, Sidney invents a synthesis of sorts for the poetics of Silva’s interlaced

motifs in Florisel de Niquea, Part Three and Amadís de Grecia, combined with that particular motif’s use in the conclusion of Heliodorus’s Aethiopica.

The poetic effect of Sidney’s compound imitation, however, diverges from that of source material such as Amadís de Grecia and the Aethiopica, in which revelation of parentage provides comic anagnorisis resulting in resolution of plot conflicts. Sidney’s narrative, in contrast, thwarts the clear build-up of reader anticipation in those sources, imposing a sudden and unexpected resolution through synthesis of the Heliodoran paradigm with that of the story in Apuleius’s The Golden Ass (Metamorphoses), thus creating a trial scene involving both the unknown-parentage motif and the sleeping-potion motif. In Heliodorus’s narrative, Hydaspes proposes his daughter’s sacrifice hoping that his people will want him to act otherwise, and such is the case. The matter of sacrificing Theagenes persists thereafter only until the public revelation of Chariclea’s full background and relationship with him, at which point everyone endorses their public marriage ceremony and their physical consummation of the union. Sidney’s invention through imitation and variation replaces that tidiness in narrative thread with a knot—that is, Euarchus’s harsh judgment remaining unquestioned—unraveled suddenly and dramatically through the motif of presumed death by sleeping potion, drawn from Apuleius’s story of a young man, his lusting and conniving stepmother, and local magistrates anxious about maintaining civil order. That Apuleian trial scene—like Heliodorus’s narrative, Silva’s narratives (in their full scope), and Sidney’s narrative—results in happy dynastic union.²⁵¹

²⁵¹ See William Adlington’s sixteenth-century English translation: L. Apuleius 1566 [English], fol. 102r-106v (sig. Dd.iiij.r—Ee.iiij.v). The narration concludes, “behold how the fortune of ye old man was chaunged, who thinking to be depriv’d of all his race & posteritie, was in one moment made the father of twoo children” (fol. 106v). Cf. Apuleius 1571 [English], fol. 99r-103v (sig. Dd.ij.r—Ee.ij.v).
The issue of Euarchus’s legal judgment in Sidney’s narrative lends the work’s happy resolution a distinct irony appropriate to its chivalric subject matter of dynastic union through clandestine marriage. When this Macedonian king arrives in Arcadia, the narrator reminds readers of Duke Basilius’s political lapse in shirking his responsibilities of state while explaining Euarchus’s virtuous motive in coming here. Euarchus, we are told, “weigh[s] and pitie[s] the pitiful case of the Arcadian people,” recognizing the danger of invasion by bordering rival peoples, “the Asiatics” and “the Latins,” and the narrative identifies one motive for his arrival as “wise and temperate considerations” on behalf of the Arcadian state during Basilius’s unwise seclusion in the locus amoenus; thus, he travels there “to see whether by his authority he might withdraw Basilius from this burying himself alive” (OA, 358-359). This consideration alone, however, does not determine Euarchus’s decision to aid Arcadia. He also travels there out of concern for his son and nephew, not only to seek word of them but also to broker dynastic union between them and his friend Basilius’s daughters:

Neither was he without a consideration in himself to provide the marriage of Basilius’s two daughters for his son and nephew against their return [to Macedonia], the tedious expectation of which, joined with the fear of their miscarrying (having been long without hearing any news from them), made him the willinger to ease that part of melancholy with changing the objects of his wearied senses and visiting his old and well approved acquaintance [i.e., Basilius]. (OA, 359)

These combined motives for Euarchus’s arrival in Arcadia lend bitter irony to his choice as that country’s protector to refuse those same young lovers legal equity, which would seem just to us readers based on mitigating circumstances imposed by Basilius’s own choices, which Euarchus himself deems unwise and dangerous to the state. Thus, it is doubly ironic that in Sidney’s original Arcadia, ultimately, despite (or rather in spite of)
Euarchus’s legal judgment, “the fortuitous arrival of the knights errant” amidst the dangerous political situation imposed by Basilius “ensures that the phoenix arising from the ashes of revolutionary despair will be a newly established exemplar of the author’s personal ideal, responsible monarchy, supported wherever possible by blood ties.”

Euarchus’s legal “justice,” purportedly enacted for the sake of political stability, would eliminate the possibility of those “blood ties” he seeks to establish for the preservation of his own dynasty and, presumably, for the political stability of both realms. The resolution of that impasse in Sidney’s narrative allows its foundational plot conflicts to result in dynastic union, as occurs in the literary template for those plot conflicts, Silva’s *Chronicle of Florisbel de Niqueua, Part Three.*

Given this study’s analysis of how Sidney’s original *Arcadia* imitates the poetics of Spanish chivalric romance with regard to its protagonist knights’ experience in love and their actions in disguise (including embellishment in French translation), it seems wrong to interpret the young heroes’ exemplary function within the narrative as demonstrating “the obverse of correct chivalric behaviour and the consequences of this” based on the pessimistic premise “that the love that causes them to lapse from their previously noble chivalric standards now leaves them vulnerable to prosecution.”

Such a reading not only embraces the common but misleading critical assumption that the protagonist lovers’ secret union represents moral “lapse”; it also conflates Euarchus’s legal premise about “the law of arms” and political immunity with his judgment in

---

252 V. Skretkowicz 1990, pp. 166-167. Skretkowicz considers this fact “dramatic irony” only in tandem with the legal premise about the princes’ loss of regal or aristocratic rights according to international “law of arms” (p. 167).
253 In French translation, the conclusion of FN3 occurs in Guillaume Aubert de Poitier’s French “Book” XII rather than in Gohory’s French “Book” XI. Sidney probably knew that latter half of the story: see Chapter Three above, at note 153.
sentencing the princes to death, without recognizing his ironic anxiety about Pamela’s “marriage”; and it also does not distinguish the plot circumstance of “prosecution” from aesthetic impressions of characters and legal “justice” in Books Four and Five. Such critical trends, unfortunately, often lead to tacit dismissal of the final two paragraphs in Sidney’s narrative.  

255 Old Arcadia’s happy ending proves quite significant for the story’s overall rhetorical effect.

In Old Arcadia’s conclusion, as elsewhere in the story, Sidney’s narrative manipulates aesthetic impressions of characters and events for rhetorical effect.

Macedonia is a monarchy, and, although Arcadia technically constitutes a dukedom, its ruler’s name “Basilius” evokes for the reader, etymologically, his function as “king” (“Βασιλεύς”) for his people. Sidney almost certainly drew that name from “Bazilique,” the name Herberay gave to Silva’s lusty old Babylonian sultan of Niquea in translating Amadis de Grecia. 256 The “king” has endangered his people, as well as his daughters and their new spouses, and only his return to “life” and to responsible political authority brings legal equity for the protagonist lovers. Upon awaking from the potion’s effects, Basilius conveys to the Arcadian people the perspective which only he and we readers possessed earlier based on privileged knowledge of the Delphic oracle’s prophecies and his reactions to them, claiming that “all had fallen out by the highest providence” and recognizing that “in all these matters his own fault had been the greatest” (OA, 416).

255 Not surprisingly, studies which do emphasize the “happy ending” of “mercy” and “marriage” include comparison of Book Five with its Heliodoran source (A. C. Hamilton 1972, p. 45) and studies of OA with regard to dynastic succession in England (L. Tennenhouse 1990, p. 208) and Natural Law (R. S. White 1996, pp. 145, 147).

256 J. J. O’Connor 1970 observes that Basilius’s character constitutes “a blend of Galanides [in FN3; Fr. Am. XI] and old Bazilique [in Am.Gr.; Fr. Am. VIII]” (p. 192) and that “Even the name Basilius Sidney probably derived from that of Bazilique, the soudan of Babylon” (p. 201), adding that “Bazilique derives obviously from the Greek word for king, Βασιλεύς” (p. 264 n. 29). On Sidney’s knowledge of Greek, see J. Considine 2002.
Basilius “conclude[s]” the “marriage” of Pamela and Musidorus, “to the inestimable joy of Euarchus,” and names Musidorus his heir to the Arcadian dukedom (*OA*, 417). In this same penultimate paragraph of *Old Arcadia*, the narrator explains that Philanax remains ever faithful to Basilius, that Euarchus takes the admirable Arcadian aristocrat Sympathus to Macedonia “and there highly advance[s] him,” and that Pyrocles becomes king of Thrace and perpetually shows gratitude toward Keroxenus for his loyal support, “giving him in pure gift the great city of Abdera” (*ibid.*). Here readers witness chivalric justice akin to the logic of kinship ties and rewards for loyal service among characters in Spanish chivalric romances.\(^\text{257}\)

*Old Arcadia* concludes its overarching secret-marriage theme with emphasis on public validation and dynastic issue. Sidney conveys that emphasis through a rhetorical flourish of *praeteritio*, the narrator highlighting various matters through emphasis that he will not address them but that they “may awake some other spirit to exercise his pen in that wherewith mine is already dulled” (*ibid.*). Significantly, the first of these matters is “the solemnities of these marriages” between the protagonist lovers—that is, official public ceremony indicating their parents’ approval of the dynastic union—the prior impossibility of which constituted the story’s central conflict. The final matters listed are future stories of the protagonist couples’ children, named after them: “the son of Pyrocles named Pyrophilus, and Melidora the fair daughter of Pamela by Musidorus, who even at their birth entered into admirable fortunes” (*ibid.*). Only recently has this final point of emphasis in Sidney’s narrative been recognized for its political significance.

\(^{257}\) Cf. M. P. Harney 2001 and 2005 on that matter.
within the story.\textsuperscript{258} It should also be recognized how this conclusion, aesthetically, resembles those of chivalric-romance narratives in the Spanish tradition, which, as feigned “chronicles,” frequently highlight public ceremonies of dynastic union and new generations of young heroes whose adventures must be told elsewhere.

The original \textit{Arcadia}’s happy ending for its secret-marriage theme, including its final emphasis on “admirable fortunes” for the protagonist lovers’ children, provides a favorable impression of what may result from due equity granted by a responsible monarch. As demonstrated in Chapter One above, Philip Sidney constructed this aesthetic impression of true love, clandestine marriage, and legal equity within a fictional dukedom primarily for his sister, at a time when their uncle Robert Dudley’s clandestine marriage incurred Queen Elizabeth’s anger and also had produced a child. The former temporarily compromised the Sidney family’s position at court. The latter indefinitely jeopardized Philip Sidney’s own right of succession to the earldoms of Leicester and Warwick. By 1581, Sidney’s family had begun recovering from the former. The latter issue, on the other hand, remained a matter of concern for Sidney until the child Denbigh’s death in 1584.

\textit{\* \* \*}

The preceding section’s literary analysis further confirms this study’s opening observation that Sidney chose and exploited literary sources for \textit{Old Arcadia} based on his own family’s interests. Here it is important to re-emphasize the uncertainty of Sidney’s social situation: politically and economically for his whole family in the months of Queen Elizabeth’s strongest resentment toward Leicester for his marriage, as well as

socially in terms of his own gentry status in contrast with members of England’s landed
nobility who held earldoms. That latter issue, combined with the matter of pedigree, or
antiquity of aristocratic title, proved a significant factor in his quarrel with Edward de
Vere, seventeenth Earl of Oxford, in August 1579 (see Chapter One above, note 39).
Upon the pregnancy of Leicester’s new wife and the birth of their son, Sidney potentially
(and then temporarily in real life) lost his legal right of inheritance to the earldoms (and
wealth) of his maternal uncles Leicester and Warwick. Despite that reality in 1581,
although perhaps also partially because of it, these final Books of Sidney’s *Old Arcadia*
complicate its situation of secret marriage with uncertainty and impending tragedy, yet
without compromising the virtue of its protagonist lovers. This biographical context
deserves further scrutiny. Secondary impetus for Sidney’s choice of literary sources
might have come from family rivalries with other English aristocrats. *Old Arcadia’s*
fictional poetics is, after all, topical with regard to its subject of clandestine marriage.
Yet, amidst this new consideration, it must not be forgotten that Sidney’s invention is
“topical” in thematic and intellectual content but, above all, delightful and rhetorical in
poetic focus.

Analysis of material contexts for the source narratives upon which Sidney drew
for inventing Books Four and Five brings to light new facets of cultural competition
probably built into *Old Arcadia’s* narrative poetics. It seems no mere coincidence that
the two ancient prose romances upon which Sidney drew most heavily for plot motifs in
Books Four and Five of *Old Arcadia* were translated into English and dedicated in print
to aristocratic rivals of the Dudley-Sidney family. Largely because most literary studies
have not recognized the primary motives for Leicester’s campaign of artistic patronage
between 1578 and 1581, they have not noted with regard to Sidney’s sources for Books Four and Five of Arcadia that the existing English translations of Heliodorus’s Aethiopica and Apuleius’s The Golden Ass (Metamorphoses), produced by Thomas Underdowne and William Adlington, were dedicated in print to the Earls of Oxford and Sussex, respectively. In writing Old Arcadia, Sidney participated (at least tacitly, though probably with conscious intention) in his uncle’s network of artistic patronage, cultivated by Leicester’s desire to amplify his own persona as an important European lord. Sidney chose literary sources primarily for their efficacy for inventing the secret-marriage theme of his narrative, which applied nicely to the exigency of his uncle’s legal situation in marriage. In doing so, he also channeled his considerable literary talent toward general competition with French court culture and, perhaps, specific competition with those less creatively “Englished” literal renditions of ancient prose fiction dedicated to rival English aristocrats.

Tilling this new ground of cultural rivalry with other English aristocrats requires precise attention to the nature of Sidney’s contention with the Earls of Oxford and Sussex. As noted above in Chapter One, Philip Sidney quarreled directly with Edward de Vere, seventeenth Earl of Oxford, challenging him to a duel in August 1579 in reaction to his snub in calling Sidney a “puppy,” and Queen Elizabeth’s ruling that Sidney must back down due to his inferior aristocratic status rankled with Old Arcadia’s author. It was that same issue of Oxford’s superior pedigree that caused William Cecil to contract the marriage of his daughter Anne to the Earl of Oxford in 1571, rather than to Philip Sidney
as negotiated with Henry Sidney in 1569. Sidney bore no such direct resentment toward Thomas Radcliffe, third Earl of Sussex, but there was an ongoing political rivalry between Leicester and Sussex, separate from divided political policy (at times) on the immediate prospect that Queen Elizabeth might marry the French Duc d’Anjou, though intimately tied to Dudley-Sidney family interests. Sussex was an uncle to Philip Sidney by marriage, Leicester an uncle by blood. Prior to this period of 1578-1581, Leicester had maneuvered to ensure that Henry Sidney maintain his position as the queen’s president in Wales rather than let it be taken over by Sussex, and then Leicester had blocked Sussex’s reappointment as Lord Deputy of Ireland so that Henry Sidney could assume that duty. Between 1578 and 1581, friction between these aristocrats seems to have occurred as much or more from this preexisting political rivalry, combined with Archbishop Whitgift’s criticism of Henry Sidney’s rule in Ireland as too lenient toward Catholic recusancy, than from firm ideological conflict over the Anjou marriage prospect. Recognizing the distinct nature of each aristocratic rivalry proves useful for evaluating the significance of printed dedications to those two earls attached to Heliodorus’s and Apuleius’s narratives in English translation, with regard to Sidney’s dynamic synthesis and variation of motifs from those source narratives.

259 For documentation of that negotiation between Cecil and Henry Sidney, consult M. G. Brennan & N. J. Kinnamon 2003, pp. 23-27. On the marriage of Anne Cecil to Edward de Vere, see Chapter One above, note 39.

260 See S. A. Adams 2004a, pp. 100a, 105b (cf. pp. 106b-107a); W. T. MacCaffrey 2004a, p. 547a-b; and W. T. MacCaffrey 2004b, pp. 751a-752b, 753a, 754a-755a. M. W. Wallace 1915 characterizes the Leicester-Sussex political rivalry as a “bitter feud” of which Henry Sidney remained wary (p. 24). H. R. Woudhuysen [1980] explains with regard to friction between Leicester and Sussex that “despite these minor eruptions which reflect the deeper tensions of the court[,] it would be wrong to feel that both parties were impossibly hostile to each other. In Elizabethan, as much English politics, principled opposition did not rule out reasonable co-operation or personal friendship” (p. 37). Cf. S. A. Adams 1982 and 1991; S. Alford 2008, p. 231.
Gauging Sidney’s impression of the *Aethiopica* in English requires revising two recent approaches to the question of Sidney’s *Arcadia* and sixteenth-century texts of Heliodorus’s fiction. Sidney probably knew Thomas Underdowne’s dedicatory epistle to the Earl of Oxford, first printed in 1569, the year of Sidney’s preliminary betrothal to Oxford’s future wife Anne Cecil, then reprinted in 1577, the year in which Sidney returned from his embassy in eastern Europe. Awareness of that dedication may signify nothing, for it is likely that Sidney drew upon Jacques Amyot’s French translation of Heliodorus’s narrative (1547; revised edition 1559), perhaps also familiar with Stanislaus Warschewiczki’s Latin translation (1552), which Underdowne translated into English. Recently, political motives for Amyot’s French translation have been associated with the appearance of Melanchthon’s name on the title page of the Warschewiczki translation, that combination of data used by Victor Skretkowicz for evaluating how those European versions of Heliodorus’s narrative became “Sidney’s literary model” for inventing English fiction. Skretkowicz argues that *Old Arcadia* “allegor[es] the Protestant League’s desire to build a dynastic hegemony of monarchomachist, anti-papal states.”

That thesis builds from significant emphasis on Amyot’s French translation of Heliodorus as “part of his cultural reform of the French court” (*ibid.*). Sidney almost certainly knew Amyot’s translation of Plutarch (1559) and probably also his French Heliodorus. Yet, that political reading relies on unstable critical assumptions and proves misleading to readers not familiar with the sixteenth-century political theory it cites, not least due to its association of “monarchomachy” with Phillipp Melanchthon rather than “tyrannomachy”

---

261 V. Skretkowicz 2004 [2006], p. 17. V. Skretkowicz 2008 further introduces what will be a book-length version of this argument.

262 Cf. S. Lee 1910 (pp. 151-157) and A. K. Forcione 1970 (pp. 55-64) on Amyot and his translations; also M. Hearsey 1933 on Sidney and Amyot’s Plutarch; and V. Skretkowicz 1976 on Sidney and Amyot’s Heliodorus.
with Hubert Languet (Melanchthon’s pupil and Sidney’s mentor), the latter association slippery enough in itself and difficult to apply directly to Sidney’s fiction. Rather, Sidney’s choice of source material is “political” insofar as Leicester’s patronage and Sidney’s literary production served as competition with Anjou’s patronage and French court culture more generally.

With regard to Warschewiczki’s Latin translation and its endorsement by Melanchthon—bearing on its title page the advertisement, “Adiectum est etiam Philippi Melanthonis de ipso autore, & hac eiusdem conversione, iudicium”—another recent study claims that this emphasis on “iudicium” (“judgment”) creates an impression of auctoritas for Heliodorus that would have appealed to Sidney in contrast with a general impression of “frivolity” attached to the Earl of Oxford. That claim misrepresents Underdowne’s dedicatory epistle to Oxford. The epistle emphasizes fictional “Historie” as “knowledge fitte for a Noble Gentelman...most seeminge,” combining its praise of the earl’s personal “vertues” (which Sidney would have deemed ironic) with, significantly, a concluding emphasis on the high pedigree of dedicatees for sixteenth-century translations of Heliodorus. Given these emphases in the dedication, Sidney’s use of Heliodorus as

---

263 See Chapter Five below, note 285, for Skretkowicz’s approach and for Roger Kuin’s comments on Melanchthon, the réseau, and such misperception of “tyrannomachy” as “monarchomachy.”

264 On this general matter of Leicester, Sidney, and Anjou’s artistic patronage, see H. R. Woudhuysen [1980].

265 S. R. Mentz 2006: “The key term here is ‘iudicium,’ judgment. Melanchthon has read Heliodorus and judges him to be appropriate. The authority of the sober Lutheran refutes the charges of frivolity that had attached to Heliodorus since the medieval period, and which the dedication to the earl of Oxford would revive in England. Melanchthon’s approval of the Aethiopian History would at least have confirmed Sidney’s decision to use Heliodorus as a narrative model; it may even have inspired it” (p. 60).

266 Underdowne’s epistle to Edward de Vere contrasts “noble menne” who “rule in the weale Publike” with “the Bookishe man busily attendinge his owne study [who therefore] cannot carefully yenough tender the state” and, in turn, contrasts “The Greekes” with “the Romanes” who, “content with mediocritie, applie themselves to greater things.” The epistle does so in order to claim that “of all knowledge fitte for a Noble Gentelman, I suppose the knowledge of Histories is most seeminge,” thus justifying the translation of this “passing fine, and wittie Historie,” and emphasizin, “suche is the forsc of vertue, that shee maketh vs to loue, not onely our owne Countrie men by sight vnkownen, but also Straungers” (Heliodorus 1569
source material for Arcadia might have involved another facet of cultural rivalry. Sidney’s fiction figures forth validation of royal and aristocratic pedigree with active virtue in love and in arms: an affirmation of his own values, in contrast with Oxford’s bombastic exploitation of wealth and aristocratic privilege attained through pedigree alone.\textsuperscript{267} This hypothesis about thematic emphasis built into Sidney’s creative method complements recent critical emphasis on changing “patronage networks” in the late 1570s and on printed works dedicated to the Earl of Oxford.\textsuperscript{268}

Sidney’s attention to Apuleius’s fiction as rendered and marketed in English translation, on the other hand, seems more bent on competing narrative poetics than on competing patronage networks.\textsuperscript{269} William Adlington’s English translation of Apuleius’s The Golden Ass (Metamorphoses), first printed in 1566 and then again in 1571, has not been examined alongside Sidney’s invention of Arcadia. Adlington’s dedication to Sussex complements the commentary provided in his epistle “To the Reader,” which proves suggestive with regard to Sidney’s immediate interests and potential literary rivalry with this work. Adlington emphasizes the importance of Apuleius’s fiction in terms of its aesthetic effect for readers. He compares The Golden Ass (Metamorphoses) to “the Fables of Esope [Aesop], & the feigninge of the Poetes,” explaining his own perspective on the work’s poetics:

\begin{quote}
[English], sig. ¶.ii.r—¶.iii.r. Underdowne praises the earl’s “hautie courage,” his “sufficiency in learning,” his “good nature, and common sense,” then emphasizes, “Sure I am that of other translatours he hath beene dedicated to mighty Kinges, and Princes. Therefore accept my good will (Honorable Earle) and if opportunitie shall serue hereafter, there shall greater thinges appeare vnder your Honours name. Almighty God geue you increase of Honour, and keepe, and defende, you for euer and euer” (ibid., sig. ¶.iii.r).\textsuperscript{267} Cf. Chapter One above, notes 38-39.\textsuperscript{268} D. B. Hamilton 2005, pp. 2-4; A. H. Nelson 2003, pp. 236-239. Cf. M. C. Questier 2006 for a complementary general discussion of aristocratic patronage (pp. 20-29).\textsuperscript{269} This approach revises a tacitly disparaging claim by Sussex’s most recent biographer that he received no literary dedications (W. T. MacCaffrey 2004b, p. 755b). F. B. Williams 1962 lists the dedication (p. 153b; STC 718). For recent perspective on Sussex as theatrical patron, see W. R. Streitberger 2007. Cf. A. H. Nelson 2003 on Oxford’s patronage of playwrights and players (pp. 239-248, 287-289).\end{quote}
when I had throughly [sic.] learned the intent of the Author, and the purpose why he inuented so sportfull a jest [...] which should not onely be accepted of many, but the matter it selfe allowed, & praised of all... whereby they may not take the same, as a thing onely to jest and laugh at... but [instead] by the pleasauntnes thereof, be rather induced to the knowledge of their present estate, and thereby transorme themselues into the right and perfect shape of men.

Sidney’s *Defence of Poesie* also upholds the moral value of Aesop’s fables (specifically) and exemplary poetics (generally) based on the power of such fiction to move readers toward social consciousness and virtuous action through aesthetic delight. With the exemplary poetics of *Old Arcadia*, Sidney departs from Adlington’s allegorical perspective on the poetics of metamorphosis in Apuleius’s *Metamorphoses*.

*Old Arcadia*’s narrative poetics resists the type of allegorical reading encouraged by Adlington. His epistle “To the Reader” moralizes the alteration of “estate” in Apuleius’s fiction, adding other literary *exempla* (Ulysses’s men with Circe in the *Odyssey* and a story of the Biblical King Nebuchadnezzar transformed into “an horrible monster” for his “exceedyng pride”) to support his allegorical interpretation of the work he translated. The protagonist’s metamorphosis into a donkey, Adlington explains, reflects how we humans “suffer our mindes so to be drowned in the sensuall lustes of the fleshe, and the beastly pleasure thereof,” that “we leese wholy the vse of reason and vertue (which proprely [sic.] should be in man) and play the partes of bruite and sausive

---

270 L. Apuleius 1566 [English], sig. A.ij.v. Cf. Apuleius 1571 [English], sig. A.iiiij.v. Adlington’s dedication to Sussex emphasizes, “although the matter therein seeme very light, and mery, yet the effect thereof tendeth to a good and vertuous morall, as in the followyng Epistle to the Reader may be cleerly perceaued” (1566, sig. *i.v; cf. 1571, sig. A.j.v).

271 On “the feigned image of poetry” versus “the regular instruction of philosophy,” Sidney claims, “the poet is the food for the tenderest stomachs, the poet is indeed the right popular philosopher, whereof Aesop’s tales give good proof: whose pretty allegories, stealing under the formal tales of beasts, make many, more beastly than beasts, begin to hear the sound of virtue from these dumb speakers” (*DP*, 87). Sidney also claims that poetic invention “sometimes, under the pretty tales of wolves and sheep, can include the whole considerations of wrong-doing and patience” (*DP*, 95). See S. K. Heninger 1989 on Sidney’s *DP*, Abraham Fraunce on Plutarch, and Aesop’s fables as emblematic allegory (pp. 269-271) and on Sidney’s exemplary poetics versus allegorical poetics (pp. 273-276).
beastes.” He emphasizes that in each case the literary characters were transformed back into human form “and liued after a good & virtuous life: So can we neuer be restored to the right figure of our selues, except we taste and eate the sweete Rose of reason and vertue, which the rather by mediation of prayer, we may assuredly attaine” (ibid.). It is precisely such a moralized reading of Sidney’s Old Arcadia—originally outlined by modern studies aligning the work with Renaissance emblem traditions and Calvinist theology, as noted above in Chapter Three (note 154)—that this present study refutes with regard to the work’s protagonist lovers. Analyzing Sidney’s poetic invention through compound imitation and variation of source narratives reveals how his synthesis and variation of literary motifs creates for the protagonist lovers metamorphoses of physical, social, and legal “estate” without moral degradation. With Basilius and Gynecia, on the other hand, Sidney’s narrative creates sudden conversion of ethical status by imitating the motif of presumed death by sleeping potion, drawn from Apuleius’s narrative. To a significant degree, Sidney consciously works against the long exegetical tradition of moralizing Ovid’s Metamorphoses and other ancient fiction in the manner that Adlington moralizes Apuleius’s Metamorphoses.

Sidney might well have read and used the Latin text of Apuleius’s narrative, but marginalia accompanying the trial scene in Adlington’s translation suggests that this English version might have fueled his thoughts in combining imitation of the motif from Apuleius with imitation of the trial scene concluding Heliodorus’s narrative. At the trial scene in Book Ten of The Golden Ass, Adlington’s translation provides the following marginal comments: “To proceede by lawe is justice, for lawe is very justice”; “Thus they vsed in olde time to putte suche to death, as had killed any of their kinrede. But that

law was afterwarde abrogate”; and “Judges are sworne to execute Iustice.” Here one sees appended to the fictional narrative a degree of contemporary self-consciousness regarding the same difficult matters of legal justice figured forth in Sidney’s narrative. Both these editorial comments accompanying Adlington’s translation and Sidney’s trial scene in *Arcadia* Book Five pinpoint an issue essential to the Dudley-Sidney family’s immediate concerns: the matter of legal precedent versus legal equity.

* * *

Sidney’s fiction focuses existing legal concerns of the Dudley-Herbert-Sidney family upon the need for legal concession in certain select cases of clandestine marriage. The implication for Sidney’s intended aristocratic audience seems clear: Queen Elizabeth should forgive Leicester for his secret marriage, and all parties involved (including Sidney himself, one would assume) may come to find that it could bring unexpected glory to their noble aristocratic lineage. This critical emphasis does not suggest direct allegorical correspondence between specific fictional characters and Queen Elizabeth, Leicester, or other parties affected by Leicester’s marriage. Even the

---

273 L. Apuleius 1566 [English], fol. 104r (sig. Ee.i.r) and fol. 105r (sig. Ee.ij.r). Cf. Apuleius 1571 [English], fol. 101r (sig. Dd.iiij.r) and fol. 102r (sig. Ee.i.r).

274 This study’s revision of B. Worden 1996 (see Chapter One above) need not lean in that direction. K. Duncan-Jones 1996—in calling for nuanced critical attention to Sidney’s known association with and sympathy for numerous English Catholics, especially the family friend Edmund Campion, whom Leicester and Henry Sidney admired and supported (at times) for a decade and a half before Campion returned to England with fellow Jesuit Robert Persons (a.k.a. Parsons) on a vigorous campaign to re-convert the country to Catholicism, for which Campion was executed in 1581—concludes with the hypothesis that “Campion’s trial and execution gave a sudden jolt to Sidney when he was in the final stages of writing the *Arcadia*, and had some direct influence on its fifth and final book, especially the final scene in which the two young princes who are the book’s heroes are charged with conspiracy to assassinate the monarch and are put on trial” (p. 99; see pp. 99-102). If one were to accept that events in 1581 did directly influence Sidney’s conception of the trial scene in Book Five of the *Arcadia*, one certainly need not grant that it was Campion’s trial to which Sidney was “indebted” for figuring forth its course of events. On the mission of Campion and Persons within the political context of negotiation for Queen Elizabeth’s marriage to Anjou, see T. M. McCoo 2001. To Duncan-Jones’s survey providing examples of Sidney’s personal association with Campion and other English Catholics (1996, pp. 85-98), one may add another example discovered by Jonathan Woolfson and incorporated into Alan Stewart’s biography of Sidney. Philip Sidney apparently spent time with English Catholic expatriates in Padua, for his name appears among six others as witness for
narrator’s conspicuous analogy in Book Five regarding Pyrocles’s Greek garments at trial, which were “not much in fashion unlike to the crimson raiment our knights of the order first put on” (OA, 376), serves a rhetorical poetic function. The first-person reference to “our knights of the order” clearly would have indicated for an English reader the chivalric Order of the Garter. This flagrantly anachronistic comparison helps solidify a connection in an aristocratic English reader’s mind between literary plot circumstance—that is, legal and political ramifications of clandestine marriage—and the contemporary matter of Leicester’s marriage. The literary moment is not “political” in terms of sustained topical allegory. Rather, the overall rhetorical message of Sidney’s fictional narrative is “topical” on thematic and intellectual levels. Sidney employs such rhetorical poetics even in the case of seeming topical allegory with his own pastoral persona in the Eclogues, as demonstrated in the following chapter.

Books One through Five constitute Old Arcadia’s primary narrative plane, generating its central thematic emphases and operative poetic effect. The story of Pyrocles and Musidorus marrying Philoclea and Pamela, invented through a synthesis of characters and motifs from Spanish chivalric romance and ancient prose fiction, provides tragicomedy in figuring forth a scenario that demands legal equity as a corrective for

---

275 See J. Robertson, ed. P. Sidney, OA, p. 480 n. 27.
literal interpretation of positive law through establishing admiration for the protagonists’ noble virtue.
Pastoral Persona and Structural Poetics:

Sidney’s Use of Spanish Pastoral Romance in *Old Arcadia*’s Eclogues

Having recognized in previous chapters that Leicester’s clandestine marriage served as a crucial impetus for Sidney to produce feigned Arcadian history, as well as for his choice of literary sources in doing so, the question remains, to what degree does the original *Arcadia*’s narrative poetics involve allegory, if at all? This issue demands attention to the work’s overall structural poetics: that is, how *Old Arcadia*’s four interludes of pastoral entertainment, or “Eclogues,” interact with its five prose Books. The Eclogues’ melancholic aristocrat-turned-shepherd, Philisides, frequently has been highlighted as an internal cue for interpreting *Old Arcadia* allegorically. This chapter emphasizes that thinking of the Philisides character in terms of pastoral persona proves more constructive.

*Old Arcadia* as a whole maintains a dramatic structure in which the four pastoral interludes, like the five primary “Books or Acts” (labeled as such in extant manuscripts), provide narrative poetics of exemplary character contrast. Sidney’s use of chivalric-romance sources establishes for the *Arcadia* as a whole its dominant focus on responsible monarchy and clandestine marriage, both matters tied to the royal and aristocratic main characters. Books One through Five constitute the primary plane of reader engagement and exemplary character contrast. The Eclogues provide auxiliary debate regarding matters at stake in the main story of two disguised princes wooing two sequestered princesses and dodging restrictions imposed externally upon the lovers’ mutual desire for
union in marriage. This tangential or “choric” function supplements the work’s overall thematic focus and poetic effect.

The First and Second Eclogues focus on music and other matters directly pertinent to the disguised princes’ courtship of Basilius’s daughters. The Third and Fourth Eclogues focus on matters of marriage and justice (both individual and social), figuring forth poetic impressions of contentment and discontentment for each topic. In designing these two latter groups of pastoral entertainments, Sidney drew selectively from two Spanish pastoral romances: Jorge de Montemayor’s *Los Siete Libros de la Diana* (c. 1558-1559) and Gaspar Gil Polo’s *Diana Enamorada* (1564).

The first section of this chapter re-evaluates the narrative significance of recognized parallels between verse forms and thematic emphasis in those two works and in *Old Arcadia’s* Third and Fourth Eclogues. It revises a misleading premise by which *Old Arcadia* has been triangulated with Montemayor’s and Gil Polo’s fiction, by providing new emphasis on continuity and change in the themes of marriage and justice in love between Montemayor’s invention of the pastoral-romance genre and Gil Polo’s continuation. This new perspective helps explain the quasi-religious dimension of *Old Arcadia’s* pastoral epithalamion in terms of exemplary character contrast between the Third Eclogues and Book Three. *Old Arcadia’s* pastoral mode complements but does not trump its dominant chivalric focus on dynastic union through secret marriage.

The second section argues further that the melancholic character Philisides represents a quasi-autobiographical persona for Sidney similar to Montemayor’s Sireno in the *Diana*. Pastoral persona in the Third and Fourth Eclogues conveys a poetic impression of Sidney’s personal predicament in the wake of Leicester’s clandestine
marriage, complementing the rhetorical punch of dramatic impasse conveyed in Book Five regarding legal judgment of the protagonist princes.

* * *

The synthesis of narrative poetics and pastoral interlude within Old Arcadia’s Eclogues provides a dynamic mixture of anecdotal prose narrative and bucolic poetry. In this regard, these Eclogues differ greatly from the poetics of prosimetrum form in Jacopo Sannazaro’s Arcadia, resembling more closely the generic form of Spanish pastoral romances such as Montemayor’s Diana and Gil Polo’s Diana Enamorada. Serving an almost choric function for Old Arcadia’s five “Books or Acts,” its four Eclogues, as pastoral interludes, comment upon actions involving the protagonist lovers; but, in terms of overall poetic effect, they remain subordinate to the action and narrative poetics of Old Arcadia’s five “Books or Acts.”

Analyzing Sidney’s synthesis and alteration of specific aspects from Montemayor’s Diana and Gil Polo’s Diana Enamorada in the Third and Fourth Eclogues helps elucidate the manner in which exemplary character contrast within the Eclogues reinforces character contrast established in the main narrative.

In the Eclogues, as in Books One through Five, Sidney generates characters and thematic focus through imitation and variation of multiple literary sources. For Philisides, he imitates the model of Montemayor’s protagonist shepherd Sireno in the

---

276 In addition to R. E. Stillman 1986 on Sidney’s Eclogues and Spanish pastoral romance versus Sannazaro’s mode of pastoral fiction, see A. C. Hamilton 1972 (pp. 33-38), which does not address Spanish pastoral-romance sources but does, like this present study, conclude that “Sidney’s eclogues become detached epilogues which only comment upon the action. Ideally they may have been designed to function as the chorus of a Greek tragedy; [...] in Sidney, the prose plot, which dramatizes the Arcadian state of mind, becomes the soul of the work” (p. 38). See S. Chaudhuri 1989 (pp. 289-295) on the manner by which, “in the Old Arcadia, the courtly narrative continues through the Eclogues as well” (p. 292). Cf. J. S. Lawry 1972 (pp. 24, 59-71) on the Eclogues’ “choric” function. On five-act dramatic structure as a probable organizing principle for the five “Books or Acts” of OA, see Chapter One above, note 18.
Diana, rather than Sannazaro’s Sincero, as has been assumed by modern critics. Onomastic innovation marks perhaps the most conspicuous aspect of that humanist pastoral legacy. Montemayor playfully invents various character names exploiting the Latin etymological root felix, felicis in thematic relation to the Greek root philo, which Sidney exploits for playful thematic significance in character names, including this pastoral persona “Philisides” in the Eclogues and, significantly, the transformation of Pyrocles into “Cleophila” through Amazonian disguise as a means to pursue his new love for “Philoclea.”

Old Arcadia’s Eclogues contain lyric poetry which imitates verse forms developed by Sannazaro, Montemayor, and Gil Polo. Herein lies Sidney’s direct creative engagement with Sannazaro’s Arcadia, from which he draws models for bucolic singing.

---


278 A. F. Kinney 1986a, pp. 247-251. Kinney’s perspective on how Montemayor’s Diana helps fuel the humanist poetics of Sidney’s fiction proves useful for refining general notions of the Diana as didactic fiction (B. M. Damiani 1983). R. Schneider 2008 characterizes Montemayor’s Diana as “Sidney’s model for expanding the rather static pastoral scene of the Eclogues into a full-blown narrative with a didactic intention,” allowing for the “narrative function” of poetic dialogue and speeches in OA “within the larger framework of the plot, that is, their contribution to the oeconomia of the text, ‘the orderly unified disposition of scenes in a comedy’” (pp. 87, 100). Cf. S. Chaudhuri 1989, p. 300.

279 On this onomastic innovation by Montemayor and Sidney, see J. Oliveira e Silva 1980 and 1982a; also Chapter Three above (at note 196) on Pyrocles’s transformation.
competition and pastoral elegy. Some verse forms which Sidney introduced into the English language, such as the sestina, appear in both Sannazaro’s work and Montemayor’s *Diana*. Sidney’s skillful translation of two lyric poems from Book One of the *Diana* (produced separately from *Arcadia*) and certain verbal parallels with Montemayor’s work evident within *Old Arcadia* suggest that Sidney paid detailed attention to Montemayor’s Spanish text. One conspicuous parallel occurs in the first line of a soliloquy sonnet by Cleophila (Pyrocles)—“Loved I am, and yet complain of love”—a clever variation of the first line in a lament sung by Sylvano in Book One of the *Diana* (“Amador soy, mas nunca fuy amado”), aptly adapted to the dramatic scenario of this personal lament by the disguised protagonist in *Arcadia* Book Two. For the epithalamion Dicus sings to Lalus and Kala at the beginning of the Third Eclogues (“Let mother earth now deck herself in flowers”), which represents “the first formal epithalamion in English,” Sidney imitates the unique verse form of an epithalamion sung

---


281 For these two translations from the *Diana*, see P. Sidney, *Poems*, ed. W. A. Ringler, pp. 157-159 (cf. notes in *ibid.*, pp. 432-434; and K. Duncan-Jones, ed. P. Sidney, *Philip Sidney*, pp. 342-343 nn. 34-35). J. Oliveira e Silva 1982b identifies these two poems as close translations of Montemayor’s Spanish texts, in contrast with Bartholomew Yong’s English translation produced in the early 1580s (pp. 134-145). P. J. Cooke [1939], Ch. 2, also distinguishes Sidney’s translation of these poems from M. Nicole Colin’s French translation printed in 1578. Material evidence suggests that these two translations did not circulate widely in manuscript as did other poems from Sidney’s collection of verse later labeled “Certain Sonnets” in the 1598 printed collection of Sidney’s works (H. R. Woudhuysen 1996, pp. 246-247, 294). The latter of the two survives in only one manuscript copy (Folger ms. H.b.1, fol. 225v-226r), together with its companion, most of the other “Certain Sonnets,” and a copy of *OA*. H. R. Woudhuysen 1996 identifies the scribe of that manuscript as Richard Robinson (pp. 195-203, 326-327, and Plate V; cf. p. 400). E. Fosalba 1994 addresses verbal parallels between Sidney’s *OA* and Montemayor’s *Diana* (pp. 284-287).

at the end of Book Four in Gil Polo’s *Diana Enamorada*. For the double sestina sung by Strephon and Klaius at the beginning of the Fourth Eclogues ("Ye goat-herd gods, that love the grassy mountains"), another poetic innovation for the English language, Sidney draws upon a double sestina in Sannazaro’s Fourth Eclogue for its verse form and upon a similar exchange sung by Tauriso and Berardo in Book One of Gil Polo’s *Diana Enamorada* for its thematic emphasis on justice. These two poems provide the terms of pastoral debate within the Third and Fourth Eclogues, respectively, and Sidney chose to imitate these two poetic templates from Gil Polo’s *Diana Enamorada* for their thematic focus: marriage and justice. Thus, these two poems capture perhaps better than any others the thematic interrelationship between Sidney’s Eclogues and the narrative prose Books in his original *Arcadia*.

Focusing on the Spanish templates for these poems helps elucidate their function as bridges between Eclogues and prose Books; yet, doing so requires revision of prominent critical perspectives on *Old Arcadia’s* structural poetics. Arguments ascribing various underlying political ideologies to the work as a whole, for instance, rely on the assumption that lyric poems in the Eclogues sung by Sidney’s pastoral persona—especially the “Ister Bank” beast fable in antiquated language, wherein Philisides overtly mentions his friend “Languet”—serve as exegetical keys for interpreting the author’s

---


own stance on English and European politics in the late 1570s. \(^{285}\) Among such interpretations of the “Ister Bank” poem as a clue to Sidney’s own political thought, William Ringler’s reading, accepted by Jean Robertson and Robert Stillman, remains the most convincing: responsible monarchy requires recognizing the need for a strong and loyal aristocracy to maintain political stability. \(^{286}\) This poem should be addressed with regard to its local function within *Old Arcadia’s* structural poetics, as one of many political registers rather than as a trump card dominating all others.


\(^{286}\) Ringler glosses this poem’s injunction “know your strengths” [*Poems*, p. 103; cf. *OA*, 259] as “be aware that the aristocrats are the protectors of the commons against tyranny,” claiming that “in this poem Sidney is dealing, not with the question of the lawfulness or unlawfulness of rebellion, but with the kind of government—a monarchy limited by a strong aristocracy—that will prevent the development of tyranny” (ed. P. Sidney, *Poems*, pp. 414-415). Cf. note 285 above for Robertson and Stillman.
Stillman provides the most thorough study of the Eclogues in such a manner, revising earlier studies to interpret Sidney’s fiction as a unique brand of quasi-Stoic pastoral with a poetics of teaching and delighting not bent on conveying specific religious or political ideology but rather provoking for its readers intellectual reflection and aesthetic contentment regarding the nature of “justice.” That argument’s general emphasis on reader engagement sparking intellectual reflection and aesthetic contentment proves revealing. It also highlights thematic significance for Sidney’s attention to Spanish pastoral romance. Interpretation arising from that analysis, though, remains limited by attention to only one genre of literary sources. Stillman’s reading of *Old Arcadia* overemphasizes both its “pastoral” dimension and its discourse of constancy in “contentment,” largely due to the limitations of prior critical surveys addressing the work’s relationship to Spanish chivalric romance and ancient prose fiction.

*Old Arcadia* as a whole does not fit the generic mold of “pastoral romance,” nor do its Eclogues impose “oblique criticism of the manner in which Pyrocles and Musidorus pursue contentment.” The Eclogues proceed in step with intellectual issues

---

287 R. E. Stillman 1986 (see pp. 7-14, 19-44, esp. pp. 9, 21, 22, 37-38). As biographical context for this thesis, Stillman highlights an emphasis on “constancy” emerging in Sidney-Languet correspondence (1576-1577), combined with a notion of “virtuous quietness” emphasized in a letter from Sidney to his father, 25 April 1578, just before Henry Sidney was officially recalled from his position as Lord Deputy in Ireland. See note 285 above for Stillman’s contributions to debate about politics, religion, and Sidney’s fictional poetics. For a critical bridge or middle ground between Stillman’s perspective on *OA*’s narrative poetics and arguments for religious ideology in *OA* posited by Marenco and Weiner, see E. Dipple 1967, 1968, and 1970. Also consider H. R. Woudhuysen [1980] on Roger Baynes’s *The Praise of Solitariness* (1577) as an intellectual context for *OA* (pp. 293-298).

288 Stillman’s approach steers away from source material by Heliodorus and Feliciano de Silva (in French translation) through cursory reference to S. L. Wolff 1912 and J. J. O’Connor 1970 (p. 233 n. 30). See Chapter Two here above on the limitations of those two earlier source studies.

289 W. R. Davis 1965, p. 5 (cf. pp. 50-58, 168-179, for Davis’s notions of “Sidney’s moralization of plot” and “Arcadia as a Pastoral Romance” even in its 1593 NA form); R. E. Stillman 1986, p. 139. Stillman’s stance here on *OA*’s narrative poetics regarding the protagonist princes perpetuates, in a different vein, this same assumption posited by Marenco and Weiner. See note 297 below. E. Fosalba 1994, like Davis’s study, loosely associates the disguise motif in Sidney’s *Arcadia* with the plotline of Felix and Felismena in Montemayor’s *Diana* (p. 288 and n. 41). E. Rhodes 1992 contests Davis’s reading of Felismena as the *Diana*’s protagonist (pp. 114-115). R. Schneider 2008 clarifies that “Davis’s emphasis lies on individual
and poetic impressions generated by *Old Arcadia*'s narrative Books. Representation of mixed society between aristocrats and shepherds places momentous aristocratic matters in relief with parallel concerns within a lower echelon of society. Such juxtaposition accentuates the complexity and importance of those aristocratic concerns, rather than moralize them or illuminate them philosophically. Stillman’s premise that Gil Polo’s fiction serves as Sidney’s dominant narrative source material proves misleading. It relies upon a traditional critical distinction between Montemayor’s work and that of Gil Polo which requires revision based on more recent scholarship regarding Montemayor and his *Diana.*

Re-evaluating Sidney’s creative engagement with the matters of marriage and justice in the *Diana* and in *Diana Enamorada* demands analysis of Montemayor’s narrative poetics and Gil Polo’s revision regarding Sireno’s fortune in love. Critical emphasis on Montemayor’s *Diana* as innovative exemplary fiction, inspired at least partially by Feliciano de Silva’s work, proves useful for appreciating Sidney’s attention to it as a supplement for imitation alongside Silva’s fiction, as well as for revising plot elements rather than on the overall structure of the narrative” (p. 89 n. 6). The same qualification applies to T. P. Harrison 1926, which tenuously associates the central story of Pyroles and Musidorus wooing Philoclea and Pamela in *NA* with that of Delicius and Parthenius wooing Stela and Crimine in Alonso Pérez’s continuation of Montemayor’s *Diana* (pp. 64-68). On Pérez’s work, see J. B. Avalle-Arce 1959, pp. 86-98; and B. J. Nelson [2007], pp. 95-101. Harrison did not know Feliciano de Silva’s work, neither directly nor through W. V. Moody [1894], pp. 34-47 (T. P. Harrison 1926, p. 53 n. 3). W. V. Moody [1894] notes a general affinity between Sidney’s and Montemayor’s fiction in terms of mixed adventure and pastoral repose, associating the lion and bear incident in *Arcadia* Book One with a moment in Book Two of the *Diana* when “savages” (“salvajes”) suddenly attack a group of pastoral nymphs and are slain by Felismena, the aristocratic female warrior who has disguised herself as a shepherdess and has entered the *locus amoenus*—but Moody denies overall narrative correlation with Montemayor’s fiction (pp. 24-31; see pp. 18-32). Cf. J. Montemayor, *Diana*, ed. J. Arribas, pp. 183-185; and, on the savage-man trope in Spanish sentimental fiction and pastoral romance in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, see A. Deyermond 1964 [1966] (pp. 109-111 on this incident in the *Diana*).

290 For this premise about Sidney’s use of Gil Polo’s work, R. E. Stillman 1986 (pp. 30-31) leans heavily upon A. Solé-Leris 1959, which, in turn, relies upon B. W. Wardropper 1951 for its interpretation of Montemayor’s *Diana.*
Stillman’s distinction between the *Diana* and Gil Polo’s *Diana Enamorada*, which obscures the nature of Montemayor’s Sireno character.

That traditional distinction highlights the theme of “*Fortuna*” in Montemayor’s *Diana*, arguing that Gil Polo’s *Diana Enamorada*, in contrast with its precursor, asserts “an uncompromising affirmation of free will,” emphatically providing “reasoned criticism aimed at lovers rather than at love, on the grounds that the lovers themselves, by surrendering to passion, are responsible for their own sufferings. Love holds no sway over men except insofar as they, of their own accord, place themselves in its power.”

This underlying notion of human free will and suffering in love proved integral for the development of Spain’s pastoral-romance tradition, but it arose in Montemayor’s *Diana*, which invented the genre, rather than in Gil Polo’s imitation of that model.

Montemayor’s overall narrative poetics imitates the dynamic mixture of motifs and distinct generic registers apparent in Feliciano de Silva’s later works. The pivotal fourth Book of Montemayor’s *Diana* even incorporates a famous chivalric-romance motif, the Arch of Loyal Lovers, imported directly from Book Two of Montalvo’s *Amadís de Gaula*, with its poetic function granted a new quasi-religious significance in the *Diana*: only lovers who amidst suffering remain true to their “first faith” (“si la fe primera no [h]a perdido”) may enter the sage Felicia’s temple (239).

Gil Polo’s imitation of Montemayor’s pastoral fiction amplifies its emphasis on anecdotal narrative, more closely resembling the “Byzantine” style of ancient prose fiction in this regard than does...

---

291 A. Solé-Leris 1959, pp. 70, 67. Solé-Leris argues that *Diana Enamorada* provides critical imitation of a passage in Book Four of Montemayor’s *Diana* drawn from Leone Hebreo’s *Dialoghi d’Amore*, turning it on its head: “In Gil Polo, we are told that the god of love is a figment of men’s imaginations” (p. 68). J. Arribas 1996 notes that, although Montemayor uses the word “*fortuna*” more frequently, the lexicon for that concept remains consistent between *Diana* and *Diana Enamorada* (pp. 76-77).

Montemayor’s work, while maintaining the Diana’s thematic focus on human free will and justice in love which culminates in marriage.

Scholars of Montemayor’s religious poetry have revised traditional notions of philosophical underpinnings for the Diana, interpreting its characters’ communal suffering in love along the lines of Montemayor’s specific religious views as a Christian humanist to suggest an impression of heroic suffering in faith—rather than “stoic” resolve or even neo-Platonic sublimation of desire—such that “the more perfect love is, the more agonizingly passionate it becomes.”

Recent articulation of this critical approach argues that, “as a Renaissance humanist and a lay Catholic Reformist, Montemayor sought to oppose the doctrine of Original Sin not only in his religious poetry but in the Diana as well[,]...implicitly introducing the modern view that passionate sexual love and the physical desire that it generally includes are by no means at variance with naive innocence of heart.”

This perspective on Montemayor’s Diana complements analysis in Chapter Three above revealing how Sidney generates Old Arcadia’s central plot conflicts and character development through imitating interlaced motifs in Feliciano de Silva’s Florisel de Niquea, Part Three and modifying their neo-Platonic bent as rendered in partial French translation of that work by Jacques Gohory. The protagonist lovers in Old Arcadia, like their creative templates in Florisel de Niquea, Part Three and the protagonist lovers in

293 B. L. Creel 2004, p. 233. Cf. B. L. Creel 1990: “It would be an error to see expressed in the Diana the stoic concept of ‘fate’ as a force that degrades the lover by undermining the free action of his will. For Montemayor ‘fate’ corresponds at most to the Boethian concept of fate as the disposition or interconnection of the particular as determined on a general basis by providence, or even to the Augustinian ideal of subordination to the truth of eternal law (love of the Good), which is also the essence of both freedom and happiness”; thus, “the cult of suffering in love can be seen as a conscious stylistic pose that had the value of masking and at the same time esoterically suggesting a central core of happiness, gaiety, and even bliss” (p. 9). E. Rhodes 1992 also provides a reading of the Diana as quasi-religious narrative poetics, in more detail, although paying unduly short shrift to B. L. Creel 1981 and 1990 (e.g., pp. 10-11).

Montemayor’s Diana, provide models of exemplary devotion in love, wherein passionate
desire for the beloved emanates from a higher realm of noble love in the human soul. All
three of these works represent love as a noble virtue, and none of these impressions can
be defined as “stoic” or strictly neo-Platonic in nature. Sidney’s protagonists, like
Silva’s, desire sexual union as a complement to shared ecstasy they feel in love and,
significantly, as consummation of mutual marriage vows. Montemayor’s fiction, like
Sidney’s, builds upon the foundation of Silva’s innovation within the Spanish chivalric-
romance tradition. Indeed, Montemayor’s invention of the pastoral-romance genre seems
linked, to a significant degree, to the creative innovation of a specific literary circle tied
to Feliciano de Silva.295 Yet, the narrative poetics of Montemayor’s fiction differs from

295 Montemayor clearly knew Silva’s work and admired him greatly, writing an elegy and an epitaph upon
his death in 1554, both printed in the 1562 edition of Montemayor’s Cancionero, published in Zaragoza
eight years after its first edition (Antwerp, 1554) and just one year after Montemayor’s own death. In the
elegy, an allegorical figure of “widowed Poetry” laments, “¡Perdí mi bien, perdí mi Feliciano / muerta es
la gracia, el ser, la sotileza, / la audacia, ingenio, estilo sobrehumano!” (“I have lost my goods, lost my
Feliciano; / dead is the grace, the essence, the subtlety, / the audacity, ingenuity, superhuman style!”). For
those two poems, see J. Montemayor, Cancionero, ed. Á. González Palencia, pp. 442-447 (cf. BNM ms.
4072, fol. 86v, which preserves a copy of the “Epitafio a Feliciano de Silva,” though faded and very
difficult to read). Based on playful character names and allusions in the works of Alonso Núñez de
Reinoso, a Portuguese converso (“New” Christian of Jewish ancestry) who moved to Italy and imitated
Silva’s work in one section of his prose romance Clareo y Florisea—it seems that Reinoso, Silva, and
Montemayor were friends and literary correspondents in the mid-sixteenth century. On Reinoso’s imitation
of Silva’s work, see S. P. Cravens 1978b. On this matter of Reinoso, Montemayor, and Silva, see C. H.
Rose 1971, pp. 26-35; S. P. Cravens 1976, pp. 25-29 (cf. pp. 32 n. 36, 35-37); and M. Á. Teijeiro Fuentes
met and befriended Silva through proximity to his home in Ciudad Rodrigo. For Reinoso it might have
been in Salamanca, and Montemayor probably met Silva some time while serving as a musician (bass
vocalist) at the royal chapel of Charles V’s daughter Doña María in Valladolid between 1548 and 1552 (S.
This was the same period in which Silva composed his final chivalric romance, FN4 (written by 1550 and
published at Salamanca in 1551), which greatly amplifies narrative emphasis on a pastoral-courty locus
amoenus with a sudden proliferation of lyric poetry within the chivalric narrative: inspired largely by the
publication of Garcilaso’s pastoral poetry together with Juan Boscán’s translation of Castiglione’s Libro del
Cortegiano in 1543, editions of Sannazar’s Arcadia in Spanish translation (1547 and 1549), and,
presumably, courtly entertainments in Salamanca and Valladolid in 1543 and 1548, respectively celebrating
the marriage of Prince Felipe (later Felipe II) to Doña María of Portugal and the marriage of Felipe’s sister
Doña María to Maximilian of Hungary (S. P. Cravens 1976, pp. 33-34, 75-90; cf. ibid., pp. 15 n. 9, 91-108,
123-127; and A. Río Nógueras 2002). In addition to the two authors’ literary affinity, Silva had Portuguese
heritage on his father’s side of the family, and he presumably maintained sympathy for the converso
condition through his own experience in marriage (F. López Estrada 1973, p. 168; E. Cotarelo y Mori 1926,
pp. 133-138; M. C. Daniels 1983, pp. 80-88). It has also been assumed that Montemayor himself was a
that of Silva’s later works and, to a lesser degree, from that of Sidney’s original *Arcadia*. None of Montemayor’s characters resembles the *Arcadia*’s protagonist lovers. Philisides, however, represents a faithful yet unfortunate lover similar to Montemayor’s protagonist shepherd Sireno.

Sireno, like Philisides in *Old Arcadia*, remains unmarried in Montemayor’s *Diana*. The marriage of three couples, including true shepherds and aristocrats alike, occurs in Felicia’s temple as an official ceremony, a detail that aligns with the Catholic Church’s increasing concern that ordained priests officiate the sacrament of marriage, an issue emphasized heavily since the Council of Trent’s first convention in 1547. Yet, Montemayor’s primary protagonist, Sireno, cannot enjoy such union with his beloved Diana, because she sadly resigned herself to marry another shepherd named Delio while Sireno was away from home (125). Her marriage precludes the consummation of his ongoing passion for Diana upon returning to the pastoral *locus amoenus*. Among the protagonist lovers who visit Felicia’s temple, in the end only Sireno remains unmarried, devoting himself to perpetual passionate memory of the former mutual love he shared with Diana prior to her marriage.

Gil Polo’s *Diana Enamorada* (1564), produced shortly after further Tridentine legal reform regarding marriage in 1563, imposes upon Montemayor’s central story of Sireno and Diana a revised poetic impression of romantic love and marriage. Delio dies; therefore, as a widow, Diana marries Sireno. In the *Diana* and in *Diana Enamorada*, Sireno and Diana are true shepherds, in contrast with the protagonist lovers in Silva’s and

---

*converso* Christian, or at least a reformist Catholic with *converso* sympathies, and this biographical premise has been construed to complement revised interpretation of his *Diana* (E. Rhodes 1992). On that matter, see the latter portion of this present chapter.

Sidney’s pastoral-courtly fiction. In this regard, their marriage in Gil Polo’s fiction resembles that of Lalus and Kala in Sidney’s Third Eclogues. For this reason, it seems, Sidney imitates Gil Polo’s epithalamion sung for Sireno and Diana as a poetic model to be modified for Dicus’s song at the wedding of these Arcadian shepherds. Gil Polo’s romance replaces the open-ended suffering in love experienced by Montemayor’s protagonist with virtuous consummation in marriage, as an end to his anxiety in desire. Sidney’s Eclogues, on the other hand, provide both paradigms: that is, Philisides, a pastoral persona with misfortune and ethos as a lover similar to that of Montemayor’s protagonist shepherd, presented in contrast with a public pastoral wedding which occurs in the Third Eclogues, just after the secret “marriage” of noble protagonist lovers in Book Three.

The rustic simplicity of Lalus and Kala and their nuptials contrasts with the protagonist lovers’ complicated situation. That contrast establishes for the reader tacit criticism of Duke Basilius’s lust and his wife Gynecia’s jealousy as they both pursue Cleophila (Pyrocles), in a manner that complements the poetics of reader engagement and exemplary character contrast established in Books One through Three, as outline above in Chapter Three. Dicus’s epithalamion, in contrast with its formal template in Gil Polo’s Diana Enamorada, prays that Lalus and Kala may continue within marriage to uphold “chasteness” and “simple love,” not letting themselves succumb to “lawless lust” and “vile jealousy” (OA, 247-248). This emphasis poses an ideal for marriage that Basilius and Gynecia both have transgressed. Yet, in juxtaposing the consummation of clandestine marriage between Pyrocles and Philoclea at the end of Book Three with “a rustic’s imagined perfection of simple piety and contentment” here in the Third Eclogues,
Sidney’s narrative does not implicitly critique the protagonist lovers’ union. Instead, affectively, “the joyous marriage of the shepherds deepens our sympathy for the princes,” given the restrictions imposed upon their love by Basilius and Gynecia.

At the same time, Dicus’s epithalamion, while affirming the impression of Lalus and Kala as “chaste” and “simple” lovers established by Sidney’s narrative frame preceding the poem, also conveys a significant degree of anxiety about the contingency of human virtue and happiness in marriage. Its creative template by Gil Polo, in contrast, emphasizes the “great contentment” (“gran contento”) found in “marriage” (“casamiento”) after the experience of “constant will” (“voluntad constante”) amidst “harsh misfortune in love” (“desamor muy crudo”), also highlighting the quasi-ecclesiastical authority of “the great Felicia” (“la gran Felicia”) as an agent for uniting the couple in marriage.

To a significant degree, Sidney’s epithalamion in Old Arcadia’s Third Eclogues reflects the general manner in which “Protestantism enhanced

---

297 R. E. Stillman 1986, p. 138 (see pp. 104-107, 137-143; cf. p. 88). Stillman explains his perspective on OA’s narrative poetics here as follows: “After having given us the chance to indulge our sentimental appetites in the bedroom scene at the end of the third book, Sidney makes us conscious by the wedding of our weakness, of our vulnerability in accepting a cheap version of sexual contentment in place of the more genuine happiness of virtuous moderation” (p. 139). A. D. Weiner 1978 also reads this pastoral wedding celebration as implicit moral critique (pp. 131-135), as do E. Z. Cohen 1968 (pp. 765-766), Â. Bergvall 1989 (p. 70), C. Bates 1992 (pp. 112-113, 118, 123), R. S. White 1996 (pp. 141-142), and J. Catty 1999 (pp. 43-44). K. Duncan-Jones similarly claims that it offers “many ironic points of contrast to the behaviour of the princes” (ed. P. Sidney, Philip Sidney, p. 349 n. 97; cf. H. R. Woudhuysen 1996, p. 295).

298 A. C. Hamilton 1977, p. 67. R. E. Stillman 1986 grants, “it should be remembered that although the princes have employed deceptive strategies throughout the third book, they are forced to do so by Basilius’s strictures against suitors, and that their wiles, like their author’s, are a source of positive pleasure for the reader” (p. 139), but Stillman judges that Hamilton’s reading pushes this matter “maybe a bit too far” (p. 246 n. 9 [Ch. 7]). On OA’s narrative poetics of reader complicity with the protagonist lovers amidst their secret marriage in Book Three, combined with comic and tragic distance from Basilius and Gynecia, see Chapter Three above.

marriage as a means of personal companionship and individual, earthly happiness, but, in
desacramentalizing it, lowered its resistance to the pressures of the secular world.”

The narrative frame following this poem enhances emphasis on that general issue
of maintaining virtue in marriage. Nico’s dialogue with Paso and his Chaucerian-style
fabliau provide further warning about the danger of jealousy (OA, 248-254). Geron and
Histör engage in poetic debate at the end of the Third Eclogues, wherein Geron argues
that the institution of “holy marriage” helps couples remain virtuous and procreate,
against Histör’s jaded perspective that few women go into marriage with the virtue that
Kala exhibits (OA, 260-263). Such debate stimulates the reader’s thoughts on that matter,
preparing us to recognize virtue displayed by the protagonist princesses Pamela and
Philoclea in Book Four, as well as to anticipate dramatic debate regarding their
clandestine marriages in Books Four and Five.

The emphasis on marriage in Old Arcadia remains firmly entrenched within the
realm of society and politics, without debate regarding its theological nature, and in this
manner Sidney’s narrative logically interlaces the marriage theme with the theme of
political justice. In the Fourth Eclogues, the double sestina sung by Strephon and Klaius
blends the form and thematic emphasis of its poetic models by Sannazaro and Gil Polo to
establish for Old Arcadia’s Fourth Eclogues a theme of discontentment and injustice.
Sidney’s own pastoral persona, Philisides, establishes a bridge for this theme of justice
between the Third and Fourth Eclogues. His political beast fable sung in the Third
Eclogues provides the reader an allegorical reminder of the need for a strong aristocracy

301 See note 284 above. Stillman’s reading revises the perspective of K. Duncan-Jones 1966 on Strephon
and Klaius with regard to Urania in OA: “The fact of greatest importance about ‘ye goat-herd gods,’ is not
that Urania has gone away, but that Strephon and Klaius, struggling to obtain quiet of mind, ‘tarry in
Arcadia’ in expectation of her return” (R. E. Stillman 1986, p. 156).
as an essential ingredient for just monarchy (OA, 254-259) (see notes 285 and 286 above). In the Fourth Eclogues, amidst other shepherds’ laments about Arcadia’s political misfortune upon Basilius’s supposed death, Philisides tells his own story at the request of Strephon and Klaius (OA, 334-344). Sidney’s narrative, here and elsewhere in the original Arcadia’s Eclogues, consistently emphasizes Philisides’s personal “melancholy” and “desolate pensiveness” bred by misfortune in love, which in turn has caused exile from his homeland and disguise as a shepherd in Arcadia (OA, 71, 163; cf. 159, 254, 340-341, 344). In his mental state of continual suffering, Philisides represents a melancholic lover á la Sireno in Montemayor’s Diana. He, unlike Sireno, is an aristocrat in pastoral disguise, but in this regard the character’s social station matches that of the work’s author. Thus, Sidney follows the literary tradition of creating a quasi-autobiographical pastoral persona, as does Montemayor with his shepherd Sireno.

The aspect of melancholy in love which Montemayor developed for his Diana—the contentment in discontentment—provides a basis for critical debate about his own religious persuasion and how it may be figured forth in the Diana. It is this same wrinkle of self-indulgent and self-perpetuating melancholy that Gil Polo’s Diana Enamorada irons out with the marriage of Sireno and Diana. Evaluating Sidney’s imitation with the pastoral persona Philisides requires further attention to the matter of Montemayor’s biography and his character Sireno.

Montemayor invented what is now known as the pastoral-romance genre as an alternative outlet for his primary poetic interest in Christian devotion. The perspectives on divine grace and Catholic lay piety promoted by his religious poetry earned it a place in the Index of Prohibited Books published by the Spanish Inquisition in 1559.
Montemayor thus created a new mode of quasi-religious pastoral fiction that blends the
traditional topics of pastoral entertainment and courtly love, each lending themselves to
philosophical contemplation, with new emphases on justice in love and on marriage. Gil
Polo’s continuation extends and alters those two new thematic focuses. Sidney chose
poems on marriage and justice from the *Diana Enamorada* for imitation and revision, in
order to put them in relief with his own imitation and variation of Montemayor’s
paradigm for a melancholic literary persona residing within a community of shepherds.
The result within *Old Arcadia*’s Third and Fourth Eclogues figures forth generally
Protestant perspectives on individual Christian faith and on marriage as a potentially
blissful union of loving individuals which remains acutely susceptible to human vices.

*Old Arcadia*’s Third and Fourth Eclogues cue readers to analyze the issues of
marriage and justice in love as they arise subsequently in debate regarding the protagonist
lovers’ clandestine marriage. The beast fable and autobiographical dream vision related
by Philisides help interlace thematic emphasis on marriage and justice within the Third
and Fourth Eclogues. This emphasis on those two poems’ local poetic function within
*Old Arcadia* helps re-direct critical debate about the manner and degree in which
Philisides’s situation in Arcadia reflects that of Sidney as courtier and poet in England.302

*Old Arcadia*’s author remained nettled by affronts to his family’s aristocratic pedigree,
while also unmarried between 1578 and 1581. With this pastoral persona, Sidney figures

---

302 For debate about the relationship between Philisides’s story in *OA* and Sidney’s life and art, see W. A.
439-445, 456-462, 495-497; Å. Bergvall 1989, pp. 96-100; and E. I. Berry 1998, pp. x-xi, 63-101 (cf. pp. 3-
after his death” (p. xxxviii).
forth a quasi-autobiographical impression of his own unfortunate situation with regard to social standing at court, as well as with love and marriage.

* * *

The literary personae produced by Montemayor and by Sidney both convey discontentment with courtly life amidst pastoral community. The nature of that discontentment and the degree of communion the character experiences within pastoral community, however, differ subtly but significantly between paradigm and imitation. Within the narrative poetics of Montemayor’s *Diana*, Sireno’s devotion in love gives an impression of affective Christian piety similar to that embraced by Spanish Catholic evangelical reform in the early and mid-sixteenth century. Philisides’s parallel faithfulness amidst misfortune in love, within the narrative poetics of Sidney’s original *Arcadia*, could be construed, to some degree, as a vaguely Protestant impression of individual affective piety. Yet, Sidney’s pastoral persona functions primarily to convey an exemplary alternative to the experience of poetic impasse and resolution regarding legal judgment of the protagonist princes in *Arcadia*, Book Five. In paradigm and imitation alike, narrative context associates this quasi-autobiographical shepherd persona with active aristocratic virtue and with marriage, but he remains personally detached from such accomplishments, finding contentment only through faithful devotion amidst misfortune in love. Such was Sidney’s own personal predicament between 1578 and 1581, whether or not that devotion were directed toward a specific woman. Indeed, as in the case of Montemayor’s Sireno, pastoral persona embedded within exemplary poetics may convey a more general sense of personal contentment amidst misfortune at court and discontentment with courtly life.
The *Diana*’s mixed society of true shepherds and aristocrats disguised as shepherds occurs entirely within a geographically flexible *locus amoenus* in which the real shepherds show “nobility” of character equal to that of the aristocrats, through noble suffering in love, although distinct in exact manifestation. Even in the allegorical temple of Felicia, where the devoted pilgrim lovers arrive in Book Four and where the aristocratic character Felismena receives special honor, a poetic dialogue sung in turns by Felicia’s nymphs and by these shepherd characters highlights the work’s overarching paradoxical premise that suffering in love can produce contentment in discontentment (240-242). Such critical emphasis fuels readings of the *Diana*’s narrative poetics that build upon interpretation of Montemayor’s religious works in terms of reformist Catholic ideology. There remains some debate, however, regarding the degree of orthodoxy versus the degree of reformist bent built into the spiritual poetics of Montemayor’s religious poetry. Nuanced attention to this matter proves relevant to the issue of Sidney’s imitation of Montemayor’s pastoral persona.

Montemayor begins Book One of his *Diana* with self-conscious invocation of the pastoral mode in which he writes, suggesting intention for Sireno as an authorial persona in some way. His “*Argumento Deste Libro*” (“Argument of this Book”) introducing this first chapter explicitly situates the *locus amoenus* in a Spanish suburban setting—“*los campos de la principal ciudad de León, riberas del río Ezla*” (“fields near the principal city of León, alongside the River Ezla”)—and informs the reader of past events to establish the work’s central premise (125). Book One begins with the following literary injunction:

*de aquí comienza el primero libro; y en los demás hallarán muy diversas hystorias de casos que verdaderamente an sucedido, aunque van disfraçados*
debaxo de nombres y estilo pastoril [or just “nombres pastorales” (textual variant)] (125).

Here begins the first book; and in the rest you will find very diverse stories of situations that truly have occurred, though they go disguised under [different] names and a pastoral style [or just “pastoral names”].

With this overt reminder of the exegetical tradition inseparable from pastoral poetry since Servius’s commentary on Virgil’s Eclogues, Montemayor cues the reader to interpret his version of pastoral poetics allegorically, at least to some degree.

The opening “Argument” emphasizes that Sireno was pure and honest in his extreme love for the beautiful shepherdess Diana, who returned his affections with love, until it happened that Sireno was forced to leave the kingdom against his will (“forçadamente fuera del reyno, a cosas que su partida no podía escusarse”), remaining away for a full year, during which time Diana grieved his absence but eventually married another shepherd named Delio, for her heart had changed along with the times (“los tiempos y el coraçón de Diana se mudaron”) (ibid.). Montemayor’s diction accentuates the “pureness” and “honesty” of Sireno’s and Diana’s mutual love, while attributing the “extreme” fervor only to Sireno. Indeed, throughout all seven Books of the story, Sireno remains fervently devoted to his love for Diana and to the memory of their mutual love prior to his departure from Spain, with the exception of a brief period in which his
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303 The textual variant glossed by Arribas (p. 125), corresponds with editions printed in Milan, and thus may represent the text with which Sidney was familiar, if he acquired it at the Frankfurt Book Fair or while traveling in Italy. Bartholomew Yong’s translation of the early 1580s, however, clearly derives from the other textual tradition: “...though they go muffled under pastorall names and style” (B. Yong, trans. *George of Montemayor’s “Diana” and Gil Polo’s “Enamoured Diana”* [c.1583/1598], ed. J. M. Kennedy, p. 10). For detailed bibliographic description of extant editions and textual traditions, including variant paratexts and watermarks, see E. Fosalba 1994, pp. 9-184; and J. Arribas, ed. J. Montemayor, *Diana*, pp. 19-122, 325-372. On sixteenth- and seventeenth-century translations of the *Diana*, see J. Arribas, *op cit.*, pp. 63-83; and E. Fosalba 1994, pp. 185-357 (cf. J. M. Kennedy, “Introduction,” ed. B. Yong, *Translation*, pp. xxxi-lxxx).


305 “Ésta [i.e., Diana] quiso y fue querida en extremo de un pastor llamado Sireno, en cuyos amores uvo toda la limpieza y honestidad posible” (125).
memory has been altered. Yet, even after Sireno and other melancholic lovers drink the magic philter acquired at the temple of Felicia in Book Four, its effects of blissful forgetfulness wear off on the protagonist shepherd. In Book Seven, he resumes melancholic devotion to the memory of his love for Diana, even persuading his friend Sylvano, whom the magic potion causes to forget Diana and allow himself a more genuine love for the shepherdess Selvagia, to re-join him in such devotion. Thus Sireno comes full circle in Montemayor’s story, resuming his passionate devotion to the memory of mutual love displayed at the work’s outset, when he has returned to the *locus amoenus* after his year abroad and has heard that Diana is already married.

Modern critical analysis has gravitated away from the assumption that Montemayor’s fiction allegorically reflects upon his own love life,306 toward evaluating the manner in which Montemayor’s narrative poetics reflects the religious ideology of his devotional works. Presumably, the *Diana* expresses his own political and religious anxieties, transferred into the central shepherd character Sireno. Putting Montemayor’s use of pastoral persona in relief with Sidney’s imitation helps clarify how and why Sidney varies that paradigm for his original *Arcadia*.

Such investigation inevitably confronts the fact that most of what we “know” about Montemayor’s life and intellectual milieu derives from dedicatory epistles and other paratexts for his printed works, as well as from modern literary interpretation of the works themselves. For instance, the notion that Montemayor comes from a family of *conversos*, or “New” Christians, arises from modern interpretation of Sireno’s “melancholy” in the *Diana* read in tandem with Montemayor’s poetic exposition on Psalm 137 regarding the Hebrew people’s Babylonian exile (“*Super flumina*”).

as well as from a poetic dialogue between Montemayor and a clothier in Seville named Joan de Alcalá. Further investigation of that dialogue casts doubt on the reliability of this biographical premise. Studies that assume a *converso* heritage for Montemayor tend also to compare the particular brand of affective individual piety promoted by his religious works to that embraced by the “*iluminista*” or “* alumbrado*” movement, a specific mode of Spanish mysticism. The narrative poetics of Montemayor’s *Diana*, in turn, has been interpreted as an alternative means of figuring forth the “*recogido*” piety promoted by such Catholic devotional reform, especially that of the famous Dominican preacher and devotional writer Fray Luis de Granada.

Comprehensive study of Montemayor’s religious poetry, which he wrote prior to his pastoral fiction, provides a more firm foundation for such a reading of the *Diana*, identifying the trend which might have been perceived by contemporaries as an “*iluminista* element” as his poetry’s consistent “repudiation of servile fear in favor of the non-monastic spirit of triumphant and confident joy”: “By attempting to identify original sin with personal sin, redemption by Christ is equated to salvation, Christ having placed that salvation within every man’s reach.” Hence the explanation of “love-melancholy” in Montemayor’s *Diana* as “not an essential or true melancholy” but rather “the outward

---


310 See E. Rhodes 1992, which accepts that Montemayor probably does hail from a *converso* family (pp. 21-23).

311 B. L. Creel 1981, p. 244 (see pp. 243-245). B. L. Creel 2004 provides balanced commentary on Rhodes’s critical approach to Montemayor’s religious works with regard to the *Diana* (p. 224 n. 11).
designation of a central bliss and vitality that are themselves a result of an essential goodness (good willing), a disposition to love.”

To accept this compelling interpretation of the Diana, which proves especially revealing with regard to its protagonist shepherd Sireno, one need not pin down Montemayor’s promotion of affective individual Christian piety with the tag “iluminista” or “alumbrado,” nor even necessarily define it with the more general “Catholic-reformist” label. Recent analysis of his religious poetry notes its diversity of source material and emphasizes how it balances focus on the Christian individual’s “interior” piety with orthodox Catholic theology, concluding that specific critical labels (especially that of “iluminista”) prove misleading. What matters most in this critical debate about Montemayor’s religious poetry for interpretation of the Diana’s production and its pastoral poetics with the character Sireno—and hence also for evaluating Sidney’s reception and variation of this Sireno paradigm—is the common general focus on affective individual devotion as a spiritual ideal in Montemayor’s work. As in the distinct case of Sidney’s original Arcadia, the questions of practical and rhetorical motivation for inventing such pastoral poetics in the Diana remain contingent upon divergent critical approaches to analysis of source material and certain biographical data.

Presumably, Montemayor channeled his creative energy into the invention of “pastoral romance” circa 1558-1560 at least partially in response to his religious poetry being placed on the Index of Prohibited Books composed by Fernando de Valdés, Archbishop of Seville and Spanish Inquisitor General, and printed for publication in 1559. This official suspicion regarding Montemayor’s religious poetry might have been

312 B. L. Creel 2004, p. 243 (see pp. 239-249; and idem. 1990).
generated initially due to the fact that his collected works prior to the *Diana* were published in Antwerp (1554 and 1558) and thus banned by the 7 September 1558 censorial decree prohibiting books printed abroad. It might also have been motivated by the mode of Christian piety they encourage, which might have seemed dangerously close to “Protestant” spirituality from the viewpoint of specific Spanish officials such as Valdés and Melchor Cano, official censor for the 1559 *Index* and an important intellectual who invested his energy in defining “heresy” and hence “orthodoxy” in the mid-sixteenth century. Devotional works by Savonarola and Erasmus, for instance, fueled reformist religious “currents” within the Spanish Catholic Church in the early sixteenth century, and it was the emphasis on individual, “interior” Christian piety embraced by such reformed spirituality that censors such as Cano defined as unorthodox.\(^{314}\) The 1559 *Index* banned the works of certain Catholic authors—including Girolamo Savonarola, Desiderius Erasmus, Bartolomé Carranza de Miranda, Fray Luis de Granada, Juan de Ávila, Juan de Valdés, and Alfonso de Valdés—as well as works by famous Protestant (or proto-Protestant) writers including John Wycliff, Martin Luther, Jean Calvin, and Philipp Melanchthon.\(^{315}\) It listed Montemayor’s poetry alongside a select group of vernacular books including Luis de Granada’s popular devotional works.\(^{316}\) Given that Portuguese catalogues of prohibited books included Montemayor’s *Diana* from the

---


\(^{316}\) A. Márquez 1980, pp. 152, 234-235. This short catalogue of vernacular books prohibited by the 1559 Valdés *Index* also included the picaresque novel *Lazarillo de Tormes* and Feliciano de Silva’s sequel to Rojas’s *Celestina*. Montemayor’s religious works also appeared in Quiroga’s 1583 *Index* (B. L. Creel 1981, p. 238).
country’s annexation by Spain until 1624, modern interpretation of its emphasis on Sireno’s devotion in love as quasi-religious narrative poetics does not seem anachronistic and merits detailed critical attention with regard to Sidney’s reception. The issue hinges upon assumptions regarding Montemayor’s and Sidney’s respective intellectual milieus.

Montemayor’s religious poetry has been linked concretely with the work of Savonarola and tacitly with that of Erasmus, Luis de Granada, and Carranza. His poetic commentary on Psalm 50 of the Vulgate Bible (“Miserere mei, Deus”), which appeared in both editions of his collected poetry (1554 and 1558), imitates in Italianate lyric verse the earlier commentary on that same penitential psalm produced by Savonarola in 1498 while imprisoned in Florence awaiting execution, balancing its perspective on Christian faith and devotion with that of Erasmus’s *Enchiridion Militis Christiani* in a manner that might have seemed dangerous to censors like Melchor Cano. Since the discovery of this specific source relationship, both the “Erasmian” (or quasi-Erasmian) vein of Christian piety promoted by Montemayor’s work and its appearance in the 1559 *Index of Prohibited Books* have been linked to the Dominican community at San Gregorio College in Valladolid and to one of its most conspicuous alumni, Fray Luis de Granada, based on a reference to that intellectual community in the prologue for Montemayor’s *Segundo Cancionero Espiritual* (1558), which emphasizes that he had consulted theological authorities in Flanders and in Spain.

---

One critical approach assumes that Montemayor probably knew and emulated Luis de Granada, who served as chaplain to Cardinal Enrique of Portugal while Montemayor worked as musician and chamberlain at the court of that Cardinal’s brother Prince João, arguing that Montemayor’s works prior to the *Diana* convey a spiritual poetics that shares the same specific attention to Christ’s suffering as Luis de Granada’s devotional literature, as well as its general emphasis on affective piety: that is, sentimental identification aimed toward imitation of Christ, leading to wisdom and contentment infused through devotional experience. Another approach associates this type of Christian piety promoted by Luis de Granada more directly with the evangelical Catholic teaching of Bartolomé Carranza, noting the contrast between Carranza’s intellectual contingent at San Gregorio College (the “pietistas” or “carrancistas”), which included Luis de Granada, and that of Melchor Cano (the “intelectualistas” or “canistas”), which aimed to revitalize scholastic tradition as “orthodox” Catholic theology. Faced with a lack of documentary evidence explaining why Montemayor’s work was prohibited by the 1559 *Index*, analyzing detailed records regarding Cano’s inquisitorial censure of Carranza’s influential *Comentarios sobre el Catecismo Christiano*, in tandem with comprehensive study of Montemayor’s religious poetry, suggests that Cano would have reacted against Montemayor’s work in a similar way.

---

320 E. Rhodes 1992, pp. 26, 45-50, 65-89. Such Catholic devotion operates on various levels: first, the vocal aspect of oral prayer (to remember Scripture), to which is added meditation on Christ’s life and the Passion (to enhance one’s memory and emotional understanding of Christ’s sacrifice), and finally a degree of mental or spiritual *via unitiva*, some sense of communion with one’s self and with humanity through the idea of Christ’s sacrifice (to incite one’s will, or desire, to emulate Christ) (A. Hamilton 1992, p. 15). “Recogido” teaching shared humanist reformers’ optimism regarding lay piety in maintaining that all Christians can and should exercise such devotion (including and often prominently featuring women), not only those devoted to ecclesiastical or monastic life; yet, emphasis fell on active religious community, especially through celebration of the Eucharist, rather than on intellectual endeavor to facilitate Biblical exegesis (A. Márquez 1972; A. Hamilton 1992, pp. 7-23; E. Rhodes 1992, pp. 50-65). The third and most important level of devotion advocated in Luis de Granada’s *Guía de Pecadores*, for instance, is sacramental (e.g., preface “Al Lector” [1556], ed. M. Martínez Burgos, p. 10).
interpreting its perspectives on divine grace and Christian piety, too, as ambiguously mystical or “Lutheran” and thus prone to heresy. Upon the official prohibition of such devotional literature, Montemayor turned to pastoral fiction, inventing an imaginary outlet for his religious views and perhaps also for his frustration with the politics of Christian spirituality at the Spanish court. This consideration regarding Montemayor’s impetus for producing the Diana helps elucidate both Gil Polo’s motive for inventing the marriage of Sireno and Diana in his continuation and, to some degree, the poetics of Sidney’s compound imitation in Old Arcadia’s Third and Fourth Eclogues.

Recent emphasis on political contexts for these contrasting religious currents in sixteenth-century Spain proves revealing when placed in relief with evidence pertaining to Montemayor’s personal experience at court. Dynastic union between Spain and the Habsburg empire under Charles V produced diverse approaches to Catholic spirituality and hence ideological division within the royal court and its affiliate institutions such as the College of San Gregorio in Valladolid. Detailed study of this matter refines the general critical distinction between “interior” religion and “orthodox” scholasticism to identify, on the one hand, “Biblical Paulism” emphasized by the “Castilian” contingent of Ferdinand and Isabella, and, on the other, the Burgundian inheritance of “Erasmian Paulism” embraced by well-known figures such as Bartolomé Carranza, Luis de Granada, and Ignacio de Loyola, as well as by authors like Juan de Valdés and by specific groups like the Sevillian contingent at San Isidro del Campo (Juan Egidio [a.k.a. Juan Gil],
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Constantino de la Fuente, and Antonio del Corro). By the time Montemayor entered Princess Juana’s service in 1552, her court had become a cultural hub for this latter Burgundian vein of reformist Spanish Catholicism. Montemayor’s own prefatory emphasis that the publication of his 1554 Obras (Works) “fui mandado de quien era fuerza obedecer” (“was ordered by one whom it was necessary to obey”) has been interpreted as likely evidence that it was requested by Princess Juana herself. The death of her Portuguese husband Prince João in 1554 clearly came as a blow to Montemayor, who presumably accompanied her back to Castile but then no longer remained in her service. The “Song of Orpheus” in Book Four of his Diana, lauding Doña Juana in a catalogue of virtuous Spanish women that follows ekphrastic praise of Spain’s military history elsewhere in Felicia’s temple, characterizes the Princess as “espejo y luz de lusitanos” (“mirror and light for the Portuguese”) and notes that “insane Fortune” (“fortuna insana”) has taken away from her “scepter, crown, and high seat” (“el cetro, la corona y alta silla”) through the death of her husband (250). With her return to Castile came the end of her patronage toward Montemayor but also her ascent to the position of Spanish regent in the absence of her father Charles V and her brother Felipe. Some time after 1554, Montemayor went to Flanders, then probably served as a soldier,
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324 M. Bataillon 1952b, pp. 269-270; B. L. Creel 1981, p. 49 and n. 30. N. Alonso Cortés 1930 provides documentary evidence from AGS confirming Montemayor’s request for publication in October 1552, while in the service of Doña Juana (“criado de la serenísima prinçesa de portugal”), as well as ensuing ecclesiastical review by officials in Medina del Campo (pp. 354-356; rpt. in idem. 1935, pp. 129-131).
perhaps after the 1558 publication of both his Segundo Cancionero and Segundo Cancionero Espiritual in Antwerp.\(^{326}\)

Some scholars have speculated that perhaps between 1554 and 1558 Montemayor joined the retinue of Felipe II in England, which included Carranza.\(^{327}\) It has been suggested, too, based on a poem entitled “Partiéndose para la guerra” (“Parting for war”) appearing only in posthumous editions of the Cancionero, that perhaps he began a brief military career in 1558 by joining the campaign of Felipe II in France which culminated in victory at St. Quentin.\(^{328}\) Whether or not either scenario were the case, Montemayor returned to Spain some time around 1559, and the Index of Prohibited Books appeared in print, having been condoned by the interim regent Doña Juana, from whose court Montemayor then remained estranged. The Index complemented Felipe II’s new emphasis on maintaining religious orthodoxy in Castile after his return from regency in England (1554-1558) and military victory at St. Quentin followed by dynastic union with France (1559). Thus, the “Castilian” religious contingent at court maintained its dominance gained under Charles V, although a group of the “pietist” or “reformist” persuasion remained in place under Felipe II, affiliated with the locus of power through affinity with the Jesuits.\(^{329}\) Both the ramifications of this political situation for Montemayor’s Diana and the possibility (however slim) that its author might have served in England merit attention as factors potentially relevant to Sidney’s reception of

\(^{326}\) B. L. Creel 1981, pp. 51 and n. 39, 52-53 and n. 46.
\(^{329}\) See J. Martínez Millán 2004 and, on this “faction” at the court of Felipe II, idem. 1992b.
Montemayor’s work and hence to his imitation and variation of Montemayor’s Sireno as a paradigm for his Philisides character.

In this regard, variant fortunes in the *Diana*’s pastoral community—especially between the extremes of its protagonist shepherd Sireno and the disguised aristocrat Felismena—prove significant. Felismena receives highest honor in Felicia’s temple and is reunited with her lost beloved in nearby Portugal, returning to the Temple of Diana so that Felicia may officially unite them in wedlock. For Sireno, in contrast with other true shepherds who also drink the magic draught provided by Felicia, the potion’s effect of forgetfulness wears off, yet he finds contentment in re-devoting himself to the painful memory of mutual love he shared with Diana prior to her marriage. Such divergent fortune may represent, through mimesis built into narrative poetics of exemplary character contrast, that of courtiers from distinct social echelons.

Recent studies have emphasized how the Fourth Book of Montemayor’s *Diana* provides compressed representation of Spanish imperial glory within the confines of the work’s flexible *locus amoenus*, which encompasses the Leonese suburban fields, Felicia’s Temple of Diana, and the region of Portugal from which Montemayor himself hailed.\(^{330}\) This aspect of the *Diana* may convey, to some degree, an appeal by its author for further patronage. Based on persons named in the “Song of Orpheus” and in the *Cancionero* apart from Montemayor’s former royal patronesses Doña María and Doña Juana, it has been suggested that the author directed such appeal toward aristocrats in the Leonese locale of Valencia de Don Juan, particularly the ducal family there.\(^{331}\) A letter

\(^{330}\) P. Carranza [2005], pp. 149-175; B. J. Nelson [2007], pp. 69-95.
\(^{331}\) On this matter, see N. Alonso Cortés 1930 (rpt. *idem.* 1935, pp. 132-140); and B. L. Creel 1981, pp. 51-52. Cf. E. Rhodes 1992 on the Duke of Sessa (p. 175; see pp. 174-189 on Montemayor’s “careful selection from” and “adaptation of” Leone Hebreo’s *Dialoghi d’Amore* in Book Four of the *Diana*).
which Montemayor wrote in the late 1550s, shortly before the *Diana*, clearly conveys his disillusionment with court culture.332 Around the same time, he drew upon Thomas Aquinas’s Christianized Aristotelian perspective on monarchy, as well as subsequent mirror-for-princes literary tradition, composing his own “Regimiento de Príncipes,” printed in the 1558 Segundo Cancionero Espiritual, and, while in Flanders toward the end of that same year, a letter to “un grande de España” (“one nobleman of Spain”) entitled “Los Trabajos de los Reyes” (“The Duties of Kings”).333 In this latter work, Montemayor specifies that, in his own case, service to the crown has brought “more misery than abundance” (“más miseria que abundancia”), despite military service.334 Perhaps frustration with the politics of Catholic spirituality at court provoked intellectual reflection upon the ethical duties of a Christian monarch, as well as the invention of “pastoral romance.”

Attending to Montemayor’s probable motives for producing the *Diana* helps generate new considerations regarding Sidney’s reception. Sidney’s presumed Spanish tutor Antonio del Corro, who embraced Spanish “pietist” spirituality and also read the work of Melanchthon and other Protestant writers while still in Spain as a member of the San Isidro del Campo community in Seville between c.1547 and 1557, also harbored frustration and indignation at the politics of Catholic religious policy under Felipe II, voicing it most boldly in a letter to the Spanish king written and published just before Corro fled from Antwerp to London as the Spanish army approached to occupy Brussels.

334 Quoted from edition in F. J. Sánchez Cantón 1925, p. 45.
Leicester and Cecil probably recruited Corro as young Philip Sidney’s Spanish tutor between 1569 and 1572, then perhaps it was Corro who first introduced Sidney to Montemayor’s work. Recent critical emphasis on Sidney’s “cosmopolitanism” with regard to international Protestant intellectual community may be enhanced by this attention to Corro’s background in reformist Catholic piety and the works of Melanchthon. Given the fact that Philip’s father Henry Sidney knew some Spanish and accompanied Felipe II and his retinue in their journey to England in 1554, a retinue that included Carranza and perhaps also Montemayor, it is possible that Sir Henry might even have met Montemayor personally. Whether or not this were the case, and whether or not Corro was indeed Philip Sidney’s Spanish tutor, Sidney clearly knew Montemayor’s Diana in Spanish, probably having acquired a copy while traveling abroad, either in Italy or at the Frankfurt Book Fair. Built into the humanist poetics of the Diana Sidney found a model for the courtly dimension of pastoral community in his Arcadia’s Eclogues, as well as an impression of Sireno’s estrangement from that courtly social dynamic, which Sidney channeled into his own character Philisides.

337 M. W. Wallace 1915, pp. 11-12; J. Oliveira e Silva 1982b, p. 132 and n. 5. W. T. MacCaffrey 2004a, like Oliveira e Silva’s study, emphasizes that Henry Sidney “probably owed this appointment to his language skills” (p. 546b). Felipe II, in his personal response appended to an April 1574 report by Mateo Vázquez relaying news from Antonio de Guaras regarding Henry Sidney, recalls that “estuvo en españa quando yo fui a Inglaterra y fue conmigo” (“he was in Spain when I went to England, and he accompanied me”) (BL ms. Additional 28263, fol. 2r). Henry Sidney and his wife Mary named Felipe II godfather for Philip at his baptism in 1554, a fact which Felipe II remembered upon Philip Sidney’s death in 1586 (M. W. Wallace 1915, p. 12).  
One crucial distinction between paradigm and imitation, though, resides in the degree of communion occurring in pastoral community. This matter of communion in the *Diana* becomes more clear through comparing it with Montemayor’s *Diálogo Espiritual*, an early prose work which has been labeled an important “precursor” for the *Diana*.\(^{339}\) That work suggests earlier discontentment with the “intelectualista” contingent of Dominican spirituality championed by Melchor Cano. A hermit named Dileo speaks with a traveling Christian named Severo, explaining that he had been a courtier but has retired from the city in disillusionment, dedicating himself to meditation and conversation with visitors as a means to share his wisdom from past experience with others. In the course of the dialogue, Dileo expounds upon Catholic doctrine, encouraging Severo to retire from society, embracing a life of pious suffering which may afford him the experience of divine grace. His exposition distinguishes faith based solely on intellectual knowledge from that enhanced by the spiritually infused wisdom gained through heartfelt devotional experience. In the former case, erudite scholars may “know God” rationally, but if they do not exercise affective piety, God will “know” them less intimately “through experience.”\(^{340}\) Such distinction accentuates the necessity of divine grace for human holiness, while advocating active virtue.

---


\(^{340}\) My translation from J. Montemayor, “*Dialogo Spiritual,*” as quoted in E. Rhodes 1992 (p. 95), from the manuscript Cód. CXIII in Biblioteca Pública de Évora (Portugal), fol. 7r-7v:

> Y aquellos en quien Dios infunde el entendimiento sin aprenderlas [cosas de Dios] son los que gustan a Dios porque les sabe bien, y estos tales alcanzan mejor las cosas que de Dios se pueden saber que en los que estudian, y Dios no les sabe bien porque prediccan y no obran, dicen y no hacen, y éstos son los que saben a Dios por ciencia, mas no les sabe a ellos bien Dios por experiencia. (7r)

And those in whom God infuses understanding without learning all those things [about God] are the ones who taste God because [God] knows them well, and those same people attain those things that can be known of God better than those who study, and God does not know them well because they preach and do not act, they speak and do not do, and these are the ones who know God by science, though God does not know them well through experience.
Montemayor’s literary dialogue implies the importance of communion in virtue. Learned discourse should lead to pious devotion, and vice versa. It is through passionate devotion that one may “taste God” (see note 340), by means of exercising individual piety and encouraging it among others, as well as, implicitly, partaking of Eucharistic Communion with enhanced vigor. In other words, righteousness comes only through grace, which God grants humans through the “experience” of active faith. Such is the balance with scholastic orthodoxy maintained by Catholic reformers of Montemayor’s intellectual milieu, who emphasize Church doctrine while advocating active private devotion and personal awareness of the gulf between God and His creation, and hence of humans’ need for divine grace. To a significant degree, Montemayor’s Diana figures forth this perspective on Christian piety with Sireno’s ultimate contentment amidst the perpetual discontentment of devoting himself to the memory of lost mutual bliss in love. Sharing that memory with his companion Sylvano, in Book One and in Book Seven, helps Sireno remain faithful to his vow that he will always bear Diana’s image in his

I have altered Rhodes’s translation, particularly her phrases “God tastes good to them” and “they do not know or taste God well by experience,” in order to more faithfully render Montemayor’s diction. Her translation of these phrases inclines toward highlighting the phrase “los que gustan a Dios” as well as the ensuing metaphor with which Dileo further explains his point:

Ya ves a un niño a los pechos de su madre, con qué agonía [deseo vehemente] y con que extremado gusto está gustando aquella leche, que le parece que no hay cosa criada de mayor sabor. ¡Oh cuánto mejor hablaría, pues, aquel niño, si naturaleza le diese lugar, de la leche y de los efectos y particularidades de ella que el filósofo o médico que por filosofía natural o por anatomía entiende qué cosa es leche o qué particularidades tiene! Y esto es porque el médico sabe la leche, mas al niño sábele la leche. Así que muy mejor sabe a Dios quien le sabe porque lo gusta que quien lo sabe por virtud de las letras que tiene y de los años que ha estudiado. (fol. 7v)

Now you see a child at its mother’s breasts, with what vehement desire [agonía] and what extreme pleasure it is tasting that milk, such that it seems to that child that there is no created thing that tastes better. Oh, how much better that child would speak, then, should nature make it possible, about milk and its effects and qualities than the philosopher or physician who by means of natural philosophy or anatomy understands what sort of thing milk is! And this is because the physician knows milk, but the child tastes it [i.e. “knows milk for himself” (sábele la leche)]. Thus the one who tastes God knows God better than the one who knows God by virtue of studies completed and years of education.

mind. Sylvano also finds a certain contentment in such communion with Sireno, when he, too, pines for Diana in Book One, as well as in Book Seven when he has redirected that emotion toward mutual love with Selvagia.

Because Sidney blends imitation of Montemayor’s Sireno paradigm with imitation of the epithalamion for Sireno in Gil Polo’s continuation, it proves useful to reconsider the motive for Gil Polo’s primary thematic innovation in Diana Enamorada: replacing the aesthetic impression of Sireno’s perpetual melancholy with communal celebration of the protagonist’s marriage to Diana as a just culmination for his virtuous suffering in devotion to her. Gil Polo’s 1564 epistle to the readers of Diana Enamorada comments on his own use of various verse forms, some of them imitating French and ancient Provençal models, and specifies that the “ficciones imaginadas” (“imagined fictions”) presented in this pastoral romance as continuation of Montemayor’s work “no se escribieron para que se les diese fe, sino para satisfacer a los gustos delicados y aprovechar a los que con ejemplo de vidas ajenas quisieren asegurar la suya” (“were not written so as to encourage faith, but rather to satisfy refined [poetic] tastes and to benefit those who through the example of other [fictional] lives may want to affirm their own”). Gil Polo self-consciously avoids the implication of affective Christian piety built into Montemayor’s story of Sireno, emphasizing instead poetic artifice and exemplary narrative poetics more akin to the neo-“Byzantine” style of prose fiction gaining popularity in Spain.

Recent studies argue that Gil Polo’s narrative imitates and varies the Diana’s representation of Spanish imperial glory within the confines of an even more flexible

---

341 G. Gil Polo 1564, sig. [¶].vi.v. Cf. Diana Enamorada, ed. F. López Estrada, p. 83. G. Gil Polo 1577 does not include this epistle to the reader.
locus amoenus."\textsuperscript{342} These political readings, however, do not take into account Montemayor’s corpus of work and the quasi-religious dimension of his Diana. Brief attention to the matter of Sireno’s marriage in such discussion, consequently, has looked to the other continuation of Montemayor’s fiction by Alonso Pérez, published in the same year as the Diana Enamorada (1564), concluding that Gil Polo’s work simply “closes the project envisioned by Montemayor and transmitted through his La Diana with the marriage of Sireno and Diana.”\textsuperscript{343} Whether or not Montemayor himself did anticipate such a continuation before his untimely death in 1561—perhaps even having met Gil Polo in Valencia, where the earliest datable extant edition of Diana was published in 1560—one should not gloss over the significant difference between Sireno’s story in the Diana versus the Diana Enamorada, nor critical attention to immediate biographical and political contexts for the two works’ production. Gil Polo, who studied law at some point in the 1560s, produced his pastoral fiction in the year Felipe II visited Valencia for a convention of the Cortes, framing it with a dedicatory epistle to Doña Jerónima de Castro y Bolea, wife to the vice-chancellor of Aragón, the work’s publication probably intended as an appeal for favor and hence some official position within the realm’s governmental administration.\textsuperscript{344} He did receive such a post, as well as official appointments and concessions from Felipe II, in the 1570s and 1580s. For our present purposes, it is worth considering that his revision of Sireno’s story, which provides a marriage ceremony for the protagonist vaguely in accordance with Tridentine standards, probably complements this rhetorical purpose for publishing the work as an appeal for patronage.

\textsuperscript{343} B. J. Nelson [2007], p. 109. Cf. ibid. (pp. 95-101) on Alonso Pérez’s La Diana de Montemayor.
\textsuperscript{344} F. López Estrada, ed. G. Gil Polo, Diana Enamorada, p. 15 (see pp. 14-18 for biographical data on Gil Polo).
Sidney’s compound imitation in Old Arcadia’s Eclogues puts the Philisides persona inspired by Montemayor’s Sireno in relief with the epithalamion and double sestina inspired by poems in Gil Polo’s work to create a poetic impression of estrangement for Philisides even within the Arcadian pastoral community he has joined. Sidney selectively imitates the melancholic devotion to lost love exhibited by Montemayor’s Sireno, while eliminating (or at least greatly diminishing) the Diana’s aesthetic impression of virtuous communion experienced within pastoral community. Unlike the melancholy exhibited by Sireno, that of the young shepherd Philisides remains an isolated state of emotion and contemplation, even when he shares his beast fable (in the Third Eclogues) and his own autobiographical dream sequence (in the Fourth Eclogues) with other shepherds in the Arcadian locus amoenus. When read in tandem with the quasi-religious poetics of Montemayor’s Diana, Sidney’s variation with Philisides reflects, to some degree, a vaguely Protestant impression of individual piety, thus complementing the Protestant perspective on marriage conveyed by Sidney’s variation with the epithalamion inspired by Gil Polo’s work. Old Arcadia’s Eclogues as a whole, however, do not moralize the work’s primary storyline (Books One through Five) in a Calvinist vein.  

Sidney amplifies this impression of Philisides’s isolation with a famously cryptic allusion to “Samothea” as the character’s country of origin, where he returns briefly by way of dream vision (OA, 334, 336). Samothea represents a mythical precursor to Britain, based on the historiographical premise that all nations on earth derive from the postdiluvian stock of Noah. The Samothea legend derives from Annius of Viterbo, appearing in Raphael Holinshed’s sixteenth-century Chronicles for the history of Britain,  

as well as in William Lambard’s *A Perambulation of Kent* (1576), of which a copy presented by the author to Henry Sidney survives. Katherine Duncan-Jones may be right in suggesting that Sidney’s reference to this national myth linked to Philisides might have been construed as “a bit of a joke,” especially given the character’s humorous tone at times in relating his dream vision. When the goddesses Venus and Diana descend upon him in chariots, for instance, the initial dramatic effect proves anticlimactic when he meets them: “When I such guests did see come out of such a house, / The mountains great with child I thought brought forth a mouse” (*OA*, 337). Robert Stillman’s study of the Eclogues notes this quality but also rightly emphasizes the ethical focus of Samothean historiography rather than dwell upon its nature as historical fabrication. Stillman argues that here in the Fourth Eclogues Sidney “transform[s] the nature” of political representation in continental pastoral-romance tradition, also diverging from that found in English pastoral literature by Barclay and Spenser, providing “not a single hint of praise either for England or for Elizabeth”; and he associates Philisides’s private fortune with his beast fable about political digression from a Golden Age to a less stable state of monarchy, thus presumably conveying a poetic impression of Sidney’s own unjust political misfortune.

This perspective on Sidney’s quasi-autobiographical representation through Philisides proves apt, and, given this chapter’s attention to Montemayor’s Sireno character, it may be added that in this regard Sidney’s imitation resembles its paradigm. Stillman’s reading of the political register for Sidney’s “Samothea” reference in *Old Arcadia* also complements this present study’s perspective on the work’s structural

---

poetics, in contrast with recent political readings such as that posited by Victor Skretkowicz, addressed above in Chapter Four and revised with regard to its argument about Sidney’s use of Heliodorus’s *Aethiopica* as a literary paradigm.

Yet, that article by Skretkowicz, which anticipates his forthcoming book on the *Arcadia*, introduces a useful critical premise regarding Sidney’s “Samothea” reference in the original version’s Fourth Eclogues. Skretkowicz associates “an amalgam of mythical concepts” in Sidney’s fiction with “the intersection of Annius of Viterbo’s construction of divinely ordained European political unity with the obscurities of Anglo-Norman history.”349 From that angle comes the suggestion that, “in their wars of Protestant liberation in France and the Netherlands, Sidney and like-minded contemporaries may have been motivated as much by notions of pan-European nationalism, and a reunited Christian Europe, as by opposition to Catholic doctrine” (*ibid.*). Skretkowicz’s initial premise thus proves quite revealing, especially given recent critical emphasis on that matter of Anglo-Norman historiography with regard to the Sidney family’s dynastic concerns, including indirect association with the French and Spanish monarchies, as well as emphasis on Sidney’s “cosmopolitan” investment in European thought.350 In fact, both Leicester and Henry Sidney commissioned Robert Cooke to draw up family pedigrees with forged deeds suggesting dynastic ties to the courts of Edward I and Henry II, during the years in which Sidney composed *Old Arcadia*, c.1578-1580.351 Philip Sidney, his

---

351 See HMC, *Report MSS De L’Isle & Dudley*, vol. 1, pp. v-xi, 304; and H. R. Woudhuysen [1980], p. 259 and n. 62. Woudhuysen claims that such forgery “does not support any claim to the throne, but gains its significance from the period of its invention”: “It is too much of a coincidence that they should have both been devised probably in the same year, by the same man and for closely connected families. They must reflect Leicester’s changed status and doubts over his future due to the Alençon [Anjou] courtship” (p. 259). Cf. R. C. McCoy 1989 on Cooke, pedigrees designed for Leicester, and other such documents (pp. 36-41, 55). McCoy’s study focuses on Leicester’s earlier dynastic interest, claiming, “One [manuscript], at
father (a knight without an earldom), and his uncle (the Dudley family’s first Earl of Leicester) remained keenly aware of the clout and privilege tied to a family name like De Vere, associated with the Earldom of Oxford since the Norman occupation of Britain.

It makes sense that *Old Arcadia* playfully links Sidney’s melancholy pastoral alter-ego with a mythical Britain preceding any such aristocratic titles. Such a poetic impression would have proven topical for a savvy audience such as Mary Sidney Herbert: in 1579-1580 amidst the family’s uncertain social condition during the months of 1579/80, in the wake of both Sidney’s personal conflict with the Earl of Oxford and Queen Elizabeth’s resentment toward Leicester for his secret marriage, as well as in 1580-1581 after the family’s fortunes at court and prospects for involvement in the Netherlands had turned. Producing this fiction with personal and family interests in mind, while also participating in Leicester’s patronage campaign for cultural competition with the French court—here, as elsewhere throughout *Old Arcadia’s* poetics of exemplary character contrast, Sidney’s work favors individual virtue as a manifestation of noble pedigree, in accordance with French literature on the matter in the 1570s and 1580s.\(^{352}\) Here one remains on firm ground working from Skretkowicz’s initial premise. Rather than argue for political ideology embedded within elaborate allegorical underpinnings for Sidney’s Samothea reference, it proves more revealing to identify its local function within *Old Arcadia’s* poetics of exemplary character contrast.

Philisides, in general accordance with Sidney’s paradigm of Montemayor’s Sireno, admits “fault” for his passionate suffering in love but emphasizes that “All my

---

352 Cf. Chapter One above, at notes 38-39; and Chapter Four, at notes 266-267.
offence was love” and interprets this “fault” as “faith,” which he characterizes as “stainless, inviolate” (OA, 342-343). On this particular moment in the Fourth Eclogues, Stillman’s reading proves revealing with regard to the work’s structural poetics of putting shepherds in relief with the protagonist princes, granting that in this case, “as in the princes’,” Sidney’s narrative “prevents us from making overly simple moral assumptions about the nature of Philisides’s love experience”: “the claim at once fails to absolve him of responsibility for his actions, and is impossible and unwise entirely to reject.”

Hence a poetic impasse akin to that generated for the reader by Euarchus’s legal condemnation of the protagonist princes in Book Five.

Comparison of the two effects must include recognition that Old Arcadia as a whole focuses its emphasis on justice—both personal and political—on the matter of its four protagonist lovers’ clandestine marriage as interlaced with the issue of Basilius’s political judgment. Herein lies the quasi-autobiographical significance of Sidney’s pastoral persona for the overall rhetorical effect of his fiction. Philisides—like Sidney himself to a significant degree, especially in the months of 1579/80 before ramifications of the Portuguese succession issue altered Leicester’s prospects in the Netherlands—remains detached from the action, witnessing the political ramifications of foreign incursion and clandestine marriage within Arcadia, understanding intellectual issues involved while attuned emotionally to the noble lovers’ plight, yet unable to effect change for his own worldly misfortune, therefore embracing contentment in his own personal virtue.

* * *

---

Sidney’s compound imitation in the Third and Fourth Eclogues fuels *Old Arcadia*’s structural poetics, putting creative variation of aspects from Montemayor’s *Diana* and Gil Polo’s *Diana Enamorada* in relief with the primary story of two noble couples’ courtship and secret union. This method of invention focuses on exemplary character contrast revolving around themes of marriage and justice. In that regard, Sidney’s fiction exploits similarity in narrative poetics and thematic emphasis between Spanish chivalric romance and Spanish pastoral romance. *Old Arcadia*’s synthesis and variation of Spanish pastoral-romance models bends their quasi-religious impressions of marriage and individual piety toward vaguely Protestant perspectives on those matters. That creative method also proves apt invention for *Old Arcadia*’s rhetorical purpose of figuring forth the emotional and intellectual issues involved with the Sidney family’s predicament revolving around Leicester’s secret marriage.

Pastoral persona with “topical” significance pertinent to political contexts for the work’s production need not imply overarching allegory or political ideology for the work as a whole. With Philisides in the Third and Fourth Eclogues, as with the protagonist lovers in the main narrative, Sidney’s *Old Arcadia* manipulates aesthetic impressions left upon its readers for rhetorical effect. His effort to eliminate the pastoral persona Philisides from his revision of *Arcadia* between 1582 and 1585 probably was motivated by his marriage to Francis Walsingham’s daughter, as well as by the opportunity for real chivalric action in the Netherlands, and perhaps also by the death of young Lord Denbigh, who, while alive between 1581 and 1584, replaced Sidney as Leicester’s presumptive heir. All of these events occurred subsequently to Sidney’s production of

---

the original *Arcadia* and affected his prospects for a prosperous future and dynastic legacy.
Conclusions

This study’s emphasis on thematic and structural unity in Sidney’s *Old Arcadia* sheds new light on the work’s topical and rhetorical poetics. This re-evaluation of Sidney’s source material and of how he uses it helps reveal continuity between his poetic theory and practice. Such perspective on Sidney’s artistry with *Old Arcadia* provides a new foundation for analyzing continuity between that original version of the story and the expanded version of Books One through Three he left incomplete upon his death in 1586. A hybrid combination of that revision with Books Three through Five of *Old Arcadia* became the printed version known by posterity from 1593 until the early twentieth century. Future analysis of that “New” *Arcadia* and its literary legacy will benefit from this study’s reinterpretation of *Old Arcadia*’s narrative poetics, thematic focus, and hierarchy of literary sources.

Recognizing the secret-marriage theme shared by Sidney’s fiction and its chivalric source material demands revision of a misleading premise posited by the revised version’s Oxford editor. Neither in *Old Arcadia* nor in *New Arcadia* do the protagonist heroes reflect “a paradoxical mixture of chivalric activity and paralytic love.” Rather, both versions, with their protagonist heroes, represent congruity and harmony between true love, martial *virtus*, and politically significant dynastic union. This study’s analysis of how Sidney uses chivalric source material also challenges existing arguments for discontinuity or “re-vision” in character and thematic conceit amidst rhetorical and

---


structural difference between *Old Arcadia* and *New Arcadia*.\(^{357}\) It supports and further explains, rather, the traditional perspective that Sidney’s revision employs further ingenuity in “characterization, verisimilitude, and narrative technique,” without radical alteration or redirection in central plot and character types.\(^{358}\)

*New Arcadia* retains *Old Arcadia*’s secret-marriage theme and amplifies its poetics of *admiratio* for the protagonist lovers. Readers hear about the heroes’ background more extensively in *New Arcadia*, and Sidney invents the anecdotal backdrop of an Amazonian warrior Zelmane who has loved Pyrocles in the past and died unrequited; thus, when Pyrocles adopts Amazonian disguise as a necessary means to woo Philoclea, he adopts the name Zelmane in her honor. Pyrocles dons Amazonian disguise and sings “Transformed in show, but more transformed in mind” immediately before (rather than just after) his dialogue with Musidorus, from whom he has been separated by previous adventures in *New Arcadia*. This alteration further emphasizes the degree of confidence he feels in choosing that disguise before consulting with his cousin.

Amplified background stories for the protagonist princes enhance the work’s internal impression of those heroes’ chivalric glory within this fictional world. Also, the revised narrative withholds the Delphic oracle’s text until the moment in Book Two when Basilius interprets it incorrectly following the disguised heroes’ action of quelling civil
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357 Contrast, for instance, N. R. Lindheim 1982 (cf. *idem*. 1972, p. 147); M. McCanles 1989; and R. Schneider 2008. Also see M. Rose 1968 on marriage in *NA* (esp. pp. 38-41), in contrast with Rose’s perspective on *OA* (*ibid.*., pp. 37-38, 49-56; M. Rose 1964) and on the protagonist princes in *NA* (1968, pp. 59-73). Cf. Chapter Three above, note 154. A. C. Hamilton 1977 promotes a similar impression of discontinuity in moral tenor (as well as generic mode) between *OA* and *NA*, through reliance on M. Rose 1964 with regard to the disguise motif in *OA*. Cf. B. Worden 1996 on *OA* versus *ibid.* (pp. 363-366) on its protagonists in *NA*. M. McCanles 1989 builds its argument upon Rose’s premise (pp. 7-9, 111-125; cf. Chapter Two above, note 66). Å. Bergvall 1989 draws upon it to argue that *OA* and *NA* represent “critique of Petrarchism” (p. 102; see pp. 81-121; cf. *idem*. 1988). Distinct interpretation of the *NA* protagonists in W. Craft 1985 also accepts Rose’s premise about *OA* through its critical legacy (pp. 45-48), as in D. Norbrook 2002, pp. 89-93. Other studies argue for ambiguity in these matters (see Chapter One above, note 55).

358 R. W. Zandvoort 1929, pp. 73, 119 (see pp. 52-119).
insurrection in Arcadia (NA [1590], 295-296; [1593], 395).

Significantly, the oracle’s text now explicitly foreshadows dynastic union between the protagonist lovers: “Both they themselves unto such two shall wed” (op cit. [1590 and 1593]) (see Chapter Three above, at note 175). Sidney’s revised narrative retains the original story’s emphasis on the betrothal of Pyrocles and Philoclea as “promise of marriage” (NA [1590], 233), constituting consensus per verba de praesenti and thus valid Christian marriage by Elizabethan English canon law. To that narrative moment, the composite text printed in 1593, edited primarily by Mary Sidney Herbert and in this case preserving a revision probably developed by Philip Sidney, adds further embellishment: “they passed the promise of marriage, which fain Pyrocles would have sealed with the chief arms of his desire, but Philoclea commanded the contrary” (NA [1593], 331; cf. 357). That composite text then conspicuously transforms Old Arcadia’s episode of sexual consummation into one of dialogue and “chaste embraces” as the two young lovers fall asleep side-by-side in bed (NA [1593], 687-690; OA, 236-237 [1593 alteration in textual gloss]). By the time New Arcadia provides the Delphic oracle’s text, the reader

---

359 NA citation refers to page numbers in Skretkowicz’s edition of Sidney’s incomplete expansion for Books One to Three [1590] and in Evans’s edition of the composite version including Books Three through Five from OA (slightly revised) [1593]. Evans’s edition also includes a narrative bridge between those two components invented by Sir William Alexander for a 1621 Dublin edition of NA (pp. 595-625; cf. pp. 863-865 nn. 29, 32, 34).

360 V. Skretkowicz 1995 associates this embellishment with “the chivalric tradition of aiding rather than assaulting women” but does not address Sidney’s chivalric source material and, in labeling the lovers’ exchange as “marriage vows,” does not discuss the nature of this betrothal as legitimate marriage (p. 140); instead, it cites idem. 1990, which merely characterizes the “wedding of the two heroes to the two Arcadian princesses” as “inevitable but never realised” in NA (p. 170). For debate about Sidney’s hand in revision and the degree of his sister’s direct intervention as editor for the composite NA, see R. W. Zandvoort 1929, pp. 28-38; K. T. Rowe 1939a and 1939b; W. A. Ringler, ed. P. Sidney, Poems, pp. 364-382; W. L. Godshalk 1964; J. Rees 1966; J. Robertson, ed. OA, pp. lii-lxvi; S. Chaudhuri 1983; V. Skretkowcz, ed. NA [1590], pp. lv-lxxix; M. P. Hannay 1990, pp. 60, 69-78, 235-238 nn. 39-83 (cf. idem. 2002); H. R. Woudhuysen 1996, pp. 224-232 (cf. pp. 299-355, esp. 311-315); V. Skretkowicz 2000; and G. Alexander 2006a (consult index on Fulke Greville, Mary Sidney Herbert, and printed versions of Arcadia). Ringler (pp. 377-378) adduces evidence to indicate that this alteration with Pyrocles and Philoclea, and by extension that with Musidorus noted below in this paragraph, probably comes from Sidney’s own revision. Compare Robertson (pp. lxii-lxiii) and Hannay (1990, p. 76). Cf. R. Schneider 2008, pp. 1-35.
already has witnessed these lovers’ secret union in “marriage,” and this tender scene in Philoclea’s bedchamber occurs much later. *New Arcadia* also omits *Old Arcadia*’s narrative moment in which Musidorus desires physical consummation of his secret “marriage” to Pamela while she sleeps, analyzed in Chapter Three above. The revised narrative thus draws its reader into complicity with the protagonist lovers, as in *Old Arcadia*, while challenging sixteenth-century readers even further to recognize that both couples’ unions by *verba de praesenti* represent legitimate marriage.

*New Arcadia* approximates the scope of Sidney’s chivalric source model more closely than *Old Arcadia*, though, in that such episodes of betrothal and tender respite between protagonist lovers occur amidst amplified plot complications tied to *Arcadia*’s foundational sequestered-princess premise. These conflicts include open warfare provoked not only by Basilius’s actions but also by those of new characters: Amphialus’s rebellion and abduction of the Arcadian princesses, as well as his mother Cecropia’s manipulative schemes. Thus, with new waves of revision comes heavier emphasis both on chastity in the protagonist lovers’ secret marriage and on chivalric action necessary for achieving public validation of that dynastic union.\(^{361}\)

*New Arcadia* retains *Old Arcadia*’s contrast between protagonist lovers’ virtuous desire for each other, on the one hand, and on the other, the lust and jealousy of Philoclea’s parents Basilius and Gynecia; but Sidney’s revision alters the narrative frame for that poetic effect. Addition of many new characters and supplementary plotlines establishes a wide web of exemplary character contrast akin to that of *Arcadia*’s chivalric

\(^{361}\) Sidney apparently intended that chivalric action remain a contingency factor for this outcome, since before finishing his revisions for Books One through Three he omitted the passage from Book Five which indicates that Euarchus ironically intended to broker dynastic union between the protagonist princes and the Arcadian princesses (*OA*, 359, 357 [editorial gloss with 1593 text]). Cf. Chapter Four above.
source material. Modern studies have noted this proliferation of exemplary characters in *New Arcadia*, as well as its poetic functions in the work, both for the reader and internally for the protagonist heroes. The relationship between that brand of narrative poetics and Sidney’s chivalric source material, however, has remained unrecognized. Sidney amplifies the heroic mode of his fiction in revision by more closely approximating the narrative form of Spanish chivalric romance. *New Arcadia*’s printer John Windet, in the first edition of the 1590 text, divided Sidney’s narrative into episodic chapters, directly along the lines of that continental tradition. *New Arcadia* complements its enhanced heroic mode with more extensive focus on fictional genealogy, and it amplifies *Old Arcadia*’s emphasis on geographical verisimilitude. Sidney’s revised narrative also employs the tropes of a regal birthmark for Musidorus and of a feigned “historiographer” for its story, both characteristic to its source genre (*NA* [1590], 138; [1593], 232). *New Arcadia*, like *Old Arcadia* and its chivalric source material, provides narrative poetics of reader engagement and exemplary character contrast, and both versions maintain thematic emphasis on secret marriage and its ramifications within the Arcadian realm.

This general observation complements emphasis in Chapter Two above on the shortcomings of previous methodology in discussing literary source material. O’Connor has confirmed that Sidney drew certain episodes added for *New Arcadia* from stories in
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363 Existing modern editions prove misleading in this regard. Skretkowicz’s rendition of the 1590 text omits those chapter divisions, in accordance with the second 1590 edition, whereas Evans’s edition imposes them onto the 1593 text, in which they are not present. For editorial commentary on this matter in those earliest printed editions of *Arcadia*, see P. Sidney 1590a, sig. A4.r; *idem.* 1590b, sig. ¶4.r-v; and *idem.* 1593, sig. ¶4.r-v.

the Amadís cycle. Yet, recurrent separation of motifs and plot episodes from narrative structure and thematic focus in that source material has obscured the degree of continuity between Sidney’s distinct versions of Arcadia and its primary chivalric source: in poetic theory and in specific form of narrative poetics. A few brief examples from New Arcadia suffice to complement this study’s analysis of that matter with regard to Old Arcadia.

Sidney draws the Pamphilus anecdote in New Arcadia from Chapter 72 in Gohory’s French rendition of Chapters 1-84 in Feliciano de Silva’s feigned Chronicle of Florisel de Niquea, Part Three. In New Arcadia, just after Pyrocles has revealed his true identity to Philoclea and the couple has exchanged marriage vows, rather than be interrupted by Gynecia’s jealous vigilance, the prince informs his new wife of his past adventures, which include two brief encounters with the un-chivalrous knight Pamphilius and a vengeful woman (aptly named Dido) whom Pamphilius has seduced and abandoned and then abducts after Pyrocles makes peace between them, only to be thwarted in that attempt by another chance encounter with Pyrocles (NA [1590], 236-243; [1593], 334-341). Pyrocles tells how, in the first encounter, Dido and eight other women had tied Pamphilius to a tree and aimed to attack him with knives for seducing them all individually and leaving each one for the next. The incident resembles one from Silva’s fiction and Gohory’s translation in which the disguised protagonist Daraida (Agesi lao) encounters two women physically beating a knight whom they have tied naked to a tree; he had seduced them both through feigned marriage vows (FN3, Ch. 69; Fr. Am. XI, Ch. 72). In noting this source parallel, O’Connor simply claims, “The story of Pamphilius is not merely an isolated, half-comic event as it is in Amadis [i.e., Fr. Am. XI, Ch. 72]; it is

tied in with Sidney’s main theme of love and reason.”

Chapters Two and Three above have demonstrated how Sidney derives that thematic focus directly from his chivalric source narrative, in which this episode provides sharp exemplary contrast with the protagonist’s noble behavior in exchanging genuine marriage vows and eventually engaging in secret consummation with Diana.

Sidney’s imitation omits false promise of marriage, replacing it with Dido’s general emphasis on Pamphilius’s deceptive courtship and smug sophistry. Sidney amplifies the number of women involved and adds the Ovidian register of Dido’s self-consciousness about her name in deeming Pamphilius “a false Aeneas” (NA [1590], 240; [1593], 338; cf. *Heroides* VII). Pamphilius’s cowardice sharply contrasts with the chivalry exhibited by Pyrocles in this anecdote. Dido, like her classical precursor, meets a tragic death shortly afterward, amidst the fray of an ambush arranged for Pyrocles by her father, rather than by suicide (NA [1590], 248; [1593], 346). Here, as elsewhere in Sidney’s fiction, classical allusion serves the poetic purpose of exemplary character contrast. This variation of the chivalric source model complements Sidney’s

---

367 Pyrocles meets Pamphilius and Dido while on his way to fight a duel with Anaxius, and, after he makes peace between them, they suddenly reappear while Pyrocles battles Anaxius. Pyrocles cuts that duel short by delivering a quick debilitating blow, compromising the glory he could have won through full-fledged victory for the sake of thwarting Pamphilius’s abduction of Dido. Pamphilius flees when Pyrocles accosts him and his men, and Sidney’s narrative emphasizes that the hero understands his own chivalry as a matter of avenging injustice, including “secret wrongs”: “the lady’s misery over-balanced my reputation, so that after her I went,... they began to strip her of her clothes, when I came in among them and running through the first with a lance, the justness of the cause so enabled me against the rest (false-hearted in their own wrong-doing) that I had, in as short time almost as I had been fighting with only Anaxius, delivered her from those injurious wretches, most of whom carried news to the other world that amongst men secret wrongs are not always left unpunished” (NA [1590], 243; [1593], 341). Compare the narrative contrast between Pyrocles and his ambushers shortly afterward (NA [1590], 246-247; [1593], 344-345) and Leucippe’s complaints against Pamphilius (NA [1590], 259-260; [1593], 357-359). Sidney clearly intended for Pamphilius to reappear later in the revised narrative, either to be slain by Pyrocles as proper punishment for his vices or to exhibit repentance according to Leucippe’s prayers. On Aeneas and Dido in Virgil’s *Aeneid* with regard to the Spanish chivalric-romance tradition and Sidney’s *DP*, see Chapter Two above (esp. note 87).
foundational imitation of that source text’s emphasis on the slippery interplay of reason and passion, which produces tragic and comical consequences for some characters as well as beneficial dynastic union through secret marriage.

This study’s analysis of how Sidney draws that thematic focus for Arcadia from the chivalric source narrative challenges persistent assumptions about hierarchy of source material in New Arcadia revision. Wolff’s argument for the primacy of ancient Greek prose fiction in Sidney’s invention of Arcadia has maintained currency as a premise with regard to New Arcadia more than with the original version. Two narrative devices Sidney added in revision clearly smack of analogues in two different stories from the ancient Greek prose romance tradition. Briefly re-assessing those source parallels helps elucidate continuity between Old Arcadia and New Arcadia, both in Sidney’s method of invention and in his vision for Arcadia’s central narrative trajectory.

Most conspicuously, the revised narrative structure opens with a parallel to Heliodorus’s Aethiopica, combined with a taste of Spanish pastoral fiction. A fleeting dialogue between Arcadian shepherds evokes “remembrance” in much the same manner as Sireno’s emphasis on “memoria” at the beginning of Montemayor’s Diana, serving as a frame for the beginning of the main storyline, which occurs in medias res with a beachside scene that generally resembles the opening gambit in Book One of Heliodorus’s Aethiopica. This revised opening complements the augmented heroic tenor of Arcadia’s expanded narrative structure. It does not capitalize upon a “Heliodoran vogue” in European fiction in order to frame a story of “theological speculation” and

---

“anti-epic” sentiment, as has been suggested recently.\(^{369}\) Nor does this probable return to Heliodorus’s work for further invention in revision indicate intention for grand political allegory.\(^{370}\) Rather, new narrative structure operates on practical rhetorical levels.

Aesthetically, the opening scene contrasts the protagonist princes as men of action with the contemplative Arcadian shepherds Strephon and Claius. The incident also separates Pyrocles from Musidorus upon their arrival in the Arcadian realm. This revision allows for amplified rhetoric of friendship and hospitality in *New Arcadia*.\(^{371}\) It also shifts the narrative’s dual-protagonist focus at the beginning more toward Musidorus, whom the reader now meets first while only hearing about Pyrocles secondhand until his appearance in Amazonian disguise later in Book One. Presumably, Sidney’s return to the Heliodorian source for this point of revision came to mind in tandem with his use of that material for *Old Arcadia*’s conclusion, for the structural purpose of creating bookend Heliodoran registers both focused heavily on Musidorus and the trajectory of his adventure in the Arcadian realm, to which he becomes presumptive heir at the end of Book Five in *Old Arcadia* (and hence also in the composite 1593 *New Arcadia*).

Using motifs from ancient prose fiction to supplement a dominant chivalric source model in *Old Arcadia*, Books Four and Five, incited Sidney to employ further supplements drawn from other complementary material in expanding Books One through Three toward a “New” *Arcadia*. For Gynecia’s place in the trial scene in *Old Arcadia*’s concluding Book, it has been suggested that Sidney blended the Heliodoran paradigm


\(^{370}\) V. Skretkowicz 2004 [2006] and 2008. On this matter with regard to *OA*, see above: Chapter Four, at note 261; Chapter Five, note 285 and at notes 349-350.

\(^{371}\) Cf. W. Olmsted 2008 (pp. 76-105) on these rhetorical emphases in *NA*.
with one aspect of a distinct trial scene in Achilles Tatius’s *Clitophon and Leucippe*. Moody and Wolff also note that Cecropia’s feigned-beheading tricks with the captured Arcadian princesses in *New Arcadia* resemble parallel moments in Tatius’s fiction. O’Connor qualifies that fact with the observation that beheading motifs appear in the *Amadis* cycle. O’Connor’s plea of impasse on that matter, concluding that “it is impossible to be sure where Sidney got the idea,” once again reveals the limitation of such traditional methodology for source study. Authorial invention, narrative contexts, and poetic effect for such devices should be analyzed in source material and in target imitation alike. Unfortunately, Sidney’s untimely death left his revisions for *Arcadia* incomplete; but, given that scenario, what matters in this case is that the device, which Sidney probably did draw from Tatius’s story, complements the *Arcadia*’s structural and thematic focus drawn from Feliciano de Silva’s work in French translation, as well as the ingenuity of narrative perspective Sidney admired in that source. Silva’s *Chronicle of Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* uses a distinct false-beheading device to fulfill the required beheading of Florisel built into the sequestered-princess motif with Queen Sidonia and her daughter Diana, invented as a structural premise for that work (analyzed in Chapter Two above). From imitation and variation of that premise Sidney’s fiction derives its emphasis on ironic effects of reasoned passion and impassioned reason.

Cecropia’s beheading games, like the beheading scheme established by Queen Sidonia with the two magical towers in Guindaya, firmly establish both reader complicity with the protagonist lovers and tragic distance from this conniving female character, without the degree of sympathy felt for Sidonia as a vengeful scorned lover. Sidney employs the

---

372 See Chapter Four above, note 245.
373 W. V. Moody [1894], p. 54 (cf. pp. 50-51); S. L. Wolff 1912, pp. 316-317.
feigned-beheading device to channel that effect toward epic ends revolving around

*Arcadia*’s central love stories, as in Silva’s work.

The seeming death of Philoclea pushes Zelmane (Pyrocles) toward the point of despair, as Cecropia intends, but the hero focuses that emotion, “a wild fury of desperate agony” and “the madness of anguish,” away from suicide, toward epic rage bent on vengeful retribution:

> he heard (or he thought he heard) a voice which cried, ‘Revenge, Revenge,’ unto him—...that, indeed, helped with virtue and her valiant servant anger, stopped him from present destroying himself; yielding in reason and manhood first to destroy man, woman, and child that were any way of kin to them that were accessory to this cruelty, then to raze the castle and to build a sumptuous monument for her sister, and a most sumptuous for herself, and then himself to die upon her tomb. (NA [1590], 431-432; [1593], 563, 564)

This description of the grief felt by *Arcadia*’s hero in Amazonian disguise upon viewing his secret wife’s head in a basin, seemingly severed from her body, shifts from prior reference to “Zelmane” and use of feminine pronouns back to “Pyrocles” and use of masculine pronouns. Elsewhere, too, pronoun usage varies according to subjective viewpoints. As in *Arcadia*’s chivalric source material, the cross-dressed hero remains in Amazonian disguise amidst grand chivalric action. After Pyrocles learns that Philoclea is not in fact dead, virtuous anger akin to that emphasized in this passage propels him in battle as he slays Zoilus and Lycurgus, then duels Anaxius again in this incomplete expansion of Book Three. In describing that renewed duel, amidst which Sidney’s revision ends mid-sentence, the narrative refers to Zelmane (Pyrocles) from Anaxius’s perspective with feminine pronouns but also playfully refers to “Zelmane” in terms of her/his “Pyroclean nature, fuller of gay bravery in the midst than in the beginning of danger” (NA [1590], 464-465; [1593], 594-595). That “Pyroclean nature” in this
expanded sequence resembles the ethos of protagonist heroes in Virgil’s *Aeneid* and Ariosto’s *Orlando Furioso*.\(^{375}\) Both the chivalric content and such ingenuity with narrative perspective amidst poetics of metamorphosis through Amazonian disguise, though, resemble Sidney’s primary chivalric source material. *New Arcadia* follows that Spanish tradition in its congruence between amorous virtue, martial *virtus*, and the ultimate consequence of dynastic empire achieved through secret marriage.

Thus, Sidney invents and then later re-structures *Arcadia* by imitating and varying Feliciano de Silva’s fiction—primarily in French translation—and by supplementing that foundation with complementary narrative devices from ancient prose fiction and Spanish pastoral romance. Recognizing Sidney’s method of inventing *Arcadia* through this use of literary sources demands qualification of existing emphasis on Sidney’s structural and rhetorical revision for *New Arcadia* as alteration of emblematic representation. Critical approaches to altered narrative perspective in *New Arcadia* often highlight Ramist tenets, traditions of visual epistemology, and rhetorical tropes for reader engagement and characterization through emblematic representation and indirect description rather than through direct speech by the narrator.\(^{376}\) This present study has emphasized that reading *Old Arcadia* alongside Renaissance emblem traditions must not supplant analysis of Sidney’s invention from literary sources (see Chapter Three, note 154). This emphasis applies to *New Arcadia* as well, especially with regard to the disguise motif imported

\(^{375}\) Cf. T. P. Roche 1989 and C. Burrow 1993 (pp. 139-142) on this matter regarding the incomplete 1590 text for *NA*. To the issue of pride as this antagonist’s downfall, *NA* adds a playful twist of poetic justice. Pyrocles (in female disguise) contrasts his own faith in “heavenly providence” with Anaxius’s “pride,” claiming that his opponent justly will be “punished by the weak sex which thou [Anaxius] most contemnest” (*NA* [1590], 465; [1593], 594).

directly from *Old Arcadia*. Sidney’s revision adds reference to an emblem of Hercules in female disguise, with the motto “never more valiant,” worn by Pyrocles when he first appears disguised as Zelma (NA [1590], 69; [1593], 131). That fact has been used as a springboard for claiming major revision of character and emblematic poetics between *Old Arcadia* and *New Arcadia*.\(^{377}\) Yet, that detail complements *Old Arcadia*’s presentation of Pyrocles’s transformation in love, as analyzed in Chapter Three above. It also complements the source material Sidney used for inventing *Old Arcadia*, Books One through Three. Feliciano de Silva’s *Chronicle of Florisel de Niquea, Part Three* invokes Hercules as an analogue for its protagonist hero Agesilao, and Jacques Gohory’s dedicatory epistle for his translation highlights that parallel (see Chapter Two above, note 137). Future study of emblems and ekphrastic description in *Arcadia* will benefit from this study’s re-evaluation of narrative poetics established by *Old Arcadia*’s structural motifs derived from Silva’s work in Gohory’s translation.

Enhanced emphasis on chivalric spectacle and military action in *New Arcadia* suggests continuity with *Old Arcadia* in the sense that both represent rhetorical mimesis. This study’s re-evaluation of *Old Arcadia* as rhetorical mimesis facilitates the same with regard to the expanded version. Sidney’s revision of *Arcadia* between c. 1582 and c. 1585, like his production of the original *Arcadia* between 1578 and 1581, seems motivated by personal concern with the matters of Leicester’s marriage and the Dudley-Sidney family’s honor. That literary endeavor probably was inspired, at least to some degree, by various new circumstances: the libelous pamphlet against Leicester known as *Leicester’s Commonwealth*, the eminent prospect of military action in the Low Countries,

and Sidney’s marriage to the daughter of Francis Walsingham on 21 September 1583.\footnote{D. E. Baughan 1952 emphasizes \textit{Leicester’s Commonwealth} and Sidney’s own \textit{Defence of Leicester} as important contexts for \textit{NA} revision. K. Duncan-Jones 1974 suggests Sidney’s marriage as such (p. 177; cf. \textit{idem.} 1991, p. 251).}

Given the extent of Leicester’s baronial affinity,\footnote{See S. A. Adams 1998.} the networks of affinities and the chivalric \textit{ethos} attached to military action in \textit{New Arcadia} makes sense as mimesis.

Recent theory of “incompletion” tied to Sidney’s revisions for \textit{Arcadia} applies well for analyzing the work’s early reception but proves misleading if taken as a conscious maneuver of rhetorical impasse on Sidney’s part.\footnote{Cf. G. Alexander 2006a, pp. xx-55 (esp. pp. 35-55).} \textit{New Arcadia} amplifies chivalric action tied to \textit{Old Arcadia}’s secret-marriage conceit, conveying varied impressions of love and warfare revolving around the trajectory of its central love stories.

Assessing \textit{Arcadia}’s reception history demands consideration that in the revised version circulated in print, as in the original version, rhetorical mimesis takes the form of exemplary poetics. Aspects of \textit{Arcadia}’s mimesis may be interpreted as topical allegory by individual readers, but the work as a whole ultimately resists such exegesis, subordinating allegorical touches to its narrative design. Jousts described within \textit{New Arcadia}’s expanded early chapters resemble Elizabethan tilts, and certain minor characters involved have been associated directly with Sidney and with Queen Elizabeth’s consistent champion in those jousts, Sir Henry Lee.\footnote{See J. H. Hanford & S. R. Watson 1934; D. Coulman 1957; F. A. Yates 1957, pp. 4-16 (cf. \textit{idem.} 1975, pp. 88-102); K. Duncan-Jones 1970; E. M. Parkinson 1985. Other studies elaborate psychologically with distinct theories of cultural mimesis (e.g., D. Kay 1992; E. B. Bearden [forthcoming]). Contrast Chapter One above, at notes 36-39.} At least two seventeenth-century readers, on the other hand, drew up interpretive keys associating the protagonist lovers, among other characters, with the author and contemporary persons
from his lifetime.\footnote{W. Dean 1993. Cf. D. Tyndale, “Key of Pembroke’s Arcadia,” in J. Aubrey, Brief Lives, ed. A. Clark, vol. 2, pp. 250-251; and G. Alexander 2006a, p. 301.} One extant copy of the 1593 composite \textit{Arcadia} text, heavily annotated not long after that edition first appeared, addresses the intellectual issue of political rebellion figured forth with Amphialus in Sidney’s revised narrative, as well as matters of ethics in love represented in \textit{Arcadia}, including comparison with the Aeneas-Dido story in Virgil’s \textit{Aeneid}, Book Four. Fred Schurink’s recent analysis of that artifact compares it with modern interpretations of how \textit{Arcadia} figures forth sixteenth-century political theory, emphasizing that this “W. Blount” (probably William Blount, seventh Lord Mountjoy) reads the composite \textit{New Arcadia} more comprehensively in terms of its variety and thematic complexity, without attention to topical allegory such as that construed by Blair Worden.\footnote{F. Schurink 2008. Cf. Chapter One above on Worden’s study; Chapter Five, note 285, for debate on political theory and allegorical interpretation of the “Ister Bank” poem in OA; also complementary debate on \textit{NA} revisions (M. Bergbusch 1974; M. N. Raitiere 1982; B. Worden 1996, pp. 355-369; T. Sedinger 2007; R. Wood 2008).} These early and recent observations aim to interpret literary mimesis in Sidney’s fiction decades and centuries after its production. Based on this present study’s analysis of \textit{Old Arcadia} and its contexts of production, it seems highly doubtful that Sidney intended to inscribe networks of direct topical allegory within his fiction. One can claim with some assurance, though, that Sidney’s revision imposes multivalent perspective on diverse human experience in love and war, often poignantly so, in a manner that complicates any one firm political theory or philosophical perspective.\footnote{See R. C. McCoy 1989 on Amphialus in \textit{NA} (pp. 69-73); W. Craft 1994 (esp. pp. 3-8, 25-75); and D. Norbrook 2002, pp. 91-96. Cf. G. Williams 1981 on mixed impressions of war in \textit{NA}; R. M. Berrong 1989 on the issue of popular rebellion; S. Chamberlain 2002 on Amphialus and Cecropia; C. R. Kinney 1995 and W. Olmsted 2008 (pp. 83-90) on the issue of honor and erotic rivalry. McCoy attaches to his analysis the psychological claim, “Throughout his life Sidney was hobbled by an inability to acknowledge his own ambitions” (p. 74; cf. p. 75); S. K. Heninger 1989 characterizes \textit{NA} as “a collage of the debilitating attitudes that Sidney witnessed in his society” (p. 488); but Craft’s study emphasizes that \textit{NA} “represents a heroic response to suffering and contingency; the ‘pictures’ within it contribute to that image, but they}
achieves effects of rhetorical mimesis through narrative poetics focused on exemplary character contrast.

This critical emphasis, emerging from this present study’s analysis of *Old Arcadia*’s quasi-theatrical poetics regarding the matter of legal equity tied to clandestine marriage, will facilitate future study of Sidney’s comments on English theater in his *Defence of Poesie* and of English playwrights’ reception of *New Arcadia*. This study provides a starting point for reassessing the former issue (Chapter One, note 18; Chapter Two, note 79). It has been recognized that English dramatists mined Sidney’s fiction for plot material. Critical surveys of sixteenth-century English theater highlight its roots in the structural poetics of exemplary character contrast (via native morality-play tradition) as well as in humanist rhetorical training and affective poetics of academic theater. Recent studies also emphasize English drama’s relationship to the Aristotelian tradition of legal fiction and identify the issue of clandestine marriage as a significant topic for English theater in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Separate studies have catalogued and begun to analyze allusions to Spanish chivalric romances in
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387 On law and theatrical representation in this period, see M. E. Andrews 1965; R. S. White 1996, pp. 134-137, 148-184; T. Stretton 1998, pp. 55-69; B. J. Sokol & M. Sokol 2003; A. G. Harmon 2004; L. L. Giese 2006; S. Mukherji 2006; C. Jordan & K. Cunningham 2007; and L. Hutson 2007. Also see K. Eden 1986 on that Aristotelian tradition and Sidney’s *DP*; and Chapter Two above. S. Mukherji 2006 usefully emphasizes the issue of evidence pertaining to the matter of secret marriage in English plays from this period (pp. 17-54). R. H. Hemholz 1990, addressing “the inception of *ex officio* prosecutions against laymen who had been present at clandestine marriages,” notes, “Friar Laurence in Shakespeare’s *Romeo and Juliet*, for example, might well have been summoned before an English ecclesiastical tribunal, along with the lovers themselves” (p. 71). Compare these perspectives on drama of the Elizabethan and Jacobean periods with G. S. Alleman 1942 on Restoration comedy.
English drama of that period. This study’s observations that Sidney’s *Arcadia* focuses on secret marriage and that it draws that theme directly from the Spanish chivalric-romance tradition will facilitate future analysis of these matters as represented on the English stage.

These same observations posited by this study also bear upon English prose fiction in the 1590s and early seventeenth century, and hence, by extension, the rise of the English novel. Critical emphasis on a shift from “romance” fiction toward the modern novel has remained vague, and recent emphasis on commercial motives tied to Sidney’s work falls short in light of this study’s observations. Narrative poetics of exemplary character contrast in the Spanish chivalric-romance tradition and in Sidney’s *Arcadia* differ from similar poetics in eighteenth-century English fiction more in style and degree than in kind. *Don Quixote*, which appealed to eighteenth-century English literary taste and political thought alike, should be read and studied in terms of reception history by looking forward through its own literary tradition rather than backward past it, as emphasized in Chapter Two above. Whereas *Don Quixote* playfully critiques the fantastical dimension of prior works in its genre, as well as the stylistic virtuosity of Feliciano de Silva, whose works employ magical elements for concrete narrative purpose, Cervantine parody also preserves its genre’s thematic emphases and narrative poetics of exemplary character contrast. Indeed, Sidney’s imitation of Silva’s work prefigures the Cervantine shift toward verisimilitude, retaining the dramatic humor built into that

chivalric source material without parodying it as Cervantes does. In *Arcadia* and in *Don Quixote*, narrative ingenuity for engaging readers with different characters’ subjective perspectives amidst the story’s events owes much to Silva’s innovations in the mid-sixteenth century.

Traditions of imitation and innovation come into focus only through analyzing in detail specific examples of authorial agency, with regard to historical and rhetorical contexts for both production and reception, as well as continuity and divergence in narrative logic built into motifs and themes transported from one work into another. Sidney invents *Arcadia*’s protagonist characters and the work’s secret-marriage conceit by imitating and altering Silva’s work as encountered in French translation, for the rhetorical purpose of verisimilar mimesis motivated by his own family’s social and political circumstances. Recognizing this method of invention as a matter of continuity between both phases of Sidney’s fiction opens new avenues of inquiry for interpreting continuity in his literary oeuvre. This perspective also provides new focus for assessing *New Arcadia*’s impact on English prose fiction of the 1590s and the early seventeenth century, especially Lady Mary Wroth’s *Urania* (1621), which also conveys a significant degree of rhetorical mimesis mirroring contemporary reality and also focuses on marriage, including secret marriage. As Gavin Alexander has emphasized recently,

---


evaluating reception and imitation of Sidney’s work requires attention to its own rhetorical and mimetic nature. This study’s re-evaluation of those qualities in Sidney’s fiction facilitates further investigation of precisely how and why it spawned a tradition of continuations and imitation and translation into other languages, as did the chivalric romances of Montalvo and Silva within Spanish and European literary traditions.

bibliography on Wroth’s place in the Sidney-Herbert family and on her fiction, see B. Zimbalist 2006. Also see S. K. Heninger 1989 on the influence of Sidney’s narrative poetics (pp. 301-306; cf. pp. 282-283, 404-407).
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